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PREFACE.

THE completion of the 4th Number and the 1st Volume of the
Occasional Papers, published by the R.E. Institute, and the com.
mencement thereby of a new series of the R.E. Pl'Ofessional Papers,
seems a fit opportunity for a brief review of the history of our
professional publications.
The Professional Papers were commenced in 1837 at the suggestion of the late Sir William Denison, then a lieutenant, who, at the
request of a meeting of the officers of the Corps, undertook the
duty of editor, and peiformed this duty until 1847, when he was
appointed Lieutenant-Governor of Van Dieman's Land (Tasmania).
Eight quarto volumes had then been published, and so successful
were they considered to he, that a piece of plate was presented to
Sir W. Denison by the subscribers, with the following inscription:" Presented by his Brother Officers who attended the meeting of the 23rd
September, 18-16, to Captaiu Sir William Denison, Royal Engineers, as a
token of grateful remembrance, that to him alone they are indebted for
having originated the diffusion of individual experience by means of the
Professional Papers, which he has continued to conduct for a period of ten
years, until he was appointed to the Government of Van Dieman's Land."

The late Sir Henry James, then Captain James, edited the 9th
Volume for Sir W. Denison, and Colonel Lewis and Captain J.
Williams were appointed joint editors for the future, and were
requested at the Annual Corps l\Ieeting, held on the 1st February,
1847, to submit a plan of publication to an adjourned meeting,
which was held on the 23rd of the same month. At this meeting
it was determined to undertake two separate and distinct publications ; the one to he of large octavo size and to be called the
Corps Papers, to comprise subjects which might be of little interest
to the public, or to cinl engineers and architects ; the other to be
a, continuation of the existing Professional Papers, and to embrace
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matters of general interest to the public, the civil engineer, and
architect, as well as to the military engineer. The Co,ps P~pers
were to be published by subscription, but the Professional Papers
were to be placed in the hands of the publisher, Mr. Weale, with
certain privileges to the libraries and officers of the Corps in the
supply of copies.
During the next three years the joint editors published three
numbers of the Corps Papers which formed one volume, and
Volume X. of the P,·ofessional Papers; but whilst the supply of
matter for the Corps Papers was ample, that for the Professional
Papers was very insufficient, and the publisher declined to continue
the work on account of the expense.
At the Annual Corps Meeting held in February, 1851, it was
therefore determined : 1. That the quarto form should cease to be published.

2. That the octavo form should be continued, comprising the objects of both works.
3. That contributions should be confined to the Royal Engineers,
and the Engineer Department of the East India Company's Service.
4. That the title of the work should be, under the new form,
Professional Papers, N ew Series, and termed, "Papers on subjects
connected with the duties of the Corps of Royal Engineers," contributed by members of the Royal and East India Company's
Engineers, and edited by a Committee of Royal Engineers.
5. That the new work, under the above title, should be open to the
public, and bound with green to represent the quarto volumes in
a smaller shape.
Major-General Lewis and Captain Williams continued to act as joint
editors until 1854, when Captain (now Major-General) J. P. Bainbrigge succeeded them, and carried on the publication until 1861,
ten volumes of the new octavo series having then appeared.
Captain (now Major-General) C. S. Hutchinson was then appointed editor; in 1872 be issued an index of all papers published
from the commencement in 1837, and continued ably to conduct the
Professional Papers until the close of last year, when volume XXIII.
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was published, and another change in the form of these publications
OCCUITed.

On the establishment of the Royal Engineer Institute, in 1875,
the professional publications of the Corps devolved on its Committee, in accordance with the report of the Committee upon the
utilization of the R.E. Institute, which was approved by the .Annual
Corps Meeting held on the 22nd May, 1875; but a very widely
expressed wish for a change in the form of the Professional Papers,
led, in the first place, to the appointment of a Committee, composed
partly of the members of the Corps Libraries and Professional Papers
Committee, and partly of members of the Institute Committee, to
consider the whole subject of the Corps publications.
This Joint-Committee recommended:1. An annual publication, similar in character to the existing
Prufessional Papers.
2. Occasional Papers, for subjects of pressing interest, translations, memoirs, essays, &c.
3. The R.E. Journal, for subjects of social and general, but
ephemeral interest.
It should here be stated that, in 1869, a small monthly paper
called the R.E. Journal was established, giving a list of the officers
of the Corps, with their stations and movements, and containing
matters of general interest to the Corps. This periodical, it was
arranged, that the Institute should take over.
The Joint-Committee had considerable difficulty in coming to a
conclusion as to the best size for the publications under heads 1 and 2.
On the one hand it was urged that the size of the Professional
Papers, viz.,-]arge octavo, was inconveniently large, and that
ordinary octavo was a more convenient size. On the other band, there
was no doubt that, for a publication largely illustrated by diagrams,
the large octavo had great advantages. On the whole, however, the
Committee considered that there was a preponderance of advantages in favour of ordinary octavo.
The Committee of the Institute, probably having in mind the
difficulty experienced in carrying on two such similar publications
as the old quarto ProfeBBional Papers and the Corps Papers, which
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resulted in the discontinuance a~er a short time of one, came to the
conclusion to recommend to the Corps at the .Annual :Meeting, held
on 26th May, 1876, to discontinue the Ptufessional Papers as then
published, and that the following should be the publications of the
R.E. Institute:1. Occasional Papers, on subjects of scientific interest, to be published quarterly, should there be sufficient matter to justify it.
2. The Royal E,,gineer Journal, to contain subjects of general
and social interest as at present, and to be pnblished monthly.
This recommendation was adopted at the Corps Meeting, and
during the autumn of 1876 three Occasional Papers were publishe<l
separately in pamphlet form. Dnring this year four pamphlets,
each containing four or five paperr.., have been published, and these
are now bound together in the 1st volume of the new series.
The three papers published in 1876 were not printed uniformly
nor paged consecutively, and have therefore not been included in
the 1st volume, but bound together as an appendix tu it.
The change of form in the Professional Papers is, it will be seen,
principally one of size; and the matter of each volume may be
obtained either in pamphlet form, immediately on publication, or
bound up, at the end of tbe year, uniform ,vith the previous
volumes of Professional Papers.

There is no reason why these Occasional Pape,•s should not be
made of very great service to the Corps; but for this end the cooperation of every member is necessary; and we trust that during
the coming year individual officers, both at home and abroad, and
especially in India, will find time to communicate many interesting
results of their experiences in carrying on the work u pan which
they may be employed, or to contribute for the bene6t of the Corps
at large any useful information which they may have acquired in
the course 0£ their various duties.
ln concluding this brief reswnG of the past history of the Profes.
sional Papers, as an introduction to the new phase upon which they
have entered, we cannot do better than quote from the preface of
the late Sir William, then Lieutenant, Denison to tl,e 1st volume
in 1837.
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" The number and variety of the duties upon which we are employed, while they preseut many obstacles to the attainment of au
accurate knowledge of our profession, seem at the same time to
point out a system of co-operation as the surest mode of overcoming them.
"If every individual would contribute results of his experience,
however trifling, and throw his quota of information into the
gener<>l stock, he might, in return, draw from that stock rules and
examples for his guidance under all circumstances, deduced from
the collective experience of his brother officers.
«But, to accumulate this experience, and to make it applicable to
the various duties which we have to perform, the talents and industry of numbers must be brought into action, and each individual
shouid Mail himself of every opportunity of acquiring information,
as well for his own particular benefit, as for that of the Corps at
large.
" There is pleasure in the mere exercise of the intellectu"l faculties, there is pleasure in the acquisition of knowledge for its own
sake, but when knowledge is combined with utility, when it is M·ail~
able for the benefit of others, the pleasure is infinitely increased."
ROBERT H. VETCH.
CAPTAIN,

4th December, 1877.

R.E.,

Secreta·ry, R.E. Institute.

PART I.

TARGETS
FOR THE

TRIAL OF RECENT HEAVY ORDNANCE.
BY COLONEL

T.

INGLIS,

R.E.

A TARGET intended for the trial of the 80-ton· gun-16-inch
calibre-is in course of erection at Shocburyness, and is expected to
be completed by the end of November. It will be known as No. 41
Target.
It is composed of four 8-inch rolled armour-plates, placed one
behind the other at intervals of 5 inches. Each of these intervals
is filled with two layers of 2½-inch teak planking, laid crossways, and
held together by ¼-inch coach-screws 4½ inches long.
The armour-plates are all of one size, namely, 16 feet long and 10
feet wide. The finished weight of one is about 22 tons.
Each plate is held to the one behind it by a set of 3-inch armourbolts, with a spherical nut at either end fitting into cnp-shaped and
coned holes in the armour.
The front plate is held on by sixteen of these armour-bolts ; the
second by fourteen ; the third by sixteen. The fourth plate is
secured to the timber structure which forms the support of the
target in rear by fourteen 3-inch bolts, 4 ft. 6 in. long, which have
spherical nuts on their front ends and two hexagon nuts on platewashers on their other ends.

In the interval between the second and third plates, and near to
their lower corners, are two 3½-inch studs, the ends of which pass
3 inches into the faces of the plates. These studs are for use in
holding down the target to its foundations in the manner hereafter
described.
The timber structure in rear of the armour consists of two rows
of 14 in, by 14 in. fir piles ( eight piles in a row), strutted with timbers
of the same scantling, and supported by a third row of sl1ort piles
further to the rf'nr.
A
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This timber work is very strongly put together with l½-inch bolts
and ½-iuch straps and plates.
The target rests, near its upper and lower edges, against timber
stringers, 14 in. by 14 in. in section, placed horizontally in front of
the front row of piles. Thus t.he timber structure is intended only
for the purpose of keeping the target in its place, and will not act, in
the ordiaary sense, as backing to the armour.
Under the armour-plates is a mass of Portland cement concrete, in
which, at a depth of about 6 ft. 8 in. , are insertecl large washer-plates.
This concrete is weig.hted with a mass of old armour, and two 2-inch bent
bolts, which pass over the studs inserted between the second and third
armour-plates, as before described, are nutted under the washer-plates
in tbe concrete, and thus will serve as holding-down bolts for the
target.
In order to give the teak filling between the armour-plates of this
target a support against lateral dispersion during the entrance of the
shot, equivalent as nearly as possible to that it would receive in an
actnal work of armoured fortification, two spare armour-plates will be
set up to the right and le~ of the target with their faces turned
towards its ends. These plates will be kept up by timber-strutted
piles, and wooden wedges will be driven in between the plates and the
ends of the target.
For similar reasons a heavy spare armour-plate will be laid on the
top of the target for the trial.
It may be noted that the armour-plates used in this target are
about the largest that have been rolled in t his country. The moulds
of which each is composed weighecl as they went into the furnace for
the last rolling about 34, tons, and when leaving the rolls the weight
of the rough plate was about 31½ tons.
The following are the particulars of the moulds used in the mannfactnre of these armour-p !ates : For each plate there were made sixty-five small moulds measuring
5 ft. 4 in. by 5 ft. 4 ju,, and varying in thickness from l} in. to l½ in.,
each mould being itself made from three piles of ball fornace-iron
2 ft. 6 in. by 12 in. by 1 in.
The small moulds were nsecl thus :-Six piles of 9 moulds in each
pile were rolled clown into quarter moulds 7 ft. 6 in. by 7 ft. 6 in. by
5 in. Six of these quarter moulds were again piled in two piles, and
rolled into two armour-alate moulds, each 10 ft. 8 in. by 10 ft. 5 in.
by 7 in. to serve as the bottom and top moulds of the final pile. The
remaini1)g eleven small monlcls were piled and rolled into an n..rmour.
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phto mould 10 ft. 8 in. by 10 H. 5 in. by 3¼ in. to form the middle
mould of the final pile.
The final pile therefore was composecl of two double-worked and
one single-worked mould, making up together a thickness of 17½
inches and measuring 10 ft. 8 in. by 10 ft. 5 in.
When leaving the rolls the rough plate measured about 21 ft. 6 in .
by 10 ft. 3 in. by 8 in. in thickness.
Pieces taken off the ends of the plates have been broken under
hydraulic pressure, ancl the fractures show them all to be of good
quality.
The gun will be placed for the trial at 100 yards from the target,
that being the least distance within which it is thought that the
velocity of the shot can be taken.
The shot that will be used will in all probability be the Palliser
projectile, of the denomination formerly known as the 'small capacity
shell,' but now tbe only kind of armour-piercing projectile made for
the Service. It will weigh about 1,700 lbs., including a bursting
charge of about 21 lbs., and the weight of the copper gas-check with
which it will be fitted, which will also weigh about 21 lbs. The length
of the shot will be about 42 inches, and its head will be strnck to a
radius of once and a half the diameter of its body.
The firing charge will be 370 lbs. of 1·5-incb cubical powder, which,
when rammed home to a length of 63¼ inches, will occupy a space in
the bore equivalent to 34 cubical inches per lb. of powder.
With this charge the velocity of the 1, 700.lb. shot on striking the
target will not be far short of 1,500 feet per second.
It is expected that, when the effect of the above shot upon the
target has been fully ascertained, the gun will be chambered to a
diameter of 18 inches. After this a heavier projectile and powder charge
will be used, and the power of the gun will be much increased thereby.
Another target-known as No. 40, and intended for the trial oftbe
12½-inch 38-ton gun-has recently been completed at Shoeburyness,
and one round has been fired against it.
This target consists of three 6½-inch plates set np one behind the
othei: at inte,·vals of 5 inches.
The intervals are filled as in No. 41 Target already described.
Each plate is 10 ft. long and 8 ft. wide, and weighs in its finished
state about 9 tons 3 cwt.
The front plate is held to the middle one by eight 3-inch armourbolts, provided with a spherical nut at each end to fit cup-shaped holes.
The middle plate is held to the rear plate hy t,he same number of the
A
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same kind of bolt. The rear pbte is held back to th e timber structure
behind it by eight longer bolts of the same diameter, fitted with spherical nuts at their front ends and double hexagon nuts on plate washers
at their other ends.
The timber structure in rear acts on the same principle as that behind No. 41 Target; but it consists of only one TOW of three 14 in.
by 14 in. main piles strutted to another row of three short piles in
rear. The whole structure is kept from being driven backwards
by its bearing against an old target.
The armour of the target rests upon concrete, but it is not bolted
down to it.
The teak filling between the armour-plates is kept in place by old
plates and wedging as in the case of No. 41 Target ah-eady described.
The first object in view in preparing this target was that of obtaining an exact measure of the power of the 38-ton gun of 12½-inch
calibre, firing its Service Palliser projectile of 800 lbs., with its proper
battering charge of 130 lbs. of 1·5-inch cubical powder, at the shortest
practicable range. An amount of armonr was therefore provided which
it was thought would only just stop this shot, and the problem was so
exactly solved by the one round fired on the 11th inst., that while
the head and part of the body of the projectile passed through the
target, a portion of the base end of it was arrested and remained in the
hole.
The following are the particulars of this round (No. 2039) : The gun was placed at 70 yards from the face of the target, with
the axis of its bore strictly perpendicular to it.
The charge was 130lbs. of 1·5-inch cubical powder.
The projectile was a Palliser Service shell, with H- diameter head,
weighted with sand up to 818 lbs. including the weight of the gasclieck.
The striking velocity of the projectile was about 1,420 feet per second,
and its vis viva therefore was equivalent to about 11,400 foot-tons.
The shell struck fair at a point 3 ft. from the proper left of the
target and 2 ft. 8 in. from its lower edge.
It made clean holes, 12½ inches in diameter, through the front and
middle plates, and formed a hole of the same diameter part of the way
tlu-ough the rear plates, knocking off the back moulds of this plate to
a depth of 4 inches, the area of injured surface in rear measuring 2 ft.
4 in. by 2 ft. 3 in. The bead of the shell was picked up in rear in an
entire state, the point being uninjured, and the form of head unaltered.
The main part of the body, which also passed through the target, was
found broken into a few brge pieces. The base of the shell, with the
gas-check st.ill attached to it,, remained in the target,.
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There was little or no buckle on the face of the front armour.plate,
and a buckle of only about 2¼ inches on the rear plate. There were
no cracks in the plates, and no armour-bolts were broken.
The proper left end of the target was driven back 7 inches at its
lower corner and 5 inches at its top, the wooden supports in rear being
crushed or displaced to a corresponding extent. One of the timber
piles of the supporting structure was broken in two at a point low
down, where the lower stringer pressed against it, and other parts
behind the encl of the target struck were more or less injured. A
more exact and satisfactory measure of the energy of a shot bas
perhaps never been obtained in an armour-plate experiment, because
so large a proportion of the work in this round is to be accounted for
in simple penetration of armour, and the total energy was so nearly
expended upon the target.
It may be well to mentioi; that iu firing a trial shot, before this round,
against a spare 10.inch armour-plate standing at a distance of about
6 feet in front of a 4-inch plate resting against an old target, the results
obtained in 1870 (see Corps 'Papers,' Vol.XIX., page 106), with Palliser
projectiles against armour-plates with void spaces between them, were
repeated in a very remarkable manner.
The trial shot was similar in all respects to that used in Round
2039, and was fired with the same charge. It pierced the 10.inch
plate, but on reaching the 4-inch plate it was so completely demolished
that only a small portion of it was found sticking on its face in a finely
divided state, the injury done to the 4-inch plate being comparatively
insignificant.
It is difficult to account for the extraordinary discrepancy between
the results of these two rounds. In the one case the shot expended,
effectively, work sufficient to pierce 19½ inches of armour-plate, and
in the other little more than the penetration of 10 inches of armour was
effected. The balance of work in the trial round was evidently spent
in the destruction of the shot itself; but why this utter destruction
of chilled projectiles occurs when they attack successive thicknesses
of armour separated by air spaces, it is impossible at present to say.
As some very important resn Its have lately been obtained by en.
larging the chambers of guns, whereby, without increasing the
maximum pressure in the bore, great additional energy can be given to
the shot, it has been decided that part of No. 40 Target shall be
strengthened by an adclitioual 6½-incb plate before proceeding further
with the pre~ent experiment.
It has been found that, with a chamber increased to 14 inches in
,liameter, a charge of 200 lbs. of l½-inch cubical powder can be fired
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in the 38-ton gun with the Service Palliser projectile, and that with
this charge it has a muzzle velocity of ahout 1,590 feet per second
and an energy of upwards of 14,000 foot-tons. Even in the unchambered gun it bas been found that by lengthening the cartridge,
so as to give the powder more room for first ignition, a charge of
180 lbs. can be safely used, and a muzzle velocity of about 1,540 feet
per second g iven to the Service Palliser projectile.
It is probable, however, that one round more will be fired at the
unstrengthenod target, to compare the effect of a live Palliser projectile
(bursting charge 7 lbs.) with that of round 2039, the same powder
charge (130 lbs.) being used.
T. INGLIS.
October 25, 1876 .

'l'HE first round from the 80-ton gnn-16-inch calibre-at Nu. 41
Target, above described, was fired on February 1, 1877.
'l'he photographic number of the round is 2041.
The muzzle of the gun was ll8 yards from the faee of the target.
The projectile used was a Palliser shell with a head struck to a
radius of one and a half times the diameter of the body. The head
only, as is usual in these projectiles, was cast in a chill, the body being
cast in sand. The e:<act diameter of the body was 15·875 inches.
The shell was weighted with sand up to 1,700 lbs. Its capacity was
equal to 22 lbs. of bursting charge, but it was determined to fill it
with sand instead of powder, in order to avoid any uncertainty that
might arise from the action of the bursting charge. The extreme
length of the projectile was 42 inches. It was fitted with four
rings of stn.ds, 13 studs being in each ring. A non.automatic gascheck, weighing about 21 lbs., was used.
Tbe charge in the gun consisted of 370 lbs. of l½-inch cube
powder, which gave the projectile a muzzle velocity of about 1,510
feet per second, and a velocity at the target of about 1,496 feet. The
maximum pressure in the bore, dne to this charge, is supposed to have
been under 22 tons per square inch. With the above velocity the
energy stored up in the projectile, on reaching the target, would be
about 26,400 foot-tons.
The gun was aimed at a point 6 ft. 5 in. from the proper right end
of tbe target, and 3 ft. 9 in. from its bottom edge, but the projectile
struck only 6 ft. 3 in. from the right, and 14 inches lower than was
intended, or 2 ft. 7 in. from the bottom.
The shot struck the face of the armour at an n.ngle of about 1¼ 0
from the perpendicular, taken in an h01·izunta1 plane, aucl turned -a
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little more in penetniting the target, so that its final inclination was
'.:!½0 to the left, and it turned also about 2° downwaI"ds.
The accompanying sections of the target, taken in hol'izontal and
vertical directions, through the shot mark, show the exact penetration
obtained, and the rear view of the back armour-plate gives more
fully the effect upon it.
It will be seen that about 11 inches of the rear part of the body
of tho projectile broke np in the shot-hole. The head remains entire
and cannot be moved. The proportion of head thus uninjured is
unnsnally large. The fracture across the projectile is a peculiar one,
presenting an almost perfect square, with its angles on the circumference of the shot, the portions between the sides of the square and
the circle being sloped towards the front of the shot by the sliding of
the cast iron.
The hole in the front armour-plate is exactly 16 inches in diameter,
except at its front edge, ,,-here a lip seems to have been formed on the
entrance of the shot, and afterwards cut off, probably by the gas-check,
which was found lying j nst in front of the target.
As the shot on entering the target covered half the diameter of
one of the armour-bolts which secured the front-plate to the one
behind it, the remains of the bolt-hole appears in the shot.mark.
The bolt itself was crushed and cut into four pieces, the outer end of it,
with the flattened nut still on it, being thrown out to the front.
The shot-hole is distinctly scored by the studs of the projectile.
It will be seen from the sections that the front plate is but very
slightly buckled, and there is no appearance whatever of a crack in
any part of it.
On looking into the shot-hole it can be seen that the second
plate is dished round the shot to a depth of about 5 inches.
The teak filling between the first and second plates is of conrse
crushed and driven back from the immediate neighbourhood of the
shot; also the teak between the third and fourth plates at the end of the
target, nearer to the shot.mark, has been made to protrude about l½inch
beyond the ends of the plates at tbe level of the shot.
At the top of the target nothing is to be observed beyond a gradual
bend of about ¾inch on the top edge of the third armour-plate, and
one of f inch on the edge of the back plate.
The effects on the rear of the target are shown in the sections and
rear view of the back plate.
The cracks have been probed in parts to a depth of 4 inches, but it
is probable tbat, for a part of their length at any rate, they extend
through to the front of tbc plate.
The fractures in the cracks show the armour to be of good quality
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The al'mOt1l'-bolts have performed their part in the most satisfactol'y
manner. Sovel'al of them must be more or less elongated, but to what
extent it is at present impossible to say. Excepting, of course, the
bolt that was crushed by the shot itself, there is no appearance of a
single one being broken.
It was a moot point whether 3-inch armour-bolts would be large
enough for a structure such as this; however, it appears, from the
results now obtained , that no increase in the diameter of the bolts is
necessary.

With regard to the timber framing behind the target, the 14inch by 14-inch fir stringer, against which the lower part of the back
plate rested, is squeezed up to a thickness of about 8 inches behind the
shot bulge; one timber pile is broken nearly half through, and another
is somewhat cracked. Beyond this the supporting structure is very
slightly injured.
It cannot be discovered that there bas been any permanent movement of the entire mass to the rear, and, moreover, it is doubtful
whether even the front of the target bas been cl.riven back from its
original line.
Judging generally from the results of this round, it may be
assumed that, bad one of the 8-inch plates been taken off this target,
the pFojectile would have passed completely through it, and this would
probably have been equivalent to the perforation of au hypothetical
target composed of one large armour-plate 21 inches thick.
It is expected that the next round that will be fired at this target
will be from the same gun, after it has been chambered, with a similar
projectile, and a charge of 425 lbs. of l½-inch cube powder, which will
probably give a muzzle velocity of nearly 1,600 feet per second.
It may be useful to add that on the day on which the round in the
above description was fired, a common shell, filled with sand and weighing 1,700 lbs., was fired with the Rame charge of 370 lbs. of l½-inch cube
powder at an unbacked plate 8 inches thick, set up at a distance of
about 140 yards from the gun.
'J.1be plate had received several rounds before, but was uninjured
in the part selected for this trial.
The shell passed completely through the plate, making a hole 20
lnches in diameter.
As the plate was only 4 ft. 3 in. wide, it was split through to the
edges, and two pieces of it wel'e carried away by the shell.
The shell was of course broken to pieces.

rr.
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REPORT
OF THE

PREPARATIONS FOR LANDING OF THE
80-TON GUN AT SHOEBURYNESS.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

As soon as it had been decided to send the 80-ton gun to Shoeburyuess to undergo a series of expe.rimental firing, the question of the
htnding of such a weight came under consideration.
The largest sheers at the station are constructed to lift only 50
tous, and there :is no railway within 5 miles. The commerce of the
neighbourhood is carried on by barges which are loaded up to from 80
to 120 tons, and, not drawing more than 6 feet of water, are able to
come over the llfaplin Sands at high water and ground on the level
bed at the foot of the beach. It was therefore decided that a barge
of special construction should be built to take the gun, on its proof
carriage, on rails, and that the gun and carriage sbon1d then be run
out of the barge on to a line of railway which should be constructed on
shore to meet it. The gun and carriage weighed 120 tons. A site for
grounding the barge was fixed upon at the foot of the beach near the
S.E. boundary of W.D. property, and for a firing platform 8 feet
,-hove it, so as to be just above the level of high-water spring tides.
DESCRIPTION OF SPECIAL BARGE.

The dimensions and construction of the barge were as follows : Length
Breadth
Height of sides amidships

85 ft. 0 in.
27 ft. 4 in.
6 ft. 6 in.

Bow end circular, with gates opening outwards 8 feet wide.
1.'be barge bottom wa.s 4 inches thick, and composed of diagonal pJauki11g with layers of felt. Upon tbese were spiked timbers 12 inches deep
n.nd 12 iucbcs wide at 4-inch intervals for 35 feet amidships, and 8 inches
wide at 8-inch intervals a.t both ends. Three oak longitudjnal kee]sons
l:J~! in. by 13¾ in. rested on these, the two outer ones 4 ft. 8 in. apart,

"'" 1
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carrying the rails. Two valves were also provided on each side, 1 ft.
!) in. above the bottom, for the purpose of sinking the barge artificially.
FORMA1'ION OF BED FOR BARGE 1'0 GROUND ON.

It was contemplated that a barge with a load of 120 tons could
ground ·with sn,fety on the sn.nds, as this is the usual custom, as previously stated. Owing, however, to some doubts which existed as to
the strength of the bottom of the special barge, it was at t,h e last
moment decided to construct a gridiron, on which t he bottom of the
barge should rest when grounded, As the depth of the water even at
spring tides is only 8 feet, and at ordinary tides 6 feet or less, it was
necessary that the surface of tbe gridiron should not be higher than
that of the sands. 'l'he Commissary-General, Royal Arsenal Woolwich, placed at disposal the stock of timber for sheer legs in stor e,
from which seventeen Oregon spars, averaging20 inches in diameter and
from 70 to 80 feet in length, were selected. These spars were sent down to
Shoehuryness by harge, and after being unloaded were floated to the
site where they were to be used. The gridiron was then constructed
as follows :-Six spars 70 ft. long were sunk in trenches 14 feet apart,
3 ft. 4 in. deep, cut in the sands at right angles to longitudinal axis of
barge ; the clay was filled in at the ends fo1· 20 feet, and they were
further weighted by slinging four pairs of 13-jnch shell over them. rrhe
remaining eleven spars were placed in trenches 1 ft. 8 in. deep and 1 foot
apart and parallel to longitudinal axis of barge. Their under sides
rested on the six 8pars sunk transversely, and they were secured to
them by jagged staples driven in and connected by short lengths of
chain passing over them. 'l'hey were further weighted by slinging
three pairs of 13-inch shell over them.
In order to get as level a surface as possible with such large
bat1lks (which were not allowed to be cut or adzed), the six transverse
spars were placed with their butts and tips alternately. The eleven
longitudinal spars were placed with their butts seawards and their
tips towards the beach. In this manner a barge bed ~9 feet wide and
80 feet long was made, and it was marked by guide piles-viz. three
double piles for the starboard side of the barge to make fast to, and a
single pile on the port side near the bow.
A mooring, consisting of an old gun weighing 30 cwt., was laid
down about 100 yards seawards for the barge to haul out upon.
RAILWAY uP BEACH &c.

At the foot of the beach, a short concrete jetty was made, 20 ft.
long, 9 ft. wide, and 3 ft. 6 in. deep.
Between the jetty and the encl of the gridil'On were two short piles
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driven G feet into the ground c;nd 4 ft. 8 in. apart from centre to centre.
It was arranged with the barge builders that the gun should be delivered n,t n, height of 2 ft. 6 in. above the bottom of the barge, the
mils being left to be supplied at Woolwich. These piles were driven
to the le,,el approximately and were intended to take the first weight
of the load before it reached the edge of the concrete jetty. Between
the concrete jetty and the firing platform the line of rails was laid on
the beach n,t nearly its natural slope, viz. 1 in 12. The rails were of
steel

ti

weighing 86 lbs. to the yard, aud were dogged to sleepers

<c-Sa.,

10 in. by 5 in. laid longitudinally and spiked to similar sleepers laid
transversely at 2-foot intervals.
The firing platform* was 30 ft. long, 9 ft. wide, and 5 ft. deep,
constructed as follows:Foundations of Portland cement concrete 16 inches deep. Brickwork in Portland cement with hoop iron bond 1 foot thick. A layer of
sleepers 9 in. by 10 in. by 5 in. laid transversely, two 12 in. by 12 in.
timbers hid longitudinally 4 ft. 8 in. apart, carrying two iron

~
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girders 12 inches deep, 7-inch flange, to which the steel rails of solid section
2f'"

.L and weighing 105 lbs. to the yard ,rnre riveted.

The girders

<r--6..._,

were tied together by six iron rods, l¼-inch diameter, and were secured
to the longitudinal timbers by ¾-inch coach-screws through their flanges
and through oak packing 1 inch thick. Brickwork in Portland cement
was built up all round the girders and up to underside of rails. The
recoil line was of similar construction to the line up the beach and was
80 feet in length.
To convey the cartridges and projectiles to loo,ding stage at the
muzzle of the gun, a line of railway, 18-inch gauge of Ashantee rails
was constructed, and the projectiles travelled on a bearer and the cartridges in a covered truck made at the Arsenal to suit the gauge. A
temporary magazine was erected at the top of the bank, which was
about 17 feet above the firing platform. A Gibraltar gyn was erected
close to the edge of the bank, and the truck and bearer were lowered
down the incline of the tramway, which was 1 in 6, by the windlass
attached to the gyn.

* ThL':I platform stood 43 rounds very well. The girtlers and rails were shaken,
and some of the rivets were sheared. The rail on the right siJe of the gun wai:1
cr;t('ked across in four places; but no further injury resulted.

11erfoct.ly fit for firing from.

The platform is still
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BEl<'fBING OF TUE BAllGE.

'rhe barge containing the gun arrived off Shoeburyness after dark,
Laving been delayed in the Thames by a thick fog, and grounded on
the sands a few hnndred yards off the berth prepared for her. Next
day, about midday, without tbe aid of the steam tugs which towed her
down the river (and which could not be got to float so soon), by the
aid of the moorings and piles, she was hauled bow forwards without
difficulty into the required position over the gridiron, holding on
lightly to the guide piles.
It was then decided not to wait for the tide to recede, but to sink
the barge artificially by opening the valves. This was done; but the
i-esn.lt was not quite satisfactory, as she began to heel over on the port
side, and had the water been deep enough she would have capsized.
On tonching the gridiron on the port side she gradually righted and
was found to he well berthed.
As soon as the tide receded sufficiently, the leaves of the semicircular gates were first slightly raised on their hinges, to clear the
piles at the end of the jetty, aud then thrown hack ontwards, resting
against the sides of the barge.
The distances from the ends of the shore rails to those in the barge
were then measured, and smiths set to work to cut lengths of rails by
means of a field forge on the beach.
A connecting bridge was then made between the shore line and the
barge, by placing sleepers tr<1nsversely on the longitudinal spars of the .
gridiron and packing up till the height of the longitudinal timbers
carrying the junction rails was reached.
The connecting piece was made in 6½ hours. 'l'he length of time
was owing to the smiths having to wait till the rails cooled naturally
after the heat, as they had to be drilled for fishplates, and bad artificial
cooling been resorted to the metal would have become too hard to
drill. The men were also working in the dark.
HAULING GuN AND CARRIAGE UP TO FmING PLATFORM.

The hauling apparatus consisted of two 5-ton winches, which were
placed on the top of the bank above and behind the recoil line, so as
to insure a direct lead. '!.'he height of the bank above end of recoil
line was lei, feet. The distance from the winches to the gun on the
barge was 90 yards, and the distance to be travelled by the gun 50
yards, of which 30 yards was on an incline of 1 in 12. The tota]
weight to be haul eel up was 127 tons. The falls wcl'e of inch chain, and
were passed through two snatch blocks attached to tbe gun-Carrin.gr.

The slack of these falls was taken up by two 2-ton winches placed behind the larger winches. Chain-stoppers were provided to be used
during the process of shifting the fall along the barrel of the windlass .
They were made of gun-metal blocks recessed to fit the chain links,
and turned to fit into an iron thimble. These stoppers had previously
been tested up to a strain of 12 tons each.
In the operation of hauling, 40 men were employed on the 5-ton
winches, and 40 men on the 2-ton winches. '1.1hese men were relieved at
intervals of about 15 minutes. The time of hauling was 2¼ hours, including stoppages from all causes. An attempt was made during the
process of hauling to increase the speed at the expense of the power,
by racking the two returns of each fall, but the work on the winches
was found to be so heavy that it was not persevered with.
M. LAMBERT,

Major R .E .

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRINCIPLES
OF A

SYSTEM OF SIGHTING,
AS APPLIED TO TELESCOPES AND TO TIIE SERVICE SIGHTS OF THE
PRESENT DAY.
BY CAPTAIN L.

K.

SCOTT,

R.E.

WIT~ the present systen1 of 'sighting' no gun will fire correctly,
leaving out the question of rifling and wind, unless certain conditions
are fulfilled, viz. that tl1e plane on which the gun wheels rest be truly
horizontal, or, in other words, that the plane containing the sights be
vertical, and that a correct line of ' sight' be taken. These conditions
hardly ever obtain in practice, more especially with field guns, because
their positions are constantly T"aried, and they rarely, if ever, have a
level platform, and consequently the sight being inclined the shot
deviates and falls short. Another source of error is the difficulty
experienced by unpractised men in taking a correct aim, which of
course regulates the direction of the axis of the piece. Even if a gun
stand with its wheels level on a platform, if the air be still and the
gunner be exceptionally well trained and clever, if the powder be perfectly even in its strength and weight, if in fact all sources of derangement are eliminated, he will still have to contend with the fact that if
the sun be shining he will be liable to error from his taking the illuminated portion of the sights as his 'line of sjght,' instead of taking
the true line; but i.£ one wheel be lower than another, as is almost
al ways the case on ordinary ground; if there be a wind blowing in any
direction of any strength; if the gunner be inexperienced in all the
little tricks that need apprenticeship to the trade to learn; if one or
all o-f these elements of disturbance exist. the shooting will be Jess
true, and approximation to good shooting can only be obtained hy
abstrm~e and complicntecl calculat,ions, cilpablc- of application only hr
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the limited few who have had the advantage of constant costly gunnery
practice. Hence it is far more unlikely for the gunner to learn to
shoot accurately without practice, than it is for the infantry soldier,
who can keep bis sight upright, because the gunner, from firing at
very long ranges, has not only to allow for inclined sights, but for wine!
and rifling, which is no easy matter.
In order to appreciate these difficulties it is as well to explain the
process which has to be gone throngh under the above conditions.
Suppose with wind from the left a shot goes right to the mark,
the firer hns to guess the amount, and to base his calculations for
deflection on this unknown quantity, which are made as follows:Let the distance be 50 yards.be right at 3,000 yards. The firer
has to remember that one second of arc makes the axis of the gun point
one inch to the right or left in every 100 yards, and . ·. at 3,000
yards it will point 30 inches to the right or left, and consequently to
calculate the number of minutes of deflection for 50 yards deviation,
50 must be multiplied by 36, and divided by 30 = 60 min., or 1 ° as
the left deflection required; but as the wheels, when on the natural
surface of the ground, may sink unequally after each round, another
calculation must be made to allow for this defect, to ensure accuracy
of fire, without which the previous one would be useless.
It is evident, therefore, that the present system of gunnery is very
defective, and that some improvement is necessary. Practically
speaking the present sights are in about the same state as when they
were invented by Robins 120 years ago. They were then a great
improvement, £or before then there were no mea.ns of firing a gun
at, all accurately between about three or four degrees and 45 degrees.
Perhaps they were quite good enough, because the old smooth bore
guns of that time were extremely imperfect in their shooting, whilst
their longest effective ranges were what we should now consider almost
close quarters.
If then a system of sighting can be devised which will give the
gunner complete command over the axis of his gun under all con~
ditions, without the necessity of any calculations, instead of only when
the wheels are level, as at present, and then only to a liJUited extent.,
it certainly ought to be a great boon to the gunner, and a great saving
of expense to the State. The Telescopic Sight and other sights proposed fulfil all these requirements, for the use of the telescope, with cross
wires, removes all difficulty of aiming, and the corrections for unequal
height of "·heels, wind, &c., can be effected by the simple turn of a
screw, without any calcnla.tions, and, being effected, remain perfecUy
nccuTnt.e till a clrnnge of rain and wind occnrs.
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There have bcen three trials with the Telesropic Sight, the last of
which, at 4,000 yards, was eminently successfnl, being as 7 to 1 a~
regards deflection with Service Sights. The mean error in range was
53·.J, yards, which points to the fact that the powder requires improvement; and when this is done the gunner will be able to plant all the
shot at 4,000 yards within a rectangle of about 5 x 5 yards. Unde,·
such accurate shooting as this no siege battery could live.
It is not pretended that extreme accuracy is required for field
guns firing at large bodies of troops, yet even field guns will sometimes need the utmost perfection of shooting that can be given to them.
For instance, if artillery is firing at artil1ery, a gun on its carriage is
an extremely difficult object to hit, laltl the difference in accuracy will
almost inevitably decide which artillery has the advantage over the
other. Again, in firing at infantry behind shelter trenches, accuracy
is of the greatest importance. But the difference will he still more
ma1·ked in the case of siege artillery and heayy guns in coast batteries. Escarps will for the future have to be frequently breached
hy guns firing at considerable ranges and pitching their projectiles
just over the crest of the glacis. .As for coast artillery, it is at present
impossible to say bow far the development of firing at long ranges may
reach, and it is manifest that at any range the power of being able to
strike exactly the vulnerable parts of a ship can hardly be overestimated. Indeed, we expect to see such a combination of scientific
means in finding the actual distance of a ship and keeping the gnn
carefully laid upon it as will make sure that not a single shot shall
ever be thrown away. Few persons understand what the cost of each
round fired from a heavy gun is. There is first to be considered the
price of the powder, then that of the shot, then the cost of bringing
gun, powder, and shot to the place where they are to be fired. Nor,
when all this is calculated, have we arrived at the full price: To the cost
of the ammunition and its transport to the place of firing must therefore be added a certain proportionate part of the cost of the gun itself.
Thus, if a gun has cost £10,000-no extravagant price for the huge
artillery constructed in these days (and we have not yet arrived at the
end of progress in this particular)-and if the gun were calculated to
fire 1,000 rounds, each round would cost £10 worth of the life of the
piece.
It has been calculated that for every man slain in the Franco-Prussian war, two tons of lead and iron were expended; if by means of
this system the amount can be reduced to one half per man it is
worthy of serious consideration.
It has been proved that any gun in the Service on. uneven g round,
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when sighted with this Telescopic Sight,, will shoot without any calculation at least 2½ times better than with the Service Sights; a
calculation which is equivalent to the production of a gun 2¼ as
accurate as any gun of the present day, and makes the inventio;; as
much in advance of the Service Sights as the rifle gun is in advance
of the smooth bore.
The following are some of the objections that have been raised to
the system, and the replies to them:1.-That it would be impossible to correct the line of sight by t,wwing
the telescope {n the direction, •where the shot struck, becau-se it might not be
obseri•ed. If the shot cannot be seen, it is of no use firing; and if
firing is persisted in, it will be just as likely to be accurate with the
Telescopic Sight as with the Service Sights.
This shows that if it
2. That the ti,ne Jo,· aiming is longe,·.
takes longer to aim cross hairs on a mark which can be clearly seen
with the telescope, the aim, when taken more readily with the Service
Sights when the object cannot be clearly seen, cannot be as accurate;
and as accuracy of fire, and not rapidity, is required, the objection fails.
3. The g,mner would req,.ire special training in the use of the
instnonent. The gun being a very expensive scientific machine,
h,rned out of the Arsenal to an accrrracy of a thousandth of an inch,
it is necessary and worth while to have men instructed in the use of
a machine which will extract the best shooting powers of the gun,
and if the advance of the age requires that a more perfect knowledge
of gunnery should be acquired, instruction should be imparted ; as
there is no reason whatever why every gunner in the Service should
not be as well acquainted with his particular nature of gun as an
infantry soldier is with his rifle. It is possible and very easy to teach
a man to manipulate an instrument with care, but by no means possible to teach a man to make the abstruse calculations required for
accurate shooting with the present sights.
The instrument is no more
4. The cleh'cacy of the instrimient.
delicate than the ordinary binocular, and being used with field guns in
combination with the existing sights, no injury short of breaking the
glasses would affect its accuracy of shooting, nor would the gunner
be at a greater disadvantage than be is at present, in any case.
DF.SCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENT.

The instrument may either consist of one part, or of two parts (the
liracket and sight). See drawing. In the first case the bmcket is
!=.rrl'wcd on to the side of tho gun in any convenient position and
Jj
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remains on, but the 'sight' is lifted off when the gun is fired. In the
second case the bracket and ' sight' together are slipped in and out of
a corresponding groove cut in the end of the trunnion which exactly
fits the dovetail screwed on to the back of the bracket.
The bearings in which the ' sight' rests are cut as nearly as
possible in every direction parallel to the axis of the gun for the sake
of convenience, and when the revolving tray ( on which the telescope
with its supports rests) is level, as shown by the bubble of the level
being in the cent-re, the line of collimation of the telescope and axis
of revolution should be as nearly as possible in one and the same
vertical plane, and any Temainiug error is rectified by the deflection
screw D, which gives the telescope a horizontal movement. The
'sight' is worked by three slow~motion screws, E, D, w. E is to give
elevation, n deflection for ' rifling ' and ' wind,' and w is to make
the plane passing through the line of collimation of telescope and
axis of revolution vertical (shown by level on tray having the bubble
in the centre) when the wheels of the gun are not on the level. Sup.
pose the gun is to be fired with an elevation of 20' 19°, one wheel
lower than the other, and wind from the right: turn screw E
from left to right till telescope bas been moved through an angle of
20° 19', and give supposed required deflection of 59' for 'rifling' aud
'wind' by turning screw D to the right. Place the axis of revolution
of sight into the bearings with the projection P under the spring s and
the ball of the screw w into its receptacle under the bracket, and if
the wheels are on uneven ground sloping to the right, level the 'sight'
by turning screw w to the right, lay the cross wires (EB) (which are
lines scratched on glass) on the object, and see that the bubble be still
in tbe centre when this operation is completed; lift the sight off the
bracket, and fire; but if the shot does not strike the mark, run the
gun up into its previous position, direct the cross wires (EB) on the
same mark (the telescope being levelled as before), and turn the tele.
scope horizontally by means of screw n in the direction where the shot
was seen to strike. Then if the telescope be again directed on the
object to be bit by means of the trail of the gun and elevating screw,
and the gun fired, the shot will this time go in the direction of the
mark, and ever after till the range and wind change. See Sl.·etches,
Fig. l.
The application of the three screws E, n, w is very easy to remember. To give elevation turn E to the right; to give right or
left deflecti?n, i.e. to turn axis of gun to right or left of object,
turn D to ~1ght or left; when wheels are inclined to right or left,
turn w to right or left. When w is tumed to the right, the tray is
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pressed down in the opposite direction by means of the flat spring
screwed to the brackets. When w is turned in the opposite direction,
tbe tray is levelled by the force of the spring. In order to facilitate
the 'laying' of the gun by means of the cross wires ( EB ), the telescope is provided with a back sight and foresight, which allows of
the firer taking a rough 'line of sight' to get the cross wires at once
on the object, which operation is done during the loading, and enables
him to fire just as quickly as and far more accurately than with the
present, mode of sighting.
It is to be understood that the present instrument, having
been constructed for field guns, bas been made as small and portable
as possible, without any unnecessary levels, and consequently it is not
intended to be used for firing at unseen objects from behind parapets.
It could be so used if necessary, by placing the level on the top of the
telescope and by making it capable of turning, so as to be parallel to
axis of telescope, whereby the true angle of elevation could be given
instead of 'angle of fire.' The screws E and D should have micrometer beads divided into sixty parts to allow of minutes being read
off by the naked eye. By means of the deflection screw D, allowance
is made for 'rifling' and 'wind' together; but should it be deemed advisable to be able to fire accurately in calm weather without having
recourse to a trial shot ( which must be always the case with the present sights), the mean angle of deviation for the particular nature of
gun being estimated in the usual way ( which for the 16-pounder is
2° 16'), the zero of the micrometer head could be permanently set at
this angle; and if this be not approved of, the level at right angles to
axis of revolution can be set at an angle of 2° l 6', • so that when the
screw w is turned to neutralise the inclination of the wheels, the angle
which the vertical arc will make with the horizon when bubble is in the
centre of level will be 90°-2° 16'. This, however, is open to the
objection that elevation is lost by inclining the sight.
For field guns, where the telescope should be used in combination
with the existing sights, there is no need of any graduated arcs, nor
of any level at all, because the elevation can be borrowed from these
Service sights, and any further elevation necessary can be given by the
micrometer head of E, and the arc can be vertically adjusted by the eye,
as is done in musketry practice, or by the vertical wire of the cross
wires.

To borrow the elevation from the Service sights, let us suppose
that the object to be fired at be 3000 yards distant. Raise ta.11ge11t

*

This was kindly suggested by l\fajor l\faitland, R.A.
B 2
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sight up to this distance, and aim at a smn.ll mark at a distance easi ly
seen by the eye, and direct the cross wires of the te]cscopic sight, which
has been carefully levelled, on a point level with this mark, but at a
distance from it equal to the distance of the centre of the telescope
from the line of sight of the Service sights. This process will make
the line of sight through the cross wires ( \:B) parallel to line of sight
of service Sights.
The advantages of this instrument are as follows:No. 1.-An unseen object can be fired at when it is at a known
lateral distance from a mark that can be seen, by the use of the deflection screw D. See Sketches, Fig. 2.
Suppose a dam which is to be cut is known to be 100 yards to
the left of a church spire 2000 yards distant.
Direct the cross wfres of the telescope on the church, and turn
screw D to the left the number of minutes required to make the axis
of the gun point 100 yards to the left at a range of 2000 yards, and
give the angle of elevation in this case by means of a spir it level.
The allowance to be given for deflection in minutes for a lateral
deflection of 100 yards at a distance of 2000 yards is calculated
from the fact that l' of arc makes the axis of the piece point to
the right or left of the mark aimed at 1 inch at a distance of 100
yards; .•. at 2000 yards 11 gives 20 inches lateral deflection, and
consequently the number of minutes required for 100 yards lateral

deviation

=

lOO x 36
20

= 180' = 3°.

The above method enables the

firer al ways to have a fixed mark to aim at. In firing at large
horizontal angles it might be necessary to make an allowance for the
loss of elevation, therefore a table has been calculated for this pru·pose.
Table of increments of elevation to be given to the angle of depression of the telescope so as t.o give the gun the true elevation when
the axis of the telescope, instead of being parallel to, makes a horizontal angle with the axis of the piece, w hir:h are calculated frou the
formula, tan x = tan a + sec 0, where re = angle to be given to
telescope to give a certain angle of elevation et to gun with a. hori.
zontal deflection o.
( Fo,· Table see 11erot page.)
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And it, is used in the following maimer:Find in column n 7°, which is the angle at which the gnn is to be
£red at to cany 3000 yards, and look along this line till you come to
the increment 4' as shown in the column showing 8° deflection; add 4'
to the 7°, which makes 7° 4' as the angle of depression to be given
to the telescope to produce an angle of ele,,ation of 7° with a deflection
8°).
No. 2.-Tbe gun can be fired under cover of a parapet by means of
the level ; but great care must be taken that the plane passing through
t,be axis of level is vertical and parallel to plane passing thron~h axis
of gun, because if the plane passing through the axis of level be not
vertical, the gnn will get too little elevation, and if it he vertical but
not parallel to the vertical plane passing through axis of gun, the gun
will get too much elevation.
The telescope can be used for taking aim from behind earthworks
by reversing it in its bearings and by directing the cross wires on some
distant object, the angle of elevation being obtained by raising the
telescope. The direction of the howitzer could be maintained by a
line on the platform.
No. 3.-Breaches can be macle in walls with greater rapidity than
formerly, on account of the improved accuracy of fire.
No. 4.-Moving objects, such as ships, can be fired at with great
accuracy by a proper use of the deflection scale.
No. 5.-For night firing the elevation can be given in two wayslst, by the spirit level; 2nd, by fixing a light at the required elevation
during the day and by directing the cross wires (which can be clearly
seen) on it. The direction ma.y be given in two ways-lst, by means
of the ordinary swinging scales, which would be troublesome to manage at nlght; 2nd, by placing gun carriage on curved rails which
have been secured to the ordinary wooden platform during the day
time, which method, it is believed, wonld be an improvement on the
use of the swinging scales on account of the absence of traversing the
gun after every round.
The rail platform is a moveable frame of iron, consisting of three
curved rails bolted to a transverse plate, which is secnred to the centre
of the wooden platform by meaus of a strong bolt, around which the
whole frame turns, so as to allow of its adjustment, in any direction.
The graduated carved centre rail is to allow for deflection.
The two outer rails are for the wheels of the gun, which are supplied with flanged or grooved tires to run on, and the centre one fo1·
grooved plate (fastened to the trail) to work on. The flanges of the
wheels should be of sufficient depth to :,,\low of tbc tire and flange to

ci
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rest on the wooden phtform and rail at the same time, and the depth
of the grooved plate should be similarly regnlated. See Sketches,
Fig, 3.
No. 6.-Taking a correct 'line of sight ' is independent of the
human eye and of any practice on the part of the firer.
No. 7.-When the trne elevation and deflection are found, they
can always be maintained, because the telescopic sight is lifted out of
its bearings without touching the elevation or deflection screws E or D.
No. 8.-The greater accuracy of the fire reduces the number of
shots, and consequently the amount of transport, to a minimum.
No. 9.-The range can be accurately determined.
No. 10.-A level platform not being required, the artilleryman will
he no longer in the anomalous position of being dependent upon the
engineer for accuracy of fire, aild considerable expense and trouble
will be saved in permanent fortification.
No. 11.-The whole lateral error or deflection in firing and 11c; of
the varjations in range being due to defective sighting, and not, as is
gmerally asserted, to the inequality in the strength of the powder, the
power of artillery will be increased to an extent unprececlen.ted in the
aunals of artillery.
No. 12.-If it be borne out by facts that this telescopic sight will
nmko any gun in the service shoot 2½ as accurately as with the present
sights, it will he equivalent to the production of a gun twice and a
half as accurate as the present gun, for the small sum of £4.
To FIND THE RANGE OF OBJECTS AT Su.
If this instrument is to be used to find the range of an object at sea
from a battery, say 100 feet above the level, adjust the vertical arc
vertically by screw w, turn the telescope down by screw E till the
m·oss hairs cut the ship, and read off the distance, which is graduated,
from calculations, on the exterior edge of the vertical arc; or, in order
to obtain the distances to a larger scale, an arm might be attached to
and revolve with the trunnion of the gun, which would read off the
distances marked ou the check of a carriage gun, as shown in the
sketch. See Sketehes, Fig. 4.

To

FIND THE RANGE

oF

OBJECTS ON LAND BY MEANS OF A BASE-LINE.

To find the raage of objects on land a tripod must be supplied
which bas circular graduated parallel plates with bearings similar to
those on the bracket for the reception of the axis of revolution, so
that the necessary horizontal angles may be obserYed from the ends of
a measured base and the range therefrom acquirctl by reference to
previously calculated tables.

2-l
To

FIND ·1·11E

ArraoxiMA>'E

R ANGE

wrTnooT

A BA sE-LINF..

To find the range by means of the micrometer-headed screw D
wilho,.t the ,ise of a measured base-line, the breadth or height of the
object or objects on which t he telescope is directed must be assumed,
aud the angle in minutes subtended by the breadth or height of this or
these objects must be observed aud read off the micrometer bead n,
and the range by this means calculated.
For instance, suppose the breadth of six men in line be taken as
twelve feet, or that of a gun as six feet between the wheels, or that of
au ordinary gate into a farm or park as twelve feet, or that of a
ch urch as 100 feet. See Sketches, Fig. 5.
Let ab represent six men= 12 feet.
Direct cross wires on a, and measure the horizontal angle aTb by
deflection screw D. Let aTb = 3'.
Now, since l ' of arc at 1,200 yards (which number is taken for
the sake of convenience because 1 foot= 12 inches) gives 12 inches or
1 foot deflection, and the angle subtended by six men= 3',
:. at 1,200 yards 3' gives 3 feet deflection, and consequently, i£
we divide 12 feet, the breadth of the section of men, by 3 feet and
multiply by 1,200 yards, 4,800 yards will be the range required1-j x 1,200 = 4,800 yards ;
or in other words, 1111.ZtiplAJ the breadth a,· height of the assi"1ied object in
feet by 1,200 wnd divide by the si,btended angle in ,ninules.
To

BREACH A WALL.

To breach a wall at 800 yards distance.
Let the elevation required be 3° for the shot just to clear the
parapet of the glacis with the deflection scale at zero.
Fire 3 shots at 3° elevation and 0' deflection.
30
3
l'
30
3
2'
30
3
3'
30
3
4'
and so on till the horizontal cut has been effected. The cross wires
must always be directed· on the same spot, whether it be a fixed
observable mark on the wall or any other visible point on the fortress,
aud the axis of the gun must be directed away from it by means of the
screw D. The vertical cuts will be made in the same manner by
altering the elevation by screw E. See Sketches, Fig. 6.
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ADJUS'l'ING RtNG AND REVOLVING AND REPLECTING
GIVE '.L'HB FmER COMMAND OVER

Axis

Swrrrs,

WHICH WILL

OF GUN UNDER ALL CONDITIONS.

·with reference to the principles of this system of sighting guns as
applied to the above telescopic sight, which enables the firer to
shoot accurately regardless of rifling, wind, or inclined wheels, without
recourse to any calculation, it is shown, in continuation of the same
system, how the same principles may be adapted to the existing
sights and how a telescopic sight may be attached to them. With
the existing sights the firer has only command over the axis of the
gnu when tbe wheels are level; when they are not level he loses that
command, and is obliged to make unreliable and guesswork calculations for inclined ' sights.' If some means could be provided for
keeping the sights upright under all conditions of wheels, then these
ca1culations would be eliminated.
It is proposed therefore to place the 'tangent sight' and' foresight'
on rings capable of turning round the gun and consequently of allowing
the 'sights' to be adjusted vertically, either by the eye as in musketry
practice or by means of 'plumb-line ' or pocket level. Each of these
rings will be placed between two other immovable rings, two of which
( one for ' tangent sight,' the other for 'foresight') will have a portion of arc equal to about 30° divided into the same number of divisions, irrespective of the radii of their circumferences (Flg. 1, Plate I.),
so that when the 'tangent sight' ring is levelled and clamped by
screw D, the number of divisions as shown on the graduated ring can
be read off, ancl the ring of the 'foresight ' can be turned round the
same number and clamped, which operation will give a line of sight
parallel to the axis of the gun.
DESCRIP1'ION OF PLATE

I.

Figs. 1 ~· 2 represent end and side elevation of 'tangent sight'

when it is intended to use a telescope in combination with it at long
ranges.
The portion T shaded is tbe telescopic sight, consisting of supports
in one piece, with a circular hole through it, which fits on the tangent
sight, and is kept in any required fixed positions by the guides gg,
which are elastic pieces of metal screwed down to the bed, around the
tangent sight, prepared for them, i.e. (gg) ; for the sake of adjustment
the screw holes are slotted. To the short axis of telescope is fixed an
arm A, which is made to turn by a micrometer slow-motion screw :r.r,
which reads minutes, the degrees beiug read off an ai·c of 20°
~raduated on tile support 'l'. The 'tangent sight' is circular in form,
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which (being more easily made accurate and allowing of a horizontal
movement being given to the telescope) is kept in any particular
position by means of the collar c, which is clamped by screw c. The
collar is secured to the metal which contains the sight by means of a
dovetail, through which a screw t passes into the metal, as shown in
Fig. 2. s is a screw containing a conical hole, through which the plnmbline, if used, passes.
In Fig. 1 the tangent sight is supposed to be vertical minus
2° 16', which angle is the mean angle of deviation for rifling of the
16-pounder.
This inclination of the sight, however, is not necessary, because the
arrow-head of the deflection scale of tangent sight should be so
marked that it is as much to the left of the centre line as will give
the required allowance for rifling. See Sketches, Fig. 7.
Fig. 3. represents end elevation of tangent sight if no telescope is
to be used in combination with the field gun.
Fig. 4. represents foresight, which, by unscrewing, can be raised as
high as the tangent sight has to be raised when a portion of it is
covered by the support of the telescope and the screw washer is
screwed in the opposite direction to clamp it in its position. The fact
of being able to raise the foresight enables the firer to use the existing
sights when the telescope is on the tangent sight, and of checking his
aim.
'rhere should be a sight on either side of the ring, which must be
clamped by a screw in any convenient part, and a hole must be dril1ecl
through the top of the tangent ring for lubricating purposes.
PLATE

II.

Shows proposed 'adjustable reflecting aud revolving sight,' with its
principle explained in the drawing.
METHOD OF USING SIGHTS.

Method of using sights without calwlation, supposing the gnu
wheels he not on the level, and the wind be blowing from the right:Tum the 'tangent ring' round until the sight is level, as shown by
'plumb-line,' pocket level, or eye, and clamp it; read off the division
which is opposite to the arrow-head, and turn 'foresight ring' until its
arrow-head is opposite to the same division, and clamp it; remove
plumb-bob, and make allowance for wind by deflection scale, and fire.
If the shot goes to the right, run the gun np to its former position
take the same aim as before with the same deflection, and move th~
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eye to the left, along the deflection scale, until the backsight and the
top of the 'foresight' be in line with the direction of the spot where
the shot struck. If this be correctly done the correct line of sight will
be found and will hold good till a change of wind occurs. See
Sketches, Fig. 8.
To

usE

TELESCOPIC SIGHT.

Raise the tangent sight sufficiently high (as shown by a mark cut
ou it) to receive the support of telescope; raise 'foresight' by un.
Rcrewing n.ud c1amp it by washer; level the sight as before; give the
angle of elevation by depressing the telescope by slow-motion screw 1n;
set the telescope by turning the tangent sight round and clamping
it by screw C in such a way that it will make allowance for rifling
and wind as far as can be judged, aud check the elevation by aiming
with the ordinary line of sight, over the tangent sight and top of the
foresight; direct cross wires on the mark; lift it out of its guides, and
fire.
If tl,e shot go to the left, run gun up and aim as above described,
uuclamp the sight by screw c, tu1·n telescope round horizontally int,o
the direction where the shot fell, clamp and direct cross wires on the
mark by moving the trail and elevating screw of gun. Then this will
be the correct line of sight for the preseut conditions of fire witbont
ful'ther calculations.
TRIAL OF TELESCOPE SIGB1'.

In order to test the comparative merits of the present system of
sighting and the one proposed, two trials were carried out in January
1876, with the following results:The practice of the Diagrams A, B, at 1,200 and 3000 yards, were
executed nuder circumstances not very fM.,.ourable to the development
of the powers of this instrument, nor of the comparative merits of the
competing systems, because the gun was fired by a. most experienced
and highly trained Artillery officer, who was thoroughly acquainted
with the Service sights, but who had never seen the Telescopic Sight
till the day of the trial.
The first trial was carried out at a range of 1,200 yards, at a target
lR ft. by 18 ft., froin a level platform, with a strong wind from the right
rear.
Scott's sight was fixed to the right side of the gun and the Service
sights to the left of the same guu.
First 1 ten shots were fired with the Service sights; secondly, ten
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shots with Scott's sight. It will be observed that the first shol from
Scott's sight struck the centre of the target, the second to the
right of the first, the third to the right of the second, the fourth to the
right of the third; but on examining the sight, which had been clamped
vertically at the first round, we found that it had slipped and was
considerably inclined to the right from the force of the recoil. It was
accordingly readjustecl vertically, and the fifth shot again struck the
centre of the target, which justifies the conclusion that the deviation to the right of the previous shots was due to this cause, and
not to the possible varying strength of the wind; and therefore, if the
necessity of levelling the instrument before every round (which is the
chief principle of Scott's sight) had not in the hurry of the moment
been overlooked , the practice, I believe, would have been still better.
As it is, the result is about 2½ in my favour, seeing that the rectangle is
1l¼ x 7½= 67, whereas that of the Service sights is l7 x 9¾ = 165, and this
fron, a level platjonn. The level plaifonn in this trial was naturally in
favour of the Service sights, because, with these sights, when the wheels
are not level, it is mechanically impossible for the gun to shoot in the
required direction withuut calculated corrections for deflection being
made after every round ( on account of the level of wheels being
changed from the recoil), which, as will be seen by the Diagram B of
the second trial: are quite unreliable even with the most experienced
Artillery officer. With the proposed instrument, as ah·eady stated,
the gun will shoot accurately under all conditions of inclined wheels,
without any calculations for the wheels or for the deviatiou of the
shot, by the employment of a mechnical arrangement, which must be
far less liable to error than the judg111ent of the firer.
In order to prove this, a second trial, Diagrani B, was carried out at
3000 yards with the 16-pounder (reputed to be the worst gun in the service), at a target 9 ft. by 9 ft., the wheels resting on the natural surface
of the ground sloping to the right from 1° to 10°, the wind blowiug
strong from the right rear. A line was picketed from the firing point to
the target, and the position of each shot, as it fell on tbe ground, was
measured at right to this line. Captain Ellis endeavoured, with all bis
skill and knowledge in gunnery, to keep his shots with the Service
sights in line with the target by a constant change in the deflection;
but the deflection with Scott's Sight remained the same thronghout.
On this occasion 20 rounds were fired in all, as in the first trial, but
by alternate shots, commencing with the Service sights as numbered in
Diagran, B. The elevation of the Service sights was 6° 40' and that of
cicott's sight 7° 16', thereby showing that the axis of revolution had
" depression of 7° 16'-6° 40' = 36'. The deflection of Service
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sight varied for overy round, and that of Scott's sight remained 17'
throughout.
On reference to the table on Diag,·a,n B, it will be observed that
No. 1 shot was fired with 5' left deflection to counteract the inclination
of wheels and direction of wind from the right, and it fell at a distance
of 2,978 yards and 9·8 yards to the left of the picketed line.
No. 3, which is the second shot with Service sight with 5' left
deflection, fell at 2,948 yards and 9·2 yards left.
No. 5, deflection 0, 2,961 yards, and 1·6 yards left.
No. 7, deflection 0, 2,833 yards, and 4·4 yards left.
No. 9, deflection 12', 2,979 yards, and 26 yards right. It was intended to have given 32' deflection, which would have altered the position of this shot to 10 yards to the right.
No. 11, deflection 32' left, which is the maximum deflection which
can be given to a 16-pounder, 3,001 yards, and 9 yards right.
No.13, deflection 32' left and aimed off the left of target, 2,962 yards,
and 2·2 yards left.
No. 15, deflection 32' left and aimed off the left of target, 2,978
yards, and 2·4 yards right.
No. 17, deflection 32' left and aimed off the left of target, 2,961
yards, and 13·0 yards left.
No. 20, deflection 32' left and aimed off the left of target, 3,027
yards, and 7·8 yards left.
The increased deflection for each round clearly shows that the recoil
makes the lower wheel sink more and more after each round, and
consequently a fresh correction has to be made before firing, which is
calculated in the following manner : Suppose the first shot be correctly estimated to have gone 50 yards
to the right at 3000 yards, the firer has to remember that l' of
arc makes the axis of the gun point 1 inch to the right or left in
every 100 yards, and therefore at 3000 yards it will point 30 inches
to the right or left; and consequently, to calculate the number of
minutes of deflection for 50 yards deviation, 50 must be multiplied by
36 ond divided by 30, equals 60' or 1° as the left deflection required.
But besides this, another calculation should be made for the further
sinking of the lower wheel due to the recoil, without which the previous one would be useless.
The defects of the present system of sighting guns cannot be
better illustrated than by contemplating the number of guesswork
calculations required per gun and the confusion of fire which wonlcl
take place in a battery of artillery in a ploughed field, with the
wheels of the s-ix guns at a different angle of inc]inati01L Everr
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round which each gun fires must always be a trial shot for that gnn,
on account of the ever-varying conditions of inclined trunuions after
every rou11d, which change the basis of calculation for each succeeding
one, not only for its own gun but for each of the other five in tbe
battery, and renders the present method of sighting nothing less than
a system of guess work.
There are other sources of error which cannot be allowed for by
calculation, and wLich are dissipated by the use of a telescope.
When the sun shines from the right or left it lightens up the right
or left of the foresight and the left or right of the notch of tangent
sight; and the consequence is that the line of sight is taken along the
illuminated portions of the sights instead of through the centre of the
notch and tip of the foresight, which will cause the axis of the gun to be
directed to the left or right of the object.
When the sun is vertical the aim is often taken low, on account of
the reflected rays from the top of the foresight instead of the actual
tip of the foresight being directed on the object.
With the proposed instrument all these guesswork calculations
are unnecessary. The firer has command over the axis of bis gun to
within 18 inches at a mile and he can direct, by means of the cross
wires, the line of sight on an object at a distance equal to the range
of the gun with accuracy and const.ancy without any other training
t han in the manipulation of the instrument to be acquired by any
ordinary map. of intel1igence.
The existing method of giving the angle of elevation to guns
behind parapets by means of the quadrant is liable to great error, and
should never be used when the ordinary line of sight is available, on
account of the great care required for its adjustment.
1.-If the plane passing through the axis of level be not vertical
and parallel to plane passing through the axis of gun when the
bubble is brought to the centre ( which case is very apt to occnr from
the platform being out of level) , the gun will get less than the true
angle of elevation.
2.-If the vertical plane passing through the axis of level make a
horizontal angle with the vertical plane passing through ~xis of gun,
the gun will get 'more than the true angle of elevation required.
With Scott's sight all these sources of error are eliminated; for by
its construction it enables the firer to get the above-mentioned plane
vertical a.:nd parallel to plane passing through axis of gun.
The recent experiments at Eastbourne with high-angle fire from 10 1
and 6·3' howitzers, carried out under circumstances which would never
occur in practice, clearly demonstrate the futility of the present mode
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of sighting and the imperative necessity for an improved system. About
200 or 300 rounds, costing at least, when transported, £4 each, were
fired, which did no material damage to the defensive works. The range
was accurately measured, and the position of each shot as"it fell was telegraphed back to the firing point before the next round, and the direction
and elevation had the advantage of being given by means of a line of
sight (instead of the quadrant) aimed at a target standing up on the
casemate, which certainly would not have been placed there by the
enemy.

The chief causes of the inaccuracy of fire as regards sighting are,
it is believed, the following : 1.-The tangent scale for high-angle fire being necessarily rnry
long, multiplies very mnch the smallest error from a shake at the
base.
2.-The distance between the foresight and tangent sight being
very short.
3.-The constant shifting of the platform, which causes a change in
the elevation and deflection of the piece.
For instance, the platform had gradually become sloped to the rear
about 3°, and to the right about 2¼0 , and the howitzer having to be
laid a long distance off to the left of the mark, was consequently at au
angle of inclination between the two.

SPITHEAD FORTS, PORTSMOUTH.

EXPERIMENTS ON PORTLAND CEMENT.
THE following experiments were made with a view of ascertaining
the effect caused by the presence, in various quantities, of particles too
1arge to pass through a sieve of 2,500 meshes per square inch.
The cement used was manufactured by Francis, Son, & Co., Newport, Isle of Wight, weight llO lhs. per hushel net, hreaking strain
395 lbs. per square inch.
The ordinary weight of Portland cement used at Spithead varies
from 104 lbs. to 120 lhs. per bushel, and the average breaking strain is
about 385 lbs. per square inch.

After sifting the cement, a residue of 12030, by measure, was left in
the sieve.
A quantity of this residue was crushed or ground until every
particle of it passed through the sieve.
There were thus :-lst, Sifted Cement;
2nd, Residue, whole;
3rd, Residue, crushed ;
which were combined in the proportions shown in the table, and
ganged, with as little water as practicable, into b1~quettes, which remained in the moulds 24 hours, and were then taken out and immersed in water for 7 days longer, making in all 8 days between
the gauging and breaking.
The residue, which is very dark-almost black-and extremely
hard, appears to consist of the more highly burnt portions of the
material, which have, by their hardness, withstood to some extent the
action of the grinding machinery.
The results shown in the table are, in each case, the average
breaking skaiu of 10 briquettes.
The inference to be deduced from these experiments appears to be
that the strength of Portland cement is not nu.terinlly affectecl by tl,e
presence of from 10 to 30 per cent. of coarse particles.
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esults of Experiments to ascertain the Effect caused by the Presence, in vurious
propvrtimu, of Coarse Pa·rticles in Portlm,d Cement.
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PAPER V.
ON THE STRENGTH OF

BESIEGING
BY LIEUT-COLONEL

ARMIES.
H.

SCHAW,

R.E.

IN considering this subject, as it annually becomes necessary for me

to do in the course of my lectures at the Staff College, it has
appeared to me for some years past that there is an error in the
mode of calculating the number of meu required for a siege, which
has been adopted in our recognised military text books.
Our data on the subject are taken from the notes to the H istwy
of the Sieges in the Peninsnla, by Sir John Jones. The principles
he lays down are the following. The guard of the trenches should
be three-fourths of the garrison, and it should have three reliefs, or,
in other words, the infantry force required for this duty should be
3 x ¾, or 2¼ times the total force of the infantry of the garrison.
The working parties should have four reliefs, and should be sufficient
in number to make about 3,000 yards of trench at once for the
attack of an old fortress. This is equivalent to an infantry force of
00," 0 X 4
6,000 men.
The Austrian text book on the subject, by Captain Brunner, which
may be taken as giving approximately the opinion of the Engineers
of Continental Europe, lays down the same nurn bers of men, as
regards these two items, for the attack of one of the detacbcd forts
forming the outer line of a gi·eat modern fortress. It assumes that
three of these forts must be attacked simultaneously in ordinary
cases, and that the same working parties would, after the capture of
the detached forts, be required to carry on the siege against the
enceinte.
Thus, 18,000 -infantry are considered to be necessary for
working parties in the siege of a great modern fortress, in addition
to the guard of the trenches.
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Sir John Bm·goync, in bis very valuable article on the attack of
fortresses, in the A ir1.e ]lemoire to the j)[ilitary Sciences, although he
deprecates "the attempt to lay down a scale for the number of troops
required for a siege :in propm·tion to the size of the p1ace, or the
strength of its garrison," on account of the many varying contingencies wbich _must always influence the decision, yet gives au
assumption considerably less than the above, and doubtless more
nearly corresponding with his Peninsula expe1·iences, viz., that the
working party and guard of the trenches should be of equal strength,
and, conjointly, should be three-fou1'ths of the garrison, the former
being relieved every eight hours, the latter every 24 hours; and be
shows that if the total strength of the besieging army, including all
rtrms, be only eight times the number of infantry constantly in the
trenches on the above assumption, or 8 x ¾ = 6 times the garrison,
tbe service will be very hard on account of the large proportion of
men that do no duty in the trenches, such as cavalry, bands,
orderlies, servants, men in charge of horses, and sick, &c.
Sir John Jones in his estimate makes a certain allowance on
account of the men not doing duty iu the trenches, whom he specifies
as being required for "regimental and camp duties, piquets, and
escorts with stores and provisions, &c. ; " for tbe sake of calculation
he states them at one-tenth of the wlio1e fl.l'my, at four reliefs, or
four-tenths of the who1e army. In his actual ca1culation, l1owff,er,
he only makes an addition of fom-tenths of the men required for
guard of the trenches and working parties 1 not four-tenths
of the whole army. This apparent slip bas been corrected in our
text books, and the full addition seemingly intended by Sir John
Jones has been made. Now this statement, that in a we11 organised
army four-tenths, or nearly one half of the men, are not available
for the duty on which they are engaged, is somewhat startling; it is
to be accounted for, however, in this way. E'irst, the infantry of an
army organised in the normal manner is about eight-tenths of the
whole force ; and, secondly, it is the experience of all practical
soldiers that an infantry battalion numbering 1,000 rank and file,
will rarely be able to put more than eiglit-tentbs, or 800 men on
µaracle, owing to the unavoidable deductions which must be made
to provide for barrack or camp guards, cook~, orderlies, employed
men of aU sorts, sick, and defaulters.
A deduction of two-tenths on each of these two accounts or of
four-tenths of the whole army, must therefore be made from ~ force
organised in the normal way, in order to arrive at the actual number
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of infantry soldiers available for duty in the trenches. A besieging
army shou]d not, however, be organised in the normal way, because
the cavalry and field artillery cannot be employed in the siege proper,
and the larger the proportion of infantry, compared with the other
arms in the besieging force, the larger evidently will be the fraction
of the whole army arailable for duty in the trenches. This, then,
will indicate one direction in which a change appears desirable in
the mode of estimating the strength of besieging armies. The
cmnposition of the force slwulcl be SU,decl to the work to be done.
But one very large and important item is entirely omitted from
the calculations made by Sir John Jones and Sir John Burgoyne,
and from those given in our text books, although it is acknowledged
to be essential, that is, the troops required for the investment.
Probably the very inadeq mite resources at the command of the
Duke of Wellington, which obliged him to seek success by irregular
methods of attack, where genius and valour supplied, as far as they
might, the place of numbers and engineering skill, and which rarely
allowed him to attempt a regular investment as a part of a siege,
led his two great engineers, whose opinions we so justly venerat.e, to
omit the investing force from their estimates.
In considering the subject scientifically, however, we must not
follow their example blindly, but endeavour to arrive at the principles which ought to ensure success in a siege, while, at the same
time, we must always be prepared to follow in their footsteps as
nearly as we can, should the necessities of war oblige us, like them,
to make the best use of inadequate means.
A scientific siege ought always to commence with an investment,
and this investment ought to be maintained throughout the siege.
The number and the proportion of the different arms in this force
should, therefore, form the first item in the calculation of the
requisite strength of the besieging army.
In countries where cavalry can be employed with success, a
preliminary investment by troops of this arm, in combination with
horse artillery and engineers, is desirable, the objects being to
surprise the ganison, and prevent the introduction of supplies into
the place, and by cutting telegraph wires, making bridges, and
similar means, to cut off the fortress from communication with the
outer world. Reconnaissances of the fortress and its environs are
also made to obtain information as to the defences and armament,
and garrison of the fortress, and with reference to the line of
investment, the camping grounds, or cantonments for the troops,
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and the most advantageous points for attack.

Such a preliminary

inYestrnent may not,, however, be possible in all cascR, and although
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it may materially aid the attack, it is not so essential as the regular
investment, to the consideration of which we will therefore pass on.
Captain Brunner states that the average number of men required
for the inYcstment of a fortress will be three times the garrison ;
but the number will evidently depend, first, on the extent of the line
of investment, which again depends on the size of the fortress, and
on the features of the ground; secondly, upon the strength of the
garrison, or the force to be invested, and on the character and composition of this force compared with those of the investing army.
Leaving out of the question maritime fortresses, part of the
investment of which would be undertaken by the fleet; omitting
also any consideration of a covering army, the necessity for which,
as well as its strength and disposition, would depend entirely on the
troops which the enemy may have in the field; we will first take
the case of an inland fortress, which 1nust be entirely surrounded.
Supposing the armament of the fortress to be of heavy rifled guns,
and the surrounding country to be open and well commanded, the
experience of the war of 1870-71 has decided that the main line of
the investment cannot be traced nearer tha.n about two-and-a-half
miles from the works of the defence, and the out-post line from one
mile to one-and-a-half miles from the works. Hence, for the complete investment of the smaJlest fortress, a line about 15 miles long
must be guarded, while for the investment of a great fortress, like
Metz, with a diameter of over four miles, the circumference of the
main line of investment must be nearly 30 miles. The length of the
out-post lines in these two cases, however, would be about eight
miles and twenty miles respectively.
Now, supposing the small fortress to have a garrison of 5,000
men, not more than 4,000 of these would be infantry, and of them
not more than 3,000 would be arnilable for a sortie. Hence, it
would probably suffice if the investing force had four battalions in
the out. post line ( at one battalion to two miles), four more battalions
in support in the main position, and four off duty in reserve-in all
twelve battalions ( or two English divisions without their rifle
battalions). This infantry force would have the nsua,l proportion
of the other arms, viz., six batteries of artillery, eight squadrons of
cavalry, and two companies of engineers.* ; altogether about three
times the garrison invested, as recommended by Captain Brunner.
• It would be of great aclvantage if tbe force of engineers were doubled,
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A sortie could not be undertaken by a greater force than about
three battalions, a squadron, and a battery. The out-post line,
wherever it might be attacked, ought to delay the advance
sufficiently to allow of a nearly equal force of infantry, with
superior numbers of guns and cavalry, being assembled in the main
position to resist their fmther progress. Should they even succeed
in penetrating the investing line at any point, superior forces
would rapidly be brought up on both flanks, and their retreat
would be cut off.
For a great fortress containing a garrison of say 40,000 men (the
probable German garrison of l\Ietz) the investing line must
evidently be stl'Onger throughout (although, as will appear afterwards, its total strength will bear a smaller proportion to that of
the ganison), because a sortie in force becomes a battle of armies,
in which a decided success gained by the ganison might lead to
serious results. The out-post line must be considerably increased
in strength, in order to be able to resist sufficiently long to allow of
the assembly of the requisite number of troops in the main position.
Allowing then, in this case, one battalion per mile in the out-post
line, we should have 20 battalions always on out-post duty, 20 more
would be in first reserve in the main position, where shelter from
the weather would be provided for them as early as possible, and 40
battalions in second reserve cantonned in rear of the main position.
This would give about 80,000 infantry to defend a position 30
miles long, or about 2,700 infantry per mile. The force by which
they could be attacked would not exceed three-fourths of the
infantry of the garrison, or about 24,000. The least front on which
such a force could attack would be tbrne miles, in which they could
deploy about one-fourth in the shooting line, the remainder being
in support and reserve; opposed to them woulcl be an equal number
of the investors in the shooting line (although with weak reserves
in immediate support), and at least 40 guns.
The attack must be purely frontal, and always must itself be outflanked by the concave position of the investors. In field artillery
and cavalry the garrison must always be weaker than the investing
army.
By persistent efforts and with heavy losses the sortie may,
possibly, force back the portion of the investing line attacked, and
may even break through; but the time required to accomplish this
will be so long that the investing army may bring up infantry and
artillery :from both flanks, replacing them temporru:ily by cavalry,
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and the portion of the garrison which has broken through will find
itself surrounded, and cut off from retreat by superior forces of all
arms.
In this case then, if the infantry of the investing army be numerically twice as strong as that of the garrison, and if it have its full
complement of artillery and cavalry, the investment will probably
be efficient-undoubtedly an infantry force of two-and-a-half times
the garrison would be ample.
A third case, that of an army taking refuge in a great fortress,
and being invested there, as the French were at Metz, need not here
be considered. In such a case, a siege proper is almost impossible,
and the result may be most certainly attained by a simple investment,
provided that the investing army is sufficiently strong to prevent a
portion of the invested force from breaking out.
We may assume then, that for the complete investment of a small
fortress, the infantry force must be three times that of the garrison,
and that in the case of a large fortress, the proportion may be reduced to as low as twice the garrison, because, in the latter case, the
total number has increased in a larger ratio than the periphery of
the circle over which they are distributed. In all or<linary cases the
investing infantry must be fully supported by artillery and cavalry.
It must be noted, however, that two variable factors in the calculation must never be lost sight of, viz., the character of the troops
on both sides, and the configuration of the country. Thus, at Belfort
in 1870-71, a German Army of 17,602 infantry (18 battalions of
landwehr), with 30 field guns, a regiment of cavalry, and a company
of pioneers, fully invested the French garrison, about 16,000 strong,
of whom, however,only two-and-a-half battalions of infantry, two-anda-half companies of garrison artillery, and one-and-a-half companies
of engineers were regulars, the remainder being mobiles imperfectly
disciplined, without cavalry or field artillery. The siege was
prosecuted with the addition of only four siege artillery divisions,
and four siege pioneer companies to the investing army.
Again at Strasburg in the same war, the French garrison mustered
11,000 infantry, with 4,000 national guards, and 770 cavalry, but
without field artillery. The investing force was 10,000 infantry,
with 1,800 cavalry, and 54 field guns, and they were ah!& to cope
with the garrison, not only on account of superior organisation and
the presence of the auxiliary arms, but chiefly because the Rhine,
the Ill, and the inundations so shut in the garrison of the fortress,
that practically it was only necessary to invest the western side,
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where tho out-post line of the investment was only about three miles
long, and the main line about five miles.
Lot us now consider what additional troops are required for the
prosecution of the siege. Clearly, cavalry and field artillery will be
useless-the siege troops must consist of infantry, engineers, and
garrison artillery. Of these the infantry are needed to make the
siege works with the aid of the engineers, and to guard them from
sorties, and finally it may be to overpower the garrison in an assault
when the way has been prepared for them. For the first of these
duties, it is generally agreed that a working party of about 1,500
men in four reliefs, or 6,000 infantry, are required for the attack of
each detached fort, that three of these forts nrnst usually be
attacked simultaneously, and that the same working parties will be
needed to combine their labours iu the further attack of the enceinte
of a great modern fortress, giving a total of 18,000 infantry.
To guard the trenches it is usually considered that an infant,·y
force of three-fourths the infantry of the garrison, with three reliefs
or a total of nine-fourths the infantry of the garrison is required.
But we have a.lready, in the investing force, a guard which is
sufficient, as long as the distance from the fortress ii!! considerable,
aucl no advance is being made ; to push on closer to the fortress,
however, more troops must be employed, and they must be more
frequently relieved. Moreover, while for the investment two reliefs
are considered enough, three are req aired for the guard of the siege
trenches, their duties being more arduous. Supposing the detached
forts of a great fortress to be about a mile or 2,000 yards apart, and
that three are attacked, the extent of the line al tacked will be about
three-and-a-half miles, aud th~t of the first trenches about four
miles, supported on each flank by about two-and-a-half miles of
investing line pushed forward in echellon. The troops of about
one-fourth of the whole investing line will therefore become available
for the guard of the trenches, and it probably would suffice if the
infantry were doubled in strength in this part of the line, which,
with three reliefs, would give always about 3,000 men to the mile
on duty in the trenches, in addition to the working parties.
In a small fortress about one-third of the investing line would be
included in the attack, and this portion of the troops of the investment would take part in guarding the siege trenches, and if doubled
in strength the result would he about the same as above.
In any case this portion of the investing troops must be deducted
from the total number considered necessary for the guard of the
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trenches, and which will vary according to the cl1aracter of the
troops composing the garrison, and the activity of the defence.
On the foregoing data, the theoretical calculations of the necessary strength of besieging armies, as regards their infantry, may be
made somewhat as follows : To besiege a small fortress with a garrison of 5,000 infantry:For the investment,
5,000 x 3
15,000.
For the working parties, 1,500 at 4 reliefs
6,000.
For the guard of the trenches (additional
tothel5,000fortheinvestment) "~ 00
5,000.

=
=

=

Add for camp duties, say~ of this number

26,000.
5,200.

Total Infantry (about six times the garrison)
31,200.
In addition to about this number of infantry, there would he
required the auxiliary arms for the investing corps, viz.
Field artillery
From 6 to 8 batteries.
Cavalry
6 to 8 squadrons.
Engineers

,,

2 to 4 companies.

And for the siege properGarrison artillery, in the proportion of 30 men
per gun, or heavy howitzer, or mortar which
may be required, say

20 batteries.
8 companies.
To besiege a large fortress, surrounded by detached forts, and
garrisoned by 40,000 infantry:For the investment, 40,000 x 2
80,000
Working parties, 3 times 1,500 at 4 reliefs
18,000
Guard of the trenches, .§.Q ~ 0 0 in addition to
the investing troops
20,000
Engineers, about

Add for camp duties as above ...

118,000
23,600

Total Infantry (about three-and-a-half times the
garrison)
141,600
Add for the investmentField artillery
40 batteries.
Cavalry
40 squadrons.
Engineers
10 to 20 companies.
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Add for the siege-Garrison artillery ( as above) say
Engineers

60 batteries.
24 companies.
The only examples of regular sieges which occurred during the
war of 1870-71, were those of Belfort and Strasburg before alluded
to. The former was undertaken with such inadequate means, that
it cannot be used as a basis for calculation, particularly as it was
not successful; but the siege of Strasburg was pushed with great
vigour, and affords a sufficiently good example with which to compare the mode of calculation proposed.
The numbers employed by the Germans were as follows :Field
Artillery.
Infantry,

Cavalry,

Engineers.

Garrison
Artillery.

- - - - - - ----+--Batteries. Squadrons. Companies. Batteries.

.. . ...

10,000

For the siege (additional),.,

37,500

10

12½

4,7,600=47½

19

24½

For the in,estment

Total

battalions.

12
86
15
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By the mode of calculation proposed, the number of infantry
required for this siege would have been :-

.r,1

For tbe investmentOut-posts at 1 battalion per mile for 3 miles :J,OOOJ
3,000 12,000
Reserve in main position, ...
6,000
Relief of the above, or 2nd reserve ...
Add for the siege-Guard of the trenches ( the siege works being co-ex12,000
tensive with the investment line)
Add for working parties ( the attack being on a gre1>t
18,000
enceinte considered equal to 3 forts)
Camp duties at two-tenths

42,000
8,400

50,400
Total
The proposed proportions of the other arms would have been for
the investment6 batteries.
Field artillery
8 squadrons.
Cavalry
4 companies.
Engineers ...
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manding points, the distance between any two of them in open
country, being limited only by the effective range of their artillery
fire against troops, the ground between being commanded from either
one or the other. Generally, indeed, but not invariably, the fire of
two forts would cross in front of an intermediate one, but this
would be at a very long range.
Thus, in modern fortresses, the defence derived from the works
is, for the greater part of the perimeter, confined to that afforded by
the artillery fire of the forts. Near the forts the fire of small arms
comes into play, and the forts themselves form a material obstacle
for a short distance. The place may thus be looked upon as one
surrounded by an enciente of varying strength and character.
Now it is evident that, however powerful tbe artillery fire of the
forts may be, it would be impossible to trust to it entirely for
closing the intervals between them. If it were the only obstacleeven supposing it to be so well an-anged that it could not be
silenced-yet darkness or fog would render it ineffective, and it
could not, with certainty, prevent the enemy pushing his trenches
between the forts, and thus passing the line of defence.
But darkness or fog would not prevent the guns acting if the
position of the enemy were known, and this would be discovered
by proper guards and piquets ; and the trenches could not be
can-ied between the forts if guns could be placed to enfilade them,
or sorties made to destroy them. It is thus seen that even with
powerful forts, the line of defence must be completed by a body of
troops, in at least sufficient numbers to be capable of guarding the
intervals between them, and provided with field or position aiiillery ;
and these troops must be independent of the garrisons of the forts,
as they are required to be in use simultaneously. A Garrison Force
and a Field Force are thus necessary.
Now, if this is the case with strong works uninjured by the
enemy's fire, which is the state of things assumed above, much
more is the Field Force necessary when the flanking fire is weak, or
is liable to be reduced or silenced by the enemy. For then it might
be possible for him, if he had an adequate object to gain, such as
the destruction of a dockyard or of large quantities of stores, to
march a body of troops boldly past the works, accepting such loss
as they could inflict, and in the absence of any continuous material
obstacle be could only be checked in the movement by a Field Force,
capable, with such assistance as the works could give, of closing the
interval through which he might attempt to penetrate.
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If the vital part of the fortress were guarded by an interior
continuous line of fortification, and this line were so near to the
outer works that the whole of the space between could be swept by
artillery fire, no open movement could be advantageously made by
the enemy to pass between the forts without taking them, as, supposing him successful in that part of his operation, he would still be
in front and under the fire of an uninjured work, which it would
require a regular attack to reduce; and, to carry on such an attack, a
constant supply of stores would be necessary, which could not be
brought up unless the forts were completely silenced.
If there were an interior line, but it were too far from the outer
forts for its fire to command the whole of the interval, the enemy
might try to introduce a small body of men with field guns, in order
to attack one of the forts by the gorge, where they would probably
be weakest.
In the attack of any fortress a few men might try occasional raids
,vithin the lines in the hope of doing some mischief.
Reconnoitring parties would also certainly pass in if they could,
and attempts might be made to take a fort by surprise.
Besides furnishing regular guards and piquets, the Field Force
would supply men for the various batteries, &c., which it is necessary to make and occupy in nearly every fortress, when placed in a
state of defence, their construction being for financial reasons left
for the time of war.
This is a service which it may be fairly expected to perform, as
if these additional fortifications strengthen the place they diminish
the work the Field Force may have to do.
We may now consider the manner in which the troops should be
divided between]. The Garrisons of the forts.
2. The Field Force.
The numbers of the first must of course be calculated according
to the ex.tent and armaments of the works, allowing enough men to
work the largest number of guns that it is likely will be required
at once ; guards for the flanks, entrances, &c. ; orderlies, cooks,
cooks' mates, &c.; and a reserv-e, which may be taken as equal in
number to the men on duty. The reserve would of course be available on an emergency, such as an assault.
The strength of the Field Force depends, in the first place, on the
guards and piquets which it may have to furnish. The number of
these can be calculated for any particular place, supposing them to
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be laid out in the manner r.rescribed by regulation, and the distri.

bution should be so arranged as tc allow the men a day off tc a day
on duty.
In the second place, it depends on the force necessary tc prevent
the enemy passing between the forts, supposing them partly
silenced; the strength, character, and objects of the force attempting
this depending principally on the style of the interior defences. As
siege operations would probably be carried on against two adjacent
fronts, it might be assumed that both these would he assaulted.
The Field Force should therefore be capable of holding any two
adjn,cent fronts of the fortress, in such strength as to prevent, or
check any probable attack in the open, and to do this with ouly
slight assistance from the forts.
It mn,y be found that the piquets and supports of ·the front
attacked will be sufficient to do this. If they are not, l he requisite
number must be added to the garrison, and in any case it will be
necessary to add some troops to t,hose calculated for patrols, in order
to perform various miscellaneous duties about the fortress, such as
guards over stores and magazines, escorts, and orderlies, and to
form a small reserve immediately under the orders of the Commandant of the place, ready to act on any emergency.
A garrison is also required for the central work of the fortress, if
there he any.
To illustrate the previous remarks, let us take an imaginary
fortress, and calculate the garrison required for it.
Suppose the fortress to be on level ground, and to consist of a
ring of outlying forts without any central enceinte; the forts tc be
nine (9) in number, 5,000 yards apart, at a distance of 7,lGO yards
from the centre of the town.

!.-Garrison of the Forts.
Assuming that 15 guns can be used in each fort at once, and that
there are five flanks and two entrances to guard, we may make the
following calculation:105 men.
Men to work 15 guns, at 7 men per gun
Guards for five flanks and two entrances, at four
28
men each
17
On dnty in magazines, cooks, orderlies, &c., say
150
Doubling the number for reliefs we have:. .. . ..
Garrison of one fort
'l.'otal garrison of nine outlying forts ...

300 men.
2,700 ,,
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II.-F'ield Force.
Supposing the piquets to consist of 25 men, at intervals of 300
yards, having double sentries detached to the front, then 18 piquets
will be required between each pair of forts, amounting to 450 men.
If these are supported by four main guards, of 300 men ench,
amounting to 1,~00 men, we have a total of 1,650 men for the
iuterval between each pair of forts. This gives a total of 14,850
men for piquets and guards.
In actual practice the calculation would be much more compli.
cated, as the same number of men is not likely to be required on
each front ; but a perfectly symmetrical fortress, such as the one
assumed, is equally liable to attack on all sides, and therefore must
e,erywhere be equally guarded.
It does not follow that for a fortress of equal size, but on uneven
ground, a smaller number would suffice; in most cases the piquets
would have to be disposed ou a longer line than that joining the
forts, either by being advanced to the front, or by being placed
jrregularly, either of which arrangements would require more men
than that assumed. On the other band the sentries might be posted
at larger intervals, unless the country were very unfavourable t.o the
detection of the movements of hostile troops.
Besides furnishing piquets, the Field Force has also to supply a
sufficient number of troops to be capable of resisting any attempt of
the enemy to penetrate between the forts; this nmnber must now
be calculated in order to see what addition, if any, is necessary t,o
its strength.
For the pu.rposes of calculation some assumptions must be made
as to the position to be occupied, and as to the strength of the force
that woulcl be required for it.
In the first place we may assume that the forts being 5,000 yards
apart in an open country, it will be only necessary to hold 3,000
yards out of that distance strongly, the cross fire of musketry from
tl1e forts and from the flanks of the line, with tbe aid, if necessary,
of' the troops in reserve, being sufficient to close the gaps. Secoudly,
that an allowance of three men to the y0,rd will give a sufficiently
strong force for the purpose. It might be posted in a first line of
skirn1ishers, supports, and reserve, with a g-eneral reserve of one-rhird

of the whole.
Thus to occupy 8,000 yards in each of two fronts, at three men
to the yard, we require:18,000 men,
2 x 3,000 X 3

=
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To supply this number we have, say : Outlying piquets of two fronts ...
Main guards of two fronts ...
Half main guards of adjacent fronts ...

900 men.
2,400 ,,
1,200 ,,

Total at hand
No. required

4,500 ,,
18,000 ,,

No. to be provided

13,500

,,

This addition would include the general reserve to be held at the
immediate disposal of the officer commanding. Men are still required
for miscellaneous duties; their number may be taken at 500.
We have thus arrived at the following totals : 2,700 men.
Garrisons of outlying forts ...
14,850 ,,
Piquets and main guards
Field
13,500 ,,
R~serve . . . . . . . . . . ..
Force
500
. . . . ..
MIBcellaneous

f

Total garrison .••

31,550

,,

This is an average allowance of 70 men to every 100 yards of circumference of the fortress .
.Again, suppose in the same fortress that a central work were
constructed, with a radius 0£ 1,400 yards, and a circumference of
about 9,000 yards, so that the distance from it to the outlying forts
would be about 5,700 yards; then the whole of the ground within
the forts would be under artillery fire, and the centre of the position
would be secure.

I
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Under these circumstances it would be useless for the enemy to
attempt to introduce any large body of men within the outer line;
it would not, therefore, be necessary to hold in strength the intervals
in it. Small parties might, however, try to enter, in order to reconnoitre, or to do what harm they could; the pickets are therefore still essential. .A garrison is also required for the cent.ral work,
and of course a small reserve under the immediate orders of the
Commandant of the place.
The calculation of the force required in this case would therefore
stand as follows : Garrisons of outlying forts ...
2,700 men.
14,850 ,,
Field { Guards and piquets
.,
1,000
..
.
.
..
R~scrve, say
Force
...
J\iI1scellaneous
500
Garrison of central work, say
1,000 ,,
20,050 ,,
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This is an average allowance of 44 men to every 100 yards in
circumference of the fortress.
There are some particular cases which may now be noticed; not
going into detailed calculations of the number of men required for
them, but indicating the principle on which these calculations should
be based.
1. A fortress, consisting of a double ring of detached forts.
This may be treated as a fortress with a central work, as the
enemy could not venture to pass through the intervals of the inner
line, the forts of which would be uninjured. In calculating the
garrisons of the inner forts, the numbers arrived at need not be
doublecl for reliefs, unless they are so few as only to suffice for the
necessary guards.
2. A f01·tress of such an extent that the whole area between
the central work ancl the outlying forts is not uncler fire.
The enemy might here encleavour to reduce the length of the
siege, after he hacl to a certain extent sileocecl the forts, by carrying
one of them by the gorge. It would depend on local circumstauces
whether he could be best met between the forts or behind them, or
whether the construction of a work within the outer line woulcl not
check any such attempt with a less number of men than would be
required to meet it with a Field Force.
3. A fortress partly surrounded by water.
The coast would have to be carefully watched; but it would depend
on the character of the landing-places whether any large l!'ielcl Force
woulcl be wantecl for that part of the defences. A few mountecl
batteries of artillery, with positions prepared for the gnns, would be
most probably necessary to secure it.
In the foregoing pages it has been attempted to indicate in what
manner the gan~son of a fortress should be calculated, supposing
that there is uo difficulty in obtaining the necessary troops. But it
is extremely possible that a general might find himself called on to
defend a fortress which would require, theoretically, a large-r number
of men than he could spare for the service. An enquiry into the
measures that should be adopted under these circumstances will
therefore be useful.
In the first place, it may be observed that a large Field Force is
not likely to be required for pmely defensive purposes at the
commencement of the siege. If the forts are in good order they
should be sufficient to prevent any thought of the enemy passing
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them in force until he has reduced their fire; there will, therefore,
he a certain breathing time in which to prepare additional aids for
the defence.
The arrangements in the forts for lateral and reverse fire should
he examined, and the guns secured from the attack by traverses or
blindages, and additional emplacements might, i£ necessary, be
constructed in the forts, or in works thrown up in rear of them.
As this would have to be done under fire, it would, for the most
part, have to be executed by military labour, but any assistance from
civilians that could be obtained should be nsed. For instance,
timber for bliudages, gun platforms, &c., should be prepared by
civilians and brought to the front ready for use. If the fortress does
not already include a central work, one should be immediately
constructed on a field trace ; this will strengthen the defence in
most cases almost more than anything else, and the work could be
entirely done by civilian labour with a small amount of military
superintendence.
In order to Jessen the number of men required for piquets,
obstructions should be prepared which would check the enemy's
advance, and cause him to reveal his position. These would, of
course, be of the usual character-such as abattis, entanglements, &c.
It should be borne in mind that the defender should so arrange
his obstructions as not to interfere with his power of making sorties,
as they form a mode of defence of which even the weakest garrison
should not voluntarily deprive itself.
The forts should, if possible, be provided with lime or electric
lights for the purpose of illuminating the surrounding country.
All transport and commissariat work, a11 fatigues in barracks,
everything that possibly can, should be done by civilians, so that the
troops may be fresh for fighting when called on.
Shelter trenches and gun emplacements should be made between
the forts, so that the intervals may be more easily held, although, in
some cases, a small force might find it expedient not to take up a
position between two forts in case of an attack, but to throw back
one flank, resting the other on a fort as a pivot. This position
would have several advantages over the other; besides being more
secure from fire from the enemy's siege batteries, the attacking force
would be drawn into an awkward position, exposed to reverse as
well as flanking fire from the forts, and to fire from the untouched
central work, if one bas been constructed, and, moreover, great
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opportunities would be given for flanking movements. As soon,
therefore, as the attack has developed itself, positions for the Field
Force might be prepared on either side of the threatened faces. A
disadvantage of this mode of defence is, that it temporarily surrenders to the enemy part of the grolllld with,n the forts, which it
shoulcl be one of the objects of the Fielcl FO'rce to protect; but, of
course, with a small garrison sacrifices must be made for the ~afety
of tbo fol'lress. ·with the aid of every device it may yet be
impossible to arrange the troops in the manner proposed for a
complete ganison; in this case, everything else must give way to
the absolute necessity of providing the garriso11s of the works, and a
reserve force to move whel'e wanted. 'J.10 illustrate this, ]et us
assume that the fortress, for which a force of 20,050 men has been
caiculatecl as the right one, is to be defended by 10,000 men, and let
us consider w bat is the best arrangement for them

Iu the first place, the reserves for the garrisons of the forts might
be climinishecl by one-half, and to the central work might be allotteJ
750 men instead of 1,000.
Thus, we getGarrisons of forts ...
central work

225x9

2,025
750
2,775

,,
,j

This leaves 7,225 men to be disposed of.
Piquets cannot be laid out as formerly proposed, as there are not
enough men ; but if special attention were given to the roads and
other likely ways of approach, if patrols were frequent and obstructions judiciously placed, a considerable degree of security against
surprise might be attained and reconnoitring checked. Supposing
that there were a dozen piquets between each fort, each consisting
of twenty men, then they would be about 400 yards apart, ancl might
throw out double sentries to the front and flanks, who would be near
enough to one another to observe the ground properly in most cases.
This distribution would require 9 X 12 X 20=2,160 men, and with a
main guard of 300 men to each front, or 2,700 in all, we get a total
of 4,860 men for guards and piquets.
There are still 2,365 men to dispose of: they may be allotted2,000 to the reserve, and 365 to miscellaneous duties. The reserve
is made stronger than before, as it is likely that it will have more
calls made on it.

The troops will, therefore, be distributed in the following
mauner:2,025
Garrison of forts
4,860
Guards and piquets
Fi Id
... 2,000
Reserve ... . ..
Fe
:Misce1laneous ...
365
orce
750
Ga1Tison of central work .

f

10,000 men.
The number of men that could be brought up to defend two
adjacent fronts would be480
Outlying piquets, two fronts
600
Grand guards,
300
Half of adjacent grand guards
2,000
Reserve

l

~

It

I

I

I
I

3,380 men.
As the fortress is assumed to have a central work, it would not be
liable to an attempt of the enemy to penetrate between the forts in
force; but owing to the smallness of the piquets and grand guards,
it would be open to annoying incursions of small parties, if any of
the works were partially silenced, so that the defenders would not
be able thoroughly to utilise the space behind tbe forts.
If there were no central work, or if one existed, but too far from
the advanced works to support them by its fire, the difficulties of
defence with a small garrison would be much increased. It would
become so very necessary to have as large a force as possible in hand
to meet any move of the enemy, that efficient piquetiug might not
be practicable. In snch a case it would be advisable to give up
piquets, except at particular poiuts, such as roads, and the following
plan might be adopted. The garrisons of tbe forts might be
increased by from 50 to 100 men each, whose duty would be to
patrol the ground about them at night; by these means the advance
of any considerable body of men would probably be detected.
The country should be cleared of everything serviceable to the
defenders, or likely to be useful to the attacking forces if they got
possession of it. The bulk of the garrison should be concentrated
in some central spot, from which it could move easily on any
threatened point.
The distribution of a garrison of 10,000 men, with the same
exposed perimeter as before, and with a central work too far from
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the forts to support them with its fire, would thus be somewhat as
follows:Garrisons of forts
2,700
Extra men in forts for patrols
900
GarL·ison of centra.l work
750
Field Force
5,250
Miscella11eous
400
10,000 men.
The distribution of a sma.ll garrison is not so easily reducible to
rule as that of a large one. A caJ><~ble commanding officer will find
many ways of economising tl'oops, so as to be able to strengthen the
vital points when necessary.
It will, no doubt, be noticed that in the foregoing pages no
calcn1ation 0£ numbers is based on the requirements for making
sorties or constructing counter approaches. The reason of this is,
that it was desired to ar-;certain the minimum garrisons necessary for
defence, which these requirements do not afford absolute data for
determining. It is evfrleut though that the Field Force would be
available for these purposes, and should be nsed for them. Sorties
ba,e always been recognised as an important portion of the means of
defence, and counter approaches are likely to play a great p>trt in
any future siegeR.
A few remarks. in conclusion, on the composition of a garrison
may be useful.
Out of the estimated number of 300 men for a fort of the imaginary fortress, 210 should in strictness be artillery, and the remainder
infantry, with a few engineers; but it would be seldom possible to
maintain this proportion, which would require 1890 artillerymen
for the forts rilone, witl1out including those in the central work,
or in the Field Force ; and the guns would, therefore, have to be
chiefly manued by infautry,-about three artillerymen might be
allowed per gun . In calculating the garrison of an actual fort the
nature of the gun::-, the manner in which they are mounted, and the
magazine arrangements must be noted, and the number of men per
gun, with the proportion of artillerymen, decided upon accordingly.
The garrison of the ceutral work would be composed similarly to
that of the forts.
The Field Force would be priucipally composed of infantry. It
would, however, require some artillery to man any gnus that might
he put in position bPtween the forts; and it, should also be pro"Virled
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with two or three mounted batteries, so that there might he n, few
guns to post as the val'ying circumstances of n.n action might
require. Of course the same proportion of artillery would not be
required for defensive purposes ns fo1· n. fol'ce acting independently,
Rince some assistrrnce would be given by the forts.
A smnll body of Ca\alry would be found of immense sc1Tice, and
~hould, if possible, be extcmp01•jsed if there be none in the place.
It could ::u;;sist the patrols and convey information, and, in the case
of an n.ttack, could be moved rripiclly to the threatened point,, when it
won]cl be sure to find an opportunity of acting ''""ith effect.
Eng-ineers would, of course, be neces~ary; they can be assigned
to no fixed point, but would be moved about from place to place as
they might be wanted, and as they, like the artillery, would be almost
certainly few in uumbcrs, their duties would be principally confined
to superintending working parties of infantry and ci'Vilians.
These proportions' of t.he various arms would be necessary for a
defence, during which it was not proposed to make powerful sorties.
A force to be thoroughly efficient for the latter purpose should be
providecl with more field artill ery and cavalry, as it might have to
act independently of the forts, a11d to rely for a time on its own
resources.

J. F. LEWIS,

Lrnm., RE.

PAPER VII.
NOTES ON THE ERECTION OF THE

TA.RLEE

BRIDGE,

IN THE SALTARA COLLECTORATE OF THE

BOMBAY
B,

LIEUT.

PRESIDENCY.
E. C.

HART,

R. E.

THE military trunk road from Poona to Belgoon, Dbarwar, and
thence to 1\Iaclras, crosses the Tarlee river close to its confluence
with the Krishna, which at this point runs nearly p<trallel with the
road. Owing to the muddy state of the banks in wet weather great
obstruction was caused to traffic, consequently, about the year 1860
a bridge consisting of three spans, each of 40 feet, was built, resting
on brick. walls with wooden curbs. As was afterwards discovered,
the waterway was altogether too small, and consequently the scour
in the bed of the river was very great, and the bridge bad not been
in existence above about four years when one of the piers was
undermined, and the entire bridge became a ruin. In December,
1874, it was determined to rebuild the bridge, giving it four spans
each of 40 feet, the foundations to be taken down to bard rock, and
built entirely of coursed trap stone and lime masonry; moreover, the
springing of the bridge was raised to 43 feet above the top of the
fouoda.tions, so that the roadway might be just above the highest
flood ou record. The rise of the m·ch was designed as 8 feet, and the
arch ring as 2¼ feet thick, tbe piers being six feet thick at top, and
nine feet at bottom of superstructure. The founda,tions were <leRignecl as rectangular blocks averaging about 21 feet in depth, in
three equa.l steps of seven feet each, each step having a G-inch offset
on all four sides, so that the bottom of t,be foundation of the pier
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was a rectangle measuring 42 feet by 12 feet. In the fine weatherthat is, from 1st November to 1st J une-tbe water in the river, with
the exception of occasional small floods, would be but ankle-deep,
but during the remainder of the year the depth of water was liable
to vary in 24 hours from 2 to 40 feet; so that for about five months
in the year no excavation in the bed of t.he river was possible.
Orders were received to commence work on the 15th December,
187,J,, and by the 19th the erection of mortar mills, lime kilus, &c.,
was in progress. It is not here intel){]ed to give an account of the
actual building work, though some rema.rks on the stone, cost of
materials, &c., may be eventually added, but to describe the method
adopted for excavat,ing the foundations, which method we have not
seen before suggested.
It will here be as well to mention the nature of the soil, which
was loose sand and pebbles to a depth of from lG to 20 feet,
thoroughly permeated with water and containing strong springs;
below this was a stiffer soil, in some places clay, -in others soft
gravel, in others again very hard gravel approaching conglomerate,
and be1ow all the rock, consisting of a very nearly horizontal sheet
of trap, at a mean depth of 26 feet below lowest watel' level.
Tbe first operation was to line out the bridge, so that its axis
might be in that of the old approaches, and that the abutments and
piers might clear the foundations of the old bridge. 'l'be first
requisite was obtained by erecting masonry pillars topped with flat
slabs in the exact centre of the old approaches, and at convenient
distances from the river, the slabs being marked with a chisel; and
their reduced levels, with reference to that of the proposed springing
level of the arches, being registered, gave permanent bench marks, by
referring to which the axis of tbo bridge, or any required levels
could at once be determined. Pegs having been ranged from the
above bench marks iu tJ1e bed of the river by means of a theodolite,
the site of the centre pier of the bridge was selected, in the exact
centre ~£ the middle span of the old bridge, and a line at right
angles to the bridge :1xis from this point ga\"e the axis of the mlcld]o
pier of the new bridge. Bench marks, in the shape of pillars capped
with slabs, were erected in this line about 70 feet up a11cl clown
stream side of bridge axis. The slabs were chisel -scored with line:;
at rig-ht angles to en.eh other, one being in tlie a,x-is of the pier.
Bench marks for the remaining two piers' axes and the faces of the two
abutments were built in the lines at right angles to the })ier axis
already found; the slab stone caps were all built exactly on the same
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level, ancl the lines parallel to the bridge axis ranged with tbe theodolite, and scored thereon. The slabs had been laid at approximately
the proper distances from e,ich other as accurately as could be done
with a tape; to get the true dista,nces a ·wire was strained to 20 lbs.
by a Salter's spring balance, and the distance accurately measured
thereon i the distance was then measured off with the same strain
along the two parallel lines, thus giving tbc axis of the other piers
and abutments, so that any line joining a pair of bench marks gave
the axis of the pier or face of the abutment in question. All the
right angles were then checked with the theodolite and found
absolt1tely correct. Finally, the levels of the bench marks io the
river bed were registered with reference to those of the n.pproaches,
and formed new points of reference; thus the second requisite, that
of avoiding the old foundations as much as possible, wn.s seeured.
'rhe next thing to be done was to divert the water in the river. It
was decided to commence operations on the south abutment, on
which side of the river were the stores, kilns, &c. The becl of the
river, thereforr, as near as possible to the north bank wa3 deepened,
and the saud, &c., thrown out and made into an embankment about
three or four feet high. This left the south half of the river bed dry.
The plant available <Vas as follows : One double cylinder, 12-H.P. portable engine, new
olcl
10-H.P.
One single
olcl
6-H. P.
One single
Two 8'' Gwyne's centrifugal pumpi-: complete
One 5
One 4"
About 150 R.F. sheet-iron water shoots.
10 or 12 long spai·s from 40 to 80 feet in length.
It may be as ·well here to mention the various stores that experi ence taught us should always be at band. 'l1be principal were:rrhick English leather hide for washers, valves, &c.; thick sheet
vulc:1uised inclia-rubber for washers; castor oil, sweet o:il, English
tallow ; hemp for packings ; 1"'asber rings for engine water gauges;
red a.nd white lead ; resiu ; single leather clriviug belts ( two for each
cugine), G'' or 4" wide according to size of pump; zinc 3.nd brass for
c-aRting8; files of all descriptions; the usual fitters' tools; leather
l :lCt'S fo1· driving- belts; coarse ca.nvas for sa.nd-bags with twine.
Of course pi~k~, hoeR, ancl crowbars were in abundance; a ln.rge
number of baskets, hoth iron and caue, were also used, as ba,rrows
a.re not rm1ployed in this country,
11

,,,
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As the new abutment came in rear of the site of the old one, part
of the river back, and the old embankment to the height' of 30 feet
had to be removed ; the latter was easily picked out, but the former
was very stiff red clay, on which the natives made but slight impression. Very considerable saving was effected by blasting this out
as follows :-A hole 4'1 diameter was bored with boring apparatus -in
the clay to any suitable depth; lines of least resistance of six feet
with 8 lbs. country powder gave very good results. The mines were
tamped with well-rammed moist cln.y, and it was found that six men
could in four hours bore, tamp, and fire two mines, throwing down
a mass of clay, which it would have taken eight to ten picks from
two to three days to remove.
The report was almost nil ; the mass of earth either fell forward,
or was so cracked and shaken as to be easily detached in large
masses by means of crowbars; the earth was then removed as usual
in baskets, and carried by women and children.
There is nothing worthy of being noted in the excavation of the
south abutment, which was all in stiff clay, or very large pebbles,
the sides of which stood well.
Pier No. 1 was more troublesome, as not only was the underground flow of water very much greate1·, necessitating the continual
use of the engines and pumps, but the excavation being through
sand continually filled up. The rush of water towards the pumps
carried sand and stones into the latter, continually choking them;
several methods were tried to filter the water, such as straining it
through old b1·oken ca1,e baskets, revetting the sides with stakes,
behind which dry grass was tra,mpled down, but all to no purpose;
in fact the remedies were found to be worse than the evils sought to
be cured, for pieces of cane, wisps of grass, &c., would find their way
into the pump discs and choke the pump, whereas with cages formed
of ¼-inch round iron, fixed over the foot valves of the pumps, all
but the smaller stuff could be prevented from finding an entrance.
Over and over again, just a~ the men were getting on well with the
excavation, the water would rise, owing to the pumps being choked,
and there was nothing for it but to stop the engines, open out and
clean the pumps, and then set to work again to reduce the water,
during the "'hole of which time hundreds of hands would be standing
idle. A.t la~t, by dint of sheer perseverance, a layer of clay was
rcnchecl on the south slcle of the exC'avation, along wbjch the springs
were led, with a very gentle slope towards the pump, so that most of
tbe sand a.ncl stones was deposited before reaching the pump well,
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and was promptly removed. Eventually the rock was reached,
levelled off, and by the 31st May, or in five months and ten days,
the masonry was raised five feet above the top of the foundations,
both in the abutment and one pier.
During the next five months no work could be done, owing to
the floods, the level of one of whicl1, occurring on the 9th September,
rose two feet above the pi·op-Jsed springing line of the arches, and
the whole country was under water for miles, but advantage was
taken of the pause by thorongl,ly repairing the engines and pumps,
collecting fnel and other material, and in other ways preparing for a
fair start as soon as the monsoon should be over. The masonry
work of the abutment and pier was also slowly carried up as opportunity afforded.
Having now a better knowledge of the substrata of the river bed,
carefol calculations were gone into as to how the work should be
ca.rriecl on during the omming- working season.
At first sight it would be said that a cofferdam would be not only
the most expeditious, but also the most economical arrangement, but
the drawbacks were--1. The great cost of suitable timber, and the difficulty of procuring sufficient quantities and conveying it up country over bad roads.
g_ The certainty that the timber conkl not afterwards be sold or
transferred at anything like itR original cost.
3. The time that would be required before the excavation proper
could be commenced, for driving tbe piles (there being but one
hand pile driver, and that a very old one available), dredging out
between the two rows of piles. and filling in with puddle, would
have been very great, and would have spun out the work too dangerously near the commencement oft.he rainy season of 1876.
4. Tbe vast difference between skilled and ordinary labour,
carpenters being difficult to get at 8, 10, and 12 annas a day,
whereas common labourers can be got-men at 2½ and 3 annas, and
;vomen and boys from 1½to 2 annas.
5. Tbo difficulty of driving piles regula1·ly, the whole river bed
to a considerable depth being filled with large blocks of masonry,
'
,be debris of tl,e old bridge.
Hence, it was decided that coffenlams should not be employed, but
tbat the exca,ations should consist of open pits with their sides
e~•ettecl, as will be described ft1rther on ; that no attempt should be
made to keep the wate,· uut, but that it should be kept under by
means of the steam pumps.
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On the 12th N ovembcr the excavation for the north abutment
was commenced, and proved a very troublesome job (tbe method
for revettino- the sides will be described when treating of piers, Nos.
2 and 3); r~ck was not reached until the 11th February, or iu three
months, and even then some time was spent before the rock cou1d
be properly oleaned, levelled, and the first few courses of masonry
laid. The principal difficulties in this excavation were1. The great strnngth of the underground springs of water, it
being early in the season for excavations under water level.
2. The extreme fineness of the sand composing the substrata,;
for 19 feet in depth the sand was as fine as that used for drying
writing, and, from the force of the water pressure, this fine sand
over and over again silted up the excavation.
3. The very cramped position of the site, which was surrounded
on three sides by the old embankment towering above it to a height
of nearly 30 feet.
The strength of the underground springs having very markedly
diminished in February, it was determined to excavate piers, N os. 2
and 3, in one enclosure, as this was calculated to be more expeditious
and economical than if they were taken in hand piecemeal ; moreover, one pumping operation would suffice for both, and a greater
number of labourers could be employed at oue and the same time.
The first operation was to choose a site for the pump-well, free
from debris of the old bridge. An iron pricker was driven into the
river bed in various spots until one was found fairly free of debris,
midway between the two piers, and as near the axis of the bridge as
possible; this spot was just at the end of the up stream cut water
of the old central pier. Here piles were driven forming a rectangle,
1 5 feet parallel to bridge axis, and 6 feet at right angles to the
same. rrhe piles were about 3 to 4 feet apart, and their tops were
The area 15' X 61 would, it was
connected by waling pieces.
calculated, be sufficient for the four pumps,-two, a large and a
smal1, just above ordinary water ]eve], and two sunk very considerably below that level. It is a known fact that centrifugal pumps
work better with a throw than with suction; at the same time, it
" 1as necessary to have some means of reducing tbe water in case tl10
driving pulleys of tbe lower pumps were at any time submerged.
A somewhat larger area than 15' x 61 would, it is thought, be pre~
fera.blc on another occasion. Snbsequeutly, as the excavatfon contiuued, a second set of waling pieces was introduced at the level
determined on for the pla,tform for the lower set of pnmps, ai1d the
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piles were cross braced in every direction, care being taken to leave
sufficient openings for the driving belts. Next, the area for the
intended inclosure was laid out, measuring 114 feet parallel to the
bridge axis, and 49 feet both up and down stream sides of the axis.
The dimensions were obtained thus : Calculating upon getting fairly stiff soil, that is sand and clay
mixed, at a depth of 16 feet below the bed of the river42 feet.
Extreme length of piers
8 ,,
,t.foot berm on either side . . .
48 ,,
Slopes of l½ to 1 for a depth of 16 feet

Total... 98 feet.
or 49 feet up, and the same down stream of bridge axis.
The length was got as follows : Distance between axis of piers
46 feet.
Half width at bottom of two piers, each 6 feet
12 ,,
4-foot berm on either side ...
8 ,,
Slopes of 1½to 1 for a depth of 16 feet
48 ,,
Total.. 114 feet.
This being laid out correctly, rough round babool wood stakes
(costing 9 rupees per 2,400 lbs. weight), from 4 to 6 inches diameter
and 6 to 7 feet in length, were driven till their heads were on a level
with the ground, at about 5 feet equal intervals, all round the
enclosure; mango planks ( costing 1 rupee per cubic foot ready cut),
1 inch thick, were laid behind the stakes, the sand being excavated
to admit of the planks being got into position; the soil inside the
enclosure thus formed was then excavated nearly to the bottom of
the planks; a second row of stakes driven, breal.-ing joint with the
first row, that is the stakes came 2½ feet in a longitudinal direction
from those on each side of them in the first row ; a second row of
planks was then laid, their tops being an inch or so above the bottoms
of the first row, and so on until hard soil was reached. Of course,

all the planks in each row were as nearly as possible one width,
though one set might be 15 inches wide and the next only 9 or 10
inches.
Thus, the revetment assumed the appearance of a series of steep
steps, which, it was found from experience, would stand perfectly

well at a slope of 1 to 1 ; this inclination was accordingly given
them, though space bad been allowed for slopes of l ½to 1, hence
a larger berm was obtained at the bottom-a very necessary pre-
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caution owing to faults in the hard gravel layer overlying the rock,
which in some places had been scoured to a greater depth than at
others. The steps provided easy access to the pits, served for the
basket men to staud on, and broke the force of the water, which,
falling in small cascades, was unable to disturb the sand and pebbles.
'1.1he slope of the steps being 1 to 1, of course their treads were
equal to their rise; each step was filled up flush with sand excavated
from the pit, but no attempt was made to keep the water out altogether, as that was found hopeless, and only to add to its energy in
some weak point. When the hard gravel layer was reached, ancl
the bottoms of the last row of planks firmly be,lded therein, tbc
true size of the base of the pier was marked out, and a wa.11 of
sand-bags, filled with clay, and their joints well stopped with stiff
clay, was built from 1 to 2 feet in height, thus the water ran round
the four sides of the sand-bag enclosure (leaving the interior comparatively dry) to the pump well, which latter was not taken down
to rock, but simply 2 or 3 feet into the gravel. This last arrangement was an improvement on what bad been formerly done, as it
not only decreased the lift of the water, but also, when filling in with
masonry, the disturbance of the mortar by the rush of the water
The excavation of the gravel
towards the pumps was avoided.
was then carried on, tbe leakage, which even now existed to a considerable extent, being baled out with iron buckets, and afterwards
by a contractor's pump ( which was subsequently obtained from
another office, and which proved most useful) outside the sand-bag
wall, whence it ran into the pump well.
When the rock was reached all over the pier, site levels were
taken, and the lowest third part was surrounded by a sand-bag wall
resting on the rock itself, thus this portion remained dry while the
leakage flowed into, and was baled out of the remaining two-thirds
of the excavation.
The rock was carefully cleaned, chiseled, and levelleu, and the
first two courses laid. In places where the water dripped into, or
interfered with the masons, it was diverted by means of channels
formed of stout il'on pegs driven iuto the sides of the excavation, on
which were placed planks having a conslderable transverse cant, and
a slight longitudinal slope, the planks forming with the nearly per.
pendicular sides of the gravel a misshapen letter V; the point of
the V, and any joints in the planks were plugged with clay.
When one portion of the foundations had been raised two courses,
another was undertake11, and so on till the whole was complete;
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each outside joint of the masonry was pointed with very stiff clay,
so as to protect the mortar from the wash of the water while it was
setting.
The lowest point of the rock bed was taken in band first, and the
thickest stones used, for the reason that the stones being 12, 11, 10,
and 9 inches thick, the slope of the rock could be lcvelled off in
steps, and all the top of the first course got exactly level without
using thin stones; and with the least labour all the stones were let
into the live rock slightly, so as to preclude all danger of slipping.
One pier was purposely pushed on somewhat faster thau the
second, as neither skilled labor, nor materials would have sufficed for
carrying oi: the masonry work of both equally fast; but by the 10th
May, or in two months from first breaking ground, the foundations
of one pier were completed, and those of the second were well up,
and out of danger of being silted up by floods, and both piers were
well advanced before the commencement of the monsoon. This was
a most satisfactory result as compared with the t.i me expended over
the previous foundations, particularly when it is borne in mind that
during the season of 1876 there was no night work beyond keeping
the engines pumping, sometimes one, sometimes two, as occasion
demanded, whereas, in the season of 1875, night gangs were more
often employed than not. One point deserves particular attention,
which is that, in open pits especially, when the soil is loose, the water
should, if possible, never be allowed to rise when once taken down,
otherwise, not only does the water penetrate in every direction far
into the soil, occasioning great delay and expenditure of fuel in its
reduction, but also, in sinking, it loosens and disturbs the sides of
the pit, which, if not very firmly secured, are liable to fall, whereas
the dry sand stood firmly at very steep slopes. In fact, it was fouud
advisable to get up steam about 5 p.m. in one engine, and conomence
working it at 6 p.m., the hour for knocking off work, when the
other two engines were stopped to be cleaned, oiled, &c. By about
9 or 10 p.m. the water would J,ave risen almost to the level of the
lower pumps, when a second engine would be start.ed. About an
hour before work commenced, all three engines would be worked to
get the pit dry for the workpeople, and, when this had been effected,
the engine that bad worked all night would knock off during the
day. It is difficult to give the exact amount of fuel required, as so
much depended on the depth of the pit, on the way in which the
engines worked, and on the number of stoppages that took place
during the day, but a fair average was found to be 12,000 lbs. of
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fairly dry babool wood, when all three engines were worked during
the 2,1; hours (not necessarily all at once, as that seldom occurred
for more than a very short time) . From first to last 1171 tons of
firewood were used in excavating 80,000 cubic feet of " excavation
proper,'' or say l¼ tons per 100 cubic feet, which, at the average
rate of 10 rupees per ton, gives about 13 rupees the cost of fuel
per 100 cubic feet, but it must be borne in mind that oll the fuel
was charged to excavating foundations, whereas, in truth, some of
it was expended while the pits were being refilled with masonry
work, and also that the pits were made very much larger than the
"excavation propet·." The cost of excavating in sand and water
amounted to 48 rupees per 100 cubic feet; this includes repairs to
engines, oil, taHow,. fuel, driving belts, en~ine men and overseer's
pay, planks, piles, in fact, all expenditure that could fairly be
charged to that item, in addition to the actual excavation of the
soil. A few notes of the quantity of water discharged by the pumps
at different times were recorded, and may be of interest.
The Clayton and Shuttleworth's double cylinder 12-H.P. engine.
Length of stroke, 12"
I Area of each [13·46
Diameter of piston, 8¼" . ..

}

square inches.

With a boiler pressure of 37 lbs. this engine made 84 revolutions, or
168 single strokes per minute, and, with an 8-inch centrifugal pump
and leather d1~ving belt, it raised the water 18 feet, and discharged
18·75 square inches of water at the rate of 10·6 feet per second.
This gives exerted H.P.=20·2
And effective
,, = 3 nearly.
A.nd modulus of system= 0·15
Young's single cylinder 10-H.P. engine.
Diameter of piston, 11 ½"
} Area 103·87 square
Length of stroke, 16''
inches.
With boi.ler pressure of 40 lbs. this engine made 72 revolutions,
or 144 single strokes per minute, and, with an 811 centrifugal pump
ancl leather driving belt, it raised the water 15', and discharged 45
squarn inches of water at the rate of 10' per second.
This gives exerted H.P.= 24·2
And effective
,,
= 5·3
A.nd modulus of system = ·22
Dunlop's single cylinder 6-H. P. engine.
Diameter of piston 6¾''
} Area 35·78 square
Length of stroke 12"
inches.
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With boiler pressure of 25lbs. this engine made ij-J, revolutious,
or 128 single strokes per minute, and with a 5'' centrifugal pump
and 1eather driving belt, it raised the water 10½ feet, and discharged
38:3-5 gallons=3825 lbs. water per minute.
This gives exerted H.P.=3·46
And effective
,,
=l ·22
.A.nd modulus of system = ·35
The same engine and pump, with 40 lbs. boiler pre~surn, m~~de 72
revolutions, or 144 siug]e strokes peT minute, and raised the water
12 feet, and discharged it 17 square inches at the rate of 10 feet
per second.
This gives an exerted H.P.=6·2
And effective
,, = l ·6
Anrl modulus of system
=0·2G
These figure8 and results are excessively rough ; for in stance, it is
known that the boiler pressure is greater than that which acts on
the piston, but it is thuught that they may be useful by way of
compari.':lon.
In cooclusiou, a few remarks may be added on the description
and prices of materials used, and the quantity of work done by the
masons.
The !ime used was very markedly hydraulic, and known iu tbe
conntry as kunker lime; it was either picked up in the fields in t.bo
form of nodules, or dug out of quarries from four to six miles fro1n the
bridge site; it was burnt in the ordinary country kilu with cha,rcoa.1,
and, after being screened through a sieve of •r1-6 -inch meshes, was
supplied by contract at the rate of 25 rupees per 80 cubic feet.
Tbe sand was obtained close at band at the rate of 15 annas per
80 cubic feet. The mortar used in the superstructure was cumposed of two parts sand to one of screened lime, that for the
foundations-in order to be more hydraulic-consisted of one part
of lime, one of sand, and one o-f burnt clay finely powdered, and
made a very quick-setting mortar. At first powdered bricks and
tiles were used at considerable cost, bL1t eventually it was found
that the clay and silt taken in rough lumps from the vicinity of the
bridge, and bu1·nt in the ordinary lime kilns-a 1-foot layer of
clay requ.iring a G-inch layer of wood-answered equally well, and
was very much cheaper.
'The stone quarries were from three to four miles distant up the
the sides of steep hills : the stone was a very hard black description
of amorphous trap, which was found in tht: shape of boulde1·::, uudo1·
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the surface; these were dug out if very large, broken by blasts, and
rolled down the bill, where they were knocked roughly into shape
with large hammers, and were then brought on the work.
The following are the contract rates given for the stones in the
rougb:Face stones, or kbaudkees, length l' 6" to 2' ; breadth at one end l'
to l' 6", tapering towards the otbl,r end; thickness at one end 9" to
12", tapering towards the other end23½ rupees per 100.
2' x 1' G" x 911 to l' ...
. .. 12·12 rupees per 100.
l' 6" x l' x 9" to l' .
Face headers, which were in the proportion of 1 to 5 0£ the face
stones, were similar in shape to the latte1·, but longer; their prices
were-14 annas each.
4' in length
9
~

W

7

Rubble headers, to be placed ir. the rubble bearting 0£ the
work, bad no £ace, but were not to be less tban 6 inches thick
at any point; their prices were10 annas each.
4' in length

3½'

6

4
3'
Corner stones, 9 inches to 12 inches thick
Rate, 2' x l' . . . . . . 8 annas each.
6
,, l½' x l'
40 rupees per 100.
Arch slabs, 2¼' X l½' x 10"...
. .. 30
2fxl'x10'' ...
,,
100
Arch quoins, 2¼' X l¾' x 12"
75
2f X l¼' X 12'1
Good sound rubble or quarry shivers, each piece not less than
½cubic foot, four rupees per 100 cubic feet.
The dressing of these stones was given in petty contract at two
annas per foot run of the face, the agreement being that the stones
were to be exactly 9 inches, 10 inches, 11 inches, or 12 inches in
height; sicle joints dressed back true aud square with the face to a
distance 0£ 4 inches, the tails being left rough ; the beds of £ace
stones 6 inches to 8 inches; and those of face leaders 9 inches to
12 inches, the tails being left rough. With this rate the masons
provided their own steel, soft iron, hammer buts and a smith being
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allowecl them, ancl it was founcl to he a harcl day's work to earn
their usual daily wage.
Thirty rupees per 100 cubic feet of superstructure, and twentyeight rupees per 100 cubic feet of filling in foundations, was
found to be a very fair rate to cover all expenses; the description
of work was exact]y similar in both, but, in the former, batter
and cut waters had to be given, the amount of rubble hearting or
cheap work was less, and the materialR had to be raised a considerable height; if a proportion of the pumping had been charged
against "filling in foundations," as it might have been, instead of
only against "excavating," the rate woulJ have been considerably
higher.
It was noted in :filling in the foundations over an area of 40 X 10,
that twelve masons could lay the face stones of two courses, or
about 160 stones ready dressed as above described, and ten masons
could fill in the corresponding rubble hearting easily per diem, and
this was a good rate, ensuring good sound workmauship; this gave
about 13 to 14 face stones per man, and 22 cubic feet of hearting
per man. The number of coolies per mason depends, of course,
entirely on the distance the materials have to be carried; in ordinary cases three is found sufficiPnt to cover all requirements.
'I'he daily wages of masons varied from 6 to 12 annas, of coolies
from 2 to 3 annas.
'I'he piers being 43 feet in height, 9 feet wide at bottom, and
6 feet at top, the side batter was 1 ½feet in 43. 'I'he centres and
radii of the arcs of the cut waters varied with each course, the radii
being, for instance, at the bottom 0 feet, and at the top 6 feet, and
the arcs, of course, tangential to the sides of the pier-this gave a
,ery pleasing effect; the following method was adopted to obtaiu the
correct batter and rad-ii, and w·as so simple that, after having once
learnt it, the common masons carried on the work perfectly correctly. A rod was worked at its centre, and also at 4½ and 3 feet
on either side of the centre, this gave the pier width at base and top
respectively ; the space between the last-mentioned two marks,
namflly 1½ feet, was again sub-divided into four equal spaces of
4¼ inches each, these gave the widths at 10 feet 9 inches, 21 feet
6 -inches, and 32 feet 8 inches above the base ; a scale was also
made showing the amount of batter in e-very inch of height of the
pier for a height of 10 feet 9 inches; t.hen, the height of the pier
above base being known, the amount of batter was deducted on the
rod, and gave the width rLt the level required. For instance, sup-
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pose the pier to have bceu raise,l 10 feet 9 inches, the correct width
for which is already marked on the rod as the first division, aµd it
is proposed to fay a 10-inch course. The four stones, in which the
centres of the arcs will come, are first of all laid, and the half-widths
of the bridge are accurately laid off from the marked a,x is of the
bridge along both faces of the pier and marked; a line parallel to
the axis of the bridge joining a pair 0£ these marks wi11 contain the
centres of the new arcs. The rod is laid along this line with
its centre placed vertically over a line joining the noses of the
pier in the completed course, and the correct half-width is laid
down, and gives the cent1·es for the new course. The arc for
the cut waters is then stru.ck with a beam compass from the
new centres, aad can be dressed accurately to a hair's breadth,
the sides of the piers are also completed, and the half-widths of
the piers measured in wards give the bridge axis for the new
course, which is carefully marked; the next course is then proceeded with in an exactly similar way, the great point to be remembered is never to cover up the marks showing the bridge axis until
the centres of arcs of the upper course are accurately marked,
and vice versrJ. never to cover the centres of arcs until the
bridge a:scis is carefuJly marked 6n the course just completed; by
adhering rigidly to those rules it is impossible to get wrong in
the batter. The supervising officer at his periodical visits will
check the level of the course in progress by means of a spirit level
and a bench mark o.n the adjacent bank, and tell the masons their
next height above the base of the pier.
In conclusion it ma.y be mentioned that hundreds of piles, ranging
up to 16 feet in length, were driven by the Swiss method, as described
by Lieut. Bucknill, R.K, in an old number of the R.E. Papers; that
is to say, a hole was bored in the head of the pile in the direction of
its axis, into which a crowbar acting a.s a guide to the monkey was
wedged. The monkey consisted of a piece of wood in the form of a
frustrum of a cone, in the axis of which a hole was bored, the diameter
of which was somewhat longer tban that of the crowbar. Four iron
handles were attached to the monkey by means of wrought iron
screw bolts, and by these the monkey was worked. When the piles
were long and took some time in drivjug, it was found advisable to
have a platform on which the man could stand ; this consisted
simply of a frame about 4 feet square, on which were nailed planks
leaving a space sufficient for the pile to just pass through in the
centre. The platform was supported hy four rough sh·uts, to the
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lower end of which were affixed iron hooks which fitted into eyes in
an iron collar; the fatter could be clamped at any convenient height
to the pile, and the whole platform descended with the pile. When
the coUar touched the ground it was unclamped and cast off, as
were the struts, the platform remaining lying on the ground until
the pile had been driven, when it was lifted up and removed.

E. C. HART,
LIEUT.,

R.E.

PAPER VIII.

TARGETS
FOR '£HE

TRIAL OF RECENT HEAVY ORDNANCE.
PART

BY COLONEL T. INGJ,IS, R.E .

'

.I

II.

resuming the subject of the Armour Plate trials commenced i:c No. 1 of this volume, it is considered desirable that a
round from the 38-ton gun against masonry should be briefly
noticed.

BEFORE

TBE-38-ToN

GuN AGAINST A GRANITE

FACED WALL.

The structure used for this trial was a wing wall which formed
part of the old casemates set up at Sboeburyness for experiments
in 1865. It is showu in Plates I. and II
This wall was originally faced with armour plates (since removed),
and in the trials described at p. 265, Vol. XV III., of Corps Pape,·s, it
was more or less injured, some of the granite blocks being cracked,
and the work generally a little shaken and disturbed. Still, the
granite block, on which the shot in the present trial was planted, had
never been hit before, and, so far as could be judged, the brickwork
and concrete behind it were quite soun.J.
It should be explained that the granite blocks were not dowelled
or cramped together; but the long bolts 1 which bad formerly held on
the armour plates, were still in the wall, and served to some ex.rent
to tie it together. rrhere was no iron bond in the brickwork.
The present trial took place on the 9th of Jauuary last. The
photographic number of the round is 2040.
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The projectile was a 12·5-inch Palliser service shell, fitted with a
gas check, and weighted with sand up to 822 lbs. The charge was
130 lbs. of pebble powder; the range 70 yards; the striking
velocity of projectile about 1,405 feet per second, giving an energy on
impact equivalent to 11,250 foot tons.
The shell struck perpendicularly to the face of the wall, but feeling
the least resistance to be on the left, it inclined considerably in that
direction.
The path taken by the projectile is shown in Plates I. and II., from
which it will be seen that it passed through upwards of 5 feet 6 inches
of granite, ancl a like thickness of brickwork ancl Portland cement
concrete, ancl was founcl lying on the floor of tbe casemate. The
shell was unbroken, highly polished, with spiral markings formed
by its rotation while passing tht"ough the waJI, the studs only were
partially rubbed off, and the gas check was still attached.
The wall was completely w1·ecked. It seemed to have been lifted
bodily, and was torn asunder in all direct.ions. Immediatel_y around
tbe shot mark the granite was bl'oken small and thrown out to the
front, the cavity measuring roughly 8 feet by 7 feet, and i feet
in depth. Every stone in the wall was knocked out of place, and
large masses of the Lrickwork were thrown down. ].lore of these
would have fallen had they not been caught by the armour bolts
before referred to.
It woulcl have been interesting to compare the effect of this blind
shell with a live Palliser shell (bursting charge 12 pounds) from
the same gun, but the wall was so much injured that this could not
be done.
THE CHAMBERED 38-ToN GuN AGAINST No.

40

TARGET STRENGTHENED

WITH A FOURTH 6½ -INCH PLATE.

At page 3 of No. 1 a description is given of No. 40target as at first
opposed to the 38-ton gun. It then consisted of three 6½-inch plates
with 5-inch thicknesses of teak between them. Also it was intimated in that Paper that this target was about to be strengthened
by adding another 6½-inch plate iu readiness for the trial of the
38-ton 12·5-inch gun, after its powder chamber should have been
enlarged to a diameter of 14 inches.
The additional 6½-inch plate,
This was accordingly done.
measuring 8 feet by 6 feet 8 inches, and covering, therefore, twot,hirds of the front of the target, was bolted on by six 3-in ch bolts
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of the same pattern as those in the rest of the target, and the interval
of 5 inches behind this plate was filled with teak arranged as m
the other intervals.
There were thus four 6½-inch plates with three 5-inch thick.
nesses of teak now· opposed tn tl1e gun.
It may be here stated that a piece of this additional 6½-inch plate
was proved with a /-inch Palliser sliot of 113 lbs., fil'ed with 12
pounds R.L.G. powder at 30 yau.ls range; striking velocity, l ,lG~
feet i energy, 1,055 foot tons; and that tlie indent was 7·75 inches
deep, a star cmck only being formeJ on the back of the plate. Tt
therefol'e received the highest figure of merit.
The timber structure in rear w,u,; made good in the parts injured
in the first trial.
The round now fired has been numbered 2,043. The trial took
place on the 16th Mar ch, 1877.
rrhe gun was placed as before~range, 70 yards .
The charge used wns 200 lbs. of l½-inch cubical powder, or 70 lbs.
more than in round 2,03D. Owing to some difficulty experienced in
ramming the charge home in one cartridge 1 two separate cartridges
were placed in the gun, and as these occupied ::t somewhat greater
length of ~ore than "·as intended, there wa-=. a certain falling off in
the velocity obtained. Instead of a muzzle velocity of about 1,570
feet per second, which was expected, one of 1,536 feet 011ly wa:-1
obtaiuecl, and this was re~uced to ahou t 1,,525 feet at the target. The
energy on striking was thus about 13,080 foot tons, or 1,680 foot
tons more than in round 2,039. instead of 13,580 foot tons as
expected.
• The exact diameter of the shell was 12·4 inches over the body, its
]engih was 33 i □ ches. It was a service Palliser shell weighted ·with
sai,d up to 800 lbs., aud fitted with a gas check which weighed 11½ lbs.
The shell struck on a point 2 feet 5¼ inches from the proper left edge
of the additional 6½-inch plate, and :3 feet 1 inch from the top of t he
target.
Ou entering the froct piste, the shell felt the least resistance to be
on its proper right 8icle, and therefore turned in that direction at an
ang le of about 5° from tbe perpendicular.
It penetrated the t;1rget until its point got some·wha.t less than an
inch iuto the back plate. It there remained embedded in the target
with its gas check still attuchetl to it, the dept h from the face of t l1e
front plate to the base of the i- bell being t,·2 inches. On removing
t,he gas rheck on ly two pieces of t he flhell were founcfto be broken
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off it, the rest of the projectile being in an unusually enti,·c stat,e.
The bole in the front plate was 12½ inches in diameter anil quite
circular.
The front, of the target was not driven back more than ½-inch.

The front plate was buckled about rt, of an inch.

In rear the back

armour plate was bncklecl about. 3·4 inches, and tht.'re were faint

surface cracks over a length of 10 inches immediately opposite the
head of the shell. A crack, about 2 feet G inches long-, extending obliquely 11pwards from the shot l1ole of round 2,039 to the
neighbourhood of the present injury, was formed in the back plate,
and an armour bolt, holding t.be back plate to the one in £rout of it,
at a distauce of about 3 feet 6 inches from the shell, was found
to be broken, but the exact nature of its fracture has not yet been
ascertainecl. The timber supporting structure in rear was very
little injured.
It may here be mentioned, that the strengthened part of this
target having thus proved itself to be more than a match fol' the
chambered 38-toi:i gun, it is now intended to place a 3-inch plate
on the present unst.rengthenecl part of it, and to endeavour to
obtain with this an exact measure of the power of the gun when

throwing its service Palliser shell with t.he full muzzle velocity of
1,570 feet per second.
It is also expected that we shall sbol'tly have an opportunity of
comparing round 2,039 with one at a solid armour plate, 16½ inches
thick, from ·w hich we may hope to gain valuable experience.

PALLISER SHELL AT ARMOUR P1A1'ES wrTrr

Vorn

SPACES

BETWEEN 'rHEM.

At page 5 of tl:e former number of this volume, the question of
the breaking up of Pn.llis~r projectiles, wl10u mied against armo nr
plates with void spaces between them, was revived, and a dmwription
was given of a, round fired from the 38-ton gun at a 10-incli plate
standing before a 4-inch plate. After that trial, it was determined

to follow up the matter a little farther, and to try the effect of reversing the order of the plates before used, at the ~ame time reducing
the distance between theru..
The 4-inch pb,te was, accordingly, now placed in front of the
10-inch, and the space between them reduced from 6 feet, 8 incbeF,

to 4 foet 7 iuches,
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The same nature of gun and projectile was used as before; but as,
in the meantime, the gun had been cbam bered, the charge of 17 ,5lbs.
of 1 ½-inch cubical powder was used to give the same velocity as that
in the previous round, when the charge was 130lbs. of 1 ½-inch
powder in the unchamhered gun.
The shell was fillecl with sand, and weighted up to SOOlbs.
The round was fired on the 27th March; photogl'aphic No. 2,046.
The effect upon the shell was even more marked than before. It
passed through the 4-inch plate, making a hole 12½ inches in diameter, and, breaking up in doing so, a quantity of it was found in a
state of" splash " upon the face of the 10-iuch plate. '1.'he "splash"
covered an area of about 2 feet by 1 foot 6 inches, and stood out
from the face of the plate about 4 inches at its highest part. The
10-inch plate was comparatively but little injured; the bulge on its
back being not more than ¾-inch high.
Thus, a 12½-iuch shell, with au energy of about 11,400 foot tons,
which in round 2,039 has been proved tu be equal to the perforation
of three 6½-inch common plates, on this occasion did little effective
work beyond that of perforating a 4-inch plate, and damaging the
face of a 10-inch plate with a consequent slight bulge on its back.
It is hoped that before long this round will be followed by one from
the same gun at a 4-iuch plate, placeµ only l foot 6 inches from a
10-inch plate, and also by another at a 4-inch plate placed a short
distance in front of gracite.
COMMON SHELL AT

u NBACKED

ARMOUR PLATES .

It was mentioned at the end of the paper in No. 1, that a service
common shell from the 80-ton gun had passed through an 8-inch
armour plate.
In continuation of this experiment, two rounds have now been

fired from the 10-inch 18-ton gun with the following results:In round 2,044, a common shell of service pattern, weighing
400lbs., and contai::::.ing a bursting charge of 2Glbs., ·was fired with
a charge of 70lbs. of pebble powder at a range of seventy yards. It
was not fuzed. The armour plate was 5 inches thick, and men.sured
7 feet 6 inches by 3 feet. It was unbacked. Tbe shell passed
through the plate 1 and broke up in doing so, the explosion of the
bursting cba.rge apparently taking place after the shell had got
through the armour.
Round 2,045 was fired with the same projectile, chm·ge 1 and range
as before, except that a Pettmftin general service fuze was used in this
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shell. The plate this time was also 5 inches thick, and unbacked,
but it was held more firmly than the last plate. The bursting of the
shell now took place '1t the moment of its passing through the plate,
and was, no doubt, caused by the action of the fuze.
These rounds will help to COI'l'ect the mistaken notion, which has
been very general, that only a slight thickness of armour is necessary
for keeping out common shell.
THE CHAMBERED 80-ToN GuN AGAINS'r No.

41

TARGET.

In concluding the notice, in No. 1, of the first round from the
80-ton gun against this target, it was announced that in all probability the next round fired at it would be from the same gun after
it should have been chambered.
This having come off on the 4th of May, the result is now reported.
Photographic number of round, ~,047
'l'he only alteration made in the gun since the last tria1, consists
in the enlargement of the bore from 16 inches to 18 inches for a
length of 58½ inches to form a powder chamber. By this means,
a greatly increased charge of powder can be used without inc1·ease
of maximum pressure in the bore, and, therefore, in a certain degrne,
the power of the gun is improved without subjecting it to increased
strain.
On the last occasion, it will be seen, a muzzle velocity of about
1,510 feet per second was given to a l,7001bs. projectile by a charge
of 370lbs. of powder, with a maximum pressure in the bore of something under 22 tons to the square -inch. This velocity denotes an
eriergy in the projectile, on its leaving the muzzle, of about 26,878
foot tons
Now, with the enlarged chamber, a cha1·ge of 425lbs. of the same
kind of powder-l½in. cubical-has given a muzzle velocity of l,G00
feet per second to the same projectile, with a maximum pressure in
the gun supposed to be less than before. This velocity represents
an energy of about 30,177 foot tons, or an increase of ,vork, due to
the additional 55lbs. of powder, of about 3,300 foot tons.
Tbe range this time was 130 yards. The axis of the bore of the
gu11 was inclined at an anglo of about 2°, in the hori:wntal plane, to
the perpendicular to tlie face of the target.
'L'he projecti le was of the same nature as that used in rounrl 2,041;
that is to say, it was a Pallistil' shell, with a head cast in chill, and
struck to a radius of one diameter and a half of the body, which was
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cast in sand. The outside diameter of the shell was 15·9% inches
measure<l oYer a band at its base. The general diameter of the body
was 15·8 inches. It had four rings of gun metal studs, with 13
studs in eacl1 rjng, l ·2 inches to l ·-!5 inches in diam eter, standing 2
inches out of the body of the sl,ell. The length of the shell was 42
inches. Tlie sliell was weighted with sand to l ,700lbs. , including
its copper gas check, and plugged.
The velocity was about 1,585 feet per second at the target, which
dC'notes an energy of about 29,61 5 foot tons on impact.
The target has already been fully described .
The point of the shell struck the armour 6 foet from the proper
left of the target, 3 feet from its tup edge, and 5 feet 9 inches from
the centre of the shot-hole of round 2,041.
The diagrams in Plnte III. show the penetration and general effect
upon the target.
The hole made in the front armour plate is perfectly round, and
16·05 incl1es in diameter, measured three inches in from the face of the
plate, showing that the projectile was quite steady in its flight at the
instant of impact. Across the circle of "lip " the hole measured
18·6 inches, and across the outer circle of injury, formed by the
breaking away of a ripple raised at some stage of the entry of the
shell, the diameter is 20½ inches. There are no cracks whatever
in the front armour. The front of tbe target WA.S driven back at
the pi·oper right end (that nearest the shot mark) 1·2 inches at the
lower part, and 2·8 inches at the upper part, giving an average of
At the other end it moved
2 inches of backward movement.
forward 2 ·75 inches at the bottom, and one inch at the top, giving
1·875 inches of mean forward movement.
It will be seen from the diagrams that the shell took a very
straightforwnrd course in penetrating the target ; in fact, its axis
was throughout as nearly as possible square with tbe face of tbe
front plate. The shell broke up much more extensively than that in
round 2,041, but still it is to be observed that every portion of it
entered tho target, as there are no signs of any pieces having grazed
the face of the front plate.
It will also he observed that the actual penetration of the point of
the shell into armour in this ro11ncl is only one-third of an iuch more
tba.n that in the former round; but the total penetration measured
from t,he face of the ta1·get is 7·4 inches more, the di.fferenre being
11cconnt,ed for by the greater a.mount of bulge in rear.
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The shell struck close to an armour bolt in the front plate, aud
also close to one in the second plate. These, of course, have been
more or less injlll'ed, but the rest of the bolts have stood perfectly
".,.ell, and their behaviour justi5es the conclusion drawn from the
former round as to 3-inch bolts being sufficient for the heaviei,t
armoured structures, if used in proper numbers, and applied in the
proper manner.
Beyond the injuries shown in the diAgrams, there is nothing to
notice except a very faint appearanee of separation of the moulds of
the rear armour plate on part of its left edge.
The timber structure in rear of the target stoo<l remarkably well.
There is no appearance of the entire mass having been driven Lack,
though, of course, the parts near to the armour have been more
or less compressed, and slightly splintered.
It was said in reviewing the effects of round 2,0Jl, that that shell
would, in all probability, have passed completely through the target
b.id it been composed of only three 8-inch plates instead of four.
In the same way it may be said that probably the shell in the
.present round would have passed quite through the target, if any one
of the four plates of which it is composed, bad been about 2 inches
instead of 8 inches thick, or if there bad bee □ four plates G½in. thick,
or Lhree 8½-incb plates.
'l'he theoretical equiYalent in thickness of solid plate for either of
these three supposed cases, I should r oughly put at 23 inches; but
it is hoped that before long we shall be in possession of data for
more reliable comparison between sol id and plate upon plate
structures of great thickness.
ARMOUR PLA'fE EXPERIMENTS IN frALY IN

187/i.

It will probably be thought that this paper should contain some
notice of the extensive experiments made, last year, by the Italian
Government., at Spezia, more especially as, on that occasion, tbe
powerful rival of the Woolwicb eighty-ton gun was employed against
armour.
To begin with the targets, there were the following:-*
1. A. target consisting of two front plates of soft hammered steel,
21¾ inches thick, and 10 feet 6 inches and 11 feet 6 inches long
respectively, by 4 feet 7 inches in wiutb, macle by M. Schneider, of
• English weights a.ml measures are used in these de~criptlons.
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Creuzot.

These plates were backed by 28 inches of oak, (in which

there were horizontal iron stringers of ½-inch plate 10 inches deep,
rivetted to angle irons at frequent intervals), covering a skin of
two tbicknesses of ¾-inch plate, the target being supported in rear,
at the ground line, by massive horizontal timbers of onk, and, at the
top, by iron deck beams, inclined dnwnwarcls to the rear, so as to
form struts abutting against oak piles.

The upper plate was held by sixteen armour bolts, screwed five
inches into the back of tlie plate, and the lower by fourteen similar
bolts. These bolts were 4¼ inches in diameter over the thread, and
their shanks ,vere gradually reduced from 4 inches to 3½ inches.
They had ¾-inch jackets over tbeir shanks, to make them up to the
diameter of their screwed part.
2. A target composed of two wrought iron armour plates of nearly
the same dimensions, and the same thickness as the steel plates in
No. l, and with the sarr..e arrangement of backing and supporting
structure behind them. One plate was rolled by l\Iessrs. Cammell
and Co., of Sheffield, the other was made at the works of ]\[essrs.
Marrel, of Marseilles. Each plate was held on by seven 5-incb bolts,
with conical beads and shauks reduced to 4½-inch diameter through
a leugtb of 11 ½inches. The hexagon nuts at the rear end of these
bolts were fitted with india rubber washers in wrought iron cups.
3. Two "sandwich" targets, each consisting of a front plate of
iron 11 ·8 inches thick, with 12 inches of horizontal timbers behind
it, a second plate 9·8 inches thick with 16 inches of wood behind,
and skin a11d frames as before. The nrmour of one was rolled by
Messrs. Cammell, of Sheffield, and the other by :f\L Marrel. Their
length and width were the same as in the other targets. Each of
the front plates was held by seven 5-inch coned-headed bolts made
by Messrs. Cammell, and each back plate by five 2½-inch bolts of
similar pattern. The bolts holding the front plates passed through
the second plates.
4. Two targets, consisting, in front, of 7·8-inch wrought iron
plates, made by M. Ma,rrel, backed by blocks of" Gregorini " chilled
cast iron 13¾ inches thick. Each armour plate had four of these
blocks behind it; in one case the chilled blocks came next behind the
armour, in the other 12-inch timbers wPre interposed. The structure in rear was the same as before. Each armour plate was held
by six bolts passing through holes in the chilled blocks.

5. In addition to these, there was another rolled armour plate 21¾
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inches thick, made by Messrs. Brown, of Sheffield, which was of the
same dimensions, and set up in exactJy the same way as those in the
second target described above.
Thus, it will be observed, there was in all the targets the same
total thickness of about 4 feet 4 inches, made up of about 22 inches
of armour, 29 inches of timber, and 1½-inch of iron skin.
It should also be particularly observed that in every target the
width of the armour plates was limited to 4 feet 7 inches, and
it is owing to this circumstance that, at a..oy rate so far as affording
dfl.ta for calculations of the reRisting powers of armour, the results
obtained '.in these, otherwise carefully planned, trials are inconclusive
and unsatisfactory.
Next, with regard to the guns.
The principal feature in these trials was the employment of the
first of the 100-ton guns which are being made in this country by
the Elswick firm, for the Italian Nary, and which are the most
powerful guns that have as yet been produced. A short description of this gun may, therefore, be useful here.
In the first place, it is built on the Woolwich principle, that is to
say, it consists of an inner steel tube strengthened by successive coils
of rolled and welded wrought iron bars.
The steel tube is in two lengths. At the breech there are three
layers of coils over the steel tube, at the trunnions two, and on the
chase one coil tapering towards the muzzle.
It is made for muzzle loading, it weighs 100 tons, its total length
is 32 feet 10½ inches, its breech diameter is 6 feet 5 inches, its
calibre 17 inches, the length of bore 30 feet G inches, its rifling
poly-groove, with tweuty-seven grooves, increasing in twist from
1 in 150 to 1 in 50 calibres. The gun was not chambered at
the time of the trials, and it is not known whether it will be
hereafter.
The projectiles used in the trials were Palliser shells, with chilled
heads, made at Elswick, weighing 2,000 lbs., with a capacity equal,
perhaps, to 25 lbs. of powder, but none of them had bursting
charges. They were 49 inches long, and their beads were struck to
a radius of l ¾diameter of the shell.
The powder used was chiefly Waltham Abbey l½-inch cubical
powder, and the gun was fired with charges ranging up to 374 lbs.,
with which ,m energy of about 33,000 foot tons was developed;
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but the heaviest charge used against the tai-gets was 341 lbs., which
gave an energy to the shell of about 31,200 foot tons.
The proj ectiles were not studcled, but they were fitted with gas
checks on their bases, by means of which rotation was given to them
in, I believe, a satisfactory manner.
The gun was mounted on a special carriage placed on a floating
pontoon, which had engines on board for supplying hydraulic power
to the gun.
The carriage was of novel construction, and consisted of little more
than two metal blocks, in which the trunnions of the gun were set,
and which were free to slide on two heavy beams fixed to the vessel.
These blocks were controlled for the recoil and forward movement
of the gun, by two hydraulic presses behind them, which acted
directly upon the blocks. Under the breech of the gun there was a
beam hinged at its rear end on a fixed horizontal bar, and actuated
by a vertical hydraulic prnss placed underneath it. To the underside
of the breech of the gun a metal block was attached by means of two
iron bands and a pin, aucl this block carrying the breech of the gun
recoiled along the beam just described, or bore upon it when at rest.
The purpose of this arrangement was not only to give elevation and
depression to the gun, but also to pro1'ide for a certain diminution
in the height of the port of the turret in which this gun will hereafter be mounted, for it is plain that, as the trunnions recoil horizontally, and the rear encl of the beam carrying the breech is on a
fixed pivot, whatever may be the elevation at which the gun i~ fired,
it will lower' its muzzle during recoil and be ultimately brought up
in one constant position, which is, I believe, nearly horizontal. The
total recoil allowed for was only about 4 feet 3 inches.
The two 100-ton guns to be mounted in each of the turrets of the
Italian ships "Duilio," and "Dandolo," will be on carriages of this
pattern, and it is believed that it will also be adopted for the 80ton guns in H ..M.S. '"'Inflexible."
For spongiug and loading, the muzzle of the gun is depres:::.ed uutil
it comes opposite to, and in prolongation of, an bydl'aulic telescopic
sponge and rammer under a glacis, similar in principle to those fitted
on board H.:M. S. "Devastation " and "Thunclerer. '' The cartrido-e
and shot were rammed home together, and the telescopic staff w~s
brought bock by wire ropes fastened to the sponge head.
As there was no provision for training in the carriage or slide, the
gun was laid by hauling the vuutuon to the right or left as r('quircd.
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The other guns used in the trials were a 10-inch, of a little over
eighteen tons weight, which threw a Palliser projectile of 397 lbs.,
with a charge of 77·2 lbs. of powder, and an 11-inch of 25½ tons,
which threw a Palliser projectile of 531 lbs., with a charge of
94·6 lbs. of powder. No bursting charges were used.
The 100-ton gun was placed at about llO yards from the targets,
the others at 81 yards.
The trials took place in October, November, and December, 1876,
at Spezza. Certain English Officers were present during the experiments, and after the most important rounds had been fired, Captain
English, R.E., was sent by our Government to examine the results,
and it is partly from that Officer's report that the following particulars
of the effects on the targets are taken.
Beginning with the first target, the upper steel plate received first
a shell from the 10-inch gun, initial velocity 1,401 feet per second,
on a spot 24 inches from the right end of the plate, and 24 inches
from its bottom edge. The depth of the indent was about ll
inches, the diameter of the hole 10 inches horizontally, and 13
inches vertically. The plate was cracked from the shot mark to
the bottom edge, and after a short interval the plate began to sing,
and another crack gradually opened, which also extended to the
bottom edge. In rear a few rivets were broken in the supporting
structure.

The same plate was next struck by a 10-inch and 11-inch
shell fired in salvo. These struck respectively 17 inches and
25 inches from the other (left) end of the plate. The end of the
plate was broken away, and fell in three principal fragments,
the singing again took place, and the cracks formed by the first
round of 10-inch shell were extended, while a fresh one near that
round also appeared for the first time. .A few rivets and a bolt in
rear were broken.

The next (that is the fourth and last) round at this plate was
from the 100-ton gun. The initial velocity of the shell was 1,495 feet
per second, representing energy equivalent to about 31,000 foot
tons. This struck 4 feet 3 inches from the left end of the
plate, and 2 feet 7 inches from the top. The point of the shell
entered 21 inches into the steel, and completely broke up the
plate, only two pieces of it remaining on the target. The rest of
it was thrown a way in pieces varying from one to three tons in
weight. The shell got deep into the backing, but did not perforate
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it, though the structure was considerably injured. The fracture of
the plate was iu appearance that of good Bessemer steel.
A similar round to the last was fired at the lower steel plate ou
the first target, the velocity this time being about 1,476 feet per
second, and the energy about 30,200 foot tons. It struck about
2 feet 9 inches from the top, and 5 feet 8 inches from the left
encl, and its \loint entered the steel to a depth of 20 inches.
The plate was com\lletely broken np by this one round, about one
half of it being knocked off, the rest being left hanging by some of
the armour bolts, and some portions of the plate continued to crack
and fly for some minutes. The shell penetrated some depth into the
backing, but, as before, did not perforate it; the damage done to it,
however, was very serious. A number of the armour bolts were
broken in the first thread of the screwed part which entered the
armour, and some hexagon nuts were broken. The appearance of
the steel was much the same as in the other plate.
This completes the trial of the steel armour.
Next, with regard to the rolled iron armour plates, of the same
thickness as the steel, on the second target.
Messrs. Cammell's plate was subjected to rounds corresponding
with those on the upper steel plate above described, but unfortunately the shell from the 100-ton gun struck so close to the
bottom edge that all comparison was lost.
The first 10-inch shell at this plate struck with a velocity of
1.384 feet per second on a spot 24 inches from the right end, and
27 inches from its bottom edge. The depth of indent was 10·8
inches. Cracks, ½-inch wide, were opened from two bolt boles near
the corners of the plate to its top and bottom edges respectively. A
few rivets were broken in rear.
The 10-inch and 11-inch shells fired in salvo struck near the
other end of the plate, and broke off a piece of the corner of the
plate through about half its thickness, and broke away another small
piece, and formed a large crack from a bolt hole to the upper edge
of the plate, besides opening a weld in the moulds on the upper
edge. Two armoU1· bolts were driven back by the shell, some rivets
in rear and a cup washer were broken in this round. The indents
made by these two shells were reported as 17·75 and 13 inches
respectively.
The shell from the 100-ton gun at this plate had an initial velocity
of 1,478 feet, corresponding with an energy of about 30,300 foot
tons ; but, as already mentioned, it, most unluckily, bit low, and
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struck only 10 inches from the bottom edge of the plate, a little to
the right of midway in its length. It broke away the bottom of the
plate, and split it across through a bolt hole in the upper part,
dividing the plate into two nearly equal portions, one of which remained on the target. The shell passed quite through the target,
doing, of course, great damage to the structure in rear. The welding of the phtte round the shot nrnrk was imperfect, but the quality
of the armour was good. Not much, however, is to be learned from
this round.
H. llfarrel's rolled plate on this target was attacked by similar
rounds. The first 10-inch shell struck it with a velocity of 1,397
feet, and indented it to a depth of 11 inches. It struck 2 feet
from tha end, and 3 feet fro;,, the top edge, and formed a crack,
from the shot mark through a bolt hole to the bottom edge of the
plate, ~-inch wide. The plate was bulged in rear about 1 inch.
The 10-inch and 11-incb shells fired together, struck both about
18 inches from the other encl of the plate, made indents 12½
inches and 14½ inches respectively, and broke off the end of the
plate, which remained hanging until the next round was fired. One
other crack ran to the upper edge of the plate.
The shell from the 100-ton gun was next fired at M. Marrel's
plate. It had a muzzle velocity of about 1,500 feet, and energy of
31,200 foot tons.
It struck 1 foot 9½ inches from the bottom
edge, and 5 feet 5 inches from the right end. The lower part
of the plate gave way, and the shell turned down, and went through
the target. The depth of indent in the armour was 23 inches, and
on the rear of the plate there was afterwards found a bulge 3
inches high, the rear mould, 5 inches thick, being broken off over
a circle 3 feet 6 inches in diameter. All the upper part of the
plate was carried away, and the rest of it broken to pieces. The
backing which had been previously iojnred by the 17-inch shell at
Messrs. Cammell's plate was, of course, greatly damaged by this
round. The armour plate bad the appearance of being a hard, steely
iron, well welded, and the fractures were crystalline throughout
The only other thick armour plate used at Spezza was that made
by l\Iessrs. Brown, of Sheffield, as already mentioned.
This received four rounds from. the 100-ton gun, with projectiles
of the same nature as those fired at the other solid 2lf-inch plate;:;.
The first round took effect on the Yery edge (lower edge) of this
plate, and turning downwards, buried itself deep in the earth.
.
The next round was fired with a reduced charge of 240 lbs. wttch
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gave a velocity of 1,046 feet per second to the shell, and a corresponding energy of 15,175 foot tons. This struck about 2 feet 4
inches from the bottom edge, and 2 feet 3 inches from the right end
of the plate, and made an indent 15·2 inches deep, wedging off a
triangular piece from the plate by a large crack passing through the
former shot mark, the present shot mark, and a bolt hole.
The next round was fired with a charge of 400 lhs., of another
kind of powder called "Fossan progressive powder," giving a
velocity of 1,500 feet, and energy equivalent to 31,200 foot tous.
This struck about 3 feet from the other (left) end of the plate,
and 1 foot 9 inches from the bottom edge. It went completely
through the target, making a hole about 4 feet wide through the
supporting structure in rear, representing the side of a ship, broke
off the whole end of the plate and the backing at that part, and
produced general ruin.
The fourth round was fired with a charge of 265 lbs. of English
powder, which gave a velocity of about 1,296 feet per second, and
an energy of about 23,300 foot tons. There was very little of the
plate left sound for this shot, but it struck in the middle of what was
left, and its point penetrat.ed to a depth of 15 inches into the
armour. The plate was split through the shot hole, and some of it
was driven about 11 inches deep into the timber backing. The
skin was not pierced.
With regard to the "sandwich" structures in the third target,
beginning with Messrs. Cammell's armour, the following practice
took place.
The first 10-inch shell took effect at 18 inches from the ,~ght,
and 25 inches from the bottom edge . It struck with a velocity of
1,385 feet per second, and made an indent in the front plate 13
inches deep. There were no cracks in the plate, but some of the
surface.of the armour plate scaled off 1 inch deep on the left side of
the shot mark. The effect in rear of the target was ,ery slight.
The 10-inch and 11-inch shells, fired together, struck 24 inches
and 12 inches from the left end, and 24 inches and 20 inches from
the bottom edge, with velocities of 1,302 feet and 1,401 feet per
second respectively. The front plate was broken across through
the shot mark!., the lower corner was thrown off, and the upper
piece was held from falling by an armour bolt. The indent made
on the inner plate by each shell was 2¾ inches deep. 'l.'he 11-inch
shell drove a bolt through the target, but the effect in rear was
slight, only a few rivets being broken.
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The shell from the 100.ton gun struck near to the centre of the
target with a velocity of 1,046 feet per second, and energy of 15,175
foot tons. It was fired with a charge of 240 lbs. The shell p•ssed
through the front plate, ancl the penetration into the inner armour
plate was supposed to he 6·7 inches. The plate was wedged asunder,
a slanting crack being formed across it through the shot mark and
two bolt holes, but no piece came off it, and no other cracks appeared.
Both plates were much buckled, the intercnecliate timber was driven
out from about the shot mark, the skin was bulged, but no rivets or
bolts were broken. This round compares, as regards energy, with
that fired at Messrs. Brown's solid plate, in which the indent is
given above at 15·2 inches; but the excess of indent in the present
round is more than our experience in England would lead us to expect, and I account for it either bysupposingthe indent to have been incorrectly registered, and when a shot remains in a H sandwich" target
without showing its point in rear, it is sometimes extremely difficult
to get the exact penetration into the inner armour, or, what is
quite likely, the space of 12 inches left in this target between the
armour plates is so much in excess of that which has been used on
any of our English targets, that the shell met with less than its
proper resistance in getting through the front plate, and, in proportion, did more work upon the inner plate.
The" sandwich" structure in the third target, made of1YI. ].farrel's
plates, received the same rounds as Messrs. Camm.ell's.
The 10-inch shell struck 3 feet from the bottom, and 2 feet 6
inches from the right, with a velocity of 1,414 feet, and made an
inches deep, but the plate was cracked quite across through
indent
the shot mark and two bolt holes, two pieces being ready to come
away.
The IQ.inch and ll.inch shells, fired in salvo, struck 18 inches
from the left, 19 inches from the bottom, and 30 inches from the
left, 36 inches from the bottom respectively, with much the same
velocities as before. The ll-inch shell made an inilent of 2 inches
on the inner plate, and the 10-incb shell indented the front
armour 13 inches. The front plate was much cracked, and pieces
of it were quite detached.
The shell from the 100.ton gun struck about 18 inches from the
bottom and 5 feet 6 inches from tbe left end. The muzzle velocity
was 1,494 feet, giving an energy of 30,960 foot tons. It turned
downwards in passing through the front plate, and struck the inner
plate only 4 inches from its lower edge. Two pieces only of the
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front plate remained on the target. The inner plate was hroken
to pieces. The filling between the plates was almost destroyed, and
the structure in rear much broken and displaced. The armour plates
in this structure cracked very much more than Messrs. Cammell's.
Lastly, with regard to the fourth target, composed of wrought iron
armour plates, with chilled c,st iron blocks behind them.
Commencing with that po1·tion in which 12 inches of wood was
interposed between the armour and the cast iron, the shell from the
100-ton gun fired with 400 lbs. charge, giving a velocity of 1,494
feet, struck fair on the centre of the left half of the plate, punched
a hole through it, measuring 26 inches by 19 inches, broke·the cast
iron blocks into fragments, which, being prope11ed onwards, burst
through the structure in rear, and formed a great hole about 6 feet
in diameter, in what would h,we been the ship's side. Tbe wreck
of this end of the target was complete.
A similar round disposed of the other portion, in which the cast
iron came next behind the armour plate. In this case the shell from
the 100-ton gun struck near the centre of the right half of the plate,
broke its end away, and threw it over the top of the target. In
fact, that end of the target was completely demolished by this one
round, the fragments of the cast iron aiding greatly in the work of
destruction.
It may be mentioned that the cast iron blocks were chilled only
about 1 inch in depth.
In conclusion, a few words may be said on the general results of
these t,~als.
Whether from the nature of the material used in the armour
plates, or from their narrowness, or from certain peculiarities in the
construct~on of the targets, the distinguishing feature of these trials
is the cracking of the plates.
Our experience with steel armour in this country is this-that,
whatever ductility it may show under ordinary strains, it will
generally give way with indications of britt1eness under the blow· of
a projectile at high velocity, and the behaviour of the 2lf-inch
Schneider plate of mild steel on this occasion, when struck by only
10-inch and 11-inch projectiles, is strongly in support of this.
The complete destruction of the lower Schneider plate by a single
blow from the projectile of the 100-ton gun is also very important;
though, of course, it must not be ovcr]ooked that the projectile in
this case did not quite perforate the target, while similar targets,
protected by rolled iron plates of the same thickness, let this nature
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of projectile pass through. I here refer to Messrs. Brown's and M.
Marrell's 21f-inch plates (the latter was a very brittle one), not to
Messrs. Camm ell's, which did not get a fair bit from the 100-ton gun.
The trials also confirm the opinion long held, at any rate, by tbose
who have been engaged upon iron fortifications in this country, that
for an armour plate to give effective resistance to the wedging action
of pointed projectiles, its width must bear a certain proportion to the
diameter of the shot.
We now see also more clearl.v, perhaps, than before, that in a
plate upon plate structure, much of its effectiveness depends upon a
proper distance, and no more, being allowed between the several
layers of armour of which it is composed. There is strong reason
for believing that the intervals in the Spezzia targets were too great.
The utter collapse oftbe two targets, in which the chilled cast iron
blocks were used as backing to rolled iron armour, condemns, at any
rate, the particular mode of construction employed in them, if not
the use of cast iron in any form in structures intended to stand
against heavy ship's guns.
The method of holding armour by bolts screwed a short distance
into the backs of the plates is not satisfactory, and this has been seen
in the trial of similar plans in this country.
Whatever may be thought of the targets that were used in these
trials, there can be no doubt about the 100-ton gun having proved
itself a great success. As compared with our 80-ton gnn, its
superiority in power, if not altogether commensurate with its additional weight, is certainly considerable. With 341 lbs. of English
powder, the highest charge used against the targets, it developed
energy in excess, by about 1,025 foot tons, or 3} per cent., of the
greatest amount of work that at present can be got out of our
chambered gnn, namely, that produced by a charge of 425 lbs., in
round 2,047, at No. 41 target, as reported in the early part of this
Paper; while, with the larger charge of 375 lbs., which was used in
the Italian gun in practice for range, the excess amounted to 2,825
foot tons, or nearly 9½ per cent. However, taking into account the
different diameters of the projectiles, there is probably not more than
a difference of 1 ½ inches or 2 inches in the present powers of the
two guns as regards penetration into solid armour at short range,
and this is borne out by Captain English's calculations; but, of course,
this estimate w ill require correction in the event of the powder
chamber of the Italian gun being enlarged, which, so far as we know
at present, is quite feasible,
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As regards accuracy of fire, it is believed that the gun has given
satisfaction, and, perhaps, it should be mentioned, that the inaccuracy
of two or three of the ro'unds against the targets was, in all probability, due to the unsteadiness of the floating pontoon on which
the gun was mounted for these trials.

T. INGLIS,
June 1st, 1877.
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PAPER IX.
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(CONTINUED),

BY

CAPTAIN

L. K.

SCOTT,

ROYAL

ENGINEERS.

the paper on this subject published in No. 1 of the Occasional
Papers I omitted to give a full description of the "revolving
sights," which are made on exactly the same principle, and with
the same object, as the telescopic sight, viz :-To dispense with all
calculations in gunnery practice, and to give the artilleryman that
perfect command over the axis of the piece, which he can only
obtain at present by means of calculations, which, I believe, would
he quite inapplicable in practice.
The only difference between the telescopic and the revolving
sights is tLat with the former the "line of sight" is taken by means
of the line of collimation of a telescope, and with the latter it is
taken over the backsight and the tip of the foresight.
The revolving sight consists of a backsigbt and foresight rigidly
connected together by means of a bar, so that when the wheels of
the gun carriage are inclined, the firer, in placing the backsigbt in a
vertical positi~n, moves the foresight into a similar position, and
thus at once, by this mechanical adjustment, dispenses with the
errors due to inclined wheels.
The revolving sights are intended as a substitute for the ordinary
sights in field and siege guns, bat not necessarily in guns of position, which have a solid and level platform.
IN
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The telescopic sight should be used with field guns in addition to
the revolving sigbts, whenever opportunity offers, hut always with
siege gnus and guns of position.
The Secretary of State for War has sanctioned the trial of these
sights, but no doubt a long time will elapse before their advantages
are fully appreciated, because the expense of shot and shell limits
the practice which is required to prove the defects of the present
system.
L. K. SCOTT,
CAPTAIN,

R.E.

PAPER X.

THE

MINE WARFARE.
AT SEBASTOPOL.
B,

CAPTAIN

E. M.

LLOYD,

R.E.

underground fighting at Sebastopol was not on1y one of the
ost interesting phases of the siege, and one to which the defenders
look back with peculiar pride ; it ·was ah.;o, perhaps, the mo~t
"nstructfre example of mine ·w arfare since the siege of Schwe-idnitz.
But, as the English troops took no pa.rt :in it, 110 account is given of
it in the record of our euginC'er operations; and the Russin,n account
,vas not published till 1870, when the attention of military men was
directed elsewhere. As the ,Yorks of General Toclleben, and of
General Niel are both of them bulky, and are not everywhere to be
met with, an abridgement, giving an outline of the operations, will
perhaps be useful to some officers of the Corps.
This may be confined to the mining in front of Bastion No. 4,
known by the Allies as the Flagstaff Bastion, or Bastion du Mat,
BR the ape-rations elsewhere ,vere comparatively unimportant.
Th>tt Bastion was, in 1854, the F1·ench point of athwk, >tnd their
,approaches, pm,hecl forwa.rcl more rapidly here than eh;ewhere,
'll'ere within 150 yards of the counterscarp by the 2nd of November.
There they made their third parallel; but the close fit-e of the
ork now checked their further a.cl,nnce, a,n d during the reRt o:f
e month they made no progress whatever.
They determined, therefore, if poRsible, to push forward nncleround, hoping " to make some heavy exploRion:- near the Bastion dn
~t, with the object o-f ea.using confusion there at the moment the
•ault should be giwn."
On the 20th November shafts were sunk bebind the third parallel,
d these ha,-ing at length reached a layer of clay, from three to
e feet thick, between two layer:- of rock, two gfiJleries werf'
llE

sttwtcd on the 11th Dceembc1·. They were advanced <1t an average
rate of six feet in twenty-four hours, theil' finished section "being
four feet high, and three feet six wide. No lining was required
for them, as the sicles stood well, and the overlying stratum of
rock formed the roof.
The Russians foresaw this mode of attack, and on thell· side sunk
trial shafts in NoYember to ascertain how far the soil was suitable
for mining. At a depth of about 16 feet below the surface they
struck the same layer of clay as the French, and at once set to work,
rtbout the midclle of December, to develop a system of countermines.
Three brigades were formed, to relieve one another every eight
honrs, each consisting of 75 miners n,ncl 200 infantry. Shafts were
sunk in the bottom of the ditch of the Bastion, at distances of about
l.J yards apnrt; an en,;•elope gallery was formed to connect them,
mid listeners were pushecl out from each of them to t he front. The
envelope gal1ery ,vas made instead of a counterscarp gallery, which,
owing to the irregularity of the line of the counterscarp, and the
character of the soil, would have taken much longer to execute.
The galleries were at first made three feet high, and two feet six
inches wide, except when lining was necessary, as it was found to
be in some parts ; but they were afterwards enlarged near the
shafts to assist the ventilation. This was a point that presented
great difficulties as the listeners advanced, as the grtrrison had no
good machines for the purpose. Transverse galleries were found
to be the most effectual measure, nind were largely used. Cand]es
could not be burned at a distance of more thau from 30 to 40 yards
from the shafts, according to the weather and the number of workmen ; all ·wo1·k beyond that distance had to be done in darkness,
and daily suspended for some hours, so that not more than two or
three feet of advance could be made each day.
Great pains was tak en to teach the miners to catch the sound of
other work going on, an.cl to judge of its position. Four times n.
day work was stopped in all the galleries at once for about a quarter
of an hour, that the enemy might be listened for; and it was then
resumed successively in the several branches, so that the men
might learn to distinguish the differences of sound according to the
distance, and the tools used.
At rtbout 30 yrtrds the pick gave a dull indistinct sound at intervals ; i:tt something under 15 yards this became distinct i:tnd more
continuous. l'l1u.ffied ,,·ork, or lea.ding mines, could not be heard at
more tbnn 7½ yarclA.

>
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The extent of the eountermincs iu the bcgim1ing of Fcbmm·y is
Rl1own on I'latc I. ; the m.oRt nch·m1ced liRteners-those near thcRnlient-were about 50 yards long.
:Meanwhile two shafts "·ere being s!O\dy sunk through the
urnlerlyiTig rock, to ascerta..in if !here were any lower f-tratum of
Clay of which the enemy might be taking n.dva11tnge. Owing to
the hardneRs of the rock two month::;' work mtly earried these
clown ReYen feet.
Information from a deserte1· gn ve the defender:-; reason to belieYe
that the French were advancing upon the capital of the Bastion,
in the Rame layer as the c:oru1termines; and this was confirmed by
a plan of the siege, lithographed in Paris, which had been sent to
them from :::it. Petersburg. Aei:onlingly the listeners near the
Rnlie11t were pm~hed forward, and at the head of one of these, on
the :3Utb Ja1maTy, the enemy'i-! miner was a.t leug·th hearLl a,t 1,vork.
Next day he was near enough for the s01rncls of his tools and the
A chamber was
creakiug of his trucks to be distiuguished.
thereforn formeil, and the mine was loaded and tamped. The line
of least rcsjstarn:e was estimated at 18 feet, and the charge used
was 4;;5 lbs.; for Colonel Toelle hen bad satisfied himself, by experiments he had made at 8t. Petersburg, that comparatively large
charges might be used a,t slight depths, if the enemy were allowed
to approach to within a distance less than the line of least res-istance, so that the explosion might take its main effect along his
gallery, and not upon the surface.
The rock layers were favotu·able to this lateral action; and to
pr01·icle for it a length of rn yn.rds of the branch was solidly
tamped with timber aud sand bags.
The l!'rench were working unsuspiciously forward, hoping to
take their enemy altogether by snrp1·-ise. 'rheir right gallery had
nrlYanced 120 yards, when, at 9 p.m. on the ;-3J-d .Febrm1ry, its progress was stopped, and the two leading miners were 1..-iJlecl by thC'
t·xplm,ion of the Rus:-,ian mine. 'l1he effoct- of this qillte correspollded
to the expectation of Colone l 1'oclleben . A shallow crater was
formed, which, when aftel'wards explored, was found to be nbout
14 yards long, ~I½ wide, and 2½ feet deep; but the ~ouncl, as heard
hy the defe11clel'i-!, ran a,H·.:1y tuwa,rds the ptirnJlel, and flame and
Hmoke were seen to i:,sne thence. 11he1·e wa:-, cth;o a craC'k on the>
1-mrfaC'e of the grom.1d from the crater towards the para.Jlel upon
tlie line of the ea.pita! of the bnstion. All this s ho1Yctl tlmt, ns wns
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nctuttlly the case, the French had been ,idmncing on this line, ,ind
that the mine had taken effect along their gallery.
The Russians at once set to work to remove their tamping, in
order to push forward to meet the besiegers ; but after removing
b:tlf of it, the rest W"8 found to be so solidly wedged that it was
easier to make a new branch alongside. They had not gone far
however, when, on February 7th, the French fired a mine (F 1) too
far off to injure the countermines, but showing that they were
abandoning and blocking the more advanced part of their own
gallery.
The French had, in fact, changed their plan of operations ; and as
soon as they found that there was no hope of surprising the besieged, it was decided to withdraw out of his immediate reach, and to
pusb out branches right and left of the ;,;alleries to feel for him. By
means of these a line of large craters was to be opened, in which a
lodgment might be made half-way between the parallel and the
counterscarp ; and other mines were to be placed on the flanks to
assist the making of communications from the parallel to the lodgment.
It ,rns not thought worth while to dispute with the Russians,
supported as they were by their artillery, the possession of isolated
craters unable to hold strong guards, for the rocl.--y soil made it
difficult to establish good communic0,tions with them, and they lay
nearer to the ditch than to the parallel. Accordingly the Russians
occupiecl without hindrance the crater of the French mine ; and
sinking a ' Boule ' shaft* 12 feet deep, they fired a cha1:ge of
325lbs., which made a new crater 9 feet deep (R2). In this they
sunk a new shaft to serve as a listener, and waited for the besieger.
Meanwhile their miners, working with difficulty through the ground
shattered by their first explosion-where large fragments of rock
had to be broken up, and removed piece by piece,-had, by the
21st February, made their way into the gallery abandoned by the
French, and held nearly 30 yards of it. They found it impossible,
however, to work onward within the radius of rupture of the
French mine, but branched out to right and to left.
On tbe 26th the besiegers had fired a camoufiet insufficiently
tamped, without much effect (F2); and on the 1st March they were
heard at work, not only by the men established in the crater, but
0,lso in the listeners on the right and left faces of the bastion.
• A sbn~ lined with cases at intervals, for the rapid establishment, of mines to be fired
usually untamped.

It seerued that they were closing in on different sides at once.
Three ( Boule ' shaft mines were successively made and fired
(R 3, 6, 8) from the crater loclgment, and three others (R 4, 5, 7) at
the ends of three of the listeners. From these latter points tho
besiegers were actually at this time morn than 70 yarcls distant, but
the juclgment of the miners was sometimes completely deceived by
Other mines (R 9-12) were fired at the
fissures in the rock.
extremities of the branches run out from the captured gallery, as
they were judged to be within good reach of the enemy. But
before the last of these was ready the besiegers anticipated the
besieged, and on April 7th fired a camou.flet (}' 3) which destroyed
13 yards of the branch, killed three men, and wounded two. This
was the first loss the besieged had incurred in the mine warfare.
" To efface the unfavourable impression which had been made on
the soldiers by this explosion, Colonel Todleben caused an image
of the Holy Saviour to be placed in the branch, and took energetic
measures to deal the enemy on this same spot a blow equally
severe." Five clays later a mine (R 12) was fired here, having a
charge of 780 lbs., and making a crater nearly 12 yards in diameter
and 5 feet deep.
The Russians had expected that after the explosion of their first
mine, which destroyed only about 4½ yards of the French gallery,
the French would at once push forward and fire an overcharged
mine to destroy the countermines, and to form a crater in which
they might establish themselves within 20 yards of the counterscarp.
On their side they were prepared to dispute the possession of any
such crater. But when they found that the besieger had abandoned
30 yards of his gallery, and week after week made no sign, they
became apprehensive that he might have sunk to a lower stratum,
and might be undermining their whole system of countermines, and
even the bastion itself. They pressed on the two trial shafts already
begun, and started six others, and after passing through 22 feet of
rock they came in the early part of April upon another layer of clay,
from 4 to 5 feet thick, and 42 feet below the surface of the ground.
They at once began to form envelope galleries and to run out
listeners in this layer, although by that time their fears as to the
enemy's possible progress had been allayed, as they could hear
nothing of him.
Above ground the besiegers' fire along the ditches of the bastion
greatly embarrassed the mining parties, destroying the blinclages
which had been made over tho mouths of the shafts, and making
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t Lu.· rcmond of the ex.ea vat eel cart h a. wurk of great clanger cmcl
difficulty. At the i:;ame time the imminence of an a~sault made it
un~a:fe to allow ani accumu.Jations in the <l.it<:h, which would interfere with its flank defence.
On the 8th April the second bombardment began, lasting ten
days; and nnder toYer of it the French endearnured to push forward saps from the right and left of their parallel. Deserters at
this time a~sured the garri~on that the whole ba.'-tion was mined,
and was to be blown up and stormed; and Colonel Todleben had
great difficulty in subduing the panic excited by this news, and in
satisfying the troops that the besiegers' o,ercharged mines, ~o long
looked for, and now no doubt ready, must be quite out of reach of
the bastion.
The French meanwhile had seen, by the increasing extent of the
yeJlow clay deposits on the counterscarp, how considerable were the
preparations made to meet them undergronnd. They heard the
Russians at work all along the front, and thought it best to remain
on the defensive, with mines and camouflets loaded and tamped .
They multiplied their branches, which by the 10th April numbered
3ti; and on the llth they began to place charges for simultaneous
explosion in :H of these, riz. : 6 of 4,HlO lbs. each.
11 of 2,508
4 of 1,254
The four small charges were on the flanks to assIBt the formation
of communications from the parallel, which it had been found wry
difficult to push forward nnder the fire of the bastion. To saye
time empty spaces were left behind the charges, and the branches
were ciuly partially tamped.
On the 15th April the mines were fired. Six of them failed to
ignite, their fuzes being probably extinguished by the earliest
explosions. The remaining fifteen (F +-18) formed two ,ery large
craters"' half-way between the parallel and the counterscarp, w--ith
pairs of smaller craters on either flank (see Plate II). The craters
previous!y existing were almost entirely filled up. Little injury
·was done to the countermines, and only two men were killed in
them; but in the bastion, and in the crai:er Jodgment 80 men w~re
killed, and 70 wounded by the stones thrown out. The Frenth at
once occupied the new craters with two companies, which were
withdrawn at daybreak.
c~~u~ ~~~g

to the Hn-;:,ian~tl1ey n,alnwin tLat mines ij--la tl.i.d nvt ti.trw ~ne

The Russians 110w assumed that the _French, if they did not at
nee assault the bastion, would establish themselves firmly, aud run
out galleries from the craters for another row of mines. To hinder
his, a continual fire from mortars was kept up on the craters, the
ountermines ·were pushed forward under them, and every effort
vas made to prevent the completion of the communications to them
rom the parallel. For some days the French made little progress
he rocky ground made it impossible to dig deep, so that the
arapets had to be formed with gabions and sand-bags; and
,•hat was done in the night was usually destroyed next day by
he fire of the Russians. But the besiegers' fire concentrated upon
he bastion was so crushing, that by the 20th every gun was silenced,
nd on that night the sap was carried from the right of the parallel
o the craters. These were soon afterwards connected and extended
y firing five of the overcharged mines that hacl failed on the 15th
(F 19-23), and two new ones (F 25 and 26). As it was found that
he guard of the trenches, if they were placed in the craters themelves, suffered greatly from the m01iar fire, a lodgment was made
or them, early in 1Iay, behind the rearward rim, where they were
uch less exposed either to shells or mines, and where the craters
ormed a deep ditch along their front, giving them security against
01-ties.

Little progress, however, was made towards the bastion. In
he mass of shattered rock forming the side of the craters the
rench found it impossible to strike afresh the layer of clay, and to
ush forward galleries. They confined themseh-es to holding their
round, and keeping the Russians in check, either by using the
alleries already made, or by ' Boule ' shafts, sunk and loaded
astily, wherever they were found to be adYancing. H If we are in
ossession of one of the slopes the enemy remains pretty well master
f the other," is the remark in the French journal at this time.
or more than two months the combat continued in this w•ay
etween miner and counterminer, without marked ad,antage on
ither side, and without much loss of life. The besieged fired
hiiiy mines, averaging nearly 300 lbs. of powder ; the besiegers
hiiiy-three mines, averaging 600 lbs. The latter also fired seyeral
tone fougasses ; and in tamping their shafts they took care to use
and-bags on their own side, and stones on the side of the bastion.
During this time the ]l.·ench extended their lodgment, making -it
heir fourth parallel, and connecting it with the third parallel on
he left as well as on the right. The Russians made additional
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branches, and prolonged 01· repaired their old ones ; and made
transverse galleries for better ventilation. They also steadily continued their lower system of countermi.nes. The French, for their
part, had sunk trial shafts with a view to mining in a lower stratum,
but abandoned them when they found how deep it would be necessary to go, because of the very large charges that this depth would
demand.
On the 28th June two more overcharged mines ( F 59, 60)
were fired, one extending the existing craters to the right, and the
other forming a new and more advanced crater upon the left ( Plate
III.) This evidence of an intention to work round on the flanks
led the besieged at once to push forward and multiply their branches
in these directions. But no advance was made from the new
craters.
Everywhere the besiegers found themselves beset by the heads
of the countermines, which in the centre even threatened the new
parallel. To keep them in check five overcharged mines (F 75,
76, 78, 94 and 97) were fired in the old craters in the latter part of
July and August. At the instance of officers, who had newly
joined tbe mine attacks, it was determined, at the end of August, to
run forward galleries from the craters of Nos. 94 and 97, which
were favourable for this, as they were deep, and the clay bed was
uncovered. But three days afterwards one of these galleries was
completely destroyed by a countermine (R 77), and four men, who
were in it, were only got out after an hour and a halfls work. The
other gallery was, therefore, clisconti.nued.
Another mocle of attack, however, was by this time giving
promise of success. By means of successive ' Boule' shaft mines,
two approaches, converging upon the capital, were gradually advancing, and threatened to cut in two the central galleries of the
countermine system. The besieged found themselves unable to
arrest these approaches, as the shaken soil, which would now
hardly stand without support, delayed their work, and their wires
frequently failed. By making additional passages they held on as
long as possible to their network of advanced branches; but by the
4th September the two approaches were only separated by about 7
yards, and one well placed mine would have cut the last communication ( Plate IV.)
By this time the most advanced branch of the lower system of
countermines was within 20 yards of the 4th parallel (Plate V.),
and it was determined to fire a heavy mine here. The line of least
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resistance was reckonecl at 31 feet to the bottom of the crater,
which was itself 15 feet deep, and a charge of 4,325 lbs. was lodged.
lt was assumed that this would procluce a one-and-a-half lined crater,
into which most of the rock thrown out would find its way back
again. The sudden disclosure of this lower system of countermines
was expected to have a great moral effect on the besieger; and even
if he should at once set to work to encounter them by sinking to the
same stratum, a long delay might be confidently reckoned on. However, the capture of the Malakhow on the 8th September, and the
consequent withdrawal of the Russians to the north side of the
harbour, cut short at this stage the mming operations.
General Toclleben, who is justly proud of his success in holding
the besieger for so many months in check, at a point where his
progress was at first so rapid and so threatening, draws particular
attention to the small expenditure of men and material by which this
was effectecl, and to the marked contrast in this respect between
mines and ai.-tillery defence. The actual loss of the garrison by the
mine warfare was 191, but of these only 24 were killed and 32
wounded in the mines themselves ; the rest were struck in the
bastion or its ditch. The French give their losses as only 4 killed
in the mines, and 5 killed and 36 wounded by explosions in the
craters. Many others were temporarily buried, or were suffocated
while untamping. The powder used in the mines by the besieged
was only one-half per cent. of that used by their artillery; and even
in the case of the besiegers, it was only one-and-a-half per cent.
The Russian mines were fired by electricity. Out of ninety-four
explosions only one failed by neglect, but in eight cases the wires
had been broken by the besieger's explosions. The French used
the Lariviere fuse " with the Bickford fuze. 'l'he usual rate of
advance in the countermine branches was between 5 ancl 10 feet in
24 hours, according to the distance from the shaft. In the lower
tier it never exceeded 2½ feet. Where lining was found necessary
cases were commonly used.
It was found sufficient to allow about 3 yards of tamping for
every cwt. of charge, or about 1 inch per lb. Where an explosion
was feared before a branch coulcl be loaded, it was tamped without
loading.
General Niel has found fault with the extreme irregularity of
the countermine branches, which, from the time they encountered
• Quick match, protected t,y a. wtttcrproof envelope, and burning at the rate of lCH) mi!trcd
a. ~cond.
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the enemy, wuulcl seem to ha,vc been canied ou almost without
plan, as if each leading miner took his own line. Hence there was
a much greater extent of branch than was required by the number
of heads of attack ; it must ofteu have been impossible for the
miners to distinguish between the sounds of their enemy's work
ancl that of their neighbours ; and any considerable explosion
directed against the enemy was sure to injure some gallery of their
own.

General Todleben replies to this criticism that such irregularity
necessarily follows from the obligation to direct the branches from
day to clay according to the sounds of the enemy's workmen, and
the mines he fires. This branch must be pushed forward ; from
that branch we must break out to the right; another, perhaps, has
been destroyed, and a substitute must be made for it. Nor, as a
matter of fact, were the inconveniences experienced, which, it is
assumed, must result from this.
The lower system of countermines, in General Niel's opinion,
involved more labour than the strength of the enceinte warranted.
It was carrying too far the maxim, that " clans les mines celni qui
a le dessous a le dessus." The mine of this system that was actually
found loaded would have had little effect; for though it was unsuspected, yet, on account of the mines of the upper system, the
French had no intention of massing troops in the craters. But
General Todleben points out that this lower system would have
allowed of the destruction of all the French galleries in the upper
layer ; it gave confidence to the miners in that layer; and if the
besieged had neglected, and the besiegers had taken advantage of,
this lower stratum, the whole of the countermine system and the
bastion itself might have been destroyed.
The main conclusions to be drawn from the mine warfare at
Sebastopol are thus summed up by General Todleben.
ATTACK .

" The besieger should ad vancc by several galleries, taking care
to secure those on the flanks by listeners. He must, however, be
energetic and persistent in his attack, for the defence will turn
every moment's delay to account in the development of his system
of countermines, so as to arrange an attack by a superior number of
listeners.
" Once within the sphere of the enemy's mines, the besieger,
when be receives the first ca,mouflets, must in no way slacken his
advauce even though some of his branches may have b~cn struck.

iu:;
u On the contl'ary, this is the very time tha.t lie mrn;t Ulake cve1'Y
exertion to fire his overcharged lllli1N; in the gallerit•s tha,t arc still
UJ1injured, in order to destroy the countermi.nes and so bar the way
to the besieged.
'' One can THTely aUa.in one's end in such a, case without suffe1·ing
loss more or less heavy; but too much pruclenee a.ncl circumspection
for the su.ke of avoiding loss will almost always result in complete
failure for the besieger.
"Before firing the overcharged mines the besieger must haYe
everything in readiness : " 1. },or occupying and intrenching himself in the craters immediately afterwards .
"2. ] 1or forming an open communication from the trenches to
the craters by means of the sap, helped by intermediate explosions
simultan eous with the overcha.rgecl mines.
"3. For constructing a certain number of shelters for the
guards told off to protect the craters against sorties. }-,or this
purpose the French arrangement, before No. 4 bastion, of a pa,rallel
behind the rim of the crater may be recommended.
" After having occupied the craters, the besieger should push on
from them at once with his gallerics,-usually straight forward to
continue the attack, but sometimes also laterally to secure the
flanks and to connect the craters by mines between them.
" The galleries of attack must be long enough to allow of a tamping corresponding to the charges. If by any accident this cannot
be complied with, heavier charges must be used to make up for the
shortness of the galleries. The besieger should only use carnou.flets
in exceptional cases, or when the counterminer is so close that ho
Even in tL is case the
has no time for an overcharged mine.
besieger should do his best to make his charge heavy.
" Supposing the besieged has anticipated the besieger, and has
managed to surround the craters by a huge number of branches,
the besieger must then endeavour to sink below the countermit1es,
or destroy them by ' Boule ' shafts made in the surface strata. llforcovcr, if the fire of the place should be so Yiolent as to make it alike
impossible to establish a lodgment and to sink a shaft deep enough
for a considerable charge, the besieger must begin with shallower
shafts and small charges, so ns fin;t of all to break through the
obstacles which the most advanced countermines present to him.
'' Afte1· having fired these and occupied their cra,ters, he 1nust sink
deeper shafts in thoisc c,ra.tcrs, and fiTc overcharged mine::; in them;
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then he will at once occupy the new cra,ters so made, and connect
them with those a,lready existing, and so continue resolutely to
advance, employing such of the methods we have mentioned as may
best suit his cll·cumstances.
DEFENCE.

" The bcsiegecl should push out his countermines as far as possible
beyond the crest of the glacis, and secure them against attack from
below, down to whatever depth the enemy can be supposed to be
advancing at. To connect the galleries by transversals is the most
effective means of ventilating them, and these transversals should
form salient angles towards the country. A series of transversals
so made will constitute an envelope gallery of indented trace.
With the same object it will be useful to bore holes in the galleries
up to the surface of the ground.
"Suspending work several times a day, the besieged should listen
attentively to discover the work of the attack in good time. Having
caught in one of the branches the sound of the enemy's miner, the
counterminer should continue to advance towards it, working noiselessly, or else at once form a mine chamber and load it, and then
wait, listening at the point where the fuse trough comes through
the tamping, until the enemy is near enough. At all other points,
where the enemy is not yet to be heard, the besieged should
continue their work vigorously.
"The true judgment of distance by carefully listening to the
enemy's workman is a point of the utmost importance in mine warfare, and therefore the miners should be thoroughly practised at it.
Miners inexperienced in such warfare arc usually apt to under-estimate the distance of the enemy. Frequently this want of practice
added to the excitement and interest which the miners feel more
and more as they approach the enemy, leads to premature explosions, or to misfires. To accustom officers as well as men to look at
matters calmly and coolly, they should be made to understand, in
the work of the practice-ground, that it is much better to come
into actual collision with the enemy's miner than to produce an
explosion without being satisfied that the enemy's distance is less
than the length of the line of least resistance.
"With the same object it is well to take care that, during the
establishment of the countermine system, the miners pay attention
to the sounds of work in the galleries adjacent to them, and especially in the portions of transversals which arc advancing towards
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each other; and tl1e distances so estim«ted by the car should be
carefully verified by the working plan.
" The two leading considerations for the besieged are : " 1. To endeavour to clestroy the enemy's galleries as extensively as possible.
" 2. To avoid making craters of any considerable depth on
the surface of the ground.
"Consequently the besieged should establish his countermines at
snch depths that even if he uses large charges they may not
produce craters. And to destroy the greatest possible length of the
besieger's galleries the besieged should not fire his mines until the
enemy's distance from him is less than the line of least resistance.
"In that case he may, without fear of making too deep craters,
increase his charges up to one-and-a-half times, or even twice, the
charge of a camouflet, reckoned as the charge for a common mine,
but taking only four-sevenths" of the line of least resistance; for the
charge will produce most of its effect in the enemy's gallery, and its
action on the surface wi11 be insignificant. It is only when the
ground has been much shaken by previous explosions that a smaller
charge must be used.
" Besides, even if a shallow crater is made, the besieged may
occupy it, if circumstances are in their favour, taking care to cut
away its slope on the side of the fortress sufficiently to allow their
artillery to search the interior of it. Or if the besieged should not
succeed in getting possession of the crater, or, having made a
lodgment, should be driven out of it, it will be a Yery difficult matter for the besieger to hold his ground there, so close to the works
of the place ; for, so long as the place can still mount any artillery,
the crater will always serve as their target.
"Throughout the mine warfare the besieged should avoid premature explosions, to which he will be tempted by a fear that the
attack will anticipate him. Repeated instances, alike ll1 war and in
peace, make it quite certain that such apprehensions ha.ve always
been unfounded. The miner who acts w--ith coolness and wise circumspection will never have reason to repent it.
"This is proved by the fact that the counterminer who fires a
mine when the distance of the enemy's gallery is greater than the
line of least resistance, succeeds only in damnging his own branch,
and making a crater, without doing any serious harm to the
• One-half, a('cording to the English rule.

lOR

br-r-;iegrr. So tl1at the bm:icged is actually in a worse poRition tl1an
be was before ho fired his mine; for, obliged to fall baek Reveral
yard:-;, he will leave the besieger free to prepare an overcharged
mine, or to sink a 'Boule' shaft in the crate1· he has made.
"After two 01· three succesRiYe explosions in the same branch,
much of it will necessarily be injured. On this n.ccount, and in
order not to be driven back at this point, it is well for the besiegccl
to provide himself, while there is yet time, with a resen·e branch,
pln.cocl at a sm:-1,ll distance from the i11jurecl branch.
" After the besieger has fired his overcharged mines the besieged
should:" 1. Hinder the enemy from occupying the craterR, by a TI.olent
fire of grHpe and musketry. But if he nevertheless takes possession
0£ them, a continuous fire from mortars must be directed on the
crn.ters; while by the fire 0£ guns the ma.king of any connnunication
above ground should be stopped, so as to prevent the assailant from
solidly esta,bEshing himself in the craters, and resuming his mines.
" 2. Push forward at once by his branches, introducing himself
under the actual slope of the crn.ters, and embracing them in front
and on the flanks .
"'1.1he branches must be dispm,ed at minimum inter,·als apart, so
that the besieger may not be able to pass between them without
receiYing a camouflet.
"3. Produce explosions inside the craters, supposing that the
besieged hi:i.R been succe:-i,sful in a.rresting every attempt of the
besieger to open new ga.lleries i.n the bottom of the craters.
" 'Boule i shaft:-i, being vel'y dangerous for the tountermineR, the
besieged should do hi:-- best to oppose their formatlon, aboYe ground
by artmery anrl musket,ry fire, mid underground by eamoutlets,
striking the besieger through holes borccl for that purpose. Further, he must take ach·antage of every fayourable opportunity to
delay the progress of the siege works by s01-ties from the pJa.ce.
"Such ,ire the principal rule:-1 to be drawn from the practice
acqnire,1 dln'lng the siege of Sebastopol, and during previous sieges.
rrhe obKervanc·e of these rules is a necessary condition to secul'e a
favorahle issue in a war of mines. At the Rame time it is to be
remarked that each particular en:-;e may preKent c:xerptional circnmRta,ncefi, a.wl th;tt succe:-i,i;; jn mlne ·waifare ·will always dPpencl, not
only on the obRervance of ther-;e geueral l'llles, but also, and even
more, on l he minei·'s power of weighing all such eircumstances,
and hiR skill i11 turning them to tbl' bPf-t account."

E. :.\I. L.
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EXPLOSIONS.
DATIi.

February 3rd
7th
9th
26th
March 2nd
3rd
5th
7th
10th
15th
23rd
April 7th
12th
15th

No.

RUSSIAN.
Pounds.

1

43;3

2

324

3
4
5

10
11

108
433
541
541
541
433
433
433
433

12

7,;7

No.

!'RENCH.
Pounds.

407

6

7
8
9

2

154

3

198

4

1,254
1,254
2,-508
2,508
2,508
2,508
2,508
4,180
4,180
4,180
4,180
2,508

5

6
7
8
9

JO
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22nd

23rd

22
23
24th

13
14

15

433
433
4;33

2,508

1,254
1,254
4,180
2,508
4,180
2,508
2,508
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DAT'£.

April 25th
28th
,," 30th

,,
May 1st

,,

"
2nd

RUSSIAN.
Pounds.

No.

No.

lG

433

17
18

324
433
433
324
324
433
324
324
433

19

20
21
22
23
24
25

3rd
12th
14th
15th

,,
16th

" 17th
18th

,,

26

21G

27
28

216
216

29
30

324
216

19th
24th

,, 27th

31

216

"
28th

32

216

"
5th

33
34
35

216
21G
216

6th

... 3G

21G

,,
,, 31st

" Srd
"
June
"
4th
"
"

...

FR'l!:NCH.
Pounds.

24

418

2,)
2G
27
28
~D
30
31
32

1,672
2,-'>08
836
418
460
836
83G
836

33
34
35
3G
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
45

836
836
418
585
877
125
627
836
418
418
418
594
418

46
47
48

752
83G
502

44

100
RUSSIAN.
No.
Pounds.

JJATK.

,June \Ith
llth
12th
l:3th
15th
19th
" 2uth
,, ~lst

No.

FTIEKCIT.
Pound!\.

49

37

:,s
:39

bO
51

83G
GG9
460

52
53
54

4GO
627
G27

5,5

418
4GO
1,087

108

21G
108

22nd

5G
~11h
2Mh
2Gth
28th

40
41
42

21G
21C
21G

20th
7th
8th
",, 10th
llth
12th

43

21c·

44
45
4G
47

2113
216
216
216

14th

48
40

...

21G
216

:;o

lOR

51

216

,)2

21G

502
2,508
2,508

GO
61

1,254

G2

627

63

G34

(i.J,

G!i

G34
634
!j02

67
GR
69
70
71
72
73

334
334
83tl
G27
627
GO"
G27

74

627

7:,

2,80()

65

15th
lGth
17th
18th

,, 24th
,, 2Gtb
27th
28th
20th

58

59

"
July

20th
,, 21st
,, 22nd

w

_,

llO
RUSSIAN.
Pounds.
No.

DATX.

July29 th
» 30th
31st
»
August 1st
2nd

No.

53
54

,,
4th
5th
7th
8th

55
56
57
58
59
60

216
108
108
108
216
216

61

216

12th

,,
13th
14th

"
15th
»

16th
18th
20th
21st
22nd
23rd
24th

I

l

»

2,926
1,08G

78
79
80

2,508
836
418

81

502

82

G27
627

83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

»

0th
llth

77
216
216

,,
3rd

FRENCH.
Pounds.

76

62
63
64
65

216
216
·432
216

66

216

67

432
216
216
324
324

68
69
70

71

25th
»
»

26th
27th
»

72
73
74

»

28th

75

253
324
324
216

...

U27
~85
585
627
502
836
627

91
92
93

752
752
502

94

2,508

95
96
97
98

836
627
2,090
627

.

I

l

I
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RUSSIAN.
No.
Pounds.

DA.Tll:.

August 28th
30th

76

77

,,

78
79

September 1st
2nd

,,
3rd

4th
·•·

5th

80

216

81
82

108
216
216

83

No.

FRENCH.
Pounds.

180
216
180
!OR

23,095

99
100
101
102
103
104
106
107

627
1,254
1,254
1,254
1,045
1,045
1,254
1,626

131,734

N.B.-The above table is taken from the Russian account.

There

are some discrepancies between that and the French account as
regn.rds the number of the Russian explosions.

PA.PER XI.
A BRIEF SKETCH OF THE PRESENT STATE
OF

BRITISH

GUNNERY.

BY 11AJOR EARDLEY M.u·rLA..'<D,

R.A.

A Lect1ire deliuere<l at the R.E. Institute, on 31st July, 1877,

TRE last throe or four yeal'S have witnessed remarkable prog,:ess in
the science of Artillery, not only in our own country, but among
nearly all the continental nations, and it would be quite impossible
to convey to an ordinary audience in one short lecture any adequate
idea of the advance which bas taken place all along the line.
Fortunately, those now present have already been thoroughly
grounded in the subject of gunnery, and I will therefore assume
that all are consrersant with general principles, and if in the
eudeavom· to compress, and to avoid unnecessary detail, I become
obscure, perhaps I may be kindly permitted to answer any questions
that you may wish to put after the lecture is over.
k! time is short I omit all reference to the old smooth bored
ordnance, and plunge at once into the subject of rifled guns,
dividing it into two parts:lst. The guns we could bring against the enemy if we were to
go to war to morrow.
2nd. The guns we hope to introduce into the service as soon
as preliminary experiments are brought to a close.
I have prepared two tables giving certain particulars of the
weights, power, and employment of the rifled ordnance in our
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services. Table A includes all the principal guns in the land
service. Table B shows th9se in the sea service.
It has always been an object with the authorities to assimilate the
guns of the two services as far as their respective requirements
will permit, and so to M·oid multiplication of stores at the numerous
home and foreign stations where supplies are made; but still it will
be observed that considerable differences exist, and judging from the
progress of events, it appears that these differences will increase,
because as the science of gunnery becomes developed 1 each new kind
of gun is more e~actly fitted to the performance of the special work
for which it is intended, and therefore less suitable for other purposes;
as an illustration of my meaning the history of the muzzle loading
9-pr. of 8 cwt., may be adduced; this gun was originally intended
for, ,ind issued to, t.be Horse Artillery and field batteries, and was a
feli· years ago the most powerful piece of its size in the world; thereupon the navy adopted it as a boat gun. Improvements were made;
other nations found it possible to obtain equal power with lighter
guns. Our field 8 cwt. gun was replaced by a 9-pr. G cwt. gun
using precisely the samea=unition; all the land service 8 cwt. 9-prs
were practically superseded ; the recoil of the lighter gun was of
course considerably more violent than that of the heavier, but the
field carriages were improved and strengthened so as to obviate the
difficulty arising from this cause ; with the boats the case was
different, the recoil proved objectionable, and as the additional
weight of two c-wt. is of much less consequence in a boat than
behind a team of horses, it was determined to use all the land
service 9-prs. of 8 cwt. for boats. Thereupon the land service
discovered that though 6 cwt. was perhaps better than 8 cwt.
for Horse Artillery, yet that if :t considerable increase of power
could be obtainecl by adding the two cwt., the field batteries could
well manage to draw it; and accordingly a 12-pr. of 8 cwt. was
desiO'ned and is now in process of introduction; I shall describe
it f;rth:r on, and will only say now that it is by far the most
powerful weapon in the world of its kind. This short history shows
that the theory of evolution in a Darwinian sense applies to guns
as well as to organic beings.
Table A shows five distinct classes of rifled ordnance; we will
take them in order.
You have all seen the several ·ways in which the heavy armour
piercing guns are mounted round our coasts, and as you construct

TABLE A.

Nature, Weight,
Calibre, &c.

Muzzle Loadi..I1g,
1211 -5 of l:I~ tons.

LAND SERVICE RIFLED GUNS.

l1 ;f
-:£

"

lb.
800

0

~~

-f.11.
§

J...

O

... .. ...... 13·7 ..

. .. 40

0

38
30
20

0
0
0

134-0

§:

l~"·O of 25 tons.

GOO
535

1300

10·8 .......
]-§[:i ..............
....... 11·9 .. .

10"·0 of 13 tons.
9"•0 Of 12 toll!;,
;- 11 ·0 of 7 tons.

i"•o of82 cwt.,
breech loading.
SO-pr. (6"·3) 5 tons.
71
&
'6J-pr. (6"·3) {
58 cwt.

cwt.}

tH-pr."°"(6' 1 3) 64 cwt.•

tt;:i)\!5c~;r~
~:f>;:
sl/·Ohowr .-16 cwt.

90

1165

80

12-.1-0

90

12!5
136.:;
1380

25
180

1320

•• {1230
,o

790

611 ·3 howr. 18 cwt.

~~

16-pr. (:Y'·6) 12 cwt-.
9-pr. (3"'0) tscwt.

16

7-pr. (3"·0) 200 lh ,

7-pr.

W'·o) 1501b.

0

1355
1390

' I

970

7

675

lb. oz.
60

700

·a

.11 ·2

.......... s·a ...

a:i

'g ~
~~

'g 2!

d-e

~g

Armonr piercing projectiles not supplied
for these nnd smaller
guns.

"

~a:i

.§

Field
guns.

is .

1 §" §

In cnsemates, on sliding carriage on
t rrwerfling platform on racers .
Barbette only on ditto ditto.

9

In casemnWs on do., aud en barbette.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
0 Do.
O En bnrbette, sliding carriages on traversingplatfrm . Moncrieff can-iages.
0
Do .
Do.
0 Sliding co.rrs. on traversing platform.

19
9

6

7

0

Standing and Moncrieff can·inges .

7

0

3

0

7

0

'!' ravelling cnrriages (siege) .
Do. (siege & batteries of position).
Do.
Do.
Travelling carriages (siege); also on
beds for siege.
Travelling carriages (siege).

:~~ti5t~-!~~~\~~~n;l~.I 1! g

2

l~~

About 23~- from point
of shall, to muzzle of
_g_un.
.. .
1

~8 bL1 ..

Remarks.

" o•

... rn·o ..

iii

How :Mounted.

,-.c

ins.

1420

13 15
.4-00 1365
250 H,20
~
115

-§'@

About

12"·0 of 35 tons.
l I ' 1·0 of 25 tons.

,i~~g

Perforation at
1,000 yds.

j

Ji.ly, 1877.

Field gun carriages, with limbers.
Do.
Do.

Very few of theQe guns exist.
Common shell 618. lb.
Ditto. Com. she\1-195 lb.
Experiments still in progre1:1s.

Double shell, 160 ll:l.

Converted from 8" s.b. gun and
32 pr s.b. g11n .
Common shell, 64 lb.

Experiments in progress.
Shrapnel 18'5 lb.

Mountain service,-on t,ra,elling car-1 Double shell, 12 lb.
riages. Siegc,-on heds.
Do.
Do.

O

•

O

6,_ Do.

1

Experiments still in progress.

• SpeciB\ projectiles for penetrating masoury.

....<--

TABLE B.

SEA SERVICE RIFLED GUNS.

_,

;i,

·g

~$

Nature, Weight,,
Calibre.

~

;:'£

~-&

tit
~

Pe1'foration at
1,000 ;rds.
About

I'EfJ~

Ef~

~ J_____ _

:Muzzle Loa.ding.
12"·5 of 38 tons.

lb.
800

f. s.
1420

12 11 ·0 of 35 tons.

ins.
16·0 ..

How Mounted.

'° c.i 5

700

1340

600

1300

38

O Do. clo., and broadside.

11 1' ·0 of 25 tom.

535

1315

30

O Broadside, revolving , and on turntable
en barbette.

20

0 Broadside, revolving, in tun·ets, anJ gunboats.
O Broadside and revolving.
O Broadside.

l0''·o of 18 tom.

1

7"·0 of6½ tons.
7"·0 of 90 cwt.

6H>r. l6''"3) of 64 cwt.
G.J.-pr. (6"·3) of 71 cwt,.
9-pr. (3"·0) of 8 cwt.
9-pr. (3"·0) of ti cwt.
i-pr. (3 11 "0) of 200 lb.
lireech loading.
20-pr. (3"·75) of 13 cwt.
12-pr. {3"·0) ofS cwt.

0-pr. (a 11 ·0) of 6 cwt.

: I~:: . . . . . .
180

115
115
6,1

I

8.8 .... .
1H5 ..... ....... 7.7 .... .

I

Armour piercing
1525 rarojectiles not used
1525 or ~~sc~~~::. tban

l 1385

19
14

I9
9

I
I

0 Broadside ... .
O Broadside ... .

o Broadside.

..............................

'I

6> 1 1230
9 1380
9 I 1235
1 I 970

o

6

21

l

2

12
9

1000

Remarks.

j'o'a l - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - -- - - - - - lb. oz.
50 O In turrets, loading by hydraulic
machinery.
4-0 O In turrets, loading by hand gear. . ..

12 11 ·0 of 25 tons.

9"·0 of 12 tons.
1'•0 of 9 toni~.
:s_
_ __ _ _

.Tuly, 1877.

7

0

Broadside ..

7

Boat.
Boat.
Boat.

I Gun vessel and npper decks of irour,Jads
against torpedo vessels.
Boat-nearly obsolete.
Do.

----

Experiments still in progress.
Very few of these guns exist. Common
shell , 618 lbs.
Very few of these guns exist. Common
shell, ,.1,95 Iba.
Just introduced for Na\"y. Experimenttin progresJ:J.

Double shell, 160 lUs.
Do. do. Expe1·iments in progress.

Converted from S"smooth-bored shell gun

Double sheU, 12 lbs.

.....
.....
a~

the cascmatcs, barbettc batteries, &c., for us, and no clonbt are
thoroughly familiar with the subject from an engineering point of
view, I will merely mention that while the artilleryman quite appreciates the comfort of being made as safe as possible, he is also
desirous of inflicting the maximum amount of damage upon the
enemy. To do this it is absolutely essential that he should be ahle
to lay his gun with accuracy and rapidity ; and here he wants your
help in several points. Y OLl must provide a good look-out place,
more especially with the new system of firing at objects in motion
unseen by the gunners. You must provide for the rapid supply of
cartridges and pl'Ojectiles, so that a swift steam vessel may not get
past unmolested. Supposing a gun to train through an angle of
50°, and a vessel 1,000 yards off to be steaming at 12 1.--uots, it will
take barely two minutes and a half to get by. Evident.Jy it is of
the utmost importance to be able to get a second shot. Having
loaded in time, in order to hit, we must have the racers true, and I
tmst I shall be forgiven if I make a great point of this. I know it
is a matter of difficulty to lay a racer true, firm, and solid; but it
really must be done if we are to make decent practice. It is not
only that a depressiop in the racer allows one truck to sink, and so
throws out the line, but, worse than this, it renders it impossible to
get tbe gun into line at all, unless the bottom of the indent happens
to be exactly in the right place. No amount of scotching up will.
ensure accuracy of direction if the depression is a bad one; directly
the recoil begins, before the shot has left the muzzle, a shift takes
place, and the aim is spoiled.
Turning to the guus with which the lauclfronts of our fortified
places are armed, it will be seen that, with the exception of the 7-inch
muzzle loading gun, they are all somewhat Jess powerful than the
most effective of the siege train guns. I believe, and hope, that a
proportion of 9-in ch g1ms will, before long, be providecl for our
land fronts, as otherwise we certainly fail to utilize the full advantage
to be derived from a position fortified and armed at leisure.
A large number of 7-inch breech-loading guns has recently been
put in order, and told off to the Portsmouth forts. Most of our
strong places are still armed largely with the old smooth bores, and
there is no doubt that this portion of om- equipment is less advanced
than any other; such will necessarily be the case as long a.s an
invasion of England is regarded as a clanger of a somewhat
visionary character; long mu,y it remain so.
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·with regard to the sicr1e troins, I must refer those specially
interested in this part of my subject to the forthcoming report of the
Siege Operation Committee-a report which I feel sm·e w,11 deal
with the vn.rious hrauches of the question in a comprehensive and
exhaustive manner. '£here are, however, a few remarks which I
You see
should like to make while I have the opportunity.
{Table A) we have in the siege train nothing heavier than 64 cwt.
This is the maximum weight w·hich it is considered can he dragged
over a favourable country, while the 35 cwt. gun is intended to take
the place of the heavier one when the country is unfavourable. In
our old wars it was al ways considered that if the fortress possessed
guns eqnal, or at any rate slightly superior to the enemy's siege
traiu, all was done that could be done. Tradition has great vitality
in the army, and we have, I think, scarcely yet learned to appreciate
the enormous change which has taken place in the facilities for
transport in civilized countries, nor have we yet yielded to the
conviction that it is impossible to possess too powerful artillerythat a crushing superiority is the cheapest defence.
The siege train is all very well for the attack of out of the way
places, but in Europe nearly every city of importance has many
railroads converging on it. If these are in the hands of the besieger be can bring up guns far more powerful than G4-pounders.
If we ·were to attack Seba~rtopol again no,v, I make no doubt that
we could run up a line to carry 9'', or °'-en 10" guns, and place
them in position ; and those who build and arm fortresses must be
prepared for this.
The 25-pounder guns of 18 cwt. are intendecl for the siege train
in difficult countries, or in Ind-ia. They will also, no doubt, be used
as guns of position, and perhaps in time as heavy field guns. The
8'' howitzers carry a heavy shell, and arc intended for use either as
They can be fired either on their travelJing
mortars or howitzers.
carriaO"eS or on the ground, as the body of the caITiage, when the
wheel; are removed, forms a convenient bed. The G''·3 howitzers
are i.ntended to perform similar duties.
The siege tl'ain guns are grouped into two classes. A nnit of the
heavy train comprises : 8
64-pounders of 64 cwt.
8
of ;35 ,,
,,
40
14
811 howitzers of 46 ,,
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A unit of the light train comprises:40-pounders of 35 cwt.
... 10
25
10
,,
of 18 ,,
6"·3 howitzers 0f 18 ,,
10
and each unit is complett::d in every respect with its own stores,
spare parts, 1·cpairing implements, &c.
·with regard to the two natures of field ynns, which arc very
much like one another except in weight, I need only remark that it
is quite time that their power and range should be fully recognized.
The army at large has an idea, clerivecl from the exploits of smoothbored artillery, t.hat field guns cannot do much at ranges over 1,200
yards. This is a very great mistake, and tl1e Okehampton experiments l1ave, I think, done a good deal to correct it; indeed some
enthusiastic gunners, on the st,r ength of these trials, would vaunt
the prowess of the lG and 9-pounders as extending to 4,000 yards.
Without, however, qu-ite subscribing to this estimate, I think there
is no doubt whatever that the 9-pounder will inflict much injury on
troops up to 2,500 yards, and 16-pounders up to 3,000; so much so
indeed that a column would scarcely be able to show itself at those
distances without serious loss.
The moinitain train y1.ms are both 7-pouuders; they fire the same
shell, but the heavier one uses a 12-oz. cartridge, while 6-oz. is as
much as can be fired from the lighter one. Both guns are intended
£or rr.ule transport, one mule taking the gun, another the carriage :
but at the Cape of Good Rope the hea,ier 7-pounder is mounted on
a light high field caniage for transport as well as for firing, while
in Ashanti the lighter 7-pounders were dragged on a kind of sleigh.
The lighter gun is tolerably effective for nearly a mile, and the
heavier for about a mile and a half.
TuTning now to Table B, in which the principal sea service Tifled
guns are shown, it will be evident that there are three kinds of work
to be performed by them, viz., to pierce ironclads and armoured
forts; to attack unarmou.red vessels; and to keep up a fire on troops
on shore, or ou approaching boats. The heavy armour piercing
guns are well provided with common shell as well as with chilled
projectiles, so as to perform the first and second duties, but they
h,tve a very small proportion of shrapnel shell, which is intended to
be used by them against troops or boats only ou emergency. The
and 64-pounder guns are supposed to be quite sufficient in ordinary cases £or the second and third duties, assisted in the third case
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by the smaller boat guns. .All these arc well furnished with common shell and shrapnel.
It might often happen that excellent service would be done by
naval guns landed and placed in defence of some fortification or
field work:. Suoh employment would be merely a question of
transport, as the naval carriages are, of co1u·se, not designed for
locomotion, except in a few cases, where the blue-jackets are taugbt
to land and manrouvre a regular field battery, 1ni1H1.,s the horses.
I have now given you a ha.sty outline of the kinds of guns we
could bring againsL the enemy at once, together with a sketch of
the general principles which would guide their employment on
service. Progress makes, howe,er, such rapid strides nowadays,
that much of what you ha,ve on Tables A and B may shortly be
altered, and in order that approaching changes may be intelligible
to you, it seems desirable to make a fow remarks on the character
of the gunnery experiments now in progress.
With very heavy guns the chief object is to drive a project.ilo
through the thickest armour at a fighting range.
With medium guns, shell power is the prime object.
With small guns, everything must be sacrificed to efficiency of
shrapnel fire.
For heavy guns, the stri1..-ing energy of tbe projectile must be
as great as possible, as compared with the size of the hole to be
made. Taking the weight of tbe shot of any calibre as fixed, we
require then the highest attainable velocity. .At the same time we
have to fire very many rounds from the gun, which should be as
Hence,
light as is consistent with safety and manageability.
briefly, we want the ratio of muzzle velocity of shot to breech
pres~ure of gas to be as high as possible, a,nd for some years the
principal efforts of at tillerists have been directed to this end. In
186D we were obtaining with our heavy guns (10'' & 1211 ) muzzle
velocities of about 1200 feet per second, with powder pressures at
the breech measuring 40, or even 50, tons on the square inch. These
pressures were local, it is true, and lasted but a very brief fame;
otherwise no guns could have sustained them. Still, they were
highly injurious to both gun and projectile. We a.re now beginning
to get velocities with similarly proportioned projectiles from our
heaviest ordance of lGOO feet per second, while the pressures do not
exceed :20 or 21 toe.s. Several important improvements l1ave combined t.o bring a.bout this advance. They all arise from tLe acquisi-
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tion of a more perfect knowledge of the action of the powder gas
inside a gun, and the principal ones are three in number.
First, a great stride ·was made in the manufacture of powder
when pebbles-and subsequently l½" cubes-were introduced.
Second, the discovery of the beneficia,l effect of chambering, that
is, of boring out the powder chamber to a greater diameter than
that of the rest of the bore.
Third, the method of adjusting the cartridge so that a certain
weight of powder should have a cel'tain definite space allotted to it,
the amount being determined by experiment, and being irrespective
of the actual volume of the powder grains. Thus, in the 80-ton
gun, powder cubes of l½" edge were used, their absolute density
being a litt1e over 1·7.S, or about 15·7 cubic inches per pound.
When these grains were rammed tightly home in a serge bag, the
space occupied behind the shot was 24·6 cubic inches per pound; as
actually used for practice a vacant space over and within the cartridge was left, so that the space behind the shot amounted to 34
cubic inches per pound.
I will now describe, as well as I can, the action that takes place
in the bore of a gun when the flame reaches the cartridge. It is
not very easy to convey an adequate impression of it, a.ncl I must
ask your patience.
If I am successful in m:tking it clear, the
rationa,le of the three improvements just en1.1merated will become
clear also, and probably you will wonder why they were not carried
out long ago.
Suppose the cartridge to consist of orclinary powder grains,
rammed up as tightly as they will conveniently bear (R.L.G.
powder, 28 cubic inches per pound; pebble, 26; l½" cubes, 24·6).
and the flame to be applied to one end. Aud here I must remind
you that gun1)owder is not properly an explosive, but a substance
which burns (,i,nd gives of!' its gas) with great rapidity. It cannot,
as far as is yet known, be detonated, but simply burns down from
the outside surface to the heart of the grain, which is thus
gradually converted into gaseous and liquid products. We have
now got to the application of fl'1me at one end of a cartridge; the
nearest grains then ignit,e, and their surfaces rapidly evolve gas in a
state of violent incandescence. This gas travels with great velocity
through the interstices Letween the grains composing the rest of the
charge, lights them in passing, and is continually augmented in
volume by their gas, the combination gaining velocity as it pro-
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ceeds, till, arriving at the farther end of the cartridge, it receives a
check, and applies a pressure with great suddenness ; this pressure
is often called a blow. It immediately reacts on the now greatly
increased quantity of gas evolved behind, and, when excessive,
results in those abnormal indications registered by the crusher
gauges, and spoken of by artillerists as " wave pressures. lJ These
wave pressures are dynamical, and the records given by them
greatly exceed those of the steady pressure given even by charges in
closed vessels. I have not time to describe the instruments used to
ascertain these particulars, but an excellent description of them, by
Captain Jones, R.A., will be found in Vol. IX. of the" R.A. Institution Proceedings." As one il]ust.ration, I may mention that if a
cartridge of quick-burning powder, rammed tightly, and having a
length of about three times its thickness, be lighted at one end, and
if pressure gauges be placed in the walls of the gun-one at each
encl of the charge, and one over the middle-those at the ends will
usually register about double the pressure per square inch that will
be indicated by the centre one.
I have specified a " quick burning" powder ; by that term is
meant a powder the grain of which is small in proportion to the
calibre of the gun. All our gunpowders, from the old 11oudre bnda!.
L.G. to the large cubical l½" powders of the present clay, are
made of the same ingredients combined in the same proportions,
they vary only in density and in size of grain. Turning back for a
moment to the action of the lighted gas evolved from the first ignited
grains, and rushing through the cartridge, lighting up aH the grain
surfaces it meets with, it becomes at once evident that the larger the
grains of powder a,·e the less will be the surface thus lighted up; of
course, if you take a cube of lf 1 edge, and break it up small, you
have not only the original surface but a number of fresh surfaces,
and as all these will be simultaneously lighted, the whole quantity
will take a much shorter time to be consumed than when the cube
was entire. Thus, other things being equal, a small grain powder is a
quick burning powder.
You now grasp at once the effect of enlarging the grains ; the
action is rendered less violent, its intensity is dulled, as it were; the
wave pressures which are practically useless in the prodnctiou of
velocity are got rid of, and the maximum statical pressure is lowered
also by another circumstance ·which we must now take into account.
The old writers on gunnery were accustomed to consider that all
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tl1e powder was converted into gas before the shot had sensibly
moved, and with the violent powders in use in theit· day there was
prohably no great error in their assumption, which was a convenient
one as it simplified calcu1ation. If it were a true assumption the full
pressure of the gas would be set up before the shot started, and we
should always have pressures of about 38 tons on the square inch,
that bein,; the pressure observed by Captain A. Noble, of Elswick,
in his experiments with powder exploded in closed vessels, the density of the charge being that of water, (27·7 cubic inches per pound).
Supposing a gnu to be pointed vertically upwards, so that the full
weight of the shot has to be raised by the gas, it is obvious that the
longer the shot the greater weight there will be on each square inch of
base. The shot of the 80-ton gun is the longest we have got, it
weighs 1,700 lbs., and is 16 iuches in diameter, this gives 8½ lb. for
each square inch of base; that is, directly a pressure of 8½ lb. per
squn,re inch is exerted by the gas the shot must begin to move, even
when the gun points to the zenith. As the maximum pressure, a
steady uniform pressure be it remembered, amounts to about 20 tons,
it is abundantly clear that the shot must bn.vc got under way at some
period antecedent to the setting up of the maximum pressure; and
not only must this be the case, but as the moving away of the shot
leaves an increased space behind it in which the gas expands, the
maximum pressure never reaches the normal as tons just mentioned;
and the question resolves itself into a race between the powder and
the shot, the powder trying to increase the pressure by giving off its
ga8, and the shot trying to reduce the pressure by leaving more
room for the gas to expand in ; at first the powder appears to be
gaining till the maximum press:Jre is attained, but the shot "stays"
the longest, and eventually wins. Where 1noderate charges ofR.L.G.
powder are employed in heavy guns. the shot has usually moved
nbout one inch by the time the maximum pressure is set up; with
pebble powder about 4 inches; with 1 ½inch cubes about 6 inches;
and probably when the cartridges are air.spaced to 34 cubic inches
per pound, the maximum pressure SC!Ll'Cely falls till the shot bas
moved about a foot.
As it is the maximum pressure which is most likely to strain or
injure the gun and projectile, it is desired to keep this maximum
pre1=;snre as low as possible, and to sustain it as long a time as
poRsihle, so as to impart the greatest velocity to tile projectile; thus
the ideal of the artillerist would be a charge so arrranged tl1at a
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p1·essure equal to the amount the gun is constructed to bear should
be uniformly maintained till tbe shot bas left the muzzle. We are
a long way from this, but still a good deal has been done towards
it in the last 7 or 8 years.
'l.'hc effect of chambering out the end of the bore where the
powder lies is practically to permit a small gun to burn effectively
the charge of a larger one. The cartridge is slJOrtened aud the
mechaniC'al conditions of burning are greatly improved. Thus in
expei·iments with a 9-pounder gllll, service bore am1 service powder,
it was found that by gradually increasing the charge a gain in
velocity was obtained up to 2½ lb. (service charge= l ¾ lb.) , but
that farther increase up to 2¾ lb. and 3 lb. gave no additional velocity.
When the chamber was enlarged from 3'1·U (service bore) to 3 11 ·6,
the velocity continued to rise with the charge, till with 3 lb.
cartridges the chambered gun gave an increase of more than 100
feet per second over the unchambered one, while the pressures
were about 30 per cent. lower with the chambered gun than with
the other. Also with 3½ lb. in a 3"-8 chamber a velocity of about
another 100 feet was obtained, the pressures still remaining
mode2·ate.
Tbe amount of air-spacing most suitable for our heavy guns
appears to be regulated by the weight of the column of shot on a
square inch of base, since the inertia and rate at which the shot
Thus with lf1 powder
acquires velocity depend on this.
for a 10" projectile of 400 lb. the best density of the charge has been
found by experiment to be about 28 cubic inches per ponlid; with the
12"·5 of800 lb. about 30 cubic inches; and with the 16" of 1,700 lb.
about 34 cubic inches. The effect of decreasiug the density of the
charge is of course to diminish the maximum pressure. Thus while
Captain A.. Noble found that 38 tons on tbe square inch was the
pressure in a closed vessel, when the jgnited powder was at a
density of l·O (i.e = water), he found that at a density of O·S (34
cubic inches per pound) the pressure was but 25 tons on the square
inch. We are thus enabled to increase the charge of powder, and
to provide an additional store of gas wbich comes into play as the
shot passes up the bore, a.ud so sustains the lowered maximum
pressure for a longer time.
Thus we make some approach to the artillerist's ideal above mentioned, a moderate uniform pressure throughout the bore.
I have dwelt rathe1· long on this pa1·t of my subject, partly
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because I feel great difficulty in makiug it clear, and partly because
it is the key to modern progress in gnunery as regards the actual
power of the gnu with respect to penetratiou.
For medium guns, shell power, as has been said, is the prime object. I do not think a better illustration of the mode in which a
o-un is now designed to possess the maximum shell power can be
;iven, than the genesis of the new experimental howitzers, of which
you will find particulars in 'L'able C.
The experiments at Eastbourne, as well as oft-repeated trials at
Shoeburyness, showed pretty decisively that the howitzers now
allotted to the siege train ( vicle Table A) are not all that can be
desired with respect to accuracy, and that breaching with curved
fire by their aid is a process demanding a larger expenditure of
ammunition than can be always conveniently supplied. It was
determined, therefore, to take a step in advance, and to produce
something which, it was hoped, would more nearly correspond with
modern requirements.
A gun is, of course, nothing but a machine, and, like other
machines, must be constructed to fulfil ceetain definite conditions.
In the present case these conditions admit of precise solution. For
a piece capable of transport over a favourable country on a platform
waggon, it was decided that the greatest admissible weight was
70 cwt. '!'he next point is the recoil. The maximum velocities of
recoil of the most li,-ely pieces in the ser,rice is as follows:7-pouuder
32 feet per second.
G"·3 howitzer
27
8''·0
28
64-pouuder
17
,,
The 7-pounder tumbles head-over-heels frequently, but being small,
this is of little consequence; the two howitzers, when fil'ed with
their heaviest charges, are very difficult to manage, while the
641-pounder is quite manageable even on a travelling siege carriage.
It was, therefore, decided that a maximum velocity of recoil of
20 feet per second might be allowed for the new howitzer. I must
explain here that this velocity refers to the motion of the gun only,
supposing it to be unchecked. In reality, gun and carriage move
back together, anrl the initial velocity of recoil of the system is much
less than the amounts above given. It would not answer, however,
to reckon tbe momentum from this in constructing a gun, as a new
variable-the weight of the carriage--would be iutrodured. ,va

have nuw obtained a morn en tum of 70 ewt., moving at 20 feet pet•
second velocity. Practically, Lhe momentum of the projectile on
quitting the muzzle is equal to the momentum of the gun at tbe
same moment. Hence we lmve l-5fj,800 ns thf' number representing
the momentum of our shell. Snppose we took a shell of 100 lbs.
weight, we could afford to give it a velocity of 1,568 feet per second.
But if we took a shell of 200 lbs. weight, we should find the recoil
inconvenient if the muzzle , elocity exceeded 784 feet per second.
We now come to rt most important condition-wlrnt Uo we want
the howitzer to do ? 'fhe reply is-l st. to breach; 2nd, to bombard. It was then determined that the greatest breaching power
required should be obtained at l,f>OO yards, at an elevation of 5°.
For longer distances, a greater angle would be used, and, of course,
all shorf,er ranges would be covered by this trnjectnry. We ba ve
now a neat prob1em in ballistics, viz., to find the calibre of a ~hell
about 3 diameters in length, of such a weight that, ·with the mnzzle
velocity required to give a range of 1 1 500 yards at 5° elevation, the
muzzle momentum shall be 156,800. By the aid of Professor B,ishforth's tables, tbis problem may be solved "ith ease. and after a few
approximations, it is found that a shell 8 ·1 in diameter, wt->ighing11

170 lbs., and Laving a muzzle velocity of ~:ZO feet per ~t'C • •nd w :ll
fit, the conditions. For the sake of round numbers, the c;ihbre is

placed at 8"·0, and t.he first experiments will shortly be canied out
to verify the calculations.
For bombarding it was laid down that a range of 5000 yards
should be obtainable at 35° elevation; proceeding as before it was
found that an 8-inch shell of 230 lb., with a muzzle velocity of
675 feet per second, would be sufficiently near the mark. Lastly,
it was found that an 8-inch shell of 170 lb., with a pointed head
somewhat approaching the Palliser form, and containing a good
burBting charge, would be about 2¾ calibres long; and that a common
8-inch shell of 230 lbs., containing a very large bursting charge,
would be about 3½ calibres long-results wbicb suit the purposes of
breaching and bombarding excellently.
So much for the calibre. We now come to the proportions of the
piece. It was at once decided to make the bore as long as possible,
consistently with preserving a sufficient amount of metal over the
breech to withstand the pressure of the gas. Tbe reasons fur this
are that less pressure is required to produce a given muzzle velocity,
that less strain is thrown on the rotating agent, and that the trunniom; arc 1,hrown farther forward so that the leverage of the jumping

action is thus lessened; the muzzle portion of the gun was maclt,
very strong and thick, pal'tly with the object of advancing the
trunnions, and partly because in a siege gun the muzzle is much
exposed to the enemy's fire, r.nd should therefore be strengthened,
even at the expense of delicacy of appenrance.
The 36 cwt. howitzer is constructed on precisely the same principles from data laid down as suitable to a light siege train.
The effect of shrapnel at fighting ranges in the field depends on
the construction of the projectile and on the velocity possessed by it
at the moment it opens and sets free its bullets. .A. field battery
must carry a large number of rounds on service, and yet must
possess great mobility; consequently, the weight of each projectile
is rigidly limited. For a given weight of shrapnel, the broad, short
form will hold more bullets and possess a better construction than
is the case with long, m1.1Tow projectiles. It jg somewhat easier
also to obtain a high muzzle velocity with the larger calibre, at the
expense, of course, of inci·eased recoil. But, owing to the resistance
of the air, the shrapnel of greater diameter will part with jts
velocity sooner than the more slender one will, and a maximum of
efficiency at a fighting range will be found by a compromise
between these two conditiorni ; that is, for a given ·weight of
projectile the calibre must be the smallest that will admit of a
thoroughly effective shrapnel. It would never do, for instance, to
give up an outer layer of bullets to increase the remaining velocity
at burst.
We have only one more question of great importance to consider,
and I will not tax your patience long with it.
However powerful our gun may be, as far as its capacity for
effectively burning powder is concerned, the damage it does to the
enemy will be dependent on the accuracy and efficiency of the prnjectile. You all know that with muzzle-loading systems the shot
have been usually rotated by means of bronze studs let in to their
wafls, while lead coating has been adopted for breech-loading systems.
'".L1he studs weaken the projectiles; the lead coating is so much
weight wasted. In fact, for penetrating purposes, the lead-coated
projectiles were found to be about fifteen per cent. less effective than
studded ones, other things being equal. The lead-coated shot were
ho·wever slightly superior in accuracy. Such was the state of
affairs up to about two years ago.
Shortly before that time the great wear of the surface of the bore
dnc to Lhc rush of gas over the projectile in muzzle-loading guns,
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had led to the adoption of a copper gas check, which is a flanged disc
fastened on to the base of the projectile. It has now been found
praoticable to give rotation by this gas check, and to abolish the
studs altogether. The grooves have been reduced in section and
multiplied in number, and the tube of the gun is consequently less
weakened, while the shot is free from stud holes or lead coating.
The escape of gas is altogether stopped by the expansion of the
copper disc, which indeed acts more satisfactorily than does the
lead coating of the breech-loading systems, where the lands bite
into the soft covering.
The second 80-ton gun, which has just been tried at Shoeburyness,
furnishes the most perfect example of the new rifling which has yet
been produced. The bore is 15"·5 in diameter, and has 32 grooves,
each l"·0 broad and 0"·l deep; the lands are, as nearly as possible,
0"·5 broad. We have, therefore, 32 points in bearing, to give rotation to the projectile. In the early days of rifled guns, attempts
were made to give rotation by an expanding base, but they failed,
because at that time the uniform twist was universal, and, moreover,
a qu.ick powder was employed, so that the gas check had not time
to expand and adjust itself to the grooves before it was called upon
to perform the arduous task of rotating the projectile, a. task the
greater part of which has to be accomplished almost immediately
when the twist is uniform. By adopting i:.n increasing twist this
difficulty is altogether overcome, sca.rcely any rotation is impal'ted
to the shot till the gas check has fully expander! and settled down
to its work. The curve of groove ordinarily employed in our heavy
p :r, and tbe breech end
guns is a parabola, whose equation is y2
of the rifling is usually the origin-that is, the twist rises from O at
breech to one turn in a length of from 30 to 50 calibres at the

=

muzzle.
I now draw a diagram showing roughly the pressures on the
driving edges of the grooves, and, consequent1y, on the studs, lead
coating, projections on gas check, or whatever gives the rotation.
Curve A shows the nature of the variatiou of pressure of the gas

driving the projectile forward through the bore. I have not put
figures, so as to make the curves generally applicable to our slow
burning powders. You observe that it rises very 1·apidly at first,
and falls otf towards the muzzle. If a quick burning powder were
used, the pressure would rise much higher, and more rapidly still at
first, falling off more suddenly and completely towards the muzzle.
Curve B shows the result of using a uniform twist. It must be
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remembered thnt curve A 1•ep1·esents the pressul'e on the base of the

shot, while curve8 B, C, and D represent the prm;sure on the grooves
required to do the work of turning the shot. Cul've B, bears an
invariable relation to curve A; in other words, when the twist is
uniform the pressure required to give rotation is a constant func~
tion of the pressure driving the shot forward. For simplicity, I
ha,·e put the fnnction as one-third in the diagram.
Curve C represents the presRures on the grooves when the rifling
is of the parabolic form, rising from Oat the breech. No work is
done at first by the grooves, and the maximum strain is much lower
than when the uniform twist was employed. 'l,bis answered very
well when the rotation was communimted by studs, but the adoption of au expanding rotator brought some fresh considerations into
play. rrhe projections on the gas check are driven into the grooves,
aucl kept up to their work by the pressure of the gas; now, in
cnrve C you observe that the greatest part of the rotation is given
as tbe shot approaches the muzzle; that is, where the projections on
the gas check receive least support from the gas. This is obviously
wrong, and though with light shot, as in field guns, it may make
little matter, yet when we come to heavy shot, about four feet long,
turned simply by the base, it is necessary to husband our resources.
It is inadmissible to take the uniform twist which would, of course,
make t,he pressure of rotation exactly fit the driving pressure;
because, as I said before, the gas check would not have time to
expand before being heavily called upon to do its work We have
therefore aclopted a curve of groove, called the semi-cubical parabola
(

·~

y=j)X

) which rises from O at breech to one turn in fifty cals. at

muzzle; curve D exhibits the nature of the pressures on the grooves
with this new form of increasing twist, the results of which, so
far, have been excellent.
I append a table ( C) showing the guns now in the experimental stage,
and giving the results which are expected from them should all turn
out well. Time will not permit a lengthened description of each,
but you win see by the details given tb,.t the principles I have been
endeavouring to expla.in are being adopted in all. Chambering iR
requirC'cl for the guns where high velocity is a desideratum, but not
for the bowit,zers where low velocities n,nd heavy shell are wnntecl.
The polygroove rifling is coming in for all, except for the 12'1·5 guns,
of which great numbers are already in t,he service. Air.spaciug
will be used for t.ho he.,vier guns.
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Perhaps it will be said that it would have been more logical for me
to have given you an account of the powers of the guns of foreign
nations, as it is· against them that you will have to construct
defences. This is no dot1bt a true criticism, and I can only plead
that the time is too short to permit me to enter upon such a large
subject; perhaps also you will pa,r<lon the boast if I own to a conviction that if you make yonr works strong enough to resist our
own gum~, yon need not fear those of other countries.

E. MAI'l'LAND,
July, 1877.

MAJOR,

R.A.

PAPER XII.

PREOIS

OF PAPERS

CONCERNING THE INTRODUC'£ ION OF

CAVALRY

PIONEERS.

Coni1m1,nicafed by the S rcretary Royal Engineer Comm,ittee.
Novembe,·, 1876.

CAVALRY PIONEERS.

Report on the introduction, of Pioneers in the B1·iti.sh Cavalry.The Committee appointed by Adjutant General's letter of 24th
No,,ember, 1875 1 to consider the above snbject, have made the
following report.
Some organization should be adopted, to enable the cavalry to
perform efficiently all their important fonctions in the field.
The duties they may have to perform may be classed under two
hearls(u.) 'l'hose necessary 1·n. ca'mp, as shelter in bivouac, field filters,
imp ,·oving water supply, arra.ngements for watering horses, cutting
bi·ushwoocl for hurdles, fascines &c., making approaches to watering
places, &c.
(b .) Thn.,e req,ifring little technical knuwlecl!/e and but few simple
tools, as shelter trenches, shelter and gnn pits, barrica(les, finding
fordR, crossing lee, improvingroads, making ramps, bridging ditches,
cutting telegraphs, delaying use of a railway, destroying bridges,
ramps, roads, &c., stopping fords, and tampering with telegraph lines.
There appears to be three modes by which the object sought
might be obtained, these are(a.) By training certain Officers, N.-C. Officers, and troopns, in
each cavalry regiment, to perform the duties.
(b.) By haying mou11teq sappers to accompany the cavalry,
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(c J By a light engineer train of a few carriages, with some
mounted men.
The first of these plans is adoptecl in Austria and Germany, and
is being tried m France and Russia. The second was partially
carried out in the American Civil War. The thircl has not yet been
tried to any extent.
Advuntages and disaclvuntages of the above plans( a.) Regiments with cavalry pioneei·s, though dependent on
their own resources, could not execute extensive demolitions. The
men would still be effective sabres of their regiments, but there is a
danger of their training being neglected.
There is also a danger of the pioneers being withdrawn from
their regular duties, when there may be a deficiency of sappers.
(b.) Monnted sappers coulcl execute clemolitions and restorations
in a more complete manner, probably, than pioneers.
The sappers not being part of the regiment, woulcl be able to
be kept up to their mark by constant practice. Not having to act
as cavalry, they could carry more tools t,han ea,alry pioneers.
(c) 'Phe l(1ht Enginee;· 'l',.ain could execute more extensive demolitions, and make more substantial restorations than pioneers, or
mounted sappers. Like the Royal H01·se Artillery, they could
accompany the cavalry brigade, and the mounted port.ion coal cl follow
the cavalry anywhere. More tools could also be canied by them,
and fewer horses would be required for carrying them.
After considering these plaus, the Committee decided unanimously
that it would be for the good of the service if cavalry pioneers were
introduced.
On considering the duties which cava1ry pioneers should be instmctecl to perform, tbe Committee decided that there should be
certain men in each troop, capable 0£ performing the camp duties
before mentioned, who should be called cmnp pionl!crs. All Officers
and N.-C. Officers should be acquainted with these duties.
It was also thought advisable to train certain men to perform the
regimental duties mentioned in clause b above; these men to be
called 'ftjy/1,wntal pioneers.
Any dnties requiring superior ski11 than the above, are essentially engineers' duties, and have no reference to the cavalry.
The Committee recommended one N.-0. QtJicer aucl fou1· 21rii·afPs
to be chosen in each t--quadron for c11111p dutie~: aud also u11e N.-0.
Officer and four privates in each squadron fur r,-t:1imental pioneei•
duties, (when on active, sel'vice.)
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When these pioneers assemble for regimental work they should
be under the charge of a specially selected su boJtem.
For the peace establishment the Committee recommend tlwt,
there should be one N.-C. Q_ffecer w,d two JJrivales per troop, rated ,,,
regim~ntal pfoneers,and two privates as camp pioneers. Tbese pioneerK
to be selected from men acqun.inted with their duties as soldiers, mid
at least 19 years of age. Privates to cease to be pioneers after LS
years service, or after the age of 33 years.
These pioneers to be taught when with their regiments, but it
is recommended that the subaltern, and one N.-C. Officer per troop,
be sent for instructions at the S.JILE., Chathrtm, to obtain certificates from the Commandant as to their efficiency and ability to instruct others.
As soon as a regjmeut obtains a properly qua.lified officer, the
instruction is to commence, and the officer will give certificates to
those privates who qualify as regimental pioneers.
To ensure efficiency and uniformity in the instruction, the Com.
mittee recommend an annual inspection by a R.E. Officer.
The pioneers to be similarly armed and accoutred to their corn.
rades, and to have besides, the charge of certain tools.
In order to carry the latter more conveniently, and to lessen the
weight, the near horse shoe case to be omitted from the pioneers'
saddles.
The Committee proposed the following equipment for the pioneers
of each troop.
N.-C. 0. carriesl leather pouch, with vesuvian match case; 1 holster wallet
containing 2'' bull nose screw auger, 16'' long; also wooden detonator holder, containing six detonator's, with 21 Bickford's fuze
attached to each.
1 holster wallet containing auger handle, waterproof bag, and
32 gun cotton discs l f' diameter and½" th ick, 20 yards of No. 22
B .W.G. soft i1·on wire.
Totr,l additional n•eight Jo,· the N.-C.O., -Slbs. 4½oz.,.
N o. 1 ca1-rie.~15' of l " white lashing rope, and a light hclved pick in leathe1•
case.
Total ndditional weiyht fo,· No . L lib. 8oz.,.
Nu. 2 carriesVi' of l '' white rope, and n. cast skel light sho'""el in le.it,11C'r cnse

15' of l" rope, 20 4" cut nails, and 21b. hand axe in leather case
Tutal additional weight for No. 2, lib. 6oz•.
No. 3 cari-iesTolttl additional vieig/,t Jo,· No. 3, lib. 0½oz.
No. 4 carr-ies2 15 1 lashings of 1 11 rope, an 1811 hand saw in leather case, a 5"
three square hand saw file with handle, a hand saw set, a 2' fourfold rule, and pincers or nippers.
Total additional weiyht for No, 4, 1//,. 9½ozs.
The /artier carries, instead of the felling axe, &c. weighing 71bs.
13oz., the following articles1 bolster wallet containing 20 4'1 cut nails, a wooden detonator
holder, and 6 No. 8 detonators, with 2' Bickford's fuze attached.
1 holster wallet containing, 1 wA.terproof bag, 32 gun cotton
discs, and 100 yards No. 22 soft iron wire.
Total diminution Jo,· the farrier 0lbs. l4fozs.
After considering the explosive to be employed, the Committee
rejected dynamite as being dangerous, and wet grwn:11,lar nitrated gu,i
cotton as being no stronger than ordinary compressed gun cotton.
Compressed yiin cotton was selected, in the form of discs, If'
diameter and½" thick, weighing 1oz., as capable of producing the
best effect.
Each charge to consist of 8 d/,scs, 4 such charges being carried
in a waterproof bag, in a leather ca.se.
A charge of 8oz. will destroy a rail or timber piece.
The discs lo be of dry gun cotton.
Each detonator lo have 2' of Bickford's fuze attached to it, the
end of wh.icb should be fitted with quick match, and be covered
with a waterproof cap.
For light.ing the fuze, vesuvians are to be used.
The tools selected to he carried by the pioneers, are the light
infantry pick and shovel, weighing respectivel.v 2¾ and 2½lbs.
The 21b. baud axe to be carried, instead of the Glb. felling axe
now carried by farriers.
Each squadron to carry 6 picks, 12 shovels, 2 spades, 2 felling
tl.Dd 6 hand axes, available for camp and also for regimental pioneel'
work. An 18" hand saw, weight 12ozs. to be carried, instead of the
ordinary hand saw, weighing lflbs.
The auger to be a 2'' bull nosed screw auger, 16'' long, weighing
2¼lbs. When necessary, the regimental supjJly pf gqn cotton, &c., -is
lo be replgpished from the RE. Field Park.

11
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As pionef'rs would be C'xcuscd no regimental dnties, and would
l1ave more work to do than their comrades, some additional pay is
recommended.*
A small quantity of gun cotton, &c., to be allowed for instruction, &c. ; also that dummy charges be carried in time of peace,
though the neceHsary supplies are to be available vi'hen required.

End of Com mittee's Rcpod, dcifed 17-2-76.

Simultaneously with the action taken by the above Committee,
the Com wander-in-Chief in India, brought to the notice of the Indian
Government, the desirability of a regular pioneer equipment in the
Indian army, urging its necessity, and citing the Au~trian and other
armies as instances.
The objection to pioneer equipment is the extra weight to be
carried, but this is counterbalancerl by increased efficiency.
The following pioneer equipment was therefore recommended,
viz., 3 spades, 3 picks, and ~ axes, for each cavalry troop, no single
portion of these tools \Yas to weigh more than 3lbs., and no single
tool more than 6lbs.
These tools were accordingly made at Hoorkee, and issued to five
regiments to be tried at the Delhi camp.
After a short trial the following reports were sent in : -

Fro ni O,fficer Com,ma11clinr1 10th Hussars.
( Carries them all easily ( except the long handled
I shovel) attached to saddles; approves of all patterns
IOlh Huss,irs
except t,he short spade. Has not however ba.d an
I opportunity of trying tbem practically . :Makes
\ several othur suggestions.
From, 0.'f/iccr Commondlny 11th rI11ssars.
Reports that they do not answer the purpose
llth Hussa,·s
for which supplied, and are Yery awkward to carry.
Has lost the small hatchet sapplied.

f

l

15/h

.FJ.tlSSrl 1·.~

Ftom O.fficc1· Commondi11y lAlh H11ssars.
rrlte six tools c:treiecl eaaily by three farriers.
I Condemns the spade, shovel, and picks. Approves
, of the hatchets.

• This was uot approved by H,R.H. tho Commander-it1-C't~Pf,

,)(
l ""

F/'1)111

10th Bcngcil
La,11,cers.

UOicer Uu>nmaiuling 10th Bengu,l Luacers.

Reports the tools easily carried on the sa<lcllcs,
except the shovel. Does not consider the tools
adapted for natives to work witl1, and suggests the
hoe, phowrah, and bill-book. l\lakes other suggestions.

UJ]icer Oonbnuwdiny I.sf RegimB1d, Central Indi,t Florse.

ls/ Rugl.,
Uenfral Inclia
Horse.

Reports that he has carried the tools iu cases, on
the off side of the saddle. They are easily caniecl,
except the shovel, which is diffict1lt. Approves oi
the long pick, hatchets, and shovel.
Condems the small spades and pick, with screwed
handles, as useless.
Suggests the phowrah, instead of the spade, for
native troops.
Reports that the edge of the axe breaks when
cutting green wood, and that being of English steel,
it cannot be repaired. Suggests native metal for
hatchets, as being easily sharpened aud repaired.

Owing to the varying natnre of these rep01·ts, the tools wel'e
tried practically before the Commander-in-Chief in India, by parties
of the llth and 1-Sth Ht1ssars, ,ind 10th Bengal Lancers, the result of
the trial being, the condemnation of the shovel, long pick, and long
handled axe, and the approml of the small spade, short pick, and
hatchet.
Shortly after this (in Sept., 1876) it was decided by the
Government of India, that a fm·ther trial should be made, before
introducing the equipment throughout the Cavalry in India.
The Commander-in-Chief accordingly selected the following
three regiments, the 15th Hussars, 10th Bengal Lancers, and 14tU
Bengal Cavalry, in which a further trial of the proposed cavalry
equipment might be carried out.
As it was thought impracticable to carry out the course
suggested in the Committee's report, it was considered sufficient to
teach the men practi~ally, as far as could be done, the subjects in
clauses a and b on page J. (Camp and Regimental duties.)
The issue of three pickx, three shoveJs, and three axes, to each
troop of the three regiments above named, was accordingly demanded
and sanctioned.
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The introduction of pioneel'S into the British cavalry, having
been approved of by the Commander-in-Chief, four regiments were
selected for the purpose of trying the new system.
One subaltern a nd one N.-0. Officer of each regiment were
ordered to be detailed for iustl'Uction at the S.ll'LE., Chatham, where
they should receive about eight days instruction in the duties
mentioned in c1ause a, and about twelve days instruction in those
mentioned in clause b; the total duration of the course to be about
one month.

Cavalry Pioneers ·in the .Ausfrrian Army.Before 1866 many of the Aus\rian Cavalry regiments had
pioneers, who rendered such good services during the war, that it
was decided to organize them in all the cavalry regiments.
Tbese pioneers, selected from the men of the regiment, were
clothed, armed, and equipped, like their comrades, except that they
carry one tool in a leather case. They also receive a simple training
as pioneers, after they have first passed their first-class in riding
drill.
General Edelsbeim 's aim in creating this organization was to
render the cavalry independent of tbe other arms, when acting as an
advanced guard, by enabling it to surmount obstacles, &c., and the
experience of eight years, has justified his experiment.
The officers in charge of the pioneers receive a few months
instruction with engineers, and the pionerrs soon acquire their
special technical instruction. During the war of 1866, we find the
pioneers distinguished themselves in the following ways:In defending bridges, villages, &c.
Forming roads of approach.
Blocking roads.
Destroying bridges.
Forming works to facilitate the employment of Artillery, and
opening up roads for the same.
Breaking down palisades.
Clearing woods, &c.
The cavalry pioneers have a double duty, viz. : lst. To render possible the passage of obstacles in as
time as possible.
2nd. To assist in the rapid formation of camps and bivouacs.
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These duties necessitate the use of the two following classes of
pioneers, in each cavalry regiment, viz. : lst. The seclio,, called the ,·eyiinental pioneers (highly trained)
and
2nd. The s9.uadroa pioneers, of which there are five to each
squadron (except the 6th, which has noue), fol' camp or fatigue
duties.
The pioneer sect.ion furnishes the adva.ncecl guard, and the
squadron pioneers perform the necessary duties at halt or hivoaac.
The pioneers for the pioneer section are selected from men having
one, two, or three years sei·vice. The work taught is as follows : lst. First principles, use of tools, &c.
2nd. Construction of roads, &c.
3rd. Crossing ·watercourses, with and
4th. Without bridges, &c.
5th. Destruction of railways, &o.
6th. Camp duties.
7th. Hasty fortifications.
A cavalry pionef::r section consists of 40 men, aud one officer.
The tools carried by the pioneers are only four in number, viz : Spade and case weighing 4·96 lhs.
6·28
Pickaxe
3·42 ,,
Ratchet
6.83 ,,
Axe
and of these, each regiment canies 22 spades, and 11 of each of
the other tools.
Each regiment also carries 11 valises, containing pincers, file,
jointed 0::1..w, claw hammer, pack thread, 7.5 nails and 2 spikes.
In war time each pioneer section carries 40 cartridges, each one
containing 2 lbs. (Austrian) of dynamite.
The cartridges consist of a steel cylinder with oval base, filled
with 2 lbs., (Austrian)* dynamite in the oily state.
The primer used is a cylindrical box fixed in one eud of the steel
ca.rtridge, anJ. c-ontaining a small quantity of dynamite ; it is fired
by a cap into which the eud of a Bickford's fuze is inserted.
The objection to the extra weight placed on the horses has not
proved insurmountable in the Austrian Ca.va1ry, which has smaller,
and more lightly built, horses than the British Cavalry.

• A pound or pfuud Amst.riRll equals l '23-i English lbs,

,.
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Destruction of Bailu:ays wul 'l'elegraphs by Prussian Cavalry.-

The Prussians have provided their troops with the necessary
equipment and instruction, in destroying railways and telegraphs.
The pioneers are instructed in all the details of the permanent
way, as well a 8 with the construction and destruction of telegraphs.
The tools carried by the cavalry pioneers are the key, auger, petard,
grappling tackle, and cavalt·y hatchet.
Each squadron carries these tools, when on the march, in
squadron caniages, and when on an expedition, on the horses.
One N.-C. Officer and six troopers can dismantle a portion of a
l'ailway in ten minutes.
The following are some of the Prussian instructions on the
subject, viz. : lst. No line to be cut without an officer's order.
2nd. Cavalry should always try to destroy lines in rear of the
enemy.
3rd. All lines between the two armies to be respected in offensive
1novements.
4th. In rntreat the Commander-in-Chief details the lines to be
preserved, and those to be dismantled or completely desf,royed.
5th. No work of :1rt, to be destroyed "~tbout special orders from
the Commander-in-Chief.

M. T. SALE, CAPT.m<, R.E.,
Secreta,y R.E. Committee.

PAPER XIII.
EXTRACTS FROM PROCEEDINGR

INDIAN PONTOON COMMITTEE.
Conrnw1ii,.alt!d by the Secl'rfal'y, Royal Engineer Comniittee.

PnoCEEDINGS of a Committee assembled at tl1e Arm,· Head Quarters,
Camp Delhi, on the 18th January, ]876, in accordance with G.O.
No. 100, of the 10th Janu,u·y, 1876, by the Right Honorable the
Commander-in-Chjef, to report on the description of Pontoon and
Trestle Equipment best suited for India.
The Committee assembled pursuant to orders, and proceeded to
consider the subject upon which they were ordered to report.
2. The Secretary informed the Committee that portions of the
following equipments were in charge of the Corps of Bengal Sappers
and l\Iiners.
1.-Pasley's old pattern equipment.
2.-Pasley's new pattern equipment.
3.-Blanchard's infantry equipment.
4.-A light equipment designed for service in Abyssinia..
5.-rl'he Austrian (Birago) equipment.
G.-An equipment lately made <1t Roorkee on the basis of that
l'eceutly adopted at home, and conr--jsting of both pontoons and trestles.

7.-A light equipment for mule transport. Of these Nos. 2, 6,
and 7, were reported to be in camp at Delhi, and the
remainder at Roorkee.
Nnf1'.--]1or brevity's sake these various equipmeut~ wilJ be designated in this report by the numbers attached to them above.
3, The Committee were nlso informed that in Eng-land No. 1

I
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wa.s tried about 25 or 30 years ago in competition with Blanchard's
heavy eqt1ipment, and that the latter was finally adopted for home
servi('e after an exhaustive Reries of experiments, au<l continued
in the 8€r\·ice until the year 1871, wheu it was replaced by an
equipment determined upon report by the Standing R.E. Committee at Chatham, which ha.J speut several years and much
labour in t,he iovestigations aLJcl experiment~ connected with the
subject. rrhis last equipment is now the service one in England,
and is un<lerstuod to be considered very satisfactory.
4. In India No. 1 equipment was adopted 30 years ago, and
bcinO' found cleficic>nt in £1.ontntion, and Rome other points, was
modT.fied, it is believed by Sir C. Pasley hirui:;elf, into No. 2, which
is now the service pontoon equipment iu this part of the <>ountry.
5. The government having come to the conclusion that this
equipment was not satisfactory, and that it might be improved
upon, appointed a Commit.tee in l 864, of which Lieut.-Colonel ( now
Jlfajor-General) A. 'ray\or, C.B., R.E., was President, to report upon
the matter. No action was, however, taken on the report of this
Committee.
6. In 1866 a quantity nf Austrian equipment was made up and
tried at Roorkee, but was not adopted into the service. ~lore
1·ecently goveruruent sn,nctioued the construction of No. 6 equipment
as an experiment, and this has been under trial more or less for two
year.-;. It is now in charge of one of the pontoon compauies of the
Sappers and Mi1,ers.
7. rrhe lighter equipments have been constructed or received
from Eugland n,t various times, No. 7 Laving been only just cam.
pleted, and not yet tried.
8. The Committee were of opinion that the reports of the proceedings of the R.E. Committee at Chatham, and of General Taylur's
Committee of 1804, slionld be laid before them for their guidance;
being satistie<l. that the best ,vay of solving the questions entrusted
to them within the time available for their consideration, is to adapt
the borne equipment as far as possible, to such special local con.
ditions a:.i rnay intel'fere with its adoption pure and simple, in this
country. The Committee decided that t-heir immediate object
should be to test auJ compare the val'ions eqnipu1ents actoally avail.
able under all vossible conditions.
9. Tile Committee proceec.lecl to the Sa.ppf'rs' and :Miners' Park,
where they lnspecte<l Nos. 2 a.ud 6 equipmeuts which they found
there, uoting seve1-al points !or future trial au<l discussion.
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10. The Committee nssemblecl on the 20th January 1876 at the
Sn,ppers' and Miners' Park (present the same membe;·s as before),
and marched portiorn:~of No. t and No. 6 equipments across country
to a point on the Jumna, which had been selected for bridging operations. In moving across country they observed a diffel'ence between
the two equipments as regards mobility, which was in favour of
No. G.

"

"
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*

"

"

*

*
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*

*

*

25. The Committee havjng made a number of experiments to
ascertain the buoyancy of No. 0 equipment., were of opinion tlrn..t
these results were nut sufficiently decisive to warrant tht! adoption
of definite conclusion~, but that the following points appeared to
hrwe been established : 1.-That the flotation of the two descriptions of pontoons tried
was insufficient.
2 -That the general arrangPrnent of No. 6 equipment appeared
to afford a bas-is for foturc experiment, buttlrn.t further inYeRtigation, particularly into the question of transport, is
required.
3.-Tlie Committee were of opinion that bu1lock dra.ught is entirely unsuita.Lle to the requirements of a. pontoon train
in India in the present day.
4.-The Committee after perusing a copy of the proceedings of
General Taylor's Committee (produced by C11ptain Blood
fro1n his office records), expressed uo opinion as to the
necessity, or otherwise, uf pontoons being decked in; they
wished first to consider the report of the proceedings of the
R.E . Committee at Chatham, who recommended the partially decked pontoon uow in the service at home, and tu
experiment further on tbe point.
2:). A bridge was formed over the Jheel Drain 011 the 26th
January, 1870, with No. 2 equipment, the work raking 58 minutes.
A dctnchment of Sappers, Lu fours, was marchoJ on to the bridge,
and there halted, and closed np. The Committee obsorred the
heading up of tbe water at the stems of the pontoons, with a view
to compru:iug it with the result of a, similar expe!'iment to be tr ied
with No. U equipment.
30 Another bri<l.ae was then formed in exactly the same place
wi.th ·No. 6 equipme;t, the work takiug 15 minutes. A crowd of
mru, nR hcfore, was plner-d on thf" bridge alRo, antl the he:icling up
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noted; no very obvious difference between the amount of heading
up of water was, howe\er, apparent in the two cases; the current,
"~hi 1·h was eonsidered to be about 3½ miles per hour not being
suffiuicnt to produce tbls effect in any very marked degree. The
waut of more flotation in No. 6 equipment was again apparent, the
pontoons being immersed almost level with their decks.
31. The chief value of the experiment was that it showed what
a difference existed in the rates at which bridges could be formed
with th€l two equipments under circumstances as nearly as possible
alike. The bridges were 60 feet long, and were formed at the rates
given below : No. 2, 10·34 feet, in 10 minutes.
No. 6, 40 feet, in 10 minutes.

*
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33. It having been found (ante para. 25 ), that the flotation of
No. 6 equipment was insufficient, it was decided to have a portion
of that equipment awanged with pontoons at reduced intervals;
and also to try whether, with such reduced :intervals, a whole bay
could be carried on a single carriag-c. Accordingly orders were
given to reduce the intervals of 16 bays from 15 feet to 12 feet, to
send the bi·idge thus arranged for trial to Hurdwar, and to prepare
a carriage for a whole bay thereof.
34. The Committee then proceeded to try experiments in ferrying men in the pontoons of No. 6 equipment across the Ganges
Canal at Roorkee. It was found that. 15 unarmed natives besides a
crew of four (two oars, one steersman, one bowman), could with
ease and rapidjty be ferried across the Canal, which was running
about three miles per hour at the time.
35 . It was decided to repeat this experiment the following
morning with armed British soldiers, and to ascertain whether they
could use their arms conveniently in the pontoons if required.
36. The Committee we,·e fully impressed with the absolute
necessity of providing some arrangement for ferrying troops across
a ri,.er before or during the formation of a bridge, and they con~
sidered that the pontoons under trial met this requirement in a very
satisfactory way; but they were of opinion that if these pontoons
could be provided with some arrangement for closing them when
required, their safety in bridge would be much increased thereby.
Orders were accordingly given to have one pontoon fitted with light
hatches for trial.

"
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45. On the 21st of February, 1876, a bridge was formed over a
branch of the Ganges, at Hurd way, consisting of fourteen pontoons
and one tl'estlo, the anchorage being arranged by means of a wire
rope passed across the river partly in and partly out of the water
-about one-third of its length being under water.
46. A gun carriage made up to the weight ofa 12-pounder Armstrong, without limber, was drawn over the bridge by hand. It was
observed that the bridge would have canied a greater weight than
this, probably to the extent of canying a 16-pounder, 111:.L.R. under
the same conditions.
57. Forty men were placed on two bays of the b,~dge, and it was
considered that the intermediate pontoon was immersed as deep1y as
was considered safe; a wave raised by the force of the current ( afterwards ascertained to be upwards of six miles per hour), washed
occasionally over the decks of the pontoons. With the temporary
hatch proposed by the Committee (ante para. 3G), probably a greater
load would have been admissible.
48. The same two bays were afterwards loaded with chesses
until the centre pontoon was immersed to about the same extent as
in the experiment with the men ; the load on this pontoon was
found to be 3285 lbs.
49. The Committee assembled, present the same members as on
the last day, and proceeded to discuss tbe results of the experiments with a view to settling certain points as data for calculations.
50. The following poiuts were agreed to:a .As regards the maximum weight to be placed on the carriages
of the equipment, the Committee found that the wagons of
No. 6 equipment, weighing complete under 33 cwt., were
not moved over deep sand and rough country without
some difficulty with the e~jsting transport, commissariat
bullocks. They considered that these conditions were
likely to occur on service, and should be provided for.
Hence they arrived at the conclusion that the weight of
pontoon carriages for Indian service should never exceed
35 cwt., as a maximum, and accordingly laid that d°'m
as a limit; making no exception on account of horses,
since the object 0£ providing horses instead of bullocks
would be to secure greater speed, which would entail
carrying tbe men in the pontoon wagons, and so increasing
their loads probably to the extent of about 5 cwt. each.
For a two-wheeled cart carrying any part of the bridge
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equipment it wa::; laid clown that 20 cwt., 8hould ho the
maximum weight.
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A width of road way of 9 feet clear having been appi·ovcd hy
high authority for home service, the Committee decided
upon that dimension as a minimum.
c The chesses forming the roadway should be l¾ inches thick
as a minimum, for the beRt teak wood.
d The maximum length of a single piece of a ponto0n was
assumed at 21 ft. 7 ins. (tbe length adopted for home
service), as a basis for calculation.
e The greatest number of men that can be made available to
work this length has been fonncl to be 16; and consequently
the weight of a single pontoon piece should not exceed
1000 lbs., or about 63 lbs. per man. Clarkson's material
should be tried in this country, although the Committee
felt very doubtful of its success in the Indian climate.
f Pending the trial of Clarkson's material for the covering of
the pontoons, tbe choice appeared to be between copper
and sheet iron, both 0£ which have been tried in this
Presidency. The opinion cf the Committee was decidedly
in favor of copper.
50. After tbe discussion, which Jed to the results detailed above,
the Committee proceeded to the bank of the Ganges, "'here a bridge
was formed at the same place as before with thirteen pontoons and
two bay trestles, one on each bank.
51. A column of fours of unarmed natives, which covered all the
floating portion of the bridge, was marched across in quick and
double time. No sway whatever was pel'ceptible in the bridge.
52. A raft was afterwards fc.rmed with two pontoons and moved
across the stream by mea.ns of ropes worked from the bridge. No
difficulty whatever was experienced in moving this raft about with
a 12-pouuder gun (without limber) upon it, and it was considered
that with a raft of three pontoons instead of two, and suitable
arrangements as to ropes, no difficulty should be e-speriencecl in
moving a 40-pounder Armstrong over the river in the same way.
53. It was thought unsafe to attempt to row a raft in the
rapid cw-rent for fear of its being carried away against the canal
bridge below.
54. A pontoon was dismounted from a wagon and launched, and
n. crew of two rowers, one steersman, and a bowman, together with
.tifteen unarmed Sepoys as passcngc1·s, were placed on board iu 0110
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The pontoon was afterwards l'owed across the stream,
minute.
sixty-four yards wide, with a maximnm cunent of 6·2 miles an
hour, and the men disembarked, all in 2 minutes 11 seconds, or
in 3 minutes 11 seconds from tbe commencement of tbe uuloading
of the pontoon.
55. During these operations the rate of the cur<'ent just below
the bridge was determined, aucl was found to be 6·2 miles per hour,
in one portion of the st1·eam.
56. The formation of the bridge (68 yards long) took 45 ruinutes
on these occasjons ; not including the placing of the wire rope to
which the cables were Recured. This operation took four hours, and
was rendered necessary, as anchors could not be used owing to tbe
great rnlocity of the strearn and unfavourable nature of the bottom.
57. The Committee were much impressed with the great handiness and utilit,y of the pontoons when used separately as boats
in conveying ropes ac1·oss the stream, and. in other work conuected with placing the wire cable alluded to above. This operation
·,voulcl have been much more difficult with pontoons which could
only be used in rafts; unless, of couTse, special boats were carried
with them as part of the equipment.
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68. The Commitree assembled on the 2nd March, 1876.
69. They found on inspecting tables which bad been prepared for
them, that it was impossible to carry a complete bay of No. 6 equipment on a single wagon, even at 12-feet intervals, within the liwit
of weight laid down; and they accordingly decided that the 12-feet
interval should be rejected, as it was open to many objectious, and
that no interval less than 15 feet should be recommended.
70. 'l'he Committee then proceeded to lay down the conditions
which they considered should govern the design of a pontoon equipment for Indian Service, in cont-inuation of the proceedings of the
22nd February, 1876. The following points were agreed to after
prolonged discusHion : a. The duty of a bridge train in India is two-fold. In the
first place it should supply the wants of an army advancing rapidly in any country in which it might operate;
taking ordinary 4onditions as to size of rivers, rapidity
of currents, and weight 0£ passing loads; and secoD~ly
it should be capable of furnishing a bi-idge of very high
power for rivers of great width and .rapidity, and_ for
very heavy lmids. These classes of duties may be ent1tled

those of the "Advance" and " Heavy" bridges respectively.
b. The conditions of safety for these bridges should be as
follows:Advance Bridge.
With infantry, in fours, crowded at a check ( 560 lbs. per foot
run of roadway) there should be a margin of one foot
from the water to the lowest point at which it could
enter the pontoon. With tbe 16-pounder M.L.R the
same.
vVith a crowd at the rate of 84 lbs. to the superficial foot of
roadway, there should be a margin of 6 inches from the
water to the nearest point at which it could enter the
pontoon.
Heauy Bridye.
With a load at the rate of 100 lbs. per superficial foot of
roadway there should be a margin of one foot from the
water to the lowest noiut at which it could enter the
pontoon. The same· with siege artillery. With the
maximum possible load of (say) 133 lbs. per superficial
foot of roadway, a margin as above of 6 incbes.
71. The Committee considered that it would often be advantageous to provide a double roadway with the heavy form of bridge,
when only light traffic was expected; and that arrangement should
be made with this object.
73. Calculations were inspected which showed that a pontoon
within the dimensions of the English one, but modified in form,
would fulfil all the conditions laid down.
74. It was resolved that these calculations should be carefully
checked, and that tables should be prepared showing the distribution of the stores, as per approved list, on carriages weighing not
more than 35 cwt. each, when loaded complete; which, supposing
the calculations correct, would give three carriages to two complete
bays of pontoon or trestle equipment, at 15 ft. intervals.
75. It was decided that ribauds, with halved ends, like those of
the home equipment, should be tried ; and that the length of chess
for a 9-feet roadway should be left an open question pending the trial
of these ribands.
76. The Committee did not approve of the English pattern of
baulk with halved ends; since such ba.ulks were not in their opiuion
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so useful as the ordinary pattern with full cod!$ for making bridges
with country boats and casual materials; a very important point for
Indian service .

.
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82. The Committee having resumed their consideration of the
bridge train ou the 3rd :March, 1876, calculations were submitted by
the Secretary, showing that a pontoon of the follmving dimensions
would fulfil all the conditions of the "Advance Bridge":21 feet
Length at top
... 5 ,,
Width { On deck .. .
4
Amidships At bottom .. .
4
Width on deck at bow
5 ,,
Width at { On deck ...
square stern At bottom
4
. . 2 ,,
.. .
D th { From deck
From top of coaming .
ep
2 ,,
2
Depth at bow

7 inches.
3
6
G
3

6
4½ ,,
3½ ,,

8½

The bow to be shaped as in the present Roorkee equipment (No. 6),
and the general construction to be the same as in that, equipment,
but the stern to be square, with a view to enabling a heavy bridge
to be formed by doubling the pontoon pieces of the advance bridge.
83. As the calculations were found to be correct, and as they
showed that the pontoon proposed met all the requirements bicl
down by the Committee, the above arrangement was approved.
84. With reference to Trestle Equipment, the Committee approved
genemlly of that which they found in use at Roorkee, and which they
were informed bad been extensive1y tried during up·wards of 4 years.
They bad, however, no opportunity of comparing this trestle practi-

cally wit!, any other.
85. 'Tables showing the scale and distribution of bridge stores
were approved, as was also a scale of miscellaneous tools and stores
for a unit of bridge train.
BG. ·with reference to transport, tbe majority of the members of
the existing Committee did not think it necessary to the efficiency of
the bridge train that the whole of it should be horsed, as recommended in the proceedings of the 2~nd January, 1876, and they
accordingly felt at liberty to propose a scale of transport co □ sisting
partly of bullocks, which was ordered to be included in their report.
At the same time the Committee wished to record a very strong
opinion that it is absolutely necessary to provide bullocks of the

I,
j
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best quality for the bridge train, and to attach them permanently
to the Corps of Sa.ppers, as is done with heavy batteries; the drivers
and otbers being placed on the same footing as to pay as in the
Artillery.
87. A scale of transport was also approved for the various telegraph equipments and was ordered to be inrluded in the report of
the Committee.
88. The Committee then adjourned, and the members then
separated to their various sta,tions. *

*

*

*

*

*
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6th March, 1877.
89 The Committee having been reconstituted assembled pursuant
to order, read over and considered the proceedings of Jast year, and
the papers connected with the subjects on which they were ordered
to report.
90. The secretary explained that after General Stewart's Committee separated, arrangements were made for the construction of
4 pontoons with superstructure, and 2 waggons on the pattern
approved by them, and that these stores were complete and
ready for trial. Re also stated that as it was felt to be desirable
that these pontoons should be actually tried before being recommended to Government, no foTmal report had yet been submitted.
91. 'l'he Committee then proceeded to a tank, where 3 pontoons
of the pattern proposed by last year's Committee were formed into
bridge singly in the "advance" form, and a load of sand-bags was
placed nn the bridge to test the flotation and the strength of the
pontoons. When a load of 7,400 lbs. each bad been placed on a
pall' of pontoons, a diagonal strut in one of them gave way, and
the pontoon wns removed for repair.
92. Orders were given that all the corresponding strnts should
be strengthened in the 4 pontoons with a view tn further trial, and
to determine their proper dimensions. These dimensions, as well
as those of all other parts of the pontoons, bad been rccluced as
far as seemed possible, with a view to lightness.
93. A gun carriage made up the weight oi the 16-pounder ~I.L.R.
was then run across the bridge several times and the effect was noted.
9,l,. It was observecl that the amount of flotation provided was
ample for this load, as when the pontoons were floating upright
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tJ 1cy were 01dy irnml'n;ecl to within 14 inches of the tops uf their
coa,mings, giving 2 inches more height t.han is required by tho
conditions laid down by General Stewart's Committee (Proceedings,
para. 70).

95. It ,,-as found, however, that the pontoons when loaded with
both the above weights were laterally unstable, and tipped ornr
until the edges of their coamings came in conta.ct with the lower
pa1·t of the roadway. This point was carefully exa.mined, the gun
caniage being 1·epeatedly run over the bridge and halted on it, ancl
the Committee agreed tba,t it formed a, fatal objection to the use of
the })Ontoons as they stood, especially in rapid currents. Arrangements were made for placing stops at the sicl<•s of the pontoons, to
come in contact with the road way and check tl1e tipping tendency,
and to try this on the following day.
96. The Committee then inspected the 2 waggons which had
been prepared, and obser-red that mving to a change which had
been made in the way of carrying the pontoon, 4 inches could be
acl,led to its -..idth at top ancl bottom, which would give additional
flotation, and thus enable the pontoon to be reduced in height, whiclt
would increase its steadiness in the water. They also agreed that ,J
inches ruight he added to the length, ma,king· it 22 ft. instead of
21 ft. 7 in., and that the extra length should be utilized in giving
a more sloping bow.
97. The Committee again saw the carrjage loarledup to the weight
of the 16-pounder l\I. L. R. ,run over the bridge as altered according to yesterday's orders, and crowded men were also marched over
it; but they were not satisfied with the working of the stops, which
they considered inefficient and likely to interfere with the format.ion
of the bridge -in some localities; especially where there happened to
he a rise from the bank to the first pontoon; and they agreed that
the instability of the pontoons must be overcome in some more satisfactory way.
(18. In order to investigate the subject thoroughly they orderccl
one of the experimental pontoons to have its central road-supporting
beam lowered 3¼ inches, and two of No. 6 pontoons to have theilbeams raised, o~e to correspond with the experimental pontoons as
originally tried, and one with that now ordered to he altered. The
objects of this experiment were:A . To find what effect was produced by the sqnare sterns of the
new poni..oous as compared with the similar ends of the No. 6 pontoo11s.
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B. To note the effect of' lowering the points of support of tbe
roadway.
99. Tbe Committee were satisfied with tbe alterations made to
the frames and found that tbe new struts which were fitted in the
room of the original ones 1 some of which bad failed, were sufficiently strong. They afterwards inspected the new pattern trestle
equipment.
100. On the 14th Marcb three pontoons were put into bridge as
follows:l.-A pontoon of No. 6 equipment with botb ends rounded, and
with its saddle raised to the same height as those of the new pontoons.
2.-Another of the same pattern with its saddle 3½ inches
lower.
3.-A new pontoon with its saddle lowered 3½ inches.
101. Owing to the bad weather these pontoons could not be
tried very fully, but enough was done on this and the next day
to lead the Committee to the conclusion that if the new pontoon
were to be lowered four or five inches, and widened as much as
possible at the same time, it would be sufficiently stsble.
102. The flotation of the new pontoons was carefully tested by
loading them with sand-bags and Sepoys weighed just before being
put on to the bridge. It was found that the new pontoon did not
give the expected margin of safety with the weight of crowded
infantry in fours by about l½ inch, which was attributed partly to
error in calculating the area of the curved part, partly to excess
of weight in the pontoon over wbat was expected, and partly to the
thorough soaking it and the superstructure bad received in the late
rain.
103. Two pontoons were coupled together into the "heavy' form
and ]>laced in bridge for trial. As a prelimina.·y to test the flotstion,
a load of Sepoys was placed on the bridge, and from this it was seen
that the flotation of the heavy form was in excess of actual requirements as laid down. It was resolved to go further into this matter
on the next day of meeting.
104. A bridge was afterwards formed across the canal with No. 6
equipment, consisting of 14 pontoons with two trestles at one end.
Carriages weighted up to the 9-pounder and lG-ponnder standards
were passed over the bridge and the effect noted.
105. The Committee made a careful inspection of the advance
and semi-permanent telegraph equipments, which we1·e worked in
thei1· presence. Tlm advance equipment is carried on wheeled
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vehicles; a.nd the semi-perm::meut equipments on elephants and other
transport animals and vehicles as may be convenient,. Scales of
stores and transport were approved and ordered to be included in
t he report.
106. In the eve.ning a pair of new pontoons were coupled into a
pier for the heavy form of bridge, and were placed in -a tank for

experiments, being formed into bridge with double baulks and
chesses, ns proposed for service. A gun carriage loaded up to the
weight of the 40-pounder B.L.R. was ruu on to the bridge, and with
this load the margin of safety was observed to be 17¼ inches near the
junction of the two pontoons forminir a pier of the bridge. This
margin was about 1-~ -inch greater at the ends of these pontoons,
which rose slightly owing to a little play being left in the couplings.
107. Afterwards, a load of men crowded together was placed on
the bridge, with a view to testing the strength of the arrangement
generally; and an alteration was ordered to be made in the mode of
fixing the central saddle. The load carried was 9,240 lbs. on the
single pier. The margin of safety was lli½ inches neal' the junction
with this load.
108. The pair of pontoons coupled into a pies of the heavy bridge
having been again placed in the tank, with a doubled roadway as
before, and the alteration ordered having been also made, a Joad of
11,230 lbs. was placed on the pier, which gave a margin of safety of
14½ inches near the junction and 16 inches at the ends. After this
trial, two diagonal struts were observed to be split at the end where
they abutted on the angular corner piece at the bottom of the pontoon, the split being due to their shape at that poino and showing
that the mode of fixing requires alteration. 'l'he Committee thought
that with this alteration the arrangement promised to be successful.
It should bowe,er lie further tried with several piers, in a current,
before being finall; adopted. The Committee derided to adjourn to
Hurdwar to observe the bridging operations there in connection
with the Hurdwar FEiir.
109. The Committee then procP.eded to Hurdwar in order to
enable the new members to observe the mode of constructing bridges
in a rapid current with No. 6 equipment, which is in charge o-f the
10th Company, B2ngal S:-1pperR and ~1:iners, and closely resem~les the
pattern proposed for adoption by the Committee; and also with the
trestle equipment approved.
llO, In one of the bridges constructed at Hurclwar in a very
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rn.pid stream, two piers of doublC'cl pontoons were placed, anrl carried
all the heavy traffic of the F.,ir there for a fortnight.

*
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*

*

*

*

The Committee then prepared, nnd on the 29{,b March, 1877,
submitted the following report : REPOR'r,

l. An army operating in a country intersected by rivers, will
usually require bridges of two kinds to be made for it; namely, those
to enable the ad-vancing columns to over1.mme obstacles as they meet,
them, and tbose of a more permanent description intended to complete the lines of communication in the rear, after the rnain body
has passed on.
2. The first, or "advance" class of bridge, must be sufficiently
portable to accompany and even sometimes overtake the advance of
the army, and to move over any ground and to any point accessible
by the tluee arms; while at the same time it muRt be so arranged
as to be "fol'med" for use as quickly as possible, and to give as high
a degree of safety as may be consistent with other requirements.
3. Tlie "heavy" class does not as U I"ule require to be so portable,
but must give much higher standards of safety, and must be ca,pable
of bearing such heavy and coutinuous traffic as is entailed by the
passage of sjege traius.
4. It is, of course, a great ach·antage if the requirements of both
these classes of bridge can be met by the stores of tbe sa.me equipmei1t,, and it is belieyecl that the only satisfactory attempt in this
direction has been made in E11gbnd, where a heavy bridge is formed
from the nch·ance one merely by strengthening the roadway, the
pontoons being considered to afford enough flotation for either form;
bnt the Committee think that this arrargement is not sufficient1y
})Owerful to meet the requirements of serri(-e in this country. They
obser,·e tl,at the English ponto011s in '' heavy" bridge are open, and
are Llepres;~ecl to within 6 inches of their coamiugs by siege artillery,
and it i:-cems certain that under such circnmstanccs they would be
swamped in the Indus at A.ttok, or in the Ganges a.tor near EuI"d~
"~a.r eV'en in eold wea,ther, while it is nl~o certain that hl'lclges might
frequently have to be madp in India nnLlcr at least as mifayoura.ble
conditiu11.s ~s those presented by the two localities named, so tLat
puntoous o-f 111 nch hig-lier power for bea\'Y b1·iclgc purposes t,han those
,.f the home L'qniprncnt, mnst he provided fol' Tndia.
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5. Another objection to the English system is, that its loaded
carriages are much too heavy fol' advance "·ork. It seems clear
that if a pontoon train is to keep up with the advance of all arms,
its carriages mnst not be greatly heavier than those of the lighter
]'ield Artillery, autl tbe Committee have aecordingly agreed upon
a ma,ximum limit fur the loads they recommend of 05 cwt. ; being
a.bout the weight of a l◄'ield Artillery guu, the weight being calcula,tetl withuut that of men carried iu each case. Now the weight of
the English pontoon carriage complete, is about :39 cwt., and would
Ue more if it were made up of stores of Indian materials. This is
too high fur service in Iudia, and intleed, there i:.:eems to be a strong
feeling at home that it is so for European service ah.:o (sec the
i::/olclie ,·' s Pocket Douk, p. 306).
G. For these reasons the Committee do not recommend the
adoption of the English pontoon system in its entiret,y for Indian
service ; but at the same time, as it comes nearer to what is wanted
tLan any other with wLich they are acqualnted and as the objections above mentioned can be got over without (in their opi11ion)
sacrificing any other material points, they haYe taken it as the basis
of the system which t,hey recommeud, and tbey now proceed to descrihe the altemtions which they think necessary to fit it for Indian
service.
7. In t he first place, it is intenclecl to adhere to the plan of constructing the heavy bridge with the stores of the ad,·ance one, but to
do this by coupling the advance pontoons in pall's, end to end, to
form piers for the h~avy bridge, as well as by strengthening the
roadway, and thus to obtain a bridge of ample strength and fiota.tion for any traffic likely to come on it. 'l'he pontoons should
further be fitted with covers, removed when the former are
1·equll'ed for use in ferl'ying, and should have one end of each made
square to facilitate their being coupled together.
8. As r eg<.trJs the dimension~ of the pontoous proposed, it has
been found that the limits of width and length h ave been reached,
and tha,t if t he heigh t goes beyond a 1.:ert,aiu point the pontoons
become unstable, and thus safety though apparently wiined is
sacrificed. .As it is also considered that some rcductio11 on the
English stantlar<ls of flotation is admissable, 011 account of th e proposed do:-.ing of the pontoons, an<l tLe better arr~ugrment for a, heavy
hridgc, the U\1mmittee (taking t he limit~ of 1eugth and widt11 referred to) Lave fixed t he height of their pontoon so that it ,.vill not
be actually lmmcr.-;cd by the gr eateRt loa.d whc-u in a<lvn.nce Lri(lge
1
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( disorganized infantry crowded), while it will be enfficiently st,ible,
nud will afford ample flotation for 01·dinary load R in advance formation, and will give the standards of safety in heavy bridge which
were laid clown by last year's Committee. The dimensions proposed

will be found in the description attached, together with the lines of
flotation under different loads. The Committee recommend that a
few pontoons of this description should be made and thoroughly
tested, and that if they afford the flotation and stability expected,
they should be adopted into the service.
9. The remainder of the bridge stores of the pontoon equipment
need not differ in any important point from those of English
patterns. A descriptive list will be found attached, with reasons
for the departure from English patterns where any such are recommended.
10. With reference to the trestle equipment, the Committee 1·ecommend the adoption of the pattern in use at Roorkee. The same
superstructure and carriages are used -indifferently with this equipment and with the pontoons, and although in its m·dinary form it
will only carry the ordinary loads provided for by the advance
bridge, it can be adapted for heavy traffic without difficulty.
ll . The last important point in which it is proposed to modify
the English system, is the arrangement of the equipment for transport. It bas been mentioned that the carriages of the English
equipment are too heavily laden for Indian ser\'ice, and the Committee have laid down a maximum weight of 35 cwt. (without men)
as the limit of a bridge train wagon complete. In accordance with
this proposal, they recommend that three carrjages should be
allowed to every pair of pontoons with their stores, instead of one
carriage per p011toon and stores, as in the home equipment. This
arrangement will entail 36 bridge carriages for a train of 120 yards
of bridge, but in those carriages almost all the accessory stores and
materials will also be conveyed. rrhe English equipment of the same
len_~th has only ;!5 bridge carriages, but as accessory stores are
carried in extra wagons, a total of 31 is required. Thus, the
increase p1·oposed is not great, while the advantage of having lighter
loads is important.

12. With r eference to the amount of bridge tmin which should
form one unit of equipment, the Committee would recommend the
adoption of the British standard of 120 yard:-; of bridge ln the absence
of n.ny appa,rent reason against it. They would, howe\""er, suggest a

departure from the home proportion of pontoon to trestle ~quipment,
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and would propose 80 yards of the former to 40 of the latter to each
unit, instead of 100 yards and 20 yards respectively, since they consider 20 yards of trestles too small a quantity of that class of bridge
to be of much use. Such "nnit should he the regular equipment of
each of the pontoon companies of Sappers and Miners, aud should
be kept as complete as possible in transport, ancl all requisites for
service. Thus, at Roorkee were there are two pontoon comparUes
of Sappers, two complete units should be kept up, both of which
should be proviclecl with bullocks of the best quality permanently
attached to the companies, as is clone w:ith heavy batteries, the
drivers and others being placed on the same footing as to pay, &c.,
as :in the Artillery.
GENERAL DEsCRIP1'ION (DATED 20'1'H APRIL,

1877,)

OF BRIDGE

EQULPMEN'l' PROl)OSED.

1. The bridge is formed of "pontoons" or "trestles," kept at 15
feet central intervals by baulks, resting on transoms in the case of
trestles, and on saddles laid on central saclclle-beams :in the pontoons.
2. In the c, advance bridge" the pontoons and trestles are used
singly; while in the "heavy bridge" the pontoons are coupled end
to end in pairs, and the trestles are cloublecl :in order to form supportinb piers of sufficient power for siege artillery, &c.
3. The number of baulks used is five for the "advance bridge"
ancl nine for the " heavy bridge:;" they support chesses, which are
kept in position by a riband on each sicle, racked down by rack
laslrings to the outer baulks, and leaving a clear road way of 0 feet
in the nru-rowest part. In cases where very heavy continuous traffic
is expected, the chesses of the heavy bridge are doubled. In all
cases the chesses are prevented from slipping laterally by chess pins,
and a slight handrail :is arranged by stretching a rope along each
side of the bridge supported by oars placed in sockets in the pontoons.
4. The bridge is usually secured by means of "nchors of the
Trotman pattern, ancl cables of 3-inch rope.
5. The equipment js carried on 4-wheelecl wagons, of whjch three
are required for every two bays of the bridge; a bay being a pontoon or trestle with all the sto1·es requi,·ed to coYer the inter~0,I
between it and the next pontoon or trestle in bridge. These
wagons a.re all exactly alike, although, of course, thei1~ loads di~er,
and when packed complete they do not exceed a maxnnum weight
of 35 cwt. They are intunclecl to be drawn by G horses or bullocks.
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6. The buoyancy of the pontoons in " advanced bridge " has
been calculated so that they shall be safe from submersion under
an extreme load of 84lbs. per superficial foot of clear roadway,
or disorganised infantry crowded together at the rate of about 55
men to 100 superficial feet,. With this load the pontoon is immersed
to within an inch ofits deck, or three iuches of its covered hatchway;
while with the 16-pounder l\I.L.R. equipment fully horsed it has
about one-quarter of its total flotation to spare ( or nine inches of
height from water to covered hatchway) ; and with infantry in
fours crowded at a check ( 560 lbs. per foot run of bridge) it bas
about 7½ inches margin from water to hatchway.
7. When two pontoons are coupled end to end in heavy bridge
with a strengthened roadway they give a margin of safety, under the
64-pounder M.R.L. with limber, of about 14 inches; and under a
load of 100 lbs. per superficial foot of roadway, of about 11½ inches;
while even under the extreme load of 133 lbs. per superficial foot of
roadway they give a margin of 7½ inches.
8. 'l'he pontoon is a boat with decked ends and partly decked
sides, where six rowlock blocks are fixed. The undecked portion
of the pontoon is 15 1 x 4' 7", and is surrounded by coamings 2 inches
high, over which covers are placed, wiib canvas flaps buttoned to
brass studs on the sides of the coamings. The principal dimensions
of the pontoon ate as follows:Length on deck
. 22 feet.
ondeck .
} 5 feet 7 inches.
:
Width amidships.
at bottom.
4 feet 10 inches.
2 feet 2 inches.
D h { from deck . . . .
2 feet 4 inches.
from top of coaming
ept
The pontoon differs from the English pattern in having one end
square, and in being somewhat longer, wider, and shallower; the
square end being given with a view to facilitating the coupling of
the pontoons in pairs to form heavy bridge. The pontoon consists
of six sets of framed ribs, connected by a kelson and side and
bottom streaks, and covered with copper sheeting. There is a cleat
at one end to secure the cable; the bottom is provided with two plug
holes to let the water out, and there are 18 handles ou tsicle by which
it is carrierl by hand and secured to the wagon for transport. There
are three tbwarls which support tLe saddle beam. The pontoons are
coupled together fm· heavy b,~clgc by means of iron tie-rods secured
to the saddle-beams. The saddle-beams arc thus thrown into corn-
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pl'essio11, and the thrust is t>tken by a moveable beam placeci ccntrally over the junction of the pontoons; the whole system becoming
a double huss, and throwing the weight vertically on the pontoous,
which are thus protected from undue strain.
9. A trestle consists of the transom, two stand~Lrds, two keys,
and two s.hoes, the sa.me superstructure being used as ,vit.11 the pontoons. The transom is a teak beam, 17 feet by 9 inches by 6½ inches,
with strengtbenecl mortices a.t the ends to admit the standards. The
standards are of teak, of three lengths, to suit various heights ;
namely, 18 feet, 13 feet, and 8 feet, and they are all 9 inches by 3
inches thick. They are pointed, and shod with iron at the lower
ends, and fit into shoes 2 feet 9 inches by 1 foot Z½ inches by 3½
inches. The keys are pieces of teak, 2 feet by 3½ inches by 2 inches,
which clamp the standards in the mortices of the transoms.
10. The saddle beam is a piece of teak, 11 feet 2 inches, by 6
inches, by 3 inches, with the top slightly rounded. It is permanently
fixed in its place in the pontoon. The saddle is a framing of teak
11 feet D inches, by 6¼ inches, by 3 inches, which fits ornr the saddle
beam, and has 5 sets of three-curved cleats to receive the ends of the
baulks. There are handles at each end which also serve as cleats
for cables and breast-lines.
11. The baulks are of teak, 15 feet 8 inches, by 6 inches, by
3¼ inches, provided at the ends with claws of ¾-inch flat iron to
prevent their slipping off their saddles. The chesses are teak planks,
11 feet by 12 inches by l¾ inches. 'rhe ribands are identical in
every respect with the baulks. The chess-pins are 7½ inches long,
of %-inch round iron, with an eye at top. They are strung- in sets
of 15 on ½-inch rope, and are inserted in ½-inch holes in the chesses
outside the ribands and baulks. The shore-transoms are beams of
teak used for the shore ends of the bridge, and are 13 feet 6 inches
long by 6¼ inches by 6 inches. They are secured to the ground by
pickets 3 feet by 2¾ inches, passing through 3-ineh vertical holes in
the transoms.

12. There are several points of diJl'erence between the superstructure described above and that of tbe home bridge. The saddlebeams of the home equipment are hollow, while those proposed for
India are solid and are better suited to the climate. 1'his reduces
the width of the beams and saddles. The baulks of the home
equipment are halved at the ends, while those proposed arc not so,
and are considered simpler and better both for special and general
purposes. The chesses of the proposed equipment are 1 foot longer
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than the home ones, giving the same clear roadway, and more overlap and play at the ends. Special ribands are used in the home
equipment, but the introduction of chess-pins in tbe proposed equipment enables baulks to be used for this purpose, and so simplifies
matters.
13.-A unit of bridge train comprises stores complete for 80
yards of pontoon and 40 yards of trestle bridge.
M. T. SALE,

CAPTAIN, R.E.
Secretary, R.E. Comnn.ittee.
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I

some 1ittle time ago, General Herbert n.sked me to give a
lecture "about forts," I had a momenta1J misgiving when I pictured to myself the feelings with which a notice of a lecture on such
a subject would be received by the majority of English officers. To
the minds of most, the term "fortress wal'fare" naturally brings up
a vision of Vauban's fir::.t system, and of those geometrical "voyages
en zigzag/' by which an enemy who did bis devoir was always
expected to approach a fortress-school exercises with which we are
all painfully familiar. To some, indeed, it must have a more real,
though hardly more agreeable signification, recalling the hardships
and privations, the muddy trenches, and the "follow the Sapper "
of twenty years ago, when we fought the Russians at Sebastopol,
and learnt in our fortress warfare there how unprepared we were for
war. But a litt]e considern,tion reconciled me to the attempt, and
led me to the belief that I should be able to put fortress warfare in
such a Hgbt before you as to show that it is by no means altogethe~
the Engineer's ,-pfrialitt:; and that, although it must, always savour
somewhat of slowness, yet it is far from being devoid of incidents
calling for the display of enterprise, dash, and readinei-:s of resource,
as well as for those still higher qualities of good soldiers-patient
courage, perfect discipline, and cheerful endurance of hardships;
and, further than this, that fortresses exercise so great an influence
on modern war, thn.t no soldier can afford to neglect so important &branch of his pro-fesRion as the study of fortress warfare.
WREN,
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eRtablishmcot. and, at the Rame time, an in trenched camp ; n.ncl Metz,
which is a clepOt and magazine, a double bridge-head on the road
between Paris and Berlin, and n.n iutrenched camp.
The importance of a place may be so great for a particular theatre
of wat·, 01· for a, whole country, that pos1,ibly the result of the campaign, or even tha.t of the whole war, may depend on its possession.
In this case it must be so prepared by fortifications that a great part,
or even tbe whole of !,h e army, may be err,ployed in its defence in
addition to its o-wn gm·rison. Of such nn.ture are the defences of
Paris, of Antwerp, or the works designed for the defence of Londonpositions prepared for the home army to cont.end with the army
t.be enemy is able to put into the field, <Lnd witb which it is to be
supposed the home army is not able to cope in unprepnred positions.
The struggle in this case is not for possession of the place so much
as for the overthrow of the opposing anny, and, therefore, it partakes
more of the character of a fortified position than of a fortified place,
although, in fact, the two must almost always, more or less, co-exist
in a large fortress. It is necessary, however, to bear in mind clearly
what is the object with which a fortres~ is constructed when either
its attack or its defence is to be undertaken. When it is merely a
pince which is fortified, however necessary it may be that the place
should be held or won, its fate will not decide the war, but is only
one of the steps towards the decision, and it may be that a decisive
oottle elsewhere will entail its fall incidentally. When, however,
tbe main army is to be dealt with in a fortified position it is the
decisive struggle of the war, and the taking or holding of the place
is a question of little importance compared with the result of the
struggle between the opposing armies.
Thus, in the Crimea, the taking of Sebastopol would have had but
little influence on the decision of the w:w had not the whole of the
available forces of Russia bee □ drawn into the stru!?;gle at that place,
and it was, probably, a most fortunate mistake for us that we did
not attempt to carry tbe place by storm when we first appeared before it. We have learnt after the event that most likely we should
have succeeded; but to bring tbe war to a conclusion, we should then
Lave been obliged to ad vu.nee into the interior of the countrv where
our difficulties would have increased as those of the R~ssians
diminished, and the result might have been verv different from that,
which occurred, more by the exhaustion o{ Russian men and
resources, by their long marches through dreary steppes to reach the
theatre of war, than by the defeats wo inflicted on them.

a
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On the other hand, the fall of Belfort would not lmve l1ad much
influence 011 the general result of the war of 1870-71, while the fall
of Paris aud the clefoat of Bourbaki's army entailed the fall of
Belfort.
Ono more word on the general subject of fortresses appears necessary. If it be granted, as is undoubtedly the case, that armies must
have Recure depOts, maga.zineR, and sources of supply, as well as
hospitals, commnnicatious, and so forth, these must be guarded
against hostile enterprisrs. The gnards so employed are abstracted
from the effective army in the field, ancl, if they are not aidecl by
fortifications, they must be Rtrong in numbers, discip1ine, and
org;1.nization. But it is most important that a mini.mum of men,
am! these the least fitted for active service, may be able effectively
to perform the duty, and this can only be obtai11ed by the use of
fortifications. Thus we come to the result that a well-coosidered
system of fortresses, in which the number of points to be guarded is
reduced to a minimum, so far from abstracting men from the field
army, swells its numbers just in t-he proportion thn.t fortifications
enable us to diminish the strength of the guards otherwise necessary
to secure the maintenance and supply of the army.
HM,ing so far clea.red our way by giving b1·iefly the arguments
from theory ancl from fact which justify the use of fortresses, and
the gener"l objects they are intended t,o fulfil, let us pass on to reTiew the different phases of fortress warfare whic-h ma.y be developed
in the course of a campaign.
For the assailant to invade the territory of the foe, it may be
neeessary to neutralise, in some wa.y, the smaller or larger fortresser-:,
which may bar his roads and interfere with the maintenance of his
communications; be may have to meet and fight the enemy either in
fortified positions or snpported by fol'tresses, and, supposing- the
active army to be defeated, lie may ha.ve to r~duce all the strong
points in the country which contain material of 1\·n.r, which cover
beaten troops and allow them time to re.organise and 1·ally, or
which form a nucleus for the raising, training, and equipping o-f
fresh armies, while his own fortresses secure his communica.tions
anJ sources of supply from a countei·hlow of the euemy, anc.l, in case
of failure, co,er his retrea.t, and fa,om· his re-organisation.
For the clefen<ler, fo1·tresF1es ga.in time at the beginning of the war
by delaying the progress of the enernJ:'s mnrch, they dimiuish the
invader's n.cti\""e forces as he advances rnto the country, because he
mu)-;t, lPrLYP t.roops lwhind t.o guard hiR communicat,ions ngn.im;t
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sorties from the fo1·tresses lie hns not taken; they lend 1tH the aid
that cn.n be derived from the combinations of art to h elp the weaker
army in the decisive struggle, and -in the manoouvres whlch may precede it. Supposing t he defender's active nrmy lo be defea•,ed, it
may be preserved from deslruction by the refuge nfforded by an intrenched camp, and holding there to wn.tch it a. superior force of the
enemy, time is gained for further combinations, or an honourable
peace mfl.y be hoped for should the assailant not be prepared for U,e
prolonged and ai·duous efforts necesF-ary to l'educe the defender's
fortresses. Should, however, the war be carried on "£1 oulrance " as was the war of 1870-71-it becomes h enceforward almost entirely
a war about fortresses.
What, then, arc the different ways in which a fortress may be
dealt witb?
l. It may be masked ·; i.e., a sufficient force may be left to
watch a, fort.ress which is so near the lines of commuuication of a.n
army as to endanger it by sorties, but not nea.r enough to bar the
way by its fire.
'rl1is duty may be performed by a, force little, if at all, superior to
tha.t of the garrison in infantTy, but it must be Rnpcrior in cavalry
and field artillery.

;I
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Tbe general plan would be somewhat as follows : The infantry, with their artillery, take up a position between t.he
fortress and the line to be covered, c1osing all the direct roads to the
latter. Their outposts push on to within about a mile of the for.
tre~s, and watch all its issues on their side. The cavalry take up
the line of outposts on tbe far side, and the wa.in body of tbe carnlry
is so p osted that any attempt on the part of the ca,nlry in tbe fortress
to sally out, and by making a. wide circuit t o get, a.t, a11cl <letstroy or
injure any part of the line of communications, may be met and frustrated by a s11pel'ior force of cavalry. At night the chain of sentries
and "edettes is closed in as near to the fortress as possible. The
ca\""alry, although urnth1e to resist any sortie from the far side of the
fortress, yet give timely notice of its being ma.de, and of the direction
in which the troops are moving. Bitsch and Toal were both masked
<luring part of the war of 1870-71, and, at t,h e former place, many
encounters between the garrison and the force left to watch them
took place from time to time, in which neither side had a marked
advantage. At rroul, only one Landwehr regiment was left for some
days to mask the garrisoo, who, however, supposed they were in the
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presence of a mucl1 la.rger force, and made no attempt to n,ttack them,
Ol' to Rtrikc nt the German line of comrunuications.
The mere masking of a fortress, although it may µrevent its garrison from sallying out to injure the communications of the other
side, does not tend towards gainiug possession of tbe place. Sorties
for the purpose of foraging can be made with comparative impunity
on the side which is only watched by cavalry, and relieving troops may
also euter on this side, so that there is no probability of the garrison
being starved out, nor is any pressure put upon. them.
2. Should it be considere,l necessary to get possession of tbe fortress, one of the following methods must be resorted to :-bombardment Ly field artillery, surprise, Storm, investment, bombardment by
siege artillery, or regular siege . The first of these-bombardment by
field artillery-ought not to succeed if the fortress is properly provided with bomb-proof accommodation, and if it does not enclose a
large: civil population. Even, in the latter case, if the Commandant
be firm, and the place be tulerab]y large, the amount of injury inflicted by field artillery is so much less than might be expected, that
no result ought to be obtained. A few fires ·w ill be started, which,
with proper precautions, may generally be extiuguished if energetically
taken iu hand at once, and there will be a certain proportion of casualties ; but the experience of Lhe late war goes to prove that the effect of
field artillery is not so great as to prodL1ce an im,mecliate result, anJ
the supply of ammunition carried into the field is not sufficient to
permit of the hombarclruent being continued so long as to produce
that state of nervous horror which will demorn,lize the garrison and
force a capitulation. If, however, the Commandant Le incompetent,
the troops inferior, and the civil population un-pa.triotic, such a
course may succeed. As an t:.-xample of a ~uccessful bombardment
by field artillery, the case of J\Iarsal, in 1871, may be cited. Marsa.1
;s a small fortress on the Seille, at the junction of tbe roads leadiug
to Nancy from Strasbourg and Phalzbnrg. Seven field batteries,
escorted by cavalry, were sent for\vard to reduce the place. The
guns were placed on ri:sing ground commanding t.he fortress, and it
was summoned to surrender, but refused. Twenty-one rounds were
then fired 1 when the white flag was hoii;ted. The garrison, however,
wa:s only a few hundred men, and there was no heart in the defence.
Another example of a suecessful bombardment by .fit!ld arti11ery
occurred at Lite:henberg, a small hill fort in the Vosges. It was
attacked on the 9th of August by 2 battalions, !-squadron, 3 batteries, aw.l a detachment of engineers. The infantry got cover close
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to the place in t,be village on tl1e west, n.nd in a wood on the east,
tlic cavrLlry kept up communication between t,hc two battalions, a.nd
the guns opened fire from tbe hills on the west. 'l'he engineers,
under cover of the artillery and infantry fire, got into the covered
wn.y, blmY open a ga.te in the pnlisades, and examlnecl the ditch,
which they found too deep for escalade. The fire of the artillery
produced so little effect, that after some hours the attempt was given
up, and the troops were ordered to retire, leaving only a battalion.
and the cavalry to " :atcb and mask the place. Just at this time, a
large building burst into flames-the result of the previous artillery
fire-and one buttery was ordered back at 7 p.m. to opeu fire again.
Upon this the Commandant immediately capitnhtted. He was,
howe,er, a very young officer, a second lieutenant, and bis garriRon
were chiefly fugitives from WOrth, so that the inference must not
be drawn from tbe historical fact that such a mode of proceeding
ou,yht to produce such an effect; but that under similarly unfavourable circumstancea for the defence it may possibly succeed, and,
therefore, may be "'"orth trying.
Very different was the result ln many other c::iscs, notably at Toul
ancl Phalzburg, The former was bombarded first by two field battcrie::-, w11ile Rix battalions of infantry made a demonstration of attack.
'rhe -infantry were soon forced to retire with loi,;;s, and the guus only
succeeded in producing one 8rnall fire, which was easily rxti □ guished.
A week later, 12 field batteries bombarded. a.gain without any result.
After this, repeated bombardments by field artillery, in greater or
less force, were endured by the ganison, who, so far from giving in,
made repeated sorties, and did mnch harm to the Germans by the
fire from their hen.vy gnns and mortars. At length after six weeks'
i1westrncnt, the Germans placed 26 siege gu□ s in battery, and bombarded with them for a whvle dn.y, when tl1e French gn;,e in, having
fired a.way all their a1nrnunition. It is to be specially noted tha.t
rroul had lrnrdly ,1ny bomhproot's, and that the garrison were mainly
composed of :Mobiles; but the Commandant was a. good soldier, and
infn8ed his spil'it into thoi:.e under him. At Phalzburg, a bombardment by GO field guns, which fired in all 1,800 rounds into the place,
produced no effect,. Here the1·e were bombproofs and traverses for
the ga,rrison 1 as well ns n. firm Cummn.ndant, but there wa8 also a. consldera,ble ci't'il populn.ti~1n, who bore with ru uch heroism the sufferings
and losses of this fi1·st great bombardment, and of ~e,eral minor
bombardments clm·iug some of the nights of the inYestment, which
lasted four mouths, unt.il wn.nt o-f food compelled the garrison to
FmrrC'nder tho place.

The Germans did not generally use field guns for bombarding at
extreme ranges, they prefened getting within a mile of the place,
in order that the result of the firine- miaht be carefully observed
and accurate fire concentrated on any building seen to be in flames:
so as to prevent its being extinguished. But should circumstances
of ground, &c., make it desirable, the range might be increased to
t-.vo, or even three miles. As regards projectiles there was a difference of opinion. Some German artillery officers expressed a stroug
opinion in fa,·or of incendiary shells, others considered the common
shell sufficient.
Surprise is only likely to succeed when the garrison ·is known to
b~ careless, and when some means of access into the place is known
to exist, or some weak point in the fortifications where an esca1ade
may succeed. The stories of our exploits in the Peninsula are so
well known that I will not refer to them, although the Duke of
Wellington more than once resorted to this mode of attack. The
Germans were not very enterprising in this way during 1870-71,
but they did make one unsuccessful attempt at Thionville, which
they afterwards reduced by bombardment with siege artillery. The
ground on which the attempt was made was information obtained
from a reserve cavalry soldier who had been a resident in Thionville,
and at the outbreak of the war was employed on the defences of
the place. He found means to escape, and to return to Germany
and join his regiment in time to take part in the earlier battles;
but while at Thionville he bad noticed that there was a ford through
an inundation, which was the principal defence at one point in the
enrl!inte. The plan was to assemble a sufficient force at hand during
the night to endeavour to obtain possession of the place by effecting
an entrance by the ford. It might have succeeded bad not the
:h-foselle risen, and made the ford impassable; but the enterprise was
discovered by the French before it was put into execution, and probab]y success could only have been obtained by a great sacrifice of
life. In this case the force employee! consisted of all arms, and
doubtless this was right, for, although the real conflict inside the
place must have been carried out by the infantry, aided by a few
engineers to act as guides aucl to overcome obstacles, and a £e_w
artillery to spike captured guns or tm·n them on the enemy, yet, m
case of a £allure and retreat, or of there being a force camped outside
the fortress, the cavalry and artillery would have had their parts to
.
play.
I would only farther allude to the absolute necoss1ty of a well
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considered plan being arranged beforehand, ,ind the exact duties of
each body of troops concerned being clearly defined ancl made known
to them in all such attacks. It was from the want of such preal'l'angement that we failed to reap the fruits of our successful
entrance by surprise into Bel'gem-op-Zoom, the different coJnmns of
attack, baying uo orders what to do when they got inside the place,
turned in opposite directions, and, becoming thus separated and
confused, were beaten iu detail and d1~ve11 out by the French
garrison.

The attack by storm may be preceded by bombardment, or may
partake of the nature of a surprise ; but its essential features are a
forcible entry by either destroying or surmounting tbc obstacles,
i.e, battering dmvn with artillery, or blowing in the gates, or
esctilading the walls, while the artillery and infantry keep down as
far as possible the fire of the ganison. .A. well constru~ted permanent fortification should be secure against open attack by storm, or
It is only
"stt1,rrn.Jrei " as the Germans concisely term it.
imperfectly constructed fortifications badly defended that can be
reduced by such means, particularly w heu the attack is a surprise.
Should such an attempt be determined upon as necessary, owing
to the importance of the place, and the insufficiency of means aud
tiwe for other and surer methods of attack, it is all important, as
above observed, to have a good plan, and to let all concerned know
exactly what they have to do.
Previous experimental practice in any special method of overcoming obstacles, such as escalading, or t,hrmving flying bridges over
ditches, will be of great aclvantagc. Probably we have all heard of
the French "Malakoff drill "-the previous practice which enabled
them by means of flying bridges to swarm into the works so rapidly,
and which was the key to their success. Further, either by plans of
the works, by information obtained from spies or deserters, or by actual
observa.tion, the nature and dimensions of the obstacles to be overcome should he as thoroughly as possible ascermined before the
storm is undertaken. In the attack on Belfort the Germans attempted to take by storm the detached works on Jes Perches. They
had obmined French plans of the fortress, which showed these only
as field works, and relying on this information they advanced to the
attack without any means of crosslng ditches-arrived at the
counterscarp they found that the ditches were cut out of the white
limestone rock of which these hills are formed. and although a
number of mcu jumped in they were una,blc to get out again, and
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were made pri8oncrs by the French. One other condition, a.nd a
most essential one in all such undertakings, is the employment of a
sufficient number of good troops. The Germans put it down as at
least 2½ to 3 times the garrison. Our failure at the Redan, 011 the
28th of September, 1855, is one of the many warnings against this
miserable ha1tiug policy, as Sir John Burgoyne forcibly terms it,
which fears to employ the means essential to victory, lest good
troops should be sacrificed in a possible failure, and thus ensues
failure, loss, and disgrace.
Blockade or investment is a slow but sure way of reducing a
fortress, and the more mouths it contains the surer and quicker the
process. It is also a necessary preliminary to a regular siege, and
it may be combined with a bombardment by field or siege artillery.
A force detailed for the investment of a fortress sends on in front
by forced marches the cavalry and borse artillery, with whatever
engineering means are organised for rapid movements to make the
preliminary investment. 1'founted riflemen would also be valuable
for this service. Infantry transported in country wagons were sometimes employed by the Germans. The object of this preliminary
investment is to drive in the cavalry outposts of the enemy, to cut
their connection with neighbom-ing fortresses, or the seat of goYernment by telegra}Jh, rail, road, or water, to prevent supplies being
taken into the plape, and lo prevent the destruction of bridges, &c.,
which favour the march of the investing corps. It is possible, of
course, for the garrison to break this weak in vestment by infantry

sorties, but, however active they may be, the cavalry investment is
a serious evil to the garrison, and a valuable preliminary to the
One of its great uses is that by means of it a
regular· investment.
preliminary reconnaissance is maUe, existing maps are verified,
advantageous camping gl'ounds selected, and such a general knowledge is obtained of the environs, and of the state of the fortress and
of the garriimn, as will eaable the general uf the investing arm,Y to
decide approximately on the positions to bo occupied by the different
corps in the investment, and to order their marches accordingly.
There was a case in the last war in which this preliminary
in,estment was maintaiued for a considerable time. After tbe
failure of the attemptecl coup de uwiti on Thiooville, and while the
strength of the Ger1mtn armies was mainly devoted to dealing with
the French armies at :Metz, Sedan, and Pai·is, a regiment of
1a.ncers with a smaJl detachment of engineers was left to invest
Thionvillc. A four-horse coach was used to movu the cuginecn,
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rnpidly from place to place to barricade roads, fortify buildings, &c.,
the circumference of the circle watched by the cavalry. At night
the posts were pushed in close to the place, at daylight they withdrew
beyond cannon l'ange, and by ceaseless activity and remarkable
boldness and skill these 600 lancers, 1·einforced by 300 hussars for
part of the time, and always aided by their coach-load of sappers, so
imposed on the ganison, which consisted of 2000 regulars and 3000
Mobiles, with some cavalry and field artillery, that they held them
inside their works for six weeks until the arrival of the investing
corps.
I do not think a bolder feat, or one of which the German cavalry
have more:reason to be proud, was performed by that excellent branch
of their army during the war, and I mention it to show how, even in
fortress warfare, cavalry may often find full scope for their action ;
but I would take this opportunity of saying, that this is only one of
the many cases in which a combination of a certain amount of field
engineering, with ordinary cavalry duties is now called for.
In order that cavah:y may be able properly to perform such duties
one of two solutions must probably be adopted. Either cavah·y
officers and soldiers must be trained in field engineering, and must
carry on their horses the nece8sary tools and appliances, or else they
must ha.ve associated with them, when ordered on duties requiring
engineering means and knowledge, a proportion of horse engineersas they have already horse artillery-of such a body the Thionville
sapper four.in-hand may be taken as the embryo or type; wbile the
cavalry engineers in full bloom are to be found as yet only iu the
Austrian service, where, under the energetic direction of a genius
and enthusiast in bis profession, the system appears to have attained
to great perfection, and to work well.
Whichever plan may he adopted in our service, I only hope that
it may be thorough-no playing at engineering will meet the case.
That our cavalry officers and soldiers have the ability to perform
such work, no one can doubt for a moment, and if they take it up
con a-mo,·e, and if their training and equipment for such field
engineering work as they may be called on to perform, be as perfect
and as much a matter for the annual inspection by the GE"neral, as
their training and equipment for ordinary cavahy duties now are,
one can foresee a new and most interestinO' future for this arm· but
if on the other hand, it be looked on as a 0 sp,Jcialih: in the bands o
a. few initiated officers and men, and in which Commanding 0:fficcrl
take no intelligent interest, one may safely venture to predict th
011
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it must inevitably prove a failure. Naturally being- an engineer
myself, my feeling is rn.ther in fo,vor of giving mobility to engineers,
than of training and equiping cavall'J to perform their duties. But I
see, nevertheless, some advantages, particnlarly as regards unity of
command, in the latter system, if it can be as thoroughly carried
out as in the Austrian service, without impairing the efficiency of
the cav<tlry for cavaJry work.
But we must pass on to speak of more regular investment::;, which
formed one of the most distinctive aucl most remarkable features of
the War of 1870-71. Shortly before the outbreak of that War, a
writer of note, whoso work on the "Defence of States," is still
a standard book, and whose genius has devised, and whose energy
has mainly earriecl out, the modern system of the defence of Belgium
-General Brialmont-devoted a chapter to prove that it was absolutely impossible to invest a great intrenchecl camp, and be cited
Paris as an example of the value of such a fortress, impossible to
invest, supremely difficult to reduce. I do not suppose that any
one in Europe would ba,e challenged the correctness of his conclusions before the stupendous events of 1870, except, indeed, those
astute strategians at Berlin, who had evidently been able to realize
beforehand, not only the possibility, hut the comparative facility
of such operations. .Ancl the flaws in General Brialmont's arguments are now evident enough. He based his conclusions, first, on
the supposed impossibility of feeding, housing, and maintaining the
enormous armies reqnired for the purpose, at so great a distance from
their own base, and for so long a time as would be necessary ;
secondly, on the supposed aclvantage the invested army possesses,
owing to its interior position, secured from the concentric attack of
the surrounding enemy by its forts, while it is able to issue in force
at any point of the ci1·cle, and to attack suddenly and unexpectedly
with greatly superior forces, thus having always the power of t.l,c
initiative, and of being the stronger at the point attacked, the ac.
knowledgecl main elements of success in war.
The question of supply was solved by the Germans, by the skilful
use of railways, and of their Etappen system, of which I will say no
more, a~ Lieut.-Col. Home discusses this subject.
But the question of exterior venws interi01·position is so interesting
and important that I must devote a few minutes to it.
The universally <tcccpted laws of strategy teach ns, that when
opposing armies in several distinct fractions are manrouvring at a
conbiderablc distanco apart from one another, that army w ho::;c
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fractions can most readily combine to attack one of the isolateu
fractions of the other, has the immense advantage always claimed
for interior compared with exterior lines or positions. When, however, the armies aTe so near that the whole of one army is menaced
or attacked by the fractions of the other army, within supporting
distance of one another, the concentric attack of the armies on
exterior lines, probably succeeds. The moment we pass from the
realm of strategy to that of tactics, the advantages formerly appertaining to the interior or central position, have passed over to the
other side. Should the army in the interior position, however, be
supported by the fortifications of an inlrencbed camp, the question
is considerably altered, for, in the first place, the concentric attack
of the exterior armies, even if very superior, cannot strike home,
being arrested by the fortifications ; and if there be a near approach
to equality behween the opposing armies, that which is in the interior
position, not only is unattackable by the other, but under certain
circumstances it has a great opportunity of inflicting a crushing
defeat on the army outside, because the forts protect its rear, or its
flank in offensive movements, and its interior position, and presumed
good and short communications enable it to manceuvre so much more
rapidly than the army outside, as to be always stronger than the force
opposed to it, whenever it strikes outwards .
.A.11 this is still true as it was in former clays, but the great power
of long resistance to attack in front by greatly superior forces, conferred by improvements iu fire arms, here comes fully into play.
The investing army presents an unbroken front with no flanks to
be turned, and wherever the invested force attacks, it must always
itself be outflanked, and be under t,h e necessity of making a frontal
attack. The question then arises bow many men can be employed
with advantage, per mile of front, in a pw·ely defensive action. Whatever this number may be, if the investing force can only dispose of
so many troops all round the circle, with reserves in convenient
positions lo be brought up lo reinforce any part of the line which
may be hardly pressed, the task of the army inside, in any attempt
to break out, becomes extremely difficult, for, whatever numbers :it
may be able to bring to bear on any part of the circumference, no
mor~ men can be employed in t,he shooting line in front than a,re
opposed to them-in fact, not so mc.ny-as, on whate,er extent of
front the attack be made, the front of the investing defender
must extend beyond it on both flanks. In the days of shock tactic-.
columns of attack would burst through the thin line, but in thci:,e

1/!'i
days of firo tactics, tho thin line is too strong for the column. All
that the attack ca,n do is to melt away the line at the point of attack,
as it also melts away itself by the fire action on both sides, and being
able to supply the losses of its own front line withont stint, while
the investing line has only weak reserves at hand; in course of time
a gap is made, and the stream pours through. But in the first place
the time required to overcome the resistance of the investing line at
any point ls now considerable, and a well arranged investing line
consists of three concentric circles, the outpost line intended to stop
small sorties, and to delay great ones, then the main position, and
finally, rn.1lying positions in rear. The resistance offered at these
snceessive points must always cause great delay; if they have been
fortified, the time required to force them, whatever numbers may be
employed, is greatly increased, and, during all this time, reserves are
brought up from the flanks and rear. ::Moreover, should the invested
troops succeed in forcing their way through, and break out, it will
be only to find tbemseh-es in the disadvantageous position of being
,;ttacked on both flanks and in rear, without the support of fortifications, and without the possibility of taking any train of supplies with
them, until the investing force has been completely beaten and driven
away.
It is true that successful sorties in force may be of great value to
t lie defence. 1Vben they have a definite aim, such as to gain some
vantage ground, which will· greatly extend the investing lin e, for
-irn-,tance: t-be high ground comnHtnding the passages of the 1\1:osellc,
at l\Ialroy, above l\Ietz, or to destroy or gel, possession of the depots
of the investing force, for instance, the railway station at Courcelles,
which woul,l have fallen into the hands of the French, had their sortie
of the 31st August been carried out tu -its legitimate conclusion,
however imperfectly commenced; or finally, to save a portion of the
invested force from reduction by famine, and to prolong the resistance
of the remainder; as, for instance, had Bazaine broken out with two
of bis corps northwards, and gained Thio1n-ille, and thence, if neces8a1·y, the Belgian frontier, so ~ayjng part of his army, and by
diminishing the nmnher of mouths, enabling the rest to hold out
1ouger.
\Ve see then tlic present state of the question, as regflrds the value
of intrencbed camps or permanent fortified positions, to be this.
For their owners, primarily, the pl'otection of an army unable to cope
with t.he enemy in tlie field, obliging bim to invest them with a force
consilh•m,bly larger. and so neutr,tlising- this forcf' during the ])eriod
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of the investment. In a secondary way, giving the invested force a
cha~ce of obtaining, at, least, partial success, by large sorties, particularly r.t the beginning of the investment, if it be not skilfully
and carefully condncled. But on the other hand, although the long
ra,nges of rifled gnus keep the investcr at a greater distance th~n
forruerly, railways and 1·iflccl breechloading small arms enable him
to maintai11 the eno1·mous anuies required for the purpose, and to
hold the long line of investment with comparatively weak forces.
Let us r eview for a fC"w minutes the tactics of both isicles in the
war of investment. .An in,·estment can only take place when the
in\·esting fa so mnch stronger than the invested side, that the armies
of the latter cannot keep the field in the presence of the full strength
of the former, and have either been driven away from a fortress
which is defended by its proper garrison, as was the case at Belfort,
or have been forced to take ,·efnge in it, as the result of a lost battle,
as at Metz ; or it may be simply the result of the evident supe1~ority
of one side forcing the other to take refuge behind fortifications, as
would probably be the case at Antwerp, were Belgium to be invaded
by France or Germany. Tbe investment of a fortress which does
not at the same time shelter an army, and thus become a fortified
position, is evidently easier than the latter, and the tactics of attack
a.nd defence in the two cases will be somewhat different.
In the defence of a great fortress by its own garrison, it is clear
that the first endeavour should be to obtain information of the
enemy's movements, and to check his preliminary investment; in
bot,h of these duties the cavalry have their tale to perforru. '!.'he
investor, on the other band 1 with a superior force of cavalry,
forces the invested cavalry wit.bin the line ofinfaut,ry outposts which
will probably be 1000 yards in advance of t,he forts.
Should an army be sheltered by the fortress, the preliminary in.
vestment will probably be impossible, as a considerable force of all
arms would be maintained outside the girdle of forts, to prevent
any such attempt, and to barrass and obstruct the advance of the
investing army.
The mode of bringing up the troops for the investment, and of
moving them into the positions they are to occupy, requires careful
forethought, if an army is to be enclosed; as any unwise division of
the forces cluriug the process of filing into their positions, might be
taken advantage of by the army to be investe<l with disastrous
results to the investor. As iu all military operations, no exact rules
can be given, because circumsta.nces vary infinitely; bu~ the general
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idea of such an operation is that the different corps of the investing
:trmy advance in concert, on the same side of the fortress, the ad.
vanccd guards of the troops deploy, and drive in the enemy's outposts
until they come under fire of the fortress artillery, then the advanced
guards take np the best positions they can to resist a counter attack,
while the main bodies move up into their appointed positions. Each
succesRive corps in its encircling march, moves in rear of, and
covered by, a corps already in position ; thus the deployment is continned probably from both outer flanks of the roads by which the
general advance has been made, until the forces join bands on the
far siue. Probably, however, the operation will not be completed
without a, general action, in which the force to be invested may
derive the greatest assistance from its fortifications, and the wouldbe investor may find the task too hare! for him.
Supposing, however, that the circle is completed, in order that
unity of design may exist in the investing arrangements, an
engineer reconnaissance is made as early as possible, completing, it
may be, a vreYious cavalry reconnaissance, and on the information
and recommendations so obtained, the General commanding issues
the orders for the positions to be occupied b_v each corps. These
positions may vary somewhat in extent according to the character
of the terrain, and the comparative strengths of the forces inside
and outside the fortress. As before mentioned the investment is
The
arran~ed in two or three, or even more, concentric lines.
outpost line can seldom be nearer than from l mile to 1 ½ miles
from the forts, the main line about 2½ to 3 miles, the rallying
position about a mile farther to the rear ; the general line of the
main positions is indicated by the General commanding, but the
details are left to corps commanders. 'rbe extent of each section
will va1·y between the allowance of 3,000 to 7,000 infantry per mile.
At ·Metz, where a regular ai·my was enclosed, an average of about
7,000 infantry per mile, in addition to cavalry and field artillery, were
considered necessary by the Germans, but in some cases the number
was as high as 10,000, in some as low as -5,000. At Paris, the
average was a section of about ,5 miles to an Army Corps, or, 2.'.J
battalions, with 14 batteries, ancl 8 squarlrons; giving frcnn
4,IJOO to 5,000 infantry to the mile. '!'be ordinary number of troops
reqnlred for the investment 0£ a fortress, not enclosing an a rmy, is
gcntrally laid down at about three times the garrison, and this wou ld
generally suffice. rrake ·Metz as an example, the perimeter of tho
t•utrencliC'<l. camp thl·t'e is about lli miles, the diameter about .'.J
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miles; the nmin pmnt10u of a,n inve:sting fn·01y 1nust he about :!}
miles outside this, or be a circle with a diameter of 9 or 10 rnilc.:s,

and a circumference of 25 or 30 miles.
positions extended for 27 miles.

Practically the German

The garrison the Germans allot to thiR fortress is 40,000 men;

three times 40.000 men= 120,000-thc number that would theoretically he requi,:ed to invest them. These 120,000 distributed over
27 miles, would give au a,~erage of about 4,500 men to the mile;
which probably is a minimum, if regard be bad to the necessary
fatigue and exposure of the men. If on the other hand, an army of
60,000 men were taking refuge in the entrenched camp, bringing up

the total to 100,000, the investing corps must be stronger, but not
300,000, which would be in the same proportion as before. It would,
no doubt, be necessary to increase the force to about 5,000 men to
the mile, which would give a total of about 135,000; while, should
the arrny taking refuge be] 20,000 men making a total of 160,000;
( a little less than the French had in l\Ietz) the investing corps need
not be much superior to it. Even the maximum of 7,000 men to the
mile would only bring up the nnmbe1·s to 190,000.
The principle involved, has already been alluded to, only a certain
number of men per mile c~n be employed to shoot at one time; if
these exist wit,h sufficient supports and reserves to fill up casualties,
and recover ground lost by any failure on the part of the investing
troops, no uumbers that can be massed to :1tt::tck in front, m·e of any

,wail.

It is indeed almost proved by the events at Paris, th,,t an

average of 5,000 men to the mile on the investing line, is sufficient
to keep in any number that may be inside, even considerably
superior to their own, as was the case towards the end of that investment, but the indifferent cl1aracter of the troops inside, makes it
somcwha.t hazardous to argue from this example.
On these principles, then, the necessary strength for an army of
investment is determined, and the line apportiouecl out amongst the
different corps composing it. Wherever natural obstacles bar the

egress of the troops inside, these may be watched mainly by cavalry,
as the loops of the Seine were, below Paris. 'rhe field artillery is
placed generally, in the main position, commanding all the roads
leading out of the fortress, and the open ground where troops may
be massed for attack. Occasionally some gt1ns may be furtbc-r
advanced, but as they cannot conte11d with the fortress artillery, it
is better to keep them out of their effective range. The clutfoH of

the troops are so anangcd that they take the outpost duty in turn.

Iu Ua.• investweJ1t. of' Paris, each army corps Lad unc division on
duty each week, the otl1cr off duty i and of the clivi:-;iou on duty, one
brig:u.lL· was iu the outpost 1iue, the othcr in rcse1Te, in the main
prn::;itjon on alternate <.hys. The arlillery and ca,vtdry were geuera,lly
in reserve, one or two batteries, and a squadron being always on
duty in the main pu:::;itioo.
The works to be performeJ by the troops, arc, fast the fortific,1tion
of the outpost Jine, then tht~t of the main position, m1Ll the improvement of comnrnnications of all sorts, the hutting of tl.te troops on
duty, ,mcl finally the preparation of the rallying positions. It is
c,ridcut that the method pnl'~Ut:cl at Pa,ris, where the positions at
first as:sigued to the Yarious corps were not alte1·ed throughout the
duration of the iuycstu~cnt, is very much to be prefcned to the plan
a<l.opted at :Metz, whel'C tLe troops were contiuua.11,r Leing moved,
according to the vuryii1g cil'cnmsfanccs of the war, aud the ~mpposcd
intentions of the :B1 rencb, and "·bich resulted, 110t only in very
unnecessary fatigue ::md annoyanue to the troops, bnt, in fact, -,,vas
tl1e main canse of the }\·ench success on the 31st .i:\._ngust i as the
part of the line they attacked, was then almost denuded of troops,
which had been moved to meet au expected attack on the west. In
the case of a strong investment, no rescl've corps appc:ar Dccclful;
but iu the case of a weak investment, of say, ou1y 3,000 men to tho
mile, it would a,ppear aclvisahlc to have a strong resel'VC to every
two or three sections of the inYesting line, that is to ten or fifteen
miles.
The character of the outpost line would generally be as far as
poRsible, a continuous line of obstacles, under direct and flanking
infantry fire from the infantry posh; at all the st1·ong points in it;
piqucts and sentries in front of this line, sheltered ao -,,veil as possible,
and always altering their position at night, and patroling -,,yeII to the
front. In the main positiuo, only imch fortifications as will not
interfere with the counter attack, which must be delivered to regciin
the outpost line, should the enemy succc1.:<.l in fol'<:ing it.
Let us glance now ttt the dutie1:1 of the inve1:,tct.l; whetbcr it
be a, fortress with only its propel' ga11.iso11, or wh8tlie1· an army
be tak.7.nrr refno-e there also, the general plan. assimilates to that
of the iu~cstor.~ The cin:urofereoce to be defended is divided into
sections entrusted to corps, divisions, or bl'ig:1cles, who are J'Csponsib]e
for their own s0ctions, and in each of which there i:::i a proper rotation
of duty, special gltl'l'isons being always detaikcl fo1· the furts .. \Vithont
outeriug iuto ttny of the details of tLc defcucc, 1 would vuly allmlo
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to the two subjects of outposts nnd sort,ies. The distance in advance
of the fort~, at which the defenders can maintain their ontposts,
depend1', of course, on many circumstances ; but unless these be Yel'y
unfavourable to the defence, they ought to be on an average 1,000
yards in a.dvance, a.s loug as the art,i llery in the forts is unsilenced,
aud in many eases they m,iy be still farther to the front; they should
not be connected by obstacles ·wherever sorties are intended, as these
would be hindered hy such accessories, but between the forts iu the
main position the line should be made continuous by fieldworks,
openings heing left close to the forts, and this line of fielrl works
would be the eventual posit-ion for the main arti llery defence, in case
of a siege. rrbus the outposts act as an outer line of detached forts,
while the forts com1ected by fieldworks, form an outer e1lC8-inte, and
the enemy is pushed out one step farther from his object. Small
sorties should be mn.de sysiiematically, at night, in all directions n.t
irregular hours so as to keep the iuYesting troops on t,hc alert,, and
to weary them out.

I

Sorties in force should only be macle for definite objects as before
mentioned, aud the plan should generally be somewhat as follows :
'rhe troops intended for the attack, shoulcl be assembled during the
night, as near to the point of attack as possible, secretly and noiseThe adv,inced guards attack, and carry by surprise the
lessly.
investing outposts before daybreak, and follo,rnd closely by their
supports and reserves, push on as rapidly as possible to the main
position, so as to traverse the zone of artillery fire, and to gain n.ll
the grouncl possible before daybreak ; then a combined attack, fully
supported by artillery on the enemy'S position to be wnu, and on
the positions right and left of it, for it must be borne in mind that
reinforcements for the part of the line attacked are roost quic-kly
obtained from the adjoining corps, and that, consequently, if the real
attack be mfl.<le, let us say, nol'thwards, the falsc> attacks should he
mad: ~o the east and. wcRt, rather than to the sonth, although a
prelnnrna.ry small sortie to the south might serve to mislead the
enemy, who would probably hear some sounds of movement, and be
somewbfl.t on the alert.
Points won must at once be intrenched, of which we have a sncce3sf1ll example in Laclonchamps-won, in trenched, and permanently
·
held by tl1e French in one of !,heir sorties from :i\Ietz.
. Should an arm~ be forced by inferiority, to take refuge iu an
rntrenched camp, 1t may hn.ve n, grC'at oppodunit,r of defeating a.
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superior force, by :fighting :in its prepared position, where it has
everything in its fa.vor, and can but be invested, if defeated.
The possibilities of successful manceuvring for au inferior £01·ce,
n,ided by a permanent entrenched mmp, have never yet been exemplified; but there is here, a great field for skilful geueralship, and
we may expect to see lts results in any future European war; bnt
when onf'e shut in~ide the fortified lines of :investment, an army bas
little hope of escape, unless aided from ,vithout.
As regards thiR external aid, an investing force used to protect
itself by lines of circumvalation; but such a method would be quite
unsuited to modern requirements. Relieving armies mL1st be met
and beaten at a distance from the fortress by a covering army, and
the lines of communication for supply of the investing army, must
be protected. Sometimes several such covering forces may be
needfol, as at Paris in 1870; by the free use of cavalry, and of the
electric telegraph, it has become possible to combine and direct the
action of these different armies, so as to nentralise any efforts at
relief, unless made in over·wbelming force, and with great skill, the
covering armies occuvying, strategically, interior positions with reference to the relieving armies.
Our time draws to a close, and I must confine myself to a few
remarks on bombardment and r-ieges.
The humanity of the former mode of proceeding has been doubted
a,nd its efficacy bas been sometimes over-rated. There can, however,
be no question that a fortified place must be subjeeted to tbe rjgours
of war. It is usual at the beginning of an investment, to allow any
ci-cilians who may desire it to h'ave the place-aft,er that they must
stand or fall with it; ancl as regards actual loss of life, the statistics
of the la~t war seem to prove that the famine and privation endured
during a long investment, are far more destructive to the inhabitants of a town than a bombardment. The theory ofa bombardment is that the cousta~1t bursting of shells, and the conflagrations,
deaths, and wounds caused by th;m, produce such a. state of horror
and nervous terror that human nerves cannot bear the tension
beyond a certain tim'e, and so a capitulation is forced ou the Gove1·nor
hy the civil population. The bombnrdment of a fortress which does
not take effect npon a town enclosed, and in 'Which the garrison have
~nffieieut homb-proofs, produces no result. But tl1e regular .bombardment by siei-!e arh llery, of one of the old fortresses enclOfnng a
town, was a mode of attack which proved irresistible in the last war.
The noteworthy points are the slow rate of fire maintained by the
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Germans -in such operations-not 1norc than four rounds an honr by
day, and ooe by night, from each gun; and the excellent system of
siege artillery, with all its appliances, and organisation of men and
material, which exists in the German service. At present wo have
nothing to compare with it.
A siege becomes necessary when none of the easier methods are
sufficient to reduce a fortress . No good modern fort or fortress
ought to be reduced without a siege. W e are still without examples
of a modern attack on a good modern fortress-ancl tbe details of
a Riege are too technical-too much the acknowledged province of the
arti1leryman and the engineer to come within the scope of the present
lecture-but I will just indicate the general principles of the operation in its modern form; first comes the in vestment, and while the
siege train and the special siege corps are being brought up,
preparations are made for the intended operation as far as possible
by the collection of siege rnaterials-gabions, fascines, timber, &c.,
in wbicb all the troops off duty are employed. Tbe choice of the
front for attack, is now mainly influenced by the means of tra,nsport;
and no large inland siege can be undertaken without the aid of a railway to transport the enormous quantities of ammunition required. At
Strasbourg, more than 150 tons were fired away every day. The old
calculations for tbe strength of a besiging army hardly bold good
now, and the mode of attack has altered considerably . The investing
force is the prima,ry consideration; the siege corps proper strengthens
tbe in vestment on the side to be attacked, and bas attached to it a
sufficient proportion of garrison artillery and engineers, to work the
siege guns, and to make the batteries, saps, and mines. The siege
proper opens by an arti1lery attack with siege guns in battery, at
ranges of from 3,000 to 4,000 ym·cls, to silence the fire of the fortress,
and to enable the outposts of the investment, under cover of ·which
the batteries were built, to drive in those of the defender, and the
first parallel to be established. 'rbis would probably be about 800
yards from the place, and is the first infantry position from which
marksruen can fire accurately at the defenders if they show themselves. A second artillery position is tben prepared at from l,IJ00
to 1,500 yards from the place; and a more complete effect is
p1•orlnced on the defe11ces. The advance to the fortress is then
canied fol'warcl under support of these batterif'R, much in the same
manner as formerly, except in tbC' details of saps which I will not
ht:l'e discuss.
rrhe form a. t 1011 of brpachN~ and t,he .silPnci11g of flank clrfenres of

tne ditches, will now be effected in most cases by curved fire from
batteries not nearer, probably than 800 yards. Batteries on the
crest of the covered way "·ould be so difficult to nmke, arm, and
work, under the close fire of modern rifles, that probably mines will
be used for the close attack, when the necessary results cannot be
obtained by artillery fire.
In the defence the great feature of modern fortress warfare, is the
constant constn1ction, and unexpected opening of new batteries
between the forts ; to silence these has been found much more
difficult than to keep under the fire from the forts themselves. At
least two of the detached forts must be taken, and the adjoining ones
If this be
silencecl before the interior endinte can be attacked
sufficiently far from the object to be defended 01· gained, to make a
bombardment from the position of the forts unlikely to produce the
desired effect, a second siege must be commenced to get into the
enc1_1inte; but in most existing fortresses, when once the detached
forts have been taken, a bombardment will complete the work, as
the vital point is then within range.
I have now touched briefly on a few of the most important features
of fortress warfare, ancl however imperfectly my task has been per.
formed, I trust that it will be admitted, as a fair conclusion, that this
special, phase of fighting holds at least as important a place in
modern warfare as it has always had in former times, and that a
thorough knowledge of the use of fortresses, and of the ways in which
they may be employed or neutralised, is most essential to officers of
all b1·anches of the service, while to statesmen and strategists,
generals and their staff, they present some of the most interesting
and difficult problems of war. To artillerymen and engineers, tbe
suhject is, of course, vitally impt>rix1.nt, and the details in many
points are still imperfectly worked out in our service; notably, I may
venture to mention, good carriages for siege guns, and for garrison
guns to be served on open ramparts, which will do away with the
old embrasure, now obsolete, owing to the accuracy of modern
firearms.
HENRY SCHAW,
Lr.-CoL., R.E., AND B-1• .• CoL.
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FORl\WL.,E FOR

SUSPENSION

BRIDGES.

BY LrnuT. F. R. DE vYoLSKI, R.E.

IN Appendix B to Captain Fraser's paper on Suspension Bl"idges,
in The Professional Papers of the Royal Engineers, Vol. XXII. ,
will be found the results of experiments to ascertain the tension and
deflection of a heavy rope, loaded with a weight ,st its centre. On
refen·ing to Table II. of these experiments, it will be seen that the
calculated stresses are considerably in excess of those actually
recorded by the dynamometer. The formula employed in the calculationsTension at either pier
where L
W
a

d

= ½,JL 2 + 4 ' .z
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+ W) 2

= total load on rope,
= concentrated load at ceutre,
= span,
= droop of rope due to it,s own weight only,

assumes that the horizontal tension caused by a concentrated-in
addition to an unifonu-loacl is equ1.l to that which would be pro~
duced by an uniformly distributed load of twice the concentrated
load added to the uniform load, the tension :tt. the piers being the
resultant of half the adua.l total load and thif-< l10rizontal tension.
This rlistribution of the load is applicable to beams; it does not
holcl good in the case of a sran of rope.
The object of this paper is to show that the problem admit~ of
correct solution in a form cou venient for ca,lculation. The only
assumption made ls that in tbe oralnary foi-ms of suspension
bridges the proportion of droop to span is so small that the weight
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of the rope may be treated as an uniform load, distributed aJong a
horizontal line. The curve assumed by the rope will then be parabolic.
The problem to be solved, in its simplest and most generally
useful form, may be stated as follows : Given the span,, droop, a11d weight of a heavy, inextensible rope, suspended between two points in the same horizontal plane, to find the
tension at the points of swpport, and also the depression of the rope,
when a given load is /u.,,g from its centre. (See I/iagra,n 1.)
The concentrated load W at the centre of the rope ADB,
causing it to assume the position AGB, may be replaced by its own
weight of the same rope. Let JG be this length of rope. Bisect
it in E. Then E is the lowest point of a parabola MJEGOB, in
which the tensions are the same as those in. tho curve AGB.
Further, as the rope is inextensible and of fixed length, tbe curves
DB and GB are of equal length.
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Equating the values of EB, we get,
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The formula used by ,Captain Fraser, when put in the same
form is:Tension =

½✓

{4a,! }

2

(L•

+ 2 L W + W2) + L2.

The formula for the length of rope, from which the ordinates are
calculated,
8 d2

s=a+3a•

gives a 1·esult which is an extremely close approximation to the true
length of the catenary. The error j.n length is only O,', 0 th of the
span (less than the true length) of a catenary with a droop of +,-th ,
and , ,1., th of the span (greater than the true length) for a similar
parabola.
Example on page 182, Vol. I., Part 3, Instmction in Military
Engineering.

W = 7·5 tons.
,u a = 8·0 ,,
L = 15·5

a = 200
cl = -,',, X 200 = 20

Tension=½

✓

{4ad} \L• + LW + W') + L

2•

= ½✓¥ (240 + 116 + 56) + 240.
= ½✓2820.
= 26·56 tons.
The formula in the manual, the same as that nsed by Captain
Fraser, gives : Tension =

½ ✓¥ (240

1-

+

232

56)

+ 240.

= ½✓3546.
= 29·8 tons.
The difference is 3¼ tons, or 12°/o in excess.
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Application of Formula, 1 and 3 to Table II., page 64, R.E.
Professional Papers, 1874, Vol. XXII.
,u a=

a =127.

127

X

6

Depression.

'fension of Rope.

No. or
Experi•

Dip
of

Concentrated

ment.

Cable.

Load.
Measured, Calculated.

---

VIII.
lX.
X.
XI.
XII.
XIII.
XIV.

40 '6 = 860 lbs
.

Percentage

of eITor.
Measured. Calculated.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -foth

,,

1-28
1'72

1\th

J ·OO

"

~th
l 6· 7

"
"

1'43
1'70
1·80
2·25

1·350
1'722
1'104
1'432
0·940
1·031
1·055

1848
2815
2397
3725
3780
4424
4648

406
910
406
910
610
910
1022

1991 7·7%
3080 9·4,,
2352 1·8,,
3649 2·0,,
3955 4·1,,
5006 13·0,,
5408 7·7,,

In Experiments XII., XIII., XIV., the measured depressions
and tensions do not agree with those calculated, because the cab1e
has evidently slipped.
8 X 1272
Length of rope = 127 + 3 X 16 .72 X 127 .
= 128·2144.
The maximum droop of cable would occm· when the curve ACB
(see Diagram 2) became depressed at its centre until AD BD
were straight lines.
Then,

ED =

=

✓ (128·:144) 2 _

8·8.
Hence the maximum depression

1

= CD,
= 8 '8 -

{

1~7} 2

127
16·7'

=I-195.
The d;pression~' observed, ~z. :-l ·70, 1·80, 2·25, are, therefore,
impossible iftbe rope remained fixed, and did not stretch.
F. R..
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A Lecture delivered at the R.E. Iusti/Jute on 26th J1<11e, 1877.

IT was not, I may assure you, without much diffidence and many
misgivings as to my ability to treat the subject properly, that I
accepted the proposal of your Secretary, and agreed to de~iver here
a lecture upon so important a question of ,var as" The Naval Attack
of a Fortress." It is only respectful to the Members of this Institution, and becoming in me, to lay before you some of the thoughts
which filled my mind when I was honoured by the invitation to
appear here this evening in the capacity of a lecturer. The place
which I have to-day undertaken to fill, but too unworthily, is that
from which have spoken men of great ability and wide repute, not
only to the officers of your own diRtinguished arm, serving, as your
motto claims, throughout the world, but also to the students of the
science of war of every service and of every country. To attempt
to occupy the chair from which they have taught, with increased
credit to themselves, and advantage to the many desiring to learn of
them, is indeed, to essay the armour of Achilles, or perhaps even to
imitate the impious audacity of Phaeton. But another, and perhaps even a greater difficulty has to be confronted by one, who like
myself, comes forward to address you on a milita.ry subject which
he has not, during any great length of time, Jllade his especial
study. He is somewhat in the position of an amateur addressing
an audience of experts. To your branch of the profession of arms
belongs much of the credit of having raised the conduct of war fro
a rude barbarian a.rt to the elevation of a great science ; of havi
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directed some of the nobler of the moral and physical qualities of
mankind, before wasted in senseless and unending conflicts, by
methods matured after long thought and justified by a philosophical
and scientific adaptation of means to ends desired. The difficulty of
warlike operations has thus, through your instrumentality, been
enormously increased, but the dignity of conducting them has
thereby attained a commensurate augmentation. In the attack upon
strong places this is especially the case ; and the progress in forti.
fication, and the increase in the power of defence in recent years,
has fairly kept pace with the development of the methods of assailing
them.
Within the last fifteen years we have seen the construction in our
own country of vast works of defence, imposing in design, and so
formidable in armament, that-when supplemented by the terrible
secrets of torpedo-obstruction-they may well seem to give an impregnable security to the arsenals and dockyards which they have
been erected to defend. An ancient article of the Military creedthat the ultimate advantage always rests with the attack-has thus
received a severe shock. The labours which have rendered illustrious the names of more than one officer of the Royal Engineers
have gone far to prove that the defensive capabilities of coast-forts
are practically illimitable, whilst the offensive powers of ships and
guns are finite, and perhaps their summit is now nearly reached. It
is the business of officers of the service to which I belong to prevent
the establishment of this proof. We are called upon to show cause
why the Commander of a powerful fleet should not sit down with
folded arms before a maritime fortress which the skill of Engineers
has rendered formidable and difficult of attack.
You, Royal Engineers, who make it an occupation to work out
the difficult problems of warfare, who see in the very difficulties of
such problems fresh reasons for investigation and experiment, you
would suppose that we naval officers are intent upon discovering
some system of overpowering the strong-holds which every country
with a sea-board has ereded upon its shores, and of upholding the
threatened superiority of the attack. Belonging to a fleet which has
no equal upon the seas, it would appear to be one of our most pressing duties to devise means whereby we might prevent a rival, weaker

on the ocean, from redressing the balance of inferiority by withdrawing his ships within the friendly shelter of bis fortified harbours.
The history of the naval operations in recent wars clearly indicates
the great importance of so doing. Venice preserved by Austria,;
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Engineer~ -in 1859; the numerous conflicts -in the estuaries and
rivers of North America during the Civil War; French iron-clad
squadrons kept riding idly without the harriers of the NorthGe,·rnao ports; not to speak of our own experience at Sebastopol
and i11 tbe Baltic; all of these corroborate the view that to effectually crush an enemy's navy we must be able to captuee or destroy
the maritime fortresses within which bis ships might take refuge.
Yet tow:1rds this we ha,ve clone little. Since our great victories in
the early part of this century the study of naval tactics has been
unaccountably neglected amongst us, and those who have of late
essayed to revive it have eithel' not thought it necessary, or have
not yet felt able to go so far as to ascertain the system best adapted
to a naval attack upon a fortress.
If there be one operation of war which mure tban another seems
capable of being reduced to a fixed system, and being brought into
obedience to definite and somewhat rigid rules, it is the attack upon
a fortified place. The labolll's of a siege have been laid down in the
text-books with neal'ly the accuracy of an almanac; and, given but
the plan of the fortress t,o be attacked, the military engineer professes to teach the assailant not only the time required to make
himself master of the place, but the occupation of his forces from
day to day as well. This exactness we cannot hope to introduce into
the system of attack to be undertaken by a fleet of ships. Steam
ha.s indeed in many ways rendered us almost independent of the
winds and waves, but we are not yet in a position to disregard all
meteorological considerations.
In discussing the manner in which a naval force can most profit~
ably attack a maritime fortress we should recollect the remarkable
situation in which the recent progress of the art of war, _both by
land and sea, has placed us. We find ourselves provided with new
weapons, new armaments both of offence and defence, whilst at the
same time we are almost without any practical experience of their
use. So rapid has been this progress, that even the recent lessons
of the war between the Northern and Southern States-abnost the
only ones in which we can hope to learn anything-are rapidly be~
coming obsolete. Changes in land warfare have been great since
we la~t engaged in conflict with a. European power; in maritime
warfare there has been not so much a change as a revolution. Past
experience and lessons of former times avail us little in forecasting
the work that a future contest wo11ld demand of our seamen imcl
011r ships.
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Yet, underlying this changed condition of things are intimations
of great strategical laws which remain valid till now, aud which will
cotttinue in force for all time. And bes_ide this, the spirit of inquiry, which so distingt1ishes this age uf ours, has attacked also the
operations of war; and the result is a record of a long series of
experiments which go far to enable us to estimate correcUy the
vah1e of mocleru appliances for attack and for defence. In some
cases these have been so complete as to be capable of being formulated; and we may now apply to the mechanics of warfare the
rigorous methods of matl1ematical scieuce. So that if we take up
the ancient laws of strategy, embalmed for us in the story of many
a deed of a.rms, and examine them in tbe light cast by the experimental knowledge of the last dozen years, we shall be able to arrive
at some conclusions as to the conduct of a naval force operating
against a fortified place. This, and this only, is what I can attempt
to do here. To cliscourse fitt.ingly of this important subject would
require the limits of a treatise rather than that of au afternoon
lecture.
Maritime fortresses may be roughly divided into two great classes:
1st, those which are complete in themselves and derive nu benefit
from the topographical and hy<lrographical conditions of their site;
and 2nd, those of which the defences a1:e strongly supported by
positions for outlying works, and by the intricacy or shallowness of
the channels of approach. Of these, Gibraltar may be taken as a
capital instance of the first, and Portsmouth of the second. The
latter, indeed, may be further snb-di,ided into fortresses on or near
the coast, and those which line the banks of ri,ers or the shores of
inland waters, such as the forts ou the l°'Yer :Mississippi, and at the
entrance to Mobile Bay. Those of the last specified kind are-as a
class-the least important of the three, and we are here enabled to
appeal to experience as going far to pro,e that the passage of them
can be forced by a strong and vigorous enemy. It is work some•
thing of this kind, which, art the beginning of a war, especially of a
war with some partially Europeanised power, such as is often more
or less imminent, that our navy would probably be called upon to
do. But for the skill and patience with which the negotiations
with China were conducted during the last complicat.ion, we might
have found ourselves called upon only a few months ago to iwl ve
the quest.ion of passing a riverine fortress in the teeth of its
garrison's efforts to stop us. If such an operation be decided 011 1 it
should be carried out 11~ ,oon after the beginning of hostilities as
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possible. The very power of modern armaments interferes with the
rapid adoption of the means of defence. In the report of the Chief
of the United States' Engineers for last year appears the following
remarkable passage : " In the event of war with a maritime nation the cruisers and war-vessels of
the enemy could run into our ha,r bonrs, and without landing could either
destroy the property along our shores, or else lay the people under contribution. The acclll'ate, detailed charts of our harboura and channels, published
by the U.S. Coast Survey, are accessible to all such nations, and are doubtless
in their possession. If the enemy possesses depbts and arsenals in close
proximity to our stores, the arrival of such armed vessels will follow in a few
hours after a declaration of war. Thirty-six hours' steaming could bring
vessels from Halifax; six hours', vessels from Havana; and ninety-six hours',
vessels from Vancouver's Island, to important harbours of the United States.
There might be very little time for preparation to meet the assaults of ironplated ships, for they are plated with 6 to 15 inches of iron, and carry rifled
guns from 9 to 14in. bore, all of which guns are more powerful than any gun
we have in om· service. With a fleet, or even a sing]e vessel of this kind in
one of our harbours, it would be of no avail to collect troops in the city or town
tlu·eatened.
"Suppose we could concentrate 100,000 men in twenty.four hours at the
point threatened, of what use would they be against the armoured ships ?
#

#

#

#

#

#

•

"The parapets and tra'verses of earth and sand must be three, and even four,
times as thick and massive, as they were built to resist the armaments of 15
years ago. Where the parapets of earth were ten feet in thickness, now they
must be forty feet. Guns that were formerly dragged with ease by fifteen or
twenty men, and placed in position over night, are now supplanted by armaments of such huge masses that special mechanical appliances are required to
move them even slowly, and they cannot be lifted from their supports without
the aid of hydraulic power. No matter how many men may be at our disposal
the time required to place the modern armaments in position is vastly greater
than for the guns of fifteen years ago ; and before such works could be improvised the enemy in his ironclads will have accomplished all he desired, and
have sailed or steamed for some other harbour to repeat the injuries of the
first.'l#

This, coming from such a source, is fair proof of that of which we
have bad, in the history of the last quarter of a century, many other
proofs, viz. :-the importance of making attacks as early in a war as
practicable. This attack, callecl by the French entree de vive force, t
is the simplest of all those which a naval force would be c"lled upon
to make upon fortifications of any importance. We may examine
the l'Ules which the leader of such a force would have to observe in
carrying out an operation of the kind .
• Report of Chief of Engineers in 1876. Washin~ton, 1876. Part I., p, 4.
G11trre Maritime, pnr. R. Grivel. Paris, 1869, p. 30.
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First : as has been shown, it is higl1ly desirable that the attack
should he made soon after a declaration of war. l\Iaritime fortresses
are supposed to he always in a condition to withstand an attack.
The Russian Government a few months ago, in a published scheme
for the armament, under the nesw conditions of warfare, of the
strong places of the Empire, laid it clown as a rule that ewry
fortress on the coast shoulu ha,e everything constantly in readiness
to resist a hostile force. The fall of Soukhoum Kale, unimportant
01· important as it mar be as a defensive post, may show that this
desirable readiness is not always attained in time. Therefore, an
enterprising enemy bas the chance of unprepareclness on the part of

the defence on his side if be lose no time Porter reported* that a
heavy gun, which had been counted on much by the defenders of the
Confederate forts on the :Mississippi, bad been removed for some im-

provement to be made in it., and had not been brought back in time
to be used against the Federal fleet.
Second: the chief of the attacking force should make himself inti.
mately acquainted with the nature of the place. '' An entrie de i ive
force," says Capt. Gri-vel,t "cannot be attempted unless a laborious
study of the charts, the works on shore, the movable defences, and
the natural or artificial submarine obstacles justify the calculation
of chances." The Bulldr;y, a vessel belonging to Her :Majesty, was
lost some years ago in the West Indies in consequence of grounding
upon a shoal during an attack upon the batteries of some Haytian
insurgents. The existence of this shoal could not have been distinctly known. In the preliminary operations which were followed
by the Battle of Lissa, in 1876, Admiral Vacca's division of Persano's fleet steamed into the harbour of San Georgia, but was
unable to efficiently support bis friends on account of the difficulty
of manceuvring from want of space inside tbe harbour.!
Third: the amount of movable force-vessels, gunboats, torpedoboats, &c.-at the disposal of the enemy should be kno,.n. To run
successfully past forts and emerge from their fire in the shattered
condition probable after such an engagement, to fall in with a fresh
naval force beyond the batteries, would be to court failure, even
though the hostile squadron might be inferior to the whole force of
the assailant. After Farragut had passed the forts at the entrance
1

to J\.Iobile Bay his fleet encountel'ed Buchanan's small squadron, and
• Von Sheliba.., Coaet Defence, p. 22.

t Grivel, p. 30.

See Porter's report to Admiral Farragut ofprnceedings
of" bomb fleet.'·

t: Roiier, The Sn·tn TT"eeks 1-Vm·, vol. ti, p. 309,
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but for the lucky shot which rendered the Confederate ironclad un.
manageable, his losses would very likely have been far more serious
than they were.
Fourth : if obstructions exist they should either be removed, or
means sufficient to break through them be rapidly prepared. "No
fleet can force a passage if kept under the fire of heavy batteries by
properly constmcted obstructions."* In the second attack on the
Taku Forts in 1859, the "boom" placed by the Chinese across the
channel kept some of om gunboats immediately in the line of fire of
the guns. Sir James (then Captain) Hope cutting the chain at
Obligado, in South America, in 18.J,,5, enabled the Anglo-French
forces to get past the bat.teries on the river's bank. t
Fifth: the submarine defences, torpedoes, &c., shoulcl be fu-st
removed or destroyed, or the free passage through them be ascertained. t The loss of the Fecleral Monitor, Tecumseh, at Mobile,
was, as I was informed by ~rffi.cers present in the engagement, in
consequence of her being taken over a line of submarine mines, of
the position of which Farragut was aware, and of which he hacl
warned his captains.
Sixth: the enemy's works should, when possible, be exposed to a
preliminary bombardment. Forts Jackson and St. Philip, on the
Lower Mississippi, were compelled to submit to the fire of twenty
mortar-vessels, commanded by Captain Porter, for a period of six
days, before Admiral Farragut forced the passage. '!.'he effect of
tl,is bombardment may be estimatecl from Porter's statement that
1,500 shells were fired in twenty-four hours.§ Of these he claims
that ouly 1 in 20 failecl to explode.II Ancl the enemy, he says, gave
"the credit of reducing the fort to the bomb-fleet. "'If These
mortar-vessels were stationed at distances varying from 2,850 yards
to 3,680 yards, and in some cases were secured against return fire by
being placed behincl a point of land, and were further concealed
thick wood,
from the view of the besieged by the intervention of
closely interwoven with pines,'' and thefr mast-heads being dressed
with boughs to complete the concealment.
Seventh: arrangements should be made for towing off, or at least
removing out of their consorts' way, such vessels as may be disabled
by the enemy's fire or submarine defent.:es. In a narrow passage a
ship some distance from the stermnost vessels of the attacking
column might, if sunk 01· rendered unmanageable, throw aU the

"a

• Von Scheliha, p. 124,
§ Von Scheliha, p. 69,

t Yonge, Hiafo•:v of the Nar!J, vol. il, p. 561. i Grivel, p. 30.
,r Do. p. 22.
II Do. p. 93,
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ships astern of her out of action, and split the force to which she
belonged in two. As a general rule-if the protecting batteries aro
at all formidable-to run past them should not be attempted unless
the channel be of sufficient width to allow of the following ships to
clear themselves of such accidental obstacles. At Mobile Farragut's
own column was able to pass clear of the sunken Tecumseh.
Eighth: a division of the force should be told off previous to the
engagement to set about completing the work which was the real
object of the passage as soon as the attacking vessels had got
beyond the batteries. The remainder should prevent the enemy
from repairing his defences, or obstr~cting the channel afresh, and
thus cutting off the retreat of the successful assailants.
With respect to fortresses of the class of which Gibraltar has
been named as the representative instance, it does not seem cleareven if they be far inferior in strength to that celebrated strong Lo Id
-what good purpose would be gained by a purely navitl attack on
them. They do not, as a rule, protect arsenals of importance, nor
are they the most suitable refuges for ships that do not dare to keep
the sea.
Since the completion of the modern works Cherbourg owes a
not unimportant portion of its powers of defence to the outlying
forts and batteries on the rock and mole, and, therefore, hardly
belongs to the class in question. When taking part in a combined
naval and military campaign, a fleet may be called upon to assist
in the reduction of such a place. Aided by a besieging army on
shore the work of the navy would be far simpler in such an attack
than perhaps in any other. Hydrographical conditions would be
snch that no precautions, or but few, need be taken against submarine defences and obstructions. The true work of the naval
force woulcl be quite supplementary to that of the land force.
Batteries, comparatively secure against the besiegers' guns on
shore, might be enfiladed by the fire of ships, which in general
would be free to choose their own positions. Particu]a.r works
possessing a power of annoying the besieging force might be Jeft to

the fleet to be silenced or destroyecl. It is not likely that a garrison,
unless very weak in numbers, would submit to a vigorous cannonade
from ships without making some reply, so that in this way its
attention might be distracted. The moral effect upon a body of
defenders cooped up in the circumscribed limits of such a place
consequent on finding themselves between two fires is likely to be
considerable. The contest between the fortifications and the ships
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would, in such case, resolve itself into an exchange of artillery fire.
The ships would have all the advantages due to their mobility.
They might be so placed as to offer no considerable mark to the
hostile gunners, and at the same time to concentrate their fire on
points determined on. It is not likely that in such an attack an
Admiral would permit his ships to remain stationary, as was done
at Sebastopol in 1854,"' but, " keeping always in movement they
should deliver their fire in succession."
The supreme naval effort might be deferred till the period of
having recourse to the services of the assaulting columns was at
hand. In the final bombardment of Fort Fisher Admiral Porter's
fleet bad fired, on three days: over 50,000 shells against the fort. t
The work was captmed by the assaulting parties of the land force
after its parapets bad been in effect destroyed by this furious fire.
The attention of the garrison was directed to a body of seamen and
marines which Porter was preparing to land from his ships. A less
strenuous resistance was in consequence offered to the federal
columns of assault which penetrated its works, and finally became
masters of the place.
A naval attack upon a first-class maritime fortress, owing much of
its strength to the hydrographical conditions of its site, is one of the
most important operations of naval warfare. The prognostication
of Sir Howai·d Douglas concerning the Crimean war prohably indicates, with considerable accuracy, the course that a contest between
naval powers will take in future.+ He says "in the remarkable
naval war in which we are now engaged there wi11, to all appearance,
be no fights on the open sea, ship against ship, fleet against fleet, as
of old; but attacks of fleets against fortresses and other land
defences." The blockade and attack of the fortified places on the
coast, and the sending out of cruisers to prey on an enemy's com.
merce, seem to be the duties in which in wars to come the navy will
be most engaged. The mastery of the sea, or at least an unquestioned
superiority of strength upon it, will be an inevitable condition of
success for that fleet which essays to attack a great maritime fortress.
The progress of science has rendered such attacks more and more
difficult, and they will hereaiter approach more nearly than heretofore to the operations of a great siege on land. Something more
than merely to stand in and cannonade the opposing batteries for a
~rtain number o~hours-a proceeding with which the histo1·y of so
• Kinglake, vol. iii., p. 387.
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many navies bas made us acquainted-will be required now to
reduce the stupendous works of recent construction.
Ffrst: it will be requisite that the navy which proposes to undertake such an attack shall have the command of the sea. Now that
the use of steam power is universal, the mere fact of an enemy's fleet
having been withdrawn to a distance from the place which it is
intended to attack will not justify an Admiral in venturing to engage
in so great an operation. To he caught by a hostile squadron
entangled in the proceedings of a siege, with his ships more or less
suffering from the resistance of the defenders, would lead more likely
to destruction than defeat.
Second : the bearing of the attack on the general aim of the
campaign or war should he distinctly understood. To risk ships and
lives in attempting to reduce fortifications, the capture or destruction
of which would tend little to influence the result of the war, should
be carefnlly avoided. Against any snch error of his own a commander is likely to be protected by the government of the country
to which he belongs. Ministers, in possession of information from
all quarters, and receiving reports from the leaders of both the land
and sea forces wherever employed, are sure to Jay clown for the
officers commanding the general plan of campaign which they should
adopt.
Third: the season should be carefully selected. The dangers of
delaying what would probably prove a protracted work, in the Baltic,
for instance, hardly reqUll'es to be noted. But in all coasts certain
seasons are less favourable to a prolonged stay than others. In the
East, for example, the geographical position of many places renders
them practically inaccessible during one monsoon, or ha]£ the year.
Other places enjoy not only serene weather, but also a temperate
climate for several months, whilst during the remainder of the year
the seasons are both tempestuous and pestilential. On some great
rivers the protecting fortresses can only be approached for a limited
season. The depth of water, in general too shallow for powerfully
armed ships, only increases sufficiently to give hopes of makrng a
successful attack at the period of the melting of the snows near the
upper waters.
Fourth: no attack upon a fortress of the first class must he undertaken until a sufficient force and a proper supply of stores have been
collected. A mere fleet of heavy ironclads will not suffice to reduce
an important place. The command must contain vessels of several
descriptions; light draught gun-boats, torpeclo boats to resist tho
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sorties of the garrison's floating defences, mortar-boats to bombard
distant works. 'l'be quantity of stores requisite to a great undertaking of the kind will be prodigious. 'l.'here must be provided full
supplies of ammunition of all sorts, of counter-mines, of protect1 ve

obstructions, and also of the articles required to make good defects
in the ships themselves, and in their armament and machinery. The
coast fortresses which the Federals attacked so frequent] y during the
civil war were not by any means first-class fortresses, according to
European ideas ; yet, for -their reduction, it was necessary to
maintain a stupendous fire. In the second siege of Sumter "the
batteries expended 5,009 shells." One captain (Stevens) reported
" that 455 shells were fired in seven days." From the shore and
the ships "2,864 shot and shell had been fired against battery
At Fort Fisher "during
'Wagner' during forty-two hours."
the last bombardment, on January the 13th, 14th, and 15th, there
were fired over 50,000 shells against the fort."" If, remembering
these figures, we reflect that the supply of ammunition to Her
Majesty's ships is but 85 projectiles per gun on the broadside, and
in no case more than 170 per gun, we shall see that the amount of
reserve stores, required in such an undertaking as that we are considering, would be vast.

Fifth: some conveniently placed and easily defended harbour in
the neighbourhood of the fortress to be attacked must be seized by
the attacking fleet before beginning. It is obvious that the fleet
itself would be numerous. At Sweaborg, in 1855, the allies had
six line-of-battle ships, besides frigates and steamers, twenty-one
English and l<'rench mortar-bo,;ts, and twenty gun-boats.t At the
passage of Forts Jackson and St. Phillip, Farragut had thirty
steamers: besides twenty-one mortar-boats.+ In December, 1864,
Rear Admiral Porter opened on Fort Fisher with the batteries of
not less than thirty-three vessels, besides eighteen in reserve.§ In
the following January, he re-opened fire from forty-four ships. The
supply fleet would also be very large, and it would be found essential that some secure anchorage should be at hand for many vessels,

both to ensure their safety, and to prevent the movements of the
besieging squadron~ being hampered.

Sixth: the attack should have always some definite object, and
this object should not be lost sight of. For instance, in the case of
such a fortress as Cronstadt, as it appears from the latest map in
t
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my possession,* nn assailant might propmm to himself to reduce the
various forts until he conld reach a position from which to destroy,
by ~hell-fire at high angles, tlie arsenal buildings and the ships in the
port. ·with this object in Yiew, the aHack would naturally be made
from the north of the island. Indeed this, as we have been told by
Sie Howard Douglas, would be a law g°'·erning such operations.
Outlying "'orks should be first red □ ccd, and the operations should
proceed so as to compass the destructio11 1 oe silencing of the v:arious
forts and batteries which support each other by tbei,· position and
the direction of their fire. "Isolatecl points of defence mntna,lly
protecting each should be attacked in detail, aud successively re~
duced, after which the fleet may arriw at and attack the main
position. ''t
Seventh : the fleet should be split up into divisions, to each of
which some particular d □ ty would be assigned. A flotilla of mortarboats would be told off to bombard those defences which could be
best reached by, and would be likely to suffer most from, curved fire.
Barbette batteries and liastjly con~tracted earthworks would be
especially liable to damage from such attack. Divisions of lightdraught gun-boitts armed with heayy guns shou ld be distributecl
about, so as to converge their fire upon particular points. The large
ironclads should be placed where the water would be rleep enough
to float them wit bout risk, where there ,vonld be room for collections
of them to manceuyre, and where they could bring a heavy direct
fire upon defences impervious to other attack.
Eighth : means of protecting the attacking squadrons shoulcl be
devised. Floating obstructions formed of boat8 and chains might
be ananged as a screen against torpedo-boats, behind which s<'reeu
ships might move and deliver tbcir fire without much danger of
counter-attack. The swift torpedo-boats of the assailants should be
kept in readiness on the flanks, as it were, of the bombarding shlps,
to repel any such counter-attacks made by tl1e besieged.
Ninth: a carefully devised plan of clearing obstructions should be
prepared. As Captain Grivelt obserYes, "If the natura.I difficulties
vary accordiug to the configuration of the place, we must not forget
how far the genius of the defence can complicate the task of the
assailant.'' The dangers of the submarine mines have, in some
• Courteously oupplied me with other valuable infot'mation by Mr. Wild of Charing Cross,
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respect, been ncntralizccl by tbe power of the marine counter-mine,
and an extensive supply of these objects should be at hand.
Tenth: careful and acem-ate surveys should be made of the pfacc,
of the surrounding ·wa.ters, aucl of the works. However perfect and
minutely detailed may be the plans and charts which the attacking
commander may be placed in possession of, he should not rest
satisfied with them unless they be of very recent date, or executed
by officers under his command. In many of our own wars, whatever
success has attended the naval operations has in great part been
owing to the intrepidity and skill of our surveying officers; to p1·ove
this I need only recall the names of Collinson in China, Spratt in
the Black Sea, and Sulivan in the Baltic.
It is now proper to consider the relative chances of success of the
attack and of the defence, due regard being had to the conditions
of modern warfare. It must be admitted tbat the balance of
authority is decidedly against the feasibility of successful attack on
a fortress of any strength by a fleet of ships. It is true that some
men of unexampled experience of that style of warfare have raised
their voice on the other side; but they are a minority, au important
and influential minority it is true, but still only a minority after all.
Sir Howard Douglas, whose name British Naval Officers should
always regard with gratitude and veneration, has said that "the
attack of fortresses and powerful land batteries with a naval force
only, must ever be a hazardous and desperate undertaking.''* It
should be remembered that the distinguished author wrote this at a
time when considerable attention had been paid to the work of
strengthening coast defences, and before the occurrence of the great
revolution in naval architecture and the armament of ships of war,
which we have seen within the last fourteen or fifteen years. Rear
Admiral Porter, of the United States 1 Navy, than whom no man
had more experience of engagements between ships and land
fortifications, held a very different opinion, and thought-or indeed
was convinced-that provided the channels were cleal' of obstruction,
a naval force, not great]y superior in gun power, had more than a
fair chance of succeeding in conflicts of the sort. But with respect
to his views also, it is only just to recall that he wrote fresh from
the experience of several combats between ships, armed and protected on the very newest principleH of the time, and forts
constructed or planned thfrty or forty years before, and intended to
• Nuvtd G111rnuy, p. 3-!7.

withstand the attacks of vessels which, when the Admiral himself came
to command fleets, had become quite autiqunted and obsolete. :Many
of the most powerful coast forh-esse1',, even of the present day, sti1l
have much of their works built of nu18onry; n,ud Colonel Collinson,
R.E., has said ,: no ma:.;0111-y, except of very massive chm·acter, ca.n
be expectecl to stand for many hours the effect of sucb projectiles
as those of the 300-pr. or even the 1,50-pr. Armstrong gun."*
Now unless the coast batteries a11d forts of the worlcl have undergo11e an ci..lmoRt complete re-corn~trnction since the introduction of
the newer hea,vy nava) guns, we may apply to them, in view of the
greatly increased powel' of rirtillery, the same argL1ment cl fortiori.
Sir Howard Douglas has also said t.h at "howeYer successful a
naval attack of a fortress or arsenal may be, the work of destruction
can never be effectually accomplished by ships. The sea defences
may be silencedi guns dismounted, pa.rapets ru-iued, magazines blown
up by mortar shells, and habitations devastated by the cruel process
of bombardment; but no substantial demolition of the defences, or
material destruction of the public works and property can be effected
unless the damages intliclcd by the attacks of ships be follo"ed up
and completed by having actual possessiou of the captured place for
a sufficient time to ruin it entirely. No naval operation, however
skilfully planned and gallantly executed, e>m alone reap the fruits of
its victory."t Col. Soady, R.A.., iu his work on the Lessons uf Trm·,t
quotes a somewhat similar opinion of Sir \Villiam Jervois; and, in
another passage§ to the same effect, says : "A fort is able to inflict
far greater damage upon its assailant thun the latter can inflict upon
it; whilst it will bit the assailant nearly every time, the chance of
the assailant hitting it more than once in the same spot are smal1.
l<'m·ther, one shot may send a ship to the bottom, whilst the fire
from a ship during action is more or lei:;s inaccun~te. '' Now it is
hardly too- much to say that these statements have been directly
traversed by tl.Je actuaJ experience of tltc war in America. Von
Scheliha, writing in the full light of that experience, has it that "the
sinking of a vessel by artillery fire is usually the result of <L -for~
tunatt:J chance wh:ich has directed the shot to some vital spot." As
a matter of fact powerful forts were completely silenced by the fire
of guns; aud though not indeed tn,ken by asS<LulL, were so far made
useless to the defence that any ship might have passed by them with
impunity. After the sPcoud bumbardrncut of Fort Sumter only a
t
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few serviceable field guns remainerl, and even these bad t-0 be ]Jlaced
uncle,· shelter by clay.
Again we have Sir Howard Douglas' own authority £or believing
that tbe configuration of many points of a coast wbicb have to be
fortifi ed, :1nd tlie low elevation of such points, conduce to the success
"Bat.terics plaeecl nearly on a level with the
of a naval attack.
water a,re far more subject to the fire of ships, and are much less
formid,ible to them than b>itteries elevated somewhat above the sur* Should any guns be mounted
*
*
face of the sea.
en Um·Uette* they woukl inevitably be dismounted." So too, "An
enemy will 3'lways ha,e the adyautage of being able to concentrate
against any number of guns ashore a larger uumber of guns on hi~
ships; may commence an eugagemFmt or break it off at his own con*
*
venience; may choose his own ranges and positions; *
the fire of 100 guns or more 1miy be concentrated at the same
time."t Thus the naval force bas on its side the advantage of the
artillery law deduced from the experience of the latest ·w ars, viz. : 'J..1he most effective use of artillery power lies in the distribution of
the guns and the concentration of their fire.
It is true that a naval force acting alone can hardly hope to take
possession of works which it has battered to silence by the superiority of its fire. Nor in a siege on land does it lie with the engineers
who trace the batteries, or the gunners who work the guns, to seize
That is the
the place when its fortifications have been breachecl.
duty of the columns of assault, of the "forlorn hope," drawn from
the ranks of the iufantry corps of the besieging army. But what
a naval force may hope tu clo, a,ud what it has clone ere now, is to
reduce the batteries to such impuissance that it can disregard them:
and then stand in and destroy the ships or \Yorks whjch the same
ba.tteries were erected to protect.
In considering what lies before a fleet of ships to which it has
been entrusted to reduce a great fortress, the first thing that occurs
to us is how to remove the obstructions which the defenders are sure
to have constructed. The ruinous rei:m]t of using such permanent
obstructions as sunken ships are now so well kuown (for they injure
a ha1·bour far mm·e htstingly than anythiug a,n enemy is likely to do)
that we may believe the,· will be ra,r elv made use of in future . 'I1l10
processes of uatu!'e will .not unfreqne1;tl,r <.:ome to the assailant's aid
in this particular) and it ha:-; been noteJ ihn,t sudden floods a11d violent storms have fihalte1·ed defensive ohstructious, and even rli~placed
• J,t.,val G1111ue-1"!!, pp, a35-6,
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and 11eutralized the effect of submarine torpedoes. Floating obstructions must he very strong to ·withRtnnd the shock of a stearu ram of
not very h,rge size, and-providing the general depth of watc-1· be
snflicieut-snch a vessel may probably be advantageously dri,en
against it. Sl1ould the obstrnctiou be placed so as to be nuder the
heavy fire of the guns of the defence-to wl1icb jt would not be advisable to expose a ship till tl,e obstacle was removed-the batteries
must first he snbjectecl to a lieiwy bomhn.rrlment fr01n as near as the
obstructions will perm,t; or explosi,;ses, intended to bur!'-t on co11tact,
must bo sent in with the tide, or be deposited against it by electrically~teered steam-boats.
Snbmarine mines unclonbtedly present a formidable obstacle to the
Still. there is good reason to believe-from our recent
attack.
I may
experiments-that they too can be removed or destroyed.
quote from a very intereRting arcount. of some experiments wh-ich
were carried out at Portsmouth only a short time ago. They were
"i11tended to illustrate the method of entering an enemy's Jrnrbour where tor'l'l1is can now be as certainly effected by
pedoes are known to be depo;;iterl.
what are known as conntermines as, in the case of land warfare, a fortress can
be gradually approached by sappings and trenches. These conntermiues arc
coodnc:ted in various ways, but they have all the same pm·pose in de·w, which
is to destroy the euemy's mines by exploding others in their rnidst. It is believf:'d
that the C'xplosion of 500 lb.::i.. of pmcotton below water will clear an arcn
ha-ving aradin!'I of 120 yard.i . '!'he method general]~, adopted i::. to take nclvantnge of th<' tide, the c-m•rent, or the wiwl, and to drift the c01mterml11p into the
requirerl po.iition. When the <·harge i~ too heaYy to float in consequence of its
o"ro_buoyancy, the neres;;ary flontation is i,iecm·ed by attac-hing it to some foreign
A net containing
:It
:It
object in the ;;hapc of a cask or buoy.
15 lbR. of wet guucotton wa;; di,-;charg-cd; and, in order to slww that there ueC'd
be no limit to the number of countermines in the same coru10xion, twelYe small
charges of gnncotton, representing a!'I many con.nterminc8 of 500 lbs. each, were
simultaneously clisclrnrgccl, thus demonstrating the pos!-ihility of extending the;;e
operation;; over wide areax uf disturbance."•

Sweeping, "creeping,'' dredging, diving to cut electric wires a.re
a.11 methods which have been tried with success. VVith regard to the
distance from t,he clefencler8' ,vorks at wh-ich these mines are likely to
be encountered, as yet no ,ery !mfe guide can be laid down. Some
officers are of opinion that it wi.11 not be advii-R.ble to lay clown such
defences much beyond the effecti,·e fire of the gnns and pl'ojectiles
that would probably be nsed against exposed boats. My own belief
iR that we i-boulcl be ready to meet. with them very much farther out.
But this is a. question more for the engineers of the defence than for
• Timts, June 6th, 18ii.
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those of the attack. In any case an assailant will have to proceed
with caution, and to clear carefully every step of the way, even though
he begin his operatio □ s at a ver.v great distance from the works.
'rlie attacking fleet must be in a condition to resist the offensive
sorties of the garrison. rrhese will either take the form of squadrons
issuing from behind the fortifications to enter into a regular engagement, 01· ii;ola.ted attacks of torpedo-boats, or of Whitehead to1·pedoes.
Unless the a.ttnck he shong enongh to keep a division of ships constantly in rc~diness to engage snch squadron as the enemy may hn.vo
to send out, without interrupting the fi.1·e upon the batteries, it would
The heavy
be better not to undertake to reduce the place at all.
ships and gunhoat.s charged to maint;iin a fire upon the fortress may
be protedecl hy obstructions~easi1y removed when an advance is
requisite- which will effectually p1·event the appro:wh of aoy torpedoboat yet k1t0wn. If the firing divisions are manoouvring at certain
distances from the forts, they may move to and fro or round and
round, as may be desired, behind a screen of boats and chains which
it will be almost impossible to break through, and may be further
protected by a few swift steamboa.t,s, which can run down or engage
the craft sent on t by the defenders.
Torpedo attacks are likely to be made under cover of the darkness.
The screen of chains and boats, and the swift steamers just spoken
of can be supplementecl by the rnrious methods of lighting up
I wiH
approaches which have recent]y been brought into notice.
quote again from a late account of some of these methods.
"When it is established that no gun-torpedo can be effectively launched to
insure impact within moderate short range, and that no torpedo launch c-an act
with effect except it absolutely approaches the vessel within striking di<itance,
neither can any torpedo. be affixed or placed near a ship except the forlorn hope
actually approach the -vessel; the most valuable means of defence, ancl the one
to whlC'h special attention should be directed is tliat of illumination. Light of
sufficient powcl· tu clie1close any objeC't ftttcrnpting to euter a cordon of illumina·
tion ronml a. ship, the 8hip itself remaining in darkness, is at onc-e the simpl est
"'
and most effectiye precaution that can be dellsecl against night attack.
·within the last few weeks a Yery important
•
•
•
•
•
advance has been made towards solYing this problem of illumination at sea by
an adaptation of what is l.."11own as Holmes' distress signal, in the form of a
shot for illuminating purpose~, to bo fired from mortars at ranges varying from
5u0 tu 2,500 yards. These signals possess the remarkable property of emitting
a very powerful white light the moment they come in contact with the water,
and wheu Olll e ignited are absolutely inextinguishable by either wind or water,
and burn with a persiRtency that is almost inc-redible, 30 or JO minutes being an
Rome half dozen of
•
•
•
•
•
nverage clnration.
theRe shots, fired from an irouclacl or gunboat, wonlcl effectually surround h~·
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witb an impa!'!Mble cordon of light, while the vessel herself would remain in
darknesR.11 •

In addition to this illuminating shell another has been invented by
a M. Silas, of Vienna, ont of w bicb, when fired, two streams of
illuminating matter are poured U:pon the sea. There can be no doubt
that---wbeu the alarm bas been given by the look-out boats stationed
in advance-to be able to illuminate the path of the enemy's appl'oach
will add greatly to the facility with which ships lying off an enemy's
fortress can be protected against night torpedo attack.
The main attack upon the batteries will, of course, be by artillery
fire. The use of mortars will probably be largely had recourse to.
Recent experiments with curved and high-angle fire in Russia have
shown how formidable such fire is to ships, no matter how thick be
the armour on their sides, and also to fortresses.
At Nicolaiev
towards the encl of last year, after two clays' practice with mortars
at targets representing circular ships, or Pop~ffkas, and large ironclads, it was found tl,at on one day 33 per cent. of the shells fired,
and on the other day 22 per cent., fell on the space representing the
deck.t At Cronstadt 22·2 per cent. of the shells fired from twelve
6-inch mortars at a moving object, a barge smaller than an ordinary
g1u1-vesscl, struck the target.! This will show some of the dangers
from vertical 6re which ships attacking must expect to incur. As
Colonel Inglis, R.E., has said, "'l1he general conclusion to be dra.wn
is that a cleck pla,ted with two tbicknesses of ¾-inch iron is not proof
against short-range 9-ineb shell.''§ 'l,he land defences, at the same
time, are extremely open to the clangers of such vertical or mortar
fire. ~Ve ha~e seen wha,t Porter's "bomb fleet," did on the Mississippi. To quote a former authority, "A bomb ship may, without
much exposure, do great damage to an extensive fortress or arsenal;
which, being a large object, ought to be struck at every discharge at
upwards of 4000 yards, whilst the bomb ship is a mere speck on the
sea at that distance." II
With respect to the method of delivering the direct fire against
the defences of the place, it may be laid down that, unless the mortar
vessels and vessels firing at high angles can be protected by some
intervening point of land of sufficient elevation, all engaged should
do so whilst in motion. This has been known as an unquestioned
advantage of the use of steam locomotive power; and at Sweaborg
• Ti1,u~, June 5th, 1877.
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and Odessa ~hips moved in circles ,v-h-ilst engaging the batteries, and
would have done so, but fo r the change in the plan at the last moment, at Seha,topol. The cil'cle does 11ot seem so well ada,pted to
ensure the protectiou of the vessel aud the rapiclity of fire as the
ellipse. If the cil'(;le be of sufficie11tly large diameter to withdraw
the ships, on their outside pasimge, out of range of the guns of the
defence, the traversing of its circumference will be necessarily slow.
I f the diameter Le r ecluc:eU the exposure will be considerably increased.
In attacking st1ch a fort as that marked Alexa,nder on Mc. Wyld's
map of Cronstadt, the p osition selectecl would naturally be that on
the c»pital of the Northern bastio11. An ellipse described ,i,t a distance of 3,500 or 4,000 ya.rLls from the bastion mi ght have a mllj or
axis of considerable dimensions at right augles to t be capital ; and
the curve presented to t.he fort wou1cl be flat enough to allow of
m or e than one discharge of the guns in passi ng. On getting nearer
to the defences the major axis or the ell ipse shuuld be in the other
direction, that is in the line ot' the capital, so that. the ships ou de1iver•
ing their fire might go to a ClHlSiderable <listance outside the fighting
r ange. B oth figures would be contained very nearly, if not quit e,
within the limits of t lic ' 1 sedor of impunity," or horizontal dead
angle. The spe"d at which these currns should be dese1ibe,I by the
ships would not fall short of six knots. Sernral tables of the probable
number of times a moving ship could be bit by the guns of a battery
have been constructed, e.g . by Capta.in Grivel in his Gnerre M lt'ri.
time;* but it wi11 suffi ce h ere if I mention that it has been found by
experiment in this country that, ' 1 Crossing the range of a l~.tou
gun mounted in a casemate where the traversing aug·le is 70,0 at a
distance of 1000 yards, a vessel moving at a speed of 10 miles an
hour may be fired at six times. The 22-ton gun would have fired
at her three times." t Occasions may occur when it is possible to
select a position from which a ship can fire against a battery without
having to move about. I can remember one such case in my own
experienre during the Russian war, when a ship, which her captain
had run in as close as the depth of water wou 1cl permit, was able to
take up a position so far to the left of the embrasures of an earthwork specially constr<1cted as a defence against ships, that the guns
could hardly be trained to reach her. The great advantage on the
side of the ships will be their power of distribution and of coucentrating their fire, in addition to the small objects presented by many
gun-boats, whicb. will carry the heaviest, or almost the hea\'lest guns.
"p. 37,
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Looking back and reviewing the whole question, it is not easy to
avoid the convjction that to attack agl'eatfortress we should require
a vast force. Hecwy ironc1adi;, would h~we to be numbered by dozens,
and gun-boats and mortar-boats by fifties. We attempted little, ur
failed in what we did attempt, in the war with Russia, because, as
we can no,;,,-by the light of present experience-see, our means
·wel'e ridiculously inadequate to the eud we proposed to ourselYes.
It wil1 be tbe same again if we clo not recognise the fact that our
pw•parations shoulJ be snch as to give us some promise of suct:esi-.ful
perf01·mance.

In conclusion I may sny that I am very npprehensfre of Laving
saicl to you little that was worth hearing. I LaYe possibly recalled
Rome factR that had once been known, but have been now for.
gotten. I most plead in extenuation of any failure to intel'est or
enlighten, what I sai<l in my prefatory remai·ks; a,nd I may add that
this paper bas been composed under somewhat serious difficulties. I
returned to England only a few weeks since with health shattered by
a rather long service abroad; and since I hare bren at home, since
indeed I began the composition of this paper, I have liad an attack
of illness wbich rendered auy work all but impossible. Addecl to
all which there have been the distracting influences which act upon
one who has recently returned to the society of friends whom he has
I cannot regret, however, that I accepted
long been absent from.
the imit>ttion extended to me on behalf of your Institution. It bas
turned my attention to a branch of warfare too much neglected of
late; audit has enabled me to realise, in some measul'e, the immernse
debt of gratitude which England owes for her security to the officers
of her Ro;rnl E11gineers.
CYPRIAN BRIDGE,
Cm,1MANDER, R.N.
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r,r ma,y appear bold on my part, as a civilian, to address an audience
chiefly composed of military men, on a subject tl,at apparently bas
but a slight bearing on military science, but I am embo]deued by
the recollection of a great authority, one who was well versed in a
variety of subjects, who stated that he owed the vastfuud of information he possessed to a habit of never neglecting rm opportunity of
acquiring knowledge from any individual, however humble. He
imw that every man possessed in his own speciality something from
which he could learn ; and, possibly, I may have, from the specinl
knowledge which I possess on this subject, something to say that
may be interesting to you, and that may be -found to be not without
its interest a11d value, looked at from a purely military point of
view.
The application of the homing pigeon to military purposes is one
that I think I hnd perhaps better introduce by a few remftrks on the
history of the bird, and on the origin of the faculty which it
possesses.
The wild original of our domesticated pigeon is the blue rock
dove, the Oolln11ba livia of naturalists; in its wild state it inhabits
rocky places on the sea i:ihore, and seeks its food from a wide expanse
of conntry, sometimes at a distance of many miles. In order to
return to its ne!'-t and rear iis young, which are feel by the parents
during a period of some weeks, the birds must possess the habit or
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faculty of observation, and be able to retrace their flight under all
conditions of atmospheric variation.
This pigeon is one of the few birds that possess the instinct of
domesticity. Many persons imagine that almost all animals can be
clomestica,tecl. rrhis is an idea that is repudiated by naturalists,
who know that only about 40 of the whole of the animal creation,
consisting of seyeral hundred thousand species, have been reduced to
a domestic state by man i it is cloubtfn1, indeed, whether there are
many mo1·e that eould bP domesticated. For example, it is impossible
t.o domei:-t.icate pheasants. They may be reared, generation after
generation, in aviaries, but as soon as they acqull·e the power of
flight they go off to the woods, and are no longer domesticated
:,nimals. On the other hand, the blue rock pigeon taken from the
nest and placed in a dove cot at once becomes attached to the spot,
and remains a domesticated animal-not necessarily a tame one,
because it may be as wild as possible, and yet, at the same time,
domesticated, or attached to its own domain or home. The possession then of this faculty of domesticity, and aJso that of returning to
its home, unite to giYe the peculiar value of this pigeon as a homing
bircl.
Like all clornestica,ted animals pigeons are subject to great variation; in some of the val'ieties this faculty has been cultivated to a
very high degree, in others it has not.. In England we apply
the term carrier pigeon to a pigeon that will not carry at all.
What is commonly called a carrier is a fancy pigeon, which is valued
not on account of its power of flight, which it pof.:sesses in a
very limited degree, but for the enormous amount of currugatecl
flesh that exists about its beak and its eye. The birds th:it n,re
l'eally trained for flying are hircb that have no fancy characteristics.
!'hey are valued solely on account of their great power of flight, a
power that is iucljcrLted by the enormous breadth of wing feathers,
the extent to which they o,·erln.p, a11d for their powerful wings,
with vast. runscles to mO""re the1.0; all such characteristics as colour
are put on one side, nud t.be yonng birds are reared from those who
ha"Ve performed the Ionge8t distances lo the ]east possible space of
time.
To show you bow strong this faculty of homing is in a good bird
I may mention thnt one not ouly flew to B1'uRRels in a rn.ce,
starting with 440 eompetitol'!•;, but having been r eturned to London
for exhibition, and being Jet accirlentally out, Rhe went back to
Brussels a second time, unaccompflnlrd by any other pigeon,
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The Belgians have cultivated this breed of homing pigeons to a
much greater extent than any other people. In Belgium pigeon
racing is really the national pastime. Thousands of pounds arc
devoted every year for the training- and racing of pjgeons. His
llfajesty the Kiug of the Belgians gives the chief prize, and the H eir
to the throne gives the second prize in the great national r ace of
the year, which is usually from some town in the south of France.
There are hundreds of societies, and tens of thou sands of amateurs,
interested in pigeon racing, all of them keeping this ,ariety of
pigeon, and racing it nu·ious <listn.nces, from fifty to four or fil'C
hundred mi1es. Sometimes they race from as far as St. Sebastian,
but usualJy their long races take pla.ce from some town in the southwest of France.
Having called your attention to what is being done in Belgium, I
would mention a few of the- uses that ha"Ve been mn.de of those
voyageur pigeons iu Eng1aud.
Before the i11troduct.ion of the electTic telegraph pigeons were
very largely ,ised by the stock brokers. 'rhe news of t.he battle of
aterloo is sfliid to haYe been transmitted by pigeon express,
an d received by the Rothschil<ls before it reached the ears of the
Pigeons haYe also been largely used for
British Government.
spading purposes, conveying messages from the differ ent race
courses to London, announcing the names of the wim1ing borRes.
Not only in England were they U!Sed in thls way, but likewise
One example I may me ntion 1 because it bears smneabroad.
what upon our subject. '1.1b e editor of the Oolo,nbo Obsfjrver, iu
Ceylon, ha<l a number of homing pigeons w liich used to bring
intelligence from Point de Galle to the capital, Colombo, a distance
of from 70 to 80 miles. Ships going out to India aucl China touch
at P oint de Ga11e, and then go on their course, and befo re
the establishment of the electric t elegraph the information
that the ships brought was conveyed fro m Galle to Colombo by
pigeons. When the news of the fall uf Sebastopol arrived, the
Governor caused a salute to be fired in honoru· of the victory
on the faith of intelligence brought from the Point de Galle by
pjgeous. On the establishment of the electric telegraph, Dr. Ferguson, the editor, gave np his birds. But he afterwards found that
the delay in the transmission of messnges by th e electl·ic telegraph,
combined with the not infrequent inaccuracy of such messages,
wel'e so serious tbnt he applied to me for a doze n µi geon8 ln order
that h e might re-organize his pigeon telegraph, as being much
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quicker and more reliable than the electric telegraph as worked by
tbe natiYes.

In one of the races which took place from the Crystal Palace to
Brussels it was agreed that on the liberation of the birds, at twelve
o'clock in the clay, I was immediately to despatch a telegram to the
secretary of the society in Brussels. I accordingly did so, announcing
the flig-ht of the pigeons, the nature of the weather. and the
direction of the wind, which would influence the rate of flight. The
first pigeon anived at Brussels at 20 minutes past five, the weather
not having been very favourable. The telegram announcing the
departure of the birds a,rrived there at half-past five, so that the
winning pigeon on that occasion beat the telegraphic service by ten
minutes. I gi,e this as an interesting exawple of the speed at
which they fly; of course I do not say that the electic telegraph
will not equal the pigeon-despatch provided special arrangements
are made, but, practical1y, in a great many instances the pigeons
will beat the telegraph, and they dicl so on this occasion.
,vith respect to the speed at which pigeons fly, I may mention to
you that for short distancesi with good weather a,nd a favourable
wind, it wil1 approach 60 miles n.n hour. Pigeons have been known
to fly 45 miles an hour for eig-ht hours in succession; of course the

longer the distance the slower the rate.
'l'he most interesting sery·ice that bas ff,er been performed by
these homing pigeons, and a service which bears most strongly upon
their use for military purposes, ·w as the employment that they were
put to during the siege of Paris; when that city was surrounded
by the German forces, and all ordinary means of intercourse from
without were cut off, communication could easily be made from the

inside of Paris to the outside by means of balloons, but the difficulty
was to get messages conveyed from the outside to the inside. It so
happened that there were two Colom bophile Societies in Paris at
that time, and they had about 400 birds belonging to the mem berR,
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who immediately placed their pigeons at the disposal of the Government, and every balloon that went out, took with it a cei-tain number
of 'l://yayellf pigeons. They were not particular1y good birdR, as the
members of the socjeties bad not practised their 'birds to anything
like the distance flown by the Belgian amateurs; but still they were
birds capable of flying back to Paris, forty or sixty, or perhaps a
hundred miles. rrhe experiment was tried rather rough]y, but still -it
succeeded; for the pjgeons that went out brought back despatches of
com:iderable length, printe<l in the first instance on small pieces of

paper. I ha Ye here one of those earliest despatches iu a cipher consisting of numbers; it, is signed by Th1. Tachard, who at that time
was the F1·en.cb ambassador in Bru!-;scls. These clespalches were in
the first instance sent to Touri;;, one of the nearest towns to Paris
which was not in,ested by the Gerrnau Army, and the pige011s
brought out.of Paris by the balloons, were libe1·ated in the same town,
and flew into Paris with the papers 11ttached. In addition to the
government cipher a number of letters were set up in type, and both
M. 'l'achard's despatch and the letters were micro-photographed, and
thus, in this smaU compass, were attached to the pigeons. Shortly
after, :M. Dagron, a celebrn,ted photographer, placed his sen·ices a,t
the disposal of the Gove1·11ment, and the pigeon post was m·ganizecl.
I have here the bill of the Government regulc.tions, issued from the
General Post Office, London, dated Nov. 16th, 1870. The letters
for despatch into Paris, by pigeous, were to be sent open, and were
at once forwa1·ded by our postal authorities, to rrours, where they
were immediately set up in type, and micro-photographed on thiu
films of collodion; of these films one, containing upwards of 3,000
cli:fferent communicatlons 1 each limited to twenty ·words, weighs
only two g-rains. Thus prepared these films were rolled up
tightly, placed in a very small quiJI, and tied to the feathers
in the tail of the pigeon, which was then let o:ff. Tours being only
40 miles from Paris, the flight was a mere bagatelle to a good bird.
If the weather had been fine, and the pigeons had been good, all of
them would ha Ye got back to Paris; but some did not return, so
duplicates were sent, all consecutively numbered, until the French
postal authorities at Tom·s received an intimation by balloon, that
they had been received.
So exceedingly light were these films, that one pigeon could have
can·iecl the whole of the communications that went into Paris
dm-ing the siege, amounting to 300,000 letters.
During the sieg-e of Paris, 64 balloons left the city, conv-eyiug in
addition to the rei-ouauts, 363 pigeons, and 3,000,000 letters. Of
the number of pigeons that were taken out, only 57 returned. The
microscopic despatches taken in by these 57 pigeo11s would, if printed,
have formed a IJulky oct.avo volume.
I would uow eaJI yom attention to the work that has been done in
Euglancl with pigeons, since the siege of Paris. Perhaps the most
important application of the homing power o-f these birds, is that
with which I have been entrusted by the Elder Brethren of the
Trinity llousc. In consequence of the wreck of the "Deutsch-
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land,'' off Harwich, some time ago, and the great loss of life that
took place there, the Elder Brethren thought it desirable to attempt
to make commuuir,ction from the light-ships to the shore. Telegraphic communication with the light-ships is, I believe, impossible.
'L'he light-ships are moored by long chain cables, and swing with the
tide, which arrangement iR incompatible with the integrity of electric
communication. Rockets are only available at night, and in clea,r
weather. Flags are only to be seen by day, and some of these lightships are out of sight of land, as is that on the Kentish Knock,
where the "Deutschlancl " was wrecked. It was thought that
pigeons might be made available, and in consequence I am conducting an experiment of this nature. The place that bas been selected
for the experiment is Hanvich. In this town is an old unused lightThis has been placed at my
house, now no longer required.
disposal, and I ha~e now there a good stock of young pigeons, the
object being to send some half.dozen or more to each of the JightRhips, and then, when any message is required to be communicated
to the shore, certain letters taken from the maritime code of signals
will be stamped on the wing of the pigeon ; for instance, "H B " may
mean " Send a lifeboat," and so forth. In no case will more than
three letters he required. We think it will be better to allow the
sailors to stamp certain letters on the 1vings of the pigeons, and then
liberate them, than to attempt to instruct them to tie messages
round the legs of the birds, for this is rather a delicate matter ;
whereas they will have no difficnlty in using a stamp coutaiuing
certain type letters. When the bird is liberated, it will return to its
home in Harwich, be caught, the message read aud acted upon.
These light-ship birds will convey messages of wrecks and so forth
to the light-houses on shore, so that the life-boat might be sent to
either of the light-ships as required. Had there been on board the
Kentish Knock light-ship, at the time of the wreck of the "Deutschland," half-a-dozen pigeons, they could have been liberated, they
would have gone to Harwich with the message, the life-boat could
have gone out jmmediately, and no doubt the majority of those lives
that were lost would have been saved; at least, that is the theory
on which we are working.
Another use which is made of those birds in England is for
I find that the Superintendent of the County
police purposes.
Police at Ipswich, which is near to Harwich, has a staff of these
birds. The police usually drive out into the country in small light
carts, and take with them some trained pigeons. Supposing a
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constable in a part of the country far t'emoved from any electric telegraph, wants assistance, or that he requires to make any communication to the head office, he writes his message on a piece of paper,
ties it wit.h a piece of thread round the leg of the pigeon, 1iherates
the bird, and in the course of a few minutes or half-an-bonr (it
must be a laTge county that a pigeon could not fly o~er in half-anhom) the intellig·ence is at the head-office, and the assistance can be
sent, or the information be used.
With regard to the application of these capacities of the bird to
military purposes, it is simply carrying out the same idea endeavoured
to be ca1·ried out at the present t ime at the light-ship at Harwich.
This use has already been achieved by the Germans. Seeing the
utility of the pigeons to the besieged Parisia.ns, they have organized
a pigeon servjce at their own fortresses, and I believe there is not
now an important fortress in Germauy, and certainly none in France,
that has not its flight of homing pigeons. Old birds are procured,
and shut up in aviaries to breed. When tl,ey have bred, the young
ones can be flown, which would be impossible with the parents. If
you take-this bird for instance, which has flown twice from London
to Brussels, and shut it up two or three years in a large aviary
·where there is good room to fly and mai11tain its strength, the bird
would rear its young, and go on li"°ing just as happily as though
flying. But if let out, it would rise in the air, possibly de'3cribe
two or three large ciecle~, perhaps not even one, and would go away
in search of Brussels. Nay, if you were to take t,hat bird, and cnt
off half its feathers, and then allow its power of flight to be gradually
restored, as it acquired new feathers by moulting, it would get to
the top of the house; then as it produced new feathers, it would fly
round ·with the other pigeons, And as soon as it had procured its fuH
complement of feathers, your place would probably know it no more,
The bird mjgbt not have strength to get across the sea to Brussels,
hut it would make the attempt. It is eYiclently impossible, therefore, to bn y n numbe1· of these pigeons, and to set up a flock for
immediate use. To do this a commencement must bo made with
young pigeons tbat have not flown, or a numbe1· of birds must be
allowed to breed ln a large aviary, and the young ones reared,
liberated, and tra.inecl.
In the case of a fortress, the young birds would l1a vc been trained
to fly back to their home tir::;t from short distances, then two or three
miles, then five or six miles, and so on, until at last you liad them returning from distances of 30, 40, 50 or even 60 mile~, and then up to
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100 miles. Now suppose the fortress besieged, then before its complete investiture you would send out 30 or 40 pigeons; or, even
aftfl1• its compkte investiture, you could organize and send out some
pigeons by a small balloon, to bring back messages w ben liberated.
'l'be Yalue of homing pigeons, in such places as Jersey or Guernsey,
in case of a war with any European powel' that bad the means of
cutting off teleg-raphic communication, would be inestimable.
Let us snppose that we expected to see an enemy's fleet in the
channel. Of course swift steaming- vessels would be sent out to watch
this fleet, aod to bring the intelligence back to England ; but to get
the intelligence to England, -it would requil'e the vessels to leave off
watching the flet·t, aud to eome bhck at an expeuse of several hours
or days sailing, to Portsmouth or Southampton, to deliver that
intelligence. But supposing on the other hand that these vessels
sent oot to watch the fleet, had on board a basket of pigeons duly
trained, intelligence could be sent off from hour to hour, and from
da,v to day, tbe fri~ates stopping all the while to watch the enemy.
Wbeu Captain \Vebb swam across the Channel, an illustration
was afforded of the manuer in which these homing birds can be used.
'11 he steamboat that went out to watch him took a number of
voyageur pigeons from the pigeon fanciers at Folkestone; and hour
by hour aR Captain nrebb went on, his rate of progress was brought
back to England by these birds.
It appears to me that if the Germans have thought it necessary to
establish 11oya;1em· plg-eons in their fortresses, surely it must be also
tle,irable fo1· the English to employ them. I imagine . that there
must be many localities, suC'h as Jersey or Guernsey, and other
places, to which, or from which, it would be exceecli~gly desirable
to be able to convey messages supposing they were invested. Perhaps they would be less available to us in England than they would
be to the Germans, or the French, or the continental powers generally,
but surely there must be, or may be, many situations where their use
wonld be of great importance. Of course in our own country it is
obvious tha.t their greatest value would be for those vessels that go
out to watch an enemy's fleet, but there may be, I should say,
many other conditions nntler which they could be very usefully
employed.
I believe theories with regard to their utility bitve been started
that are perfectly incompatible with the na,ture of the bird's horning
faculty. It has been said tl,at pigeon houses could be taken with
armies, and the i.Jirds on being liberated could fly back with messages
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to their movable homes. This is all nonsense. It woul d he quite
impract,icable to organize sets of pigeons and pigeon houses after
this fashion.
The only mode in which pigeons can be used is in conveying
messages back to the places where they have been reared. It has
been objected by some that the birus will be of no use in a fog. The
same objection might be made to the use of signals, or flags at night.
We have in these cases to avai l Olu~el ves of all the means which are
possible, aud under certn.in circumstances a pigeon carrying long
despatches and long messages is really more valuable than any other
mode of communication.
I have endeavoured to show you the circumstances under which
voyageur pigeous can be used 1 and the circumstances under wh ich
alone they are appl icable; and I want particularly to remove the
impression that the pigeon is capable of being used under all circumstances. I think that there may be conditions unde r which they
may be usetl with aclva □ tage in connection with milit::i,ry operations, and with this feeling I have endeavoured to place th em
before you, and I thank yot1 fot· your attention to what I have had
to say.

Heacl of H oming Pigeon.
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The engraving shows the true type of head of the voyage,ii· or
homing pigeon, as clistinguished from the long faced English fancy
breed known as the Carrier. The bird whose portrait is engraved
has £10\vn several times from Brussels to London.
W. B. TEGETMEIER.
A question was asked as to the percentage of birds which was
lost from being shot, or from being attacked by birds of prey ?
1\Ir. Tegetmeier replied, that the pigeons flew su high as to be
practically o,1t of the range of fowling pieces, and that in England
the loss from birds of prey was very small. There were very few
places where hawks w·ere common, and the preseL·vation of game in
this country was so much attended to that there was very little loss
In Belgium prizes were given for the
from birds of prey.
destruction of hawks.
Colonel Hassard in expressing the thanks of the audience to
Mr. Tegetmeier, wished to supplement it by a few remarks : Com.
mander Wharton, of H.l\1 S. " l!'awn," lately at Sheerness, thought
that pigeons might be used in surveying service, in which that
ship is employed, and bad taken some with him for that purpose;
baskets had been specially made to go under the thwarts of the boat,
and pigeons coulcl thus be carried. In case a boat could not
return at night a notice could be previously sent by bird to the ship.
To what an extent this can be clone is difficult to say, but from
statements of other naval officers with whom he had had communication it appeared that pigeons did know their own ship, returning
to it before night; and that when in harbour if their ship was
suddenly sent off anywhere during their absence, on its return
to that harbour they returned to the ship. Of course an isolated
surveying ship would be a conspicuous mark, and if not changing
its position a great number of miles a day, he thought these pigeons
might be used. He had had a letter from Commander Wharton
who has succeeded in partially training a young bird who returned
to his ship ; he also wishecl to state that in 1852-3, when quartered
in the Channel Islands, when communication was only once in
ten days (no telegraph then existing), he bad used pigeons with
good effect for military purposes-to obtain information required.
Whenever he was called upon he would be prepared to furnish a
detailed scheme for their uses at different fortresses, &c., round
the coast of England.
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6½-inch plates; and also with the effect of Round 2043 ( see Part II.
at page 74, No. 2 of this volume), in which the same nature of
projectile, with 13,080 foot tons of energy, got its point through
three 6½-incb plates and one inch into a fourth plate, it will be seen
how large a share of the energy in this shot was lost upon the target.
It was tl1onght by some of those who witnessed the experiment
that the loose way in which the 3-inch plate was held to the face of
the target had something to do with the failure of the shot on this
occasion : bot that explanation cannot be accepted, because, although
that plate did fall off in course of the round, as was quite expected,
still it did not move sideways so as to throw the shot off its balance,
as was clearly seen by the way in which the bulge on its back fitted
into the dish on the face of the front 6½-inch plate.
The real explanation is that the material of the shot was bad in
quality, and this is fully borne out by the appearance of the metal
of the fractured shot, as well as by the great number of small pieces
into which it was broken.
The only value of the experiment appears to consist in its showing
how much depends upon the manufacture of Palliser projectiles
being maintained at a uniform and high standard, as regards strength
and hardness of metal in both head and body.
The failure of this round is much to be regretted because it is very
important that we should know early what is the least amount of
"plate upon plate" armour that will give protection against the
battering shell of the 38-ton gun. Howe-.er, it is hoped that No.
40 Target will yet afford space for another round to solve the
question.
THE CHAMBERED 38-TON GuN AGAINST A SINGLE U1rnACKED

lRoN ARMOUR PLArE,

16½

INCHES THICK.

The experiment now to be recorded was happily attended with
results quite opposite in character to those of the last one.
In summing up the results of the trials with the SO-ton gun
against No. 41 TaJ·get, in Part II. of this subject (see No. 2 of the
present volume), it was shown that further experience as to the
comparative resistances of the '' p1ate upon plate " and " single
plate" structures was very much needed.
The information upon which we bad up to that time principally
relied in dealing with this subject was that obtained in the trials of
1867-8, as recorded in Paper XII. of Volume XVI., and Paper XV.
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of Volume XVII., of the Profe.sional Papers, and the general
conclusions derived from those trials were briefly these : 1. That assuming the energy necessary for a 7-inch Palliser shot
to perforate a 7-inch plate to be represented by 100, the energies
sufficient for similar shot to perforate the same thickness of armour
arrangei! in two or three layers would be as 96 and 89 respectively.
2. That these relative figures were partly ,erified by comparing
the effect of 9-inch Palliser shot upon targets composed of two
5-inch plates and single 10-inch plates.
3. That in somo comparative trials of targets consisting of
three 5-inch plates and single 15-iuch plates, the latter were beaten
as regards resistance to repeated blows, and were only slightly
superior as regards a single blow from the heaviest gun of the
period.
When, however, it is remembered that these trials were made
with shot striking with energies varying from 1000 to 4400 foot
tons, and that now we have to deal with blows represented by the
force of more than 30,000 foot tons, the necessity for obtaining data
upon which to base fresh calculations becomes at once apparent.
Having obtained in Round 2039, as reported in Part I., No. 1 of
this volume, so exact a measure of the penetrative power of the 38ton gun upon a three-plate target, it was thought that we could not
do better than use this result as our datum, and endeavour to
obtain an equivalent result with the same gun upon a single plate.
Accordiogly, after due consideration of former trials, it was settled
that the single plate for comparison should be 16½ inches thick, and
au iron armour-plate of this thickness, measuring 8 ft. by 8 ft., was
ordered.
The final pile from which this plate was roiird was made up of
seven moulds, and was 9 ft. 6 ins. long by 8 ft. 4 ins. wide, by ~3½
inches in height. The bottom mould in the furnace was 6 ins. thick,
the other six moulds making up the remai □ ing height of 17½ iuches.
It may be mentioned here that the side of a plate which is undermost
in the furnace, and, therefore, in the rolls also, is invariably made
the back of the finished armour plate, because tbe upper side in
cooling becomes rather the harder of the two.
The pile, as it went into the furnace, weighed about 33 tons. It
was in the furnace 30 hours. The finished plate, as set up at Shoeburyness, weighed 18¾ tons.
For the trial the plate rested against supports at its top and
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bottom edges to prevent its being driven back, aucl it was held from
faJling forwards by two bolts through its upper corners.
The 38-ton chambered gun was used for the trial, and it was
placed at 6,5 yards from the plate.
The date of the trial was 1st August, 1877, and the round was
numbered 2069.
The projectile was a service Palliser shell, 33·18 inches long, and
12·43 inches in diameter over the body, weighted with sand up to
817 lbs., including a gas check which weighed 11 lbs. 9 oz.
The charge used was 175 lbs. of P~ powder, and this gave a
velocity at the target of 1,410 feet per second, making the blow
equivalent to about 11,260 foot tolis, or rather less than that in
Round 2039 which was equal to about 11,400 foot tous.
The shell struck 2 ft, 10 ins. from the left ridge, and 2 ft. 11 ins.
from the top, and passed through the plate.
It made a round hole, 13 inches in diameter, and perpendicular
to the face of the plate, with a lip from 2 inches to 3 inches round the
front edge. It broke off the moulds on the back of the plate over an
area of 2ft. 9ins. by 2ft. 9ins., and to a depth at one part of 7½ inches.
The welds of three moulds could be seen in the fractured part. From
the left edge of the plate to a point near the shot bole a crack was
formed extending through tbe whole thickness of the plate on its
edge, and gaping from ¼-inch to !-inch.
The plate was buckled about ¼-inch on a horizontal line across its
face, but only ""f6-1ncb in a vertical Iine.
The plate was moved forward about 5½ inches by the blows.
The shell was hroken up into a great number of pieces in passing
through, but still every part of it did get through, even including
the gas check.
The quality o f the metal of the shell was equal to the average of
service Palliser projectiles.
An olcl armour-plated target in rear was a good deal scored, and
indented in some instances to a d cpth of from ½-inch to ¾-inch, by
the pieces of the shell. A 6-incb double "paunch" mantlet which
had been bung up behind the target was f'Ut through, and a good deal
damaged, and some timbers of the supports in rear were also cut
through.
The point of the shell was found entire,
Comparing this result with that of round 2039, it will be seen
that the sbeJI ou this occasion pierced tb e J 6½-inch plate with some
more force to spare thsn that which the corresponcii1Jg shell had in

it after piercing No. 40 Ta,rget in its original state. Therefore, 1
think it may now be fairly assumed that a solid rolled iron armourplate of 17 inches or 17¼ioches in thickness is equal as reaards resistance to perforation, to· three 6½-inch iron plates se~arated by 5-inch
layers of teak.
Also, tbis experiment, so far as it goes, seems to bear out the
statement, made in Part II. of this subject, as to the equivalent for
three 8½-inch plates, with teak between them, being probably 23
inches of solid iron plate.
For so large a plate, the heaviest and lnrgest section e,er rolled in
Eng1and, the condition of the iron was quite satisfactory, and the
welding good; showing that the treatment of large t11asses in the
furnace is now better understood than it was 10 years ago, and that
the means of handling them in the rolls ha,e also been improved.
PALLISER SHELL AT Am,IOTJR-PLATES SEPARA'rED FROM ~.Ll.SONRY, AND

FRO:i'!I OTHER ARMOUR-PLATES, BT

Varn

SPACES.

In continuation of this subject, as noticed in Part II. (see No. 2 of
this volume), the round against a plate standing a short distance in
advance of a masonry wall, and also one against a plate at a reduced
distance from another plate, can now be reported.
Taking first the masonry experiment, which took place at Shoeburyness, on the 20th of July, 1877, the wall used for the purpose
was not so solid and massive as could have been wished, but it was
the best that could be extemporized with the means at our disposal.
It consisted of a mass of granite 14ft. 9ins. in frontage, 7 ft. 6ins. high,
and 3 ft. 6 ins. deep, built against the face of an old brick and Portland
cement concrete wall with a good number of heavy iron cramps in
it, which had formed part of a large structure built for experiments
in 1864.
This brick and concrete wall was 7 ft. 6 ins. thick, making, therefore, with the granite wall in front, a total thickness of masonry of
11 ft.
The weak part of the arrangement was that of the new granite
work being built without much top weight or side support, and
without bond, or cramps, or dowels of any kind. Still the stone which
was to receive the first ,hock after the shot had got through the
armour plate was a good sized block, measuring 5 ft. by 4 ft. on the
face, and 3 ft. 6 ins. in depth, and weighed, therefore, about 5 tons.
The plate used was an old iron one, with three shot holes already in
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it. It was 7 ft. 6 ins. by 3 ft. 9 ins., and 4½ inches thick. It was set up
on end at a distance of l ft. 6 ins. from the £ace of the granite, and
was merely blocked out from it by pieces of iron bar.
The gun used was the 38-ton gun, at 50 yards, and the projectile
was the service Palliser shell, the charge being so arranged as to
make the round correspond as closely as possible with the two
previous rounds from this gun at void space targets, already
r eported.
The round was numbered 2068.
The shell struck 3 ft. 3 ins. from the bottom of the 4½-inch plate,
and 1 ft. 3 ins. from its left edge, making a clean hole 13·5 to 13·8
inches in diameter, and bulging the plate outwards 6 inches on its
right edge. The plate was, of course, knocked down.
The granite wall was completely wrecked; indeed, with the
exception of two or three stones near its ends, nothing of it was left
standing. The centre stone, already described as having been
placed to receive the shot, was ground almost to powder. The
brick and concrete wall in rear was cleaved asunder, with a great
vertical rent about 1 foot wide in parts, and the whole structure was
much knocked about, and displaced in large masses.
At first sight it appeared as if the shell bad not been injured by the
plate, and bad passed entire into the very heart of the masonry in rear.
But such was soon found not to have been the case. On turning over
the pounded granite of the wall a great number of small pieces of the
shell were found very near t,o the front, and the point of the shell
itself, about 4 inches long, was recovered at a depth of only 3 ft. 3 ins.
in from the original face of the grP~nite wall. In fact, there is every
reason to believe that the whole shell broke up small on first
striking the granite, upwards of 240lbs. weight of small pieces of its
head and body having been dug out at no great depth from the
front.
Here, then, we have the don hie blow upon a detached plate and a
granite wall producing an effect upon a Palliser shell approaching
nearly to that obtained in the rounds against armour-plates with
void spaces between them, already de~cribed.
Tbat the breaking up of the shell was due to the iron plate is
evident from the fact of a similar shell, in Round 204.0 ( see Part
II.), having passed unbroken through 11 feet of masonry, of
which about half was granite; and further, that it was due to the
plate being detached may be inferred from the resu1ts of other
experiments-chiefly those of 1869-reported at page 265, Vol.
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XVIII., of p,.~fessi()11al Pape>"s, when 7-inch Palliser cored shot were
used against 4½-inch armour-plates, which were placed at a short
distance in front of a granite wall, the 15-inch interval between
the plates and the wall being filled with concrete and other substances, and none of the shot broke up small.
As already intimated, the granite wall used in the present trial
was very inferior to the masonry of an actual work of defence, on
account of the absence of bond and want of continuity in the
structure, and due allowance should be made for this in drawing
conclusions from the round.
The only other trial of void space targets to be noticed in this
paper is one that was made on the same da!,e as the last, to carry
out the intention, expressed in Part II., of repeating Round 2046
with a reduced distance between the 4-inch and 10-inch plates.
For this purpose the 4-inch plate, which had been used before in
similar trials, was set up 1 ft. 6 ins. in advance of a small piece of 10inch plate, measuring 3 ft. 8 ins. by 3 ft. 8 ins., which had already got
one shot hole in it. Neither plate ,,.as held securely.
The 38-ton gun was again used, the charge being so arranged that
the blow should be equal to those delivered against the previous
void space targets.
The number of the round is 2070.
The shell struck the 4-inch plate in a sound part, 2ft. 5ins. from the
bottom, and 2 ft. 7 ins. from the right edge, making a round hole 13
inches in diameter. It threw the plate down.
The shell then struck the 10-inch plate, 2 ft. 4 ins. from the bottom,
and 1 ft. 2 ins. from the left edge. The point indented the plate to a
depth of 5½ ins., splitting the plate through the indent and through
the former shot hole, and breaking it into sevei'al pieces, some of
which were thrown to a considerable distance. Although the point
of the shell appears to have been unbroken when making the indent
in the 10-inch plate, a considerable quantity of both head and body
remained sticking on the face of this plate in the -form of " splash,"
but certainly in Jess quantity than in the former trials of targets
consisting of two armour-plates with void intervals between them.
Little importance should be attached to the breaking up of the 10inch plate in this round, because, from its small size and previous
injuries, its separation represents no great amount of work.
From this trial it would appear that, at any rate with the 38-ton
gun projectile, the interval of 1 ft. 6 ins. is scarcely sufficient to admi-
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of the work of disintegration of the shell being carried so far as to
relieve the back armonr of that large share of the total work in the
shell which it escaped in the rounds when the intervals were three
and four times as great.
In thus noticing these void space trials it is not intended to convey
the impression that they a,re likely to lead to any immediate results as
regards the application of armour to works of fortification, for there
are, in the first place, practical objections to the use of armou!·-plates
without backing on account of their being under that condition more

liable to break up than when bedded against moderately compressible
substances. Also, there is the difficulty of gnarding against the effect
of heavy shell carrying large bursting charges of, perhaps, explosives
even more violent in their action than gunpowder, into the vacant

intervals. Besides, there is nothing yet to show that steel, or even
improved chilled iron projectiles, would fail against these structures.
Beyond, therefore, being curious, and interestiug from a scientific

point of view, it is thought that the chief value of these results lies
in their having shown that the limit of endurance of the service
Palliser shell had been much nearer approached in the trials of late
years tbau might otherwise have been suspected, and this will be of
no slight adv:intage if it should lead to measures for the improvement of our armour-piercing projectiles.
COMPOUND STEEL AND IRON ARMOUR PLATES.

When speaking of the trials for the Italian Government made
last year at Spezia (see Part II. of this subject), attention was
drawn to the comparntirn facility with which heavy steel plates were
broken to pieces by Palliser projectiles, notwithstanding that they
proved themselves superior to ordinary iron armour plates in resisting

perforation by a single shell.
In this country these results attracted a good deal of attention,
and the conclusions drawn from them were not generally favourable

to the use of steel armour as it was applied to the Spezia targets.
Still, it was plain that if by any means the advantage of the greater
resistance to perforation offered by steel could be combined with the
greater tenacity shown by wrought iron under sudden blows, an
important step wo uld be gained in the manufacture of armour plat.ea
for use, at any rate, ju floating st1·nctures.
Accordingly, the English armour plate makers set themgelves to
work upon this problem; and, to assist them in their operations,
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tliey were allowed to send their sample plates, as they made them, to
Shoeburyness for proof, under the system there established for fortification purposes.

Although these operations have not yet passed beyond tLe experimental and preliminary stage, it may still not be amiss to give here
a short account of what has been done in the matter up to the present
time.

The first trials were made with small plates of soft steel, produced
by the Bessemer process, and rolled direct from the ingots. Of these
one tempe,.ed in water at red heat gave better results than those
untempered ; but still, at the best, there was too much tendency to
crack in these plates, and not sufficient hardness to break up the
heads of the Palliser shell.
Another plate made from a Bessem,,r ingot of soft steel, squeezed
in a press and afterwards rolled, and cooled in sand, broke up into a
number of pieces.
Also a 5-inch iron plate carburized on its face to a depth of
¾-inch, and on its back to a depth of ½-inch, in a converting furnace,

broke up unsatisfactorily.
At a subsequent period an attempt was again made to convert the
face of a 5-inch iron plate into steel: but, in this case also, the back
became carburizcd as well as the front, the former to a depth of
½-inch, the latter to a depth of ¼-inch, and the plate did not give
good results at Shoeburyness.
After this the process of welding steel and iron together into a
compound mass was once ruore taken up.
TbP object to be gained by this combination, in the case of armour
plates, is simply that of presentiug to the projedile a hare\ face,
against which its force may be expended, aud itself broken up, if
possible, at an early stage of its work upon the armour; while, in
order to counteract tbe effect which sudden b1ows will always Lave
upon hard steel, or rather in order to hold the steel together
after it may bare been cr>1cked by the shot, a soft and ductile
wrought iron back is providC'd.
On referring to Vol. XVI. of the Pr~f•ssional Papers, P'1per XII.,
it will he seen that an exte11s-i,e series of experiments took place at
Sboelmryness, in 1867, with p1ates of steel and iro11 welded together,
but the general result was thnt the compound plates could not compete wi1 h the ordina1·y soft rolled iron armour.
The difficulty then experienced was that which, it ls well known,
bas always attended t,he welding of iron to steel, namely, tbiit of
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dealing with two kinds of metal, which weld at different temperatures; which difficulty is aggravated in the case of the two metals
containing widely different proportions of carbon, as in hard steel
having to be united to soft wrought iron.
The failurn of the steel and iron plates iu 1867 brought such manufacturing difficulties to light that no further attempts were made for
some time in thn.t direction, at any rate with masses of metal of any
considerable size.

But of late years steel and wrought iron have been very perfectly
welded by pouring the steel in a molten state on to the iron, previously
raised to a white heat; and this process has, I believe, been success-

folly applied to the manufacture of railway material, and to other
purposes.

Improving upon this mode of manufacture a process has been
devised at the works of Messrs. Gammell and Co., of Sheffield,
which 1Ir. G. Wilson, the managing director of the firm, has obligingly described to me in the following terms.
"Since the trials at Spezia the inherent difficulty in welding large
masses of steel and iron has been overcome by :hfr . .Alexander Wilson,

by pouring steel in the melted state upon the surface of an iron plate
when it has been heated to a good red heat. The temperature of the
mo1ten steel being much in excess of the welding heat of iron, the
surface of the heated iron plate becomes partially fuzed by the overlying liquid steel, and thus a comp1ete union or weld between the two
metals is obtained-there being practically no limit to the masses of
metal used.
"In this case the we]d is not limited to a simple line marking the
difference between the steel and the iron, as is the case in all ordinary
welds, but a third metal or semi-steel is formed between the two,
varying in thickness from ½-inch to -/6 -incb, by the carbon of the
steel running into the iron, and through the formation of this
semi-steel, the two metals are joined together inseparably, or, in
other words, the steel has run gradually into the fibrous iron and the
iron into the steel
"Experiments have been made to ascertain the relative strength of
this weld, and on every occ:ision the iron only has been torn asunder
out of the solid, while the weld itself has remained intact."
1\vo small armour plates made upon this plan were sent by ]ifessrs.
Gammell for test at Shoebur_yness in July last. Each measured 3 ft.
G ins. by 3 ft. 10 ins., and 9 inches in thickness. One bad a 5-iucb
face of hard steel, containing ·64 per cent. of carbon, and a 4-inch
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wrought iron hack, and waR hammered. The other had a 4¼-inch
face of somewhat softer steel, containing ·48 per cent. of carbon, and
a 4¾-inch hack of wrought iron, and was rol1ed. They were made
by heating 7-incb rolled iron plates to a good red beat, and quickly
transferring them to a cast iron mould or box. Molten steel was then
poured upon the wrought iron to a depth of 8 inches, so that the
combined ingot thus formed was 15 inches in thickness. The masses
were then reduced, by hammering and rolling as above-mentioned,

to the finished thickness of 9 inches. The slight difference between
the thickness of the steel in the two plates was accidental, or perhaps
the difficulty of judging where the clivision between the steel and iron
occurred will account for the difference 0f thicknesses recorded.
They were tried with 7-inch service Palliser shot, weighing 113
lbs., and fired with 30 lbs. of pebble powder, at 30 yards.
With regard to the first, that is the one with the hard steel face,
the indent was only 3·2 inches deep. The shell broke up in its head
as well as in its body, and the plate was scored by it all o,er its face.
The fragments of the shot ,-ere hot when picked up. Five cracks
radiating from the indent were formed in the plate. One of these
was 7 inches deep as measured on the edge of the plate, another 5
inches, the other three were fine cracks and of less depth. The area
of the shot mark on the face of the plate was 9½ inches in diameter.
In rear the bulge was local, and only -,'0 -incb high, and there were no
cracks at all.
The welding of the steel to the iron was very perfect, and showed

I
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no signs of ~giving way in any part.

The slightness of the indent is remarkable.

The

corres-

ponding indent in a 9-inch wrought iron plate of best quality,
under similar circumstances, is generally from 12¼ inches to

complete perforation. By the completeness of the welding
the effect of the cracking of the steel was neutralized to some
extent by the wrought iron, while the hardness of the steel led
to the hreaking-up of the projectile, and the consequent loss of work
upon the plate.
With regard to 1,he second of these plates, namely, that with the
soft steel face, the shell in this case made an indent 5·45 inches deep.
The head of the shell was much broken, and the body was also
broken up small, but th 1:.• destruction of this projectile was not so

complete as was that of the shell against the other plate.

In this

instance there were four radiating cracks, 7½ inches, 4·7 inches, 4·7

inches, and 4·5 inches deep from the face respectively.

In rear, the

I

I
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local bulge was •8,5.inch high, and there were faint cracks, with a
gape of ½-inch at the widest part, on the bulge. The welding of the
steel to the iron was undisturbed in this case also.
It may be mentioned that Messrs. Gammell & Co. made another
small 9-inoh plate about this tiwe, which was composecl of a 5-inch
hard steel centre between ~-inch soft steel at front and back; but
this plate, although it was only indented 4·8 inches deep by the
7-inoh shell with 30 lbs. of pebble powder, broke up into fonr pieces.
The head of the shell in this instance remained entire, but the body
was splashed against the plate. When first picked up the head was
cool, but it grew warm afterwards.
This plate wns made by casting the steel in hyel's, each layer being
allowed to set before the next was run upon it, and the mass was
afterwards rolled clown to its finished thickness. From the appeal'ance
of the fractures at proof, the liarcl aocl soft steels seem to have
become fused together, aud the metal was homogeneous throughout.
Messrs. Brown and Co., of Sheffield, also made two small plates
by beating equal masses of hard Bessemer steel and wrought iron
in an ordinary furnace, and rolling 1hem clown to five inches in thickness, borax being used as a. flux. Thus the plates were half of steel,
containing 0·5 Fer cent. and ha.If cl wrought iron. One of these
plates was hardened in watet·, and the other was unhardened.
The indent from a 7-inch Palliser shell, lYeighing 113 lbs, fired
with 8½ lbs. of R.L.G. powder, at the h<trdened plate, at 30 yards,
was 3 35 inches, or just half the depth of the usual indent from the
same blow on a 5-inch rolled iron armour plate of A 1 quality. A
7-inch shell fired with 25 lbs. of pebble p ,wder got its point
The weMiug of the steel to the iron was not
through this plate.
so perfect as in the 9.inch plates lately described. The head of the
shell remained whole, but the body broke up small.
The plate that was unhardened was indeuted 3·4 inches, as
against 3·35 inches in the hardened one. A 7-incb shell, fired with
20 lbs. of pebble powder, penetrated this plate and broke it in two.
The welding was somewhat better in this case, bnt neither of the
plates was altogether satisfactory. It was thought that the resistance offered by these plates to pel'foration was about equal to that of
a soft iron al'mour plate 8 inches thick.
Just as this acc0unt was completed :Messrs. Bl'own and Co. sent for
trial another compound plate, made in the following manner. .A
fLincb rolled iron armour plate was laid in au ordinary furuace, and
upon this was pla.cecl a wruught iron frame, made of bar, 7 inches
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h igh and 4 inches wide, running all round the plate close to its edges.
When at a red beat the plate with its frame still upon it was brought
ont of the furnace, and bard Bessemer steel, containing 0·5 per cent.
of carbon, was rnn in a molten state upon the iron armour until the
By the heat
tank formed by the frame was full to the brim.
imparted to the wrought iron by the steel the frame and plate were
brought to welding heat and united, and the stee l aud -iron were also
weldecl as in the other experimental plates already clescribed. The
mass was then allowed to cool, and was afterwards reheated and rolled
down to a 9-inch plate, of which the front four inches were of steel.
It was then cut to the usual dimensions of proof plates, namely, 3 ft.
10 ins. by 3 ft. 8 ins.
The 7-inch Palliser shell, fired with 30 lbs. of pebble powder, at
30 yards, indented the plate to a depth of 4·5 inches, and raised a
bulge on the back y30 -inch bigh and 13 inches across. There were
six radial cracks formed through the steel, stopping at the wrought
iron frame at the edge of the plate. The head and body of the shell
were broken into small pieces.
These being the principal results of the preliminary trials, the
manufacturers have, on the experience thus gained, made some large
compound plates for the Admiralty, for comparison with rolled iron
plates ancl steel plates, and it is hoped that the trial of them will
come off before very long.

T. INGLIS,
9th November, 1877.
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PAPER XIX.

THE

OYOLOSOOPE.

BY LIEOT.

G. S. CLARKE, R.E.

THE problem of devising a means of ascer1aining at any moment
the speed of a revolving body bas l' t ceivecl numerous more or less
successful solutions. If a trustworthy constant rotary motion can
be obtained to be used as a standard, an epicyclic train can be
made to give the desired indications. There is, however, a great
difficulty in obtaining a motion which will remain constant even for a
short period 0£ time. Agaiu, a small centrifug,~l pump will maintain a greater or less column of water as the speed at wliich it it
driven increases or diminishes. Further, in the strophometer, an
instrument which bas been used snccessfnlly on some ships of war,

two heavy balls linked to a vertical axis, like those of the ordinary
governor, tend to fly outwards in proportion to the squa,re of their
velocity, and, in so doing, move an index arm traversing over a

figured dial.
In the instrument about to be described, which has been devised
hy Professor H . McLeod and the writer, the standard motion is
vibratory, and is given by a tuning fork, or reed, the period of which,
though not absolutely constant as will be noticed hereafter, is liable
to but slight alterat.ion.
If a pointer attached to one limb of a tuning fork is placed so as
just to touch a smoked drum driven by the machine whose speed
is to be measured, it will trace out a wave line of the form shown in
Fig. 1, Plate I.
The portion from a to b is traced during one vibration of the fork
and the distance apart of the crests of adjacent waves will depend
upon the velocity of the drum, becoming greater as that velocity
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increases. Suppose that the perimeter of the drum is 10", the
period of the fork 60 ,ibrations per second, and that five complete
waves ocou r in a length of one inch of perimeter. Then evidently fo
of a complete revolution takes place in .,'.,- of a second. The speed of
the drum is, therefore, 72 rotations per minute.
Practical difficulties would arise in utilizing this method, and,
moreover, it would be necessary to stop the drum in order to make
an observation, and then either to measure off on the perimeter of
the drnm the length occupied by a given number of vibratious, or to
count up the number of vibrations taking place in a given length of
perimeter. This operation would in most cases be too tedious. An
optical method bas therefore been adopted, which has been found to
give excellent results.
If a number of dots at equal intervals are viewed in a mirror,
or through a lens attached to a tuning fork, then, in virtue of the
retention of their images on the retina the dots will appear as
straight lines. Thus the images of the dots shown in Fiy. 2 will
appear drawn out into the lines i;.hown in J;'ig. 3, if the fork is so
placed that the motion of the images is at right angles to a line
through the dots.
If, further, a motion is given to the dots at right angles to the
direction of vibration of their images, the two combined rectilinear
motions will produce the appearance of a sinous line, or wave form.
The height of the wave will depend on the amplitude of the
vibration of the fork, while the wave-length will depend on the
relation of the speed of the dots to the period of the fork. The
greater the speed of translation of the dots becomes, the greater will
be the wave-length.
If certain exact ratios obtain between the velocity of the dots and
the period of the fork, the waves formed will be absoluLely stationary.
If the veLcity of the dots is slightly greater or less than that required fur the fulfilment of these ratios, tLe wave will be the same
in form as that whi0h the ex.net ratio woulci gi\•e, but it will have a
slow pl'ogL·essive motion. This progressive motion will be in the
same direction as that in which the dots move if the velocity of the
latter is too great, and in the reverse direction if it is too small for
the ex.act ratios.
The laws governing the ratios on which the formation of stationary
waves depends may Le i,tated as follows : lf the velocity of the dots is such that the time occupied by each
dot in passing over the interval between two adjacent dots, is exactly
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equal to the period of one complete vibration of the fork or reed, a
single stationary wave (Fig. 4a) is produced.
If the time occupied by each dot in passing over two intervals is
eqnal to the period of one complete vibration, the wave traced by
the image of each dot will pass through the position of the adjacent
dot, and as each dot will t1·ace a wave of its own, a double wave
(Fig. 5a) compounded of two single waves will result.
Again, if a complete vibration takes place in the time of passing
of a dot over three or four intervals, triple and q1rndruple waves
(Figs. 6a, Plate I., and 7a, Plate II.) will respectively be formed.
Similarly, waves compounded of five, six, seven, and eight waves
may occur under suitable conditions as to the velocity of the dots.
There is, in fact, theoretically, an infinite number of compound
waves. The eighth compound wave has been actually observed;
but the production and maintainance of the more complex forms
requires a regularity of motion which it is very difficult to obtain.
It will be evident that waves of the same form as those above
defined can be obtained wit,h other velocities. Thus, if l;wo complete
vibrations occur in the time of passing of a dot over one interval,
another single wave (Fig. 4b) is produced. Similarly, if three complete vibrations take place in the time of passing of a dot over two
intervals a new double wave (Fig. 5b) results. Again, a triple
wave ( Fig. 6b) occurs when two complete vibrations occur in the
time of passing of a dot over three intervals, and a quadruple wave
(Fig. 7b) if three vibratious take place in the time of passing of a
dot over four intervals. There is, theoretically, an infiuity of series
of waves, and an infinity of waves of the same form in each
series.
The form of the wave determines at a glance the series to which
it belongs, while differences of wave length and of brilliancy distinguish between waves of the same series.
The first or primary wave in each series (Fig,. 4a, 5a, 6a) has
the greatest brilliancy, while it requires the greatest velocity of the
dots for its formation.
The laws of formation of the different waves may bestatedasfollows:
1.-Single wave, any whole number of complete vibrations in the
time of passing of a dot over one ioterval.
2.-Double wave, 1, 3, 5, 7, etc., complete vibrations in the time of
passing of a dot over two intervals. Any whole number of
vibratiuns not divisible by 2.
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3.-Triple wave, 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, eto., complete vibrations in the time of
passing of a dot over three intervals. A11y whole number of
vibrations not divisible by 3.
4.-Qirncl, uple wave, l, 3, 5, 7, 9, etc., complete vibrations in the
time of passing of a dot over fo,.,- intervals. Any whole
number of vibrations not divisible by 2 or 4.
And so on for more complex forms.
'fhe above laws may also be expressed as follows :-Denoting the
velocity of the dots required for the formation of the primary wave
of the first series by unity; the velocities required to produce other
waves will be1, l, ½, ¾, ½
lst Series
2, ¼, ¾, l, l
2nd

3rd

3,½,¾,¾,t

4, ½,¼, t, ¼
4th
5, ¾, ¾, ¾, ¾
5th
It remains to show how the principles above laid down can be
utilized in a practical form.
Suppose that a drum carrying 100 dots, equally spMed round it,i
perimeter, rotates in front of a reed or fork, giving 60 complet.e
vibrations per second, the latter being so placed that the images of
the dots are displaced in a direction at right angles to their motion,
or parallel to the axis of the drum. If then the drum is driven at
such a speed that the primary single wave appears stationary, it will
be evident that 60 dots per second, or 3600 per minute, must be
passing in front of the vibrating lens or mirror, but as in one complete revolution of the drum 100 dots pass, the speed of the drum
.
. 1·r a primary
. t e. .Agarn,
·
oo = 36 revo1u t 10ns
per m1nu
WO
mus t be 35
double wave appears stationary the speed of the drum is evidently
2 X 60 X 60 = 72 per minute, while a primary triple stationary
100
f3x60x60
.
.
108 per minute,
lOO
wave woul d require a ve1oe1ty o
and soon. By referring to t,beabove table the_ speed required to produce
any other wave can be obtained. For practical purposes the primary
double wave seems best adapted. Its form is easy to recognise, and
its superior wave length and brilliancy serve to distinguish it from
other waves of the same series. ~Moreover, a symmetrical form
which gives bright points, or crossings along its centre line possesses
advantages. If t is the number of complete vibrations of the fork
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or reed per second; v the number of rotations per minute of the clotted
drum, and n. the number of dots; then a stationary primary double
wave will be produced, if

2t

X

60"

v= - - - .

"
can be found

if two of them are
From this equation v, n, or t
known. If, therefore, it were required to read velocities of from 20
to 40 revolutions per minute, it would be necessary to place round
the drum a seri0s of rings of dot.s containing2 t X 60
2 t X 60
2 t X 60
~
21- ·
_ 2_0_ '

etc., dots each. 1£ then any ring, say the 5th from the ring corresponding t,o a velocity of 20, gave the stationary double wave, it
would be certain that the speed 0£ the drum was 25.
A practical difficulty arises, however, in placing such a series of
dots round a drum, for instance, with a 60 fork, or reed, the perimeter 0£ the drum would have to be divided into 342·8571 intervals,
in order to obtain a stationary primary double wave with a velocity
of 21 per minute, and, moreover, even if such a division were
practicable, it would not be possible to read off speeds intermediate
between whole numbers of rotations per minute, e.g., 21½. It becomes
necessary, therefore, to adopt some other method.
If, "instead of <lots, equidistant lines are placed round a drum,
parallel to its axis, and are observed through a slit attached to a
fork, or reed, precisely similar waves to those above described are
formed. A piece of paper is prepared by ruling lines as in Pig. 8,
Plate II., which all converge in a point o, and pass through equidistant
points on the line a b, and a rectangular portion c cl e f of a size sufficient to wrap round the drum is cut out. These lines, when viewed,
through the slit, act as an infinite series of dots equidistant in each
series, and exactly fulfil the requirements above indicated. 'l1hus,
if the convergent lines are so drawn that their intervals on c e are
such as to suit the maximum velocity V, and the intervals on d f, the
minim nm velocity v to be measured, then between c e and d f there
will be position which will give stationary waves for every velocity
between V and v. Moreover, equal distances along the drum corres.
pond to equal differences of velocities; thus, if V is 60 and v 20
• This equation may be put in the genera.I form v = 60nC t whereC isa co-efficient depending on the series to which the wave belongs and on the particular number in that series
•
The htble, pnge 4, gives tbe values of C for different waves.
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rotations per minute, the positions corresponding to velocities of 50,
40, and 30 will be found by simply dividing c d into four equal parts,
and by further subdivision the positions corresponding to all velocities between V and v can be obtained.
In the Cycloscope, as at present constructed, a box a (Plate III.),
containing a reed, to the tongue of which a piece of very thin zinc,
with a slit, has been soldered, moves in front of a drum, carrying a
paper ruled with lines in the way described. The motion is given
by the hand-wheel b to a pinion c, on the same axis, the pinion
gearing -into a rack attached to the slide d.
The reed box carries a small pointer p, which traverses a scale s s.
'fhe period of the reed is 60 complete vibrations per second. The
ruled paper is prepared as follows :-Supposo !,hat the perimeter of
the drum is P, its available length L, and that the range of ,elocities
which it is desired to measure is from 120 to 60 rotations per minute.
A line of length P, is divided into'-?& ( = 60) equal parts. Then, if
It (see F,g. 8, Plate II.) is the distance from o to the liue corresponding to a velocity of 120h_ = z.{...g__Q_ p = 2
__
7/'/oo p
h- L
whence h = 2 L. The point o on which the lines are to converge
must, therefore, be taken at a distance 2 L from the divided line.
The lines are now drawn sufficiently far to cover a breadth of paper
equal to L, and in order that a rectangle equal to the development of
the whole drum may be covered with lines, it will be necessary to
produce the divided line and carry the divisions out further each
way. White lines ruled with Chinese white, on a black or blue
ground, and varnished after mounting with thin spirit varnish, have
been found to answer very well. These lines should be about the
same breadth as the slit. The paper so prepared is pasted on to the
drum, and it is convenient, but not essential, to arrange it so that
the centre line o n (Fig. 8, Plate II.) falls on the drum exactly opposite the junction, each line cut by the line c d will then he met by a
similarly situated line cut by e f, and the junction will present
the appearance shown in (Fig. 9, Plate II.)
The graduation of the scale should he performed after the mounting
of the paper, in order that no error may arise from stretching of the
latter. If a circle is traced round the drum at any of tbe intersections shown in Fig. 9, this circle will be divided into equal parts.
Starting at any two intersecituns the lines are counted round and
found to be N and". respectively, the speed required to produce the
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stationary double wave at these pos1t10ns ,n

e

X

60
N

X

60

an

d

The scale can, therefore, be marked at
X 60 X 60 respectively.
n
these two points, and the intermediate graduations can be obtained
by subdivision.
A vernier could be employed in place of the pointer J', by which
the primary divisions could be subdivided into 10 or 100 parts.
Referring to Fig. 9, it will be evident that only at the intersections,
and at one intermediate point between each pair, will circles traced
round the drum be divided into a whole number of equal parts.
2

Circles traced at other positions will have one unequal di,~i:-ion at
the line of junction ; this will ea.use a slight movement, or jump, of
the wa~e at each rotation of the drum. This cannot,, however, be
mistaken for the steady progressive motion denoting that the posi.
tion COJ'responding to the stationary curve has not been arrivecl at.
To make a reading it will now be necessary to start the reed and
to move the hand-wheel b, until a stationary double wave is seen;

the pointer will then indicate the speed.
To make the waves more visible, two small lenses c e are employed,
fixed in the front and back of the reed box. The lens on the back
of the box throws an image of the lines on the slit; that in front
magnifies this image, and thus parallax is avoided. I£ t,he instru.
ment is to be used in a dark situatio11, a small lantern is placed on
the bracket I attached to the side of the reed box, in order to illnminate the portion of the drum under observation.
The reading can be made without taking the eye from the front
lens, if a scale identical with that described is placed close in front
of the drum, at such a height that its graduations can be seen
throngb the slit, when the latter is set in vibration. It may be
advantageous, in some cases, to place tbe ruled paper on a shaft,
instead of attaching it to a drum driyen by a belt and pulley; indeed, one of the great merits of the principle is that it can be thus
directly app1ied to a. machine, without the intervention of any
mechat1ical transmission. In such a case it may be impossible to
bring the apparatus close up to the sbaft. If, however, the fork or
reed vibrates in the focus of the object-glass of a small telescope, the
observation can be made at a considerable distance from tbe shaft.
The plan of placing the scale close up to tbe drum would tben have
to be Pmployed, and it will be advisable to trace circles round the
drum, each circle denoting the position corresponding to an integral
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number of rotations per minute. The slight error due to parallax
would thus be obviateci.
In the early experiments it was found difficult to keep up a sufficient supply of air to the reed without a considerable pumping
power and large conducting tubes. By tbe utilization of the principle of the injector, or jet pump, this difficulty has been entirely
removed. The air is supplied tbmugh a small flexible indiarubber
tube from a pair of foot bellows. This tDbe terminates in a small
g1ass tube drawn out to leave a narrow jet, l½ mm. in diameter.
This fine jet is passed through a cork, fitted into a wide brass tube
k (Plate III.) fixed into the lower part of the back of the reed box.
The lower part of the brass tube is cut away to allow free access
to the surrounding air. The arrangement is shown in enlarged section in Fig. 10, Plute II.
Air, of pressure about equal to a column of water 20 or 25 c.m.
in height, is forced through the jet, and the reed vibrates perfectly,
the mean pressure of air in the reed box being only about equal to
a column of water 1½ mm. in height.
In the original experiments it was necessary to devise a means
for readily setting tuning forks in vibration. The arrangement
shown in Fig. II. was found to answer remarkably well. A short
piece of soft iron, with its ends turned up in opposite directions, is
carried on an axis between the prongs of the fork, the latter being
surrounded by a wooden box, to which the bearings of the axis
are fixed. The bar forces the prongs apart, as shown in the figure,
and when the axis is sharply turned through 90°, the fork is set in
vibration.

It has so far been assumed that the period of a fork or reed is
absolutely constant. This is not the case, as the fork varies slightly
with temperature, vibrating more slowly as the metal becomes
warmer. In some experiments made with tuning forks a Joss ·011
per cent. per 1° Ceutigrade was observed. This would be too small
to affect the val □ e of the instrument for practical purposes, while, i£
it were employed £or delicate investigations, a correction could
readily be applied. Temperature similarly affects reeds, their period
is also lengthened by an increa~e of pressure of the air by which
they are set in vibration. By the employment of the air injector
described in a foregoing paragraph, any considerable variation in
the pressure of the air supplied is prevented. The mean of 22 fairly
concordant observations gave ·OJ O per cent. for each degree Centigrade as the loss occasioned by rise of temperature. The deter-
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minations of the effect of temperature above alluded to were carried
out by means of Lissajous' figures, and it may be mentioned that
the latter can be produced by attaching pieces of paper with very
fine slit!S to the for·kR, in place of mirrors as has l.Jeen the usual
practice hitherto. One fork is placed horizontally and the other
vertically, a fixed lens being mounted between them, so as to form
an image of one slit on the other. The great advautage of this
plan is that with large forks the influence of the additional weight
of tbe paper and attachi11g gum is inappreciable.
There are se"Cet·al methods of determining the absolute period of
a reed or fork. These are described at some length in a paper
communicated by Mr. A. J. Ellis, F.R.S., to the Jow·nal of the
Society of Arts for May 25th, 1877. The absolute period of a
standard fork or reed being obtained, there is no difficulty in opti~
cally tuning any other number of forks 01· reeds to the same pitch.
The principle of the Cyclosuope is now being employed in the
construetion of an apparatus for determining the absolute pitch of
a fork or reed, and the experiments so far bave given excellent
results. If a steady rotary motion capable of perfect control is
given to a drum carrying a ring of lines, and if the motion is so
regulated that any recognised wave, given by a fork or reed of
unknown period, is kept stationary during a measured inter\'al of time,
the exact number of rotations of the drum during this interva.l being
accurately recorded, then evidently the period of the fork or reed
can be obtained. It is not even nece1'sary to attach a slit to the
fork, 2B the edge of the ]alter is found to a.nswer equally well.
Three determinations of the period of a 25G fo,·k, made by Pro.
fessor McLeod, gave the numbers 2,'>6·287, 250·281 and 256·287
vibrations per second; a 320 fork gave 320·364; a 384 fork 384·456,
and a 512 fork [,12·549. These number.a must be regarded as
merely preliminary, as k11own imperfections exist in the appHratus.
The essential feature of the cycloscope is it~ extreme delicacy ;
this, while unfitting it for observations where it is required merely
to read average 8peeds 1 renders it specially useful in ca~es when it
is neces, ary to determine the absolute speed of a rotating body at
a given instant.
Fol' example, in Noble's chronoscope for ruea~uring minute inter.
vals of timC', a number of discs are driven at a very bigb spE>ed, and
the breaking of electric circnits canied through t,lie gun itself, or
through screens in front of themuzz.le, causes SJ'arks to pa-ss, and to
mark the edges of the discs. If then the speed of the discs is known
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with certainty at the precise instant of firing, the distance between
the marks on the di..:;cs gives a very accut"ate measure of the interval
which has elapsed between the breaking of the circuits. All experiments with the Cycloscope tend to show that a constant rotary
motion cannot be obtained , and that with the best machinery slight
variations are occurring at every moment. In such a case as this it
is particularly unsafe to trust to an average velocity, as it is quite
possible that at the m<,ment of firing, the actual velocity may ditfer
ver.v considerably from the averagoe. If, however, to some portion
of the machinery a wheel is attached , the circumference of whic.;h jg
accurately divided hy a number of lines, then by observing these
lines through a slit attached to a suitable fork or reed, it cnu be seen
at a glance whether the machinery is running regularly. It will be
necessary to apply some simple friction 1·egulator which can be
controlled by the obsen·er; the dlrevtion in which the wa.ve mo1es
showing whether the speed is too high or too low for the stationary
wa.ve. Directl_r the wave has been brought to rest by the application of t,he break, the firing key which may be in charge of the same
observer is put dovn1.
Some iutere8ting ex!)eriments have b een made with discs on the
principle of the thallmatrope, which in one di!'ectioa at least pr0tuise
results of ~,ractical utility.
If a disc pro, ided with slits is driven at a constant speed by
clockwork in fr1mt of another disc prnvided with a ring of dots or
symbols, then, when the number of slits passing in front of the eye
in a given time is equal to the number of dots which pass in the
same time the latte,· will appear to be stationary.
Thus, if N and n are the number of rotations of the clock and
machine discs per minute respectively, S the number of slits, d the
number of dots.
nd ; d dots will be visible and stationary. Thus S
When N8
and N being given or a'l,Sumed, d can be obtained for any assigned
value of n.
If the machine disc is running a little too fast for the above
equation, tbe dots will appear to move slowly in the same direction
as this disc; if too slow, they will mo,·e in the opposite direction.
2 dn; 2 d dots will be visible and stationary.
If NS
If in place of dots symbols alternately alike are employed thus-

=

=

I

\,

I

I
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then, by reason of the superposition of adjacent symbols, when SN=
2 d n the appearance is 2 d stationary,

X

X

X

X

X

where d is the whole numbet• of symbols employed. Although the
difficulty above alluded to, of obtaining a trustworthy standard
rotary motion, places difficn l ties in the way of using this method
for tbe absol1,.tc measurement of velocities, there is no reason against
its adoption for the investigation of the relative speeds of two
ma.chines.
Thus, in the case of the twin engines so largely used on modern
ships of war, by merely driving one disc from each engine a glance
will show whether the two engines are running together, and if not,
which is the faster. Moreover, by a suitable arranQ'ement of symbols the same discs could be made to show whether the speeds of
two such engines bear any simple ratios as 1: 2, 1: 3, 1: 4, etc.,
to each other. In the elucidation of the many difficult problems
connected with steering this method promises to be useful.
Other applications of the principle of the Cycloscope might be
adduced, but enough has been said to give some idea of its power
and general adaptability.
To all cases where it is necessary to study carefully the working
of a machine, the method can be applied with ad vantage, while its
great elasticity permits it to be adapted to high or low speeds, long
or short ranges of velocity, heavy engine machinery or light clockwork with equal facility.
G. S. CLARKE,
LIEUT.,

R.E.
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The following Tables are reprinted by the pern,issio" of the Oom,nittte
of the Rogal Artillery Institutio,, from their printed lists. ED.

